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CHApTER I
INTRODUCTORy NoTES AND HISTORICAL SETTING
CULTURAL CONTACT BETWEEN EAST AND WEST ASIA
The problems of acculturation caused by contacts of two or more cultures should
not be confined to the research of the cultural anthropologist fbr they are also of
crucial importance flor art historians and students of fblk arts.

When a country expands its political power and commercial activities, its cultural
impact or diffusion soon fbllows and eventually goes far beyond its political bound‑

aries. The impact of art, that is of style, technique and format is by no means an

exception. And culture and art are not always selfevolving. Nevertheless, people
tend to believe that the arts of East and West Asia developed as entirely separate
entities, overlooking their mutual and reciprocal impacts. The first part of the
well‑known verses of Rudyard Kipling is frequently quoted to explain that there is

no way to bridge East and West.
Oh, East is East, and West is West,
and never the twain shall meet.....i
His verses, however, continue as fo11ows;
But there is neither East nor West,

Border, nor Breed nor Birth,
When two strong men stand face to face,
Tho' they come from the ends of the earth'.
This Iatter section is quoted less frequently than the first two lines.

Up until now research on the cultures and mutual intercourse between East and
West has been actively promoted due to the exceptional interest of the Japanese in

the so‑called "Silk Road" that connected the ancient Mediterranean world with
Han China. General interest has risen so much lately that there is not enough time
to read the huge number of books and articles on this subject. Nevertheless, people
in general display an unusual Iack of interest in the cultural role played by West
Asia, the intermediary between the two ends of the silk road.
The Japanese unquestionably find it difficult to understand the aesthetic con‑
sciousness cultivated in the dry zone that geographically is diametrically opposed to

the climate of humid Japan. Moreover, the Japanese no doubt have trouble fath‑
oming the strictly monotheistic Islamic religion. Another problem is the humanities
of the Japanese towards a western European prejudice ever since the Meiji period.
1. The Ballad of East and West, written in 1889. Ballads andBarrack‑room Ballads
(New York: Dpubleday & McClure, 1899).
1

Encounter of Persia with China

2

The field of art history is no exception to this. Japanese interest for American and
European arts has remained consistently high while, conversely, interest in the various

regions of Asia is low and research is stagnant.
East and West Asia, the two centers of this highly civilized world, are on the same

continent but at its opposite ends. And while many divergences have grown up
for centuries to separate them, only keen observation and deep consideration lead
us to the realization of how closely they are related to each other.
Until recent years little attention has been paid to East‑West artistic intercourse

other than in certain limited areas or subjects. Interest often stemmed from mere
curiosity and exoticism, such as ̀chinoiserie' in eighteenth and nineteenth century
Europe. The curiosity and exoticism gradually developed and eventually resulted

in serious research, such as "Japanese ukiyoe prints and Impressionists,"2 "The

Siennese School and Chinese paintings,"3 and "Greco‑Buddhist art."4 A few
distinguished scholars such as Berljamin Rowland and Osvald Siren have contributed
time‑consuming and painstaking research to this field.
In Japan, on the other hand, ever since the Melji era efforts have been directed

almost entirely towards the introduction and understanding of European art. Re‑
search on the arts and crafts of the varjous regions of Asia, with the exception of
a restricted area and field such as China, has tended to be given less consideration
because this was outside such research interests as the Asian influences on the painting

and crafts of Europe. While there are such excellent studies as' Chisaburo
Yamada's Die Chinamocle cles SZ7dtbarok,5 there is probably nothing that could be

done about such research being conducted primarily from a western European
perspectlve.

Today Japanese research on the history of East and West cultural intercourse
is flourishing, although this too tends to stop at the western regions (Central Asia).

And the situation can only be called lamentable when it comes particularly to art
historical research on the regions between East and West Asia. Here, early research
tends to concentrate on the relationship between Shds6in treasures and the Sasanian
dynasty of Persia. Moreover, research that deals with Islamic period has fa11en
markedly behind, with only the notable studies on ceramics of Pro￡ Tsugio Mikami
that can be pointed to.6
2. Ernest Chesneau, "Le Japon a Paris," Gazetts des Beauz Arts 18 (1878): 385‑97,
841‑56; Edmond Goncourt, La maison d'un artiste, 2 vols. (Paris: E. Fasquelle, 1881).

3. Bernard Berenson, Essays in the Study of Siennese Painting (New York: F. F.
Sherman, 1918); Leonardo Olschki, ̀fAsiatic Exoticism in Italian Art of the Early
Renaissance," Art Bulletin 26 (1944): 95‑106.
4. Alfred Foucher, L'art gre'co‑boudtlhique du Gancthara, 2 vols. (Paris: E. Leroux,
1905‑18).
5. Yamada Chisaburo, Die Chinamocle cies ,SPditbarok (Berlin: WUrfel Verlag 1935).

6. Mikami Tsugio, "Ceramic Road‑A Study of East and West Relations in the
Medieval Ages seen through Chinese Ceramics," ,Lstituto Giopponese di Cultura Annuario
III 1965‑66; "The Relation between Persian Pottery and Chinese Ceramics in Medieval
Iran," 71he Memorial Vblume of the J7irh Ihternational Congress of franian Art and
Archaeology II (1972): 360‑361.
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Generally speaking, however, even in Europe and America it was not that long
ago that the relationships of the arts and crafts of East and West Asja became an
important research subject. Certainly research on the influences between East and
West requires at a minimum a thorough knowledge of two diverse cultural regions;
there is also the diMculty of having to know well, particularly in this case, the art of

the intervening Central Asia and surrounding regions. Consequently, the number
of scholars who have contributed to research in this field is limited to a very few such

as Richard Ettinghausen and Basil Gray. Recent trends･in scholarly research, more‑
over, have displayed a strong trend in every field for increasing categorization and
professionalization. In the history of East and West cultural intercourse, in partic‑
ular, the problems far exceed the abilities of a single individual to manage and so in

the future scholarship must move towards greater international collaboration. The

Tenth Colloquy of the Percival David Foundation on the subject of "Between China

and Iran," was held at the University of London in June, 1980. Scholars who
specialize in the history and art history of East and West Asia gathered from all over

the world to discuss their research. This author was fortunate to be able to attend

this conference and came away greatly inspired and edified.7 The present article
was largely inspired by those scholars' works and also by the exhibition catalogues
which were written from the viewpoint of ̀East‑West in Art.'8

The paintings and decorative arts of the Middle East and Far East were not
confined to any geographical area. They developed close to one another according
to their respective impulse or to the impact from other neighboring areas both in

peace and war. This does not, however, end with a one‑way impact but often
meets a counter‑impact, that is to say, when two or more cultural forces encounter

each other, they not only give stimulus to and enrich the others' art, but also
receive the others' stimulus. The art ofa country tends to be influenced when it
reaches fu11 development, namely when it has creative vigor rather than artistic
stagnation. For instance, from the T̀ang and Sasanian to early ̀Abbasid periods
China accepted from the Middle East more than it gave. T̀ang China, for example,
borrowed shapes and decorative motifs of the Sasanian dynasty fbr gold and silver
vessels, while conversely influencing shapes, styles and techniques of Mesopotamian
and Persian ceramics.
7. The Tenth Colloquy on Art and Archaeology in Asia, held by the Percival David
Foundation at the School of Oriental and African Studies in June 1980. The papers
read during this Colloquy were published under the title of Lslamic Art 1 in 1981.
8. Richard Ettinghausen, Rom Byzantine to Sasanian fran and islamic M7brld (Leiden:

E.J. Bri11, 1972); Basil Gray, ̀℃hinese influence in Persian painting: 14th and 15th
centuries," CoUoquies on Art & Archaeology in Asia 3 (1972): 11‑19; Beajamin Rowland,

Art in Ebst and PVest (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954); Osvald Siren,
"Central Asian Influences in Chinese painting of the T̀ang period," Arts Asiatiques
3(1956): 3‑21; Theodore Bowie, ed., Ebst･‑PVbst in Art (Bloomjngton: Indiana University

Press, 1966); G. Brett, "East and West," Bulletin of the Royal Ontario Mtzseum of
Archaeology 19 (1952) and 21 (1953); Musee Cernuschi, Orient‑Occident, Rencontres et
inj7uences durant cinquante sie'cles d'art (Paris: Musee Cernuschi, 1958). As for other
publications pertinent to this problem, see Bibliography.
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In the medieval world of Islam, which extended from the Asian continent to
Europe and Africa, the creation of arts, crafts, and architectural monuments was
by no means isolated from the cultural activities of neighboring countries, That
most closely related area to the Islamic world and China was Central Asia, a huge
melting pot and transmitter of artistic trends. Though Central Asian art constitutes

a recognizable entity, it was often a mediator of artistic trends from one area to

another. Influences passed back and forth between East and West Asia in various
ways and degrees from fairly early times, Whether in ancient or mediaeval times,
migration, war, conquest, tribute, envoys, trade, missionaries, pilgrimage, exploration,

and travel contributed to the tremendous mobility of artisans, craftsmen, and works
of art. Thus art fbrms, styles, concepts, and techniques were transferred back and
fbrth from East to West, with art forms tending to spread much faster than others.

Art fbrms, moreover, may be called the messengers of concepts, since it is always

̀form'thatconveysconcept. Thisisdiscussedinthesucceedingchapters. Eventhe
idea itself is not transmitted as a system, but only as fragment or segment. The
idea as a system is meaningfu1 only within the same cultural milieu; when it is trans‑

mitted to a different ethnic and cultural milieu, it disintegrates and only a segment
becomes relevant for the receivers. After the transfer ofthese factors diffusion might
take place. In the process of diffusion, within the recipient's (borrower's) cultural
milieu, the factors are deliberately selected and interpreted, and then the final adoption

leads to transformation or remodelling, and assimilation or integration. The original

identity of these factors, thus, becomes obscure or becomes totally lost in a long‑
standing local tradition. One can no longer teH which is the major donor and which
is the local receiver.

A variety of questions arises upon the practical consideration of the art of
China, donor, and ofthe Middle East, recipient (in this particular period). Besides

simple questions such as what are these pictorial works or when and where were
these created, more specific questions arise. For instance, what was the historical

setting of the pertinent areas between 1400 and 1500? What were the motivations
and circumstances that governed the creation of art objects? How did the recipient
react to alien visual vocabularies? How did he interpret Chinese landscape paintmg
and why did he select more figural compositions than landscape themes as his model?

What main factors determined the nature of transfbrmation? What were the modes
of acceptance of these different aesthetics, artistic tastes and concepts? To what
extent was acculturation practised?
The answers to all of these questions are not always simple and are beyond the

restricted scope of the present article, which attempts to deal only with a limited

number of them. Difficulties are caused by the complex intermingling of internal
and external factors. Moreover, the situation becomes more complex when a third
agent, Central Asia in this particular case, becomes involved as mediator or trans‑
mitter between a donor and a recipient.
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THE ALBUM PAINTINGS IN ISTANBUL
Possible solutions to the above questions will be sought in an extraordinarily
interesting group of album leaves in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum in Istanbul. Some
paintings and drawings in the Albums (Muraqqà) ofthe Hdzine Kitapligi or "Treasury
Library" reveal the close contacts between China and Persia9 during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.

The Albums in question are currently registered in the fo11owing inventory

numbers: Hazine (hereafter H) 2152, H.2153, H.2154, H.2160, and were also
fbrmerly known by the respective names Album of Baysunghur, Album of YàqUb
Beg I,iO AIbum of Aba'1‑Fath Bahram Mirza and Album of Yàqub Beg II. They
are believed to have once belonged to these sovereigns since some carry their signa‑
tures, such as Baysunghur's (H.2152). Of great interest is the diverse content of

these albums: Turkish, Persian and Chinese paintings and drawings; Chinese wood‑
block prints;ii European sketches and lithographs; various types of calligraphy and
fragmentary texts in Persian, Arabic and Turkish. Many are presumed to be of the
fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. Most of the paintings and drawings might have
been executed originally for different kinds of manuscripts and sketchbooks. These
apparently were brought from Persia to Turkey some time during the fifteenth century,
possibly by a certain sultan as a part of his booty. Then, for some reason they were

dispersed, and the paintings and drawings were cut out of the original manuscripts,

sketchbooks or pattern books and pasted randomly with the segments of texts and
calligraphy on different pages.

Interestingly, a number of paintings and drawings that may have been originally
a part of the Istanbul Albums or that may possibly have been done at the same atelier

are found in public and private collections of Europe and the United States. The

largest such group was once in the Depot of the State Library (Stiftung des
Preussischen Kulturbesitz), TUbingen,i2 and is now in the Islamic Museum at
Dahlem, Berlin.
9. Generally in this article ̀Persia' indicates ̀Greater Persia,' which covers not only
the Iranian Plateau, but also Afghanistan and Soviet Turkistan.

10. This album, ･otherwise, is called ̀Fatih Album' or fAlbum of the Conqueror' in
association with two portraits of the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror [̀Fatih']

(1uu6, 1451‑81) which are fbund among the leaves. A considerable number of
paintings and drawings in these Albums are also called ̀Siyab Qalam' which means
̀Black Reed pen' in Persian, because they carry the signatures under this name. A short
comment on the painters of the Album paintings is given in the last part of this article.
11. H.2153, fbl. 173; fo1. 174; fbl. 181 (pL 107); fo1. 185; fo1. 186 (pl. 108); fo1. 187;

fo1. 188; fol. 192; fo1. 197. Dr. Filiz Cagman attributed these papercuts to the 15th
century Turkman, Aq‑qoyunlU. "XV YUzyil KaUgit Oymacilik (Kaat'i): The Art of Paper
Filigree," Sanat Ddinyamiz, II‑8 (1976): 22‑27. The designs of the papercuts range from
arabesque and naturalistic trees with birds to calligraphic works. A possible assumption
about their function is as patterns for the covers of manuscripts.

12. Diez A. fols. 70‑72. They are published in Mazhar Ipsiroglu, iSZzray‑Athen
(Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1964). See also Ernst KUhnel, "Malernamen in der Berliner
̀Saray‑Alben'," Ktznst des Orients 3 (1959b): 60̀70.
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The quality of the work in the Istanbul Albums varies. Those of European
and Chinese origin, in particular, are not always high. The rather poor quality of
the Chinese original paintingi3 in the Albums suggests that these works were painted

for export or are provincial works by minor painters. Some groups with diverse
sources of origin, however, display the high spirit, vitality and exquisite elaboration

of some hitherto unknown school or workshop. The quantity of unique pictorial
works is large enough to assume the existence of an active school.

In spite of the mass of diflerent traditions and the variety of theme, style,
iconography and technique in the paintings and drawings of the Istanbul Albums,
no thorough study has been conducted yet and so far only a limited number of these
materjals has been published.i4
Among the different types of the pictorial work with various sources of origin

in the Topkapi collections, one outstanding group of paintings and drawings is
identified as Chinese originals and varying degrees of copies.i5 This particular
group can be classified, according to their subject matter, in four major categories.i6

1) Landscapei7
2) Animals (including fish)is

3) Flowers and Birdsi9
13. Max Loehr, "The Chinese Elements in the Istanbul Miniatures," Ars Orientalis 1
(1954): 85‑89.

14. The publications which refer to the pictorial works in the Istanbul four albums
are listed in "Bibliographical Survey of the Literature on the Istanbul Album," tsA 1
(1981): 17‑30.
15. Ernst Grube, Filiz Cagman and Zeren Akalay, tslamic Painting: 7lopkapi Sarayi
eollection (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1978), pp. 7‑‑10. Grube attempts to classify a group
of the fburtoenth‑fifteenth century paintings of Istanbul albums into four categories
according to their stylistic and iconographic characteristics, and attribute these to Central
×

Asia and some to Samarqand. He places the group of paintings related to China in his
fourth category. Although he himself admits this Central Asian attribution is still
tentative, we have to wait for further research to be done and for enough materials to be
explored befbre we can date and attribute them more precisely with confidence. Another
point which should be made here is that he seems to employ the term "lran' and ̀Central
Asia' more in terms of geographical context than cultural.
16. This classfication was made possible within the limit of the materials available to
this vvriter who has done research at the Topkapi Sarayi Library for only a short period
of time.

17. "Landscape." TopkapiSarayi Museum (hereafterTKS), Hazine Library (hereafter
H) 2153, fols. 65b, 68a, 80a, 85b, 103a.

18. ̀fA Tiger," H.2153, fols. 49a, 89a, 140a; "A Bull and a Lion Fighting," H.2160, fo1.
90b; ̀Two Ch̀i‑ling," H.2153, foL 170b (pl. 25); "Fish," H.2153, fols. 93a &b (pls. 97,
98); "Hawk" or "Eagle," H.2153, fol. 47b, H.2154, fols. 17b, 18a, 119b; ̀fA Duck," H.2153,
fbls. 14a, 46a, 102b, H.2160, fo1. 43b; "Quail," H.2153, fbl. 30a, H.2160, fbls. 14a, 73a;
"Crane," H.2152, fo1. 64b (pl. 96).
19. "Flowers and Birds," H.2153, fbls. 30b (pl. 103), 47b, 66a, 112a (pl. 105), 118a,
139a, 139b (pl. 102), 149a, 156a, 160b, 172a (pl. 104), H.2154, fols. 21a (pls. 99, 100),
32a, 96b, 97a, H.2160, fols. 13b (pl. 106), 50b, 54a, 60b, 77a (pl. 101). Drawings are
omitted from this list.
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4) Figuralcomposition2o
Among these four categories the smallest in quantity is ̀Landscape' painting.
The notion of nature in China is quite differen't from that in the Middle East, where
nature is regarded as something confronting man or as an agent to be repressed,
Conversely, according to Chinese concepts man is a part of nature. Their relation‑
ship is always friendly. This basic difference of the concept of nature must be
attributed to, in part, the natural environment. The people in most regions of the

Middle East are surrounded by arid, severe and desolate nature. The landscape
these album leaves display is detached from known reality. Scenes are, fbr example,
fi11ed with flowers and trees even if a desert is depicted. Every single motif shown
in the landscape is given clear fbrm, whereas in Chinese landscape painting often many

motifs are not articulated exactly but are fused in misty depth. On the other hand,
the notion that man is the most important being in this world created by ̀Allah' may

also have resulted in the Islamic preference fbr figural composition over landscape

painting, In Islamic painting man always plays a major role. Since figures pre‑
dominate, landscape often tends to be reduced to a partial or background element.
In fact, Islamic landscape painting in the strict sense of the word barely exists at
all.

Next is the ̀Animals' group, including fish. Animals were a favored subject in

the Middle East since ancient times. Animals at times were painted by Islamic
painters, but to illustrate bestiaries, scientific treatises, fables and battle scenes. They

are, indeed, inseparable from the narrative. Thus, to compose a picture with a
sing}e animal, like a cat or fish as in the Albums, is unusual when compared to the

normal tradition of animal representation in Islamic painting. It is of markedly
Chinese origin. Clearly fabulous animals like the dragon, eh̀i‑Zin and fong‑huang
(phoenix) are motifs borrowed from China. Drawings of dragons are particularly
numerous in the Istanbul Albums.
̀Flowers and Birds' is the second largest group among the four subjects.2i
Persian examples bf ̀Flowers and Birds' before the Safavid period are also scarce.
Flowers are mainly found in illustrations of manuscripts on herbals, pharmacology
and botany, and these are not accompanied by birds. ̀Flowers and Birds' are indis‑
pensable for embellishing a garden or an outdbor scene, but rarely represented as
a single motif independent of a garden or outdoor scene. In this context ̀Flowers
and Birds' are mere landscape elements in Islamic painting. Whether executed for
20. Although they are not discussed jn this article, there are portraits and Chinese
court scenes besides religious, historical and literary themes. See pls. 87‑93.

21. Among the ̀Flowers and Birds' paintings there is only one painting that carries two
seal impressions. See pls. 99 and 100. Since this work is composed of five different
pieces, the original composition, which can be a Chinese original, can no longer be
traced. The seal impressions are on the upper right of the composition. The upper

one reads "Sha‑yang Chang‑shih yUan‑shan W)a (wa) MEErkif," which means ̀Chang
YUan‑shan of Sha‑yang' (north of present Chia‑yU hsien st S:Lza in Hopei Province).
The lower seal reads "Yu‑hsi Han‑mo il#tEkeege," which means toleasure of brush and
ink'.
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the illustrations of scientific works or narratives, plants (flowers) are always shown

in their entirety. Stem, trunk, leaves, buds, branches fiowers and even sometimes
roots are represented. This is the major difference from Chinese ̀Flowers and Birds'
painting in which ̀flowering branches with birds' are often shown partially cut offL

AIthough rnost of the ̀Flowers and Birds' in the Istanbul Albums are in this latter
style, there is a dearth of comparative examples in Islamic paintings.

Finally the largest category of the four is figural composition. In Islamic
painting human figures seem to be the only motif that could take a major composi‑
tional role, whereas the other three motifs generally played merely secondary parts.

Only the figure compositions are of suMcient quantity to enable us to draw a
firm, if still somewhat tentative, idea about this particular category. We are able

to compare such compositions with dated and datable Chinese paintings and with
contemporary Persian manuscript illustrations in this and other collections. Persian

painters appear to have had a more concrete and definable notion about human
figures than any ofthe other subjects referred to in the previous pages. Furthermore,

their own tradition in figural art dates back to the early period of Islam, though
their figures almost always created a narrative scene and illustrated manuscripts.

These are the main reasons why figural compositions rather than ̀Flowers and
Birds' have been selected particularly for this research.

The Istanbul Album leaves in question are classified by their diverse themeg,
style, iconography and technique into several categories, such as paintings of demonic

and monstrous creatures, of nomadic people, drawings of dragons and other animals
in woods, and Chinese‑inspired paintings and drawings. Each of these groups is
so unusual in every respect that we may hypothesize the existence of a hitherto
unknown school or atelier that might well have been active between about 1400‑1500
within the Persian cultural milieu. In fact, comparisons with works produced at
the court ateliers of Tabriz, Herat and Shiraz reveal more differences than aMnities.
Hence we are inclined to attribute some of them to the marginal area of the Timurid

empire. Thorough study on every single painting and drawing in these Albums
and related works in other collections may give us a clue for solving this hypothetical

problem and this is one of the major points of the present study.
Another significant point of my research on the Istanbul materials lies in trying
to elucidate the characteristics of cultural impact from the Far East around 1400‑1 500.

This impact appears to have taken place quite differently from that of previous
centuries and even from the fbllowing centuries.

In the present study most of those album leaves that are undoubtedly Chinese
originals have been eliminated from discussion because a preliminary study on these
paintings already has been done by Pro￡ Max Loehr,22 though his article does not
cover all the Chinese paintings in the Collections. Nevertheless, a few of these are
dealt with here as comparative materials. The bulk of the materials in this research
js comprised of works of local artists who were inspired by the paintings of China.
Chinese originals in the Istanbul Albums, in fact, are very limited in number.

22. Max Loehr (1954).
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This article is concerned neither with a comprehensive study of the interrelation

between China and the Middle East from the artistic point of view, nor with the
development of a theory based on cultural intercourse between East and West Asia.
Its main purpose is, however, to demonstrate how Chinese pictorial art inspired the
painters who executed a specific group of paintings, particularly during the fifteenth

century. It attempts also to understand how those painters reacted to Chinese works

and what the transformation of Chinese borrowings entailed. ,
The organization of this article, as already suggested, is based upon subject
matter, with one or two paintings discussed in each chapter. Considerable attention
is given to identification of the subject; this is fo11owed by stylistic and iconographic

analysis. The technical considerations as well as the painter, dating, and attribution

to a certain location are discussed for each painting. A general discussion of these

problems is fbund in the concluding remarks.

THE HISTORICAL SETTING
The ebb and fiow of tidal waves of Chinese influence reached the Middle East
intermittently, sometimes obviously and sometimes less conspicuously according to
the political and socio‑economic climate of the respective areas.

Chinese contact with the Persian world appears to have been most intense m
three periods prior to the fifteenth century: 9th, 11th, 13th centuries. This will be

explained below both by historical documents and the actual remains of works of
art.

The first identifiable infiuence from China was inaugurated as early as the ninth

or tenth century when the T̀ang controlled the major part of Eastern Asia and the
Sasanians and later the Arabs dominated the western part of Asia. In the first
period, as well as the second, relations were maintained mainly by trade, whereas
contact during the third period was rather more political. During the first period
Chinese stoneware and porcelain reached Mesopotamia and gained the admiration of
Islamic potters that, in turn, led to the direct imitation ofT̀ang wares. These wares
seem to have been brought overland rather than by sea fbr at this time long distance
seafaring was still undeveloped.

According to fragmentary and vague documents that have survived, such as
Ching‑hsing‑chi asfifrS‑e by Tu Huan rf±ec (mid‑T̀ang period), who became a captive
of the Arabs at the battle of Talas, Chinese painters worked in Kafah during the

̀Abbasid period.23 Another source states that "the Chinese painters who were in
the suite of a Chinese princess coming to Bukhara to marry the son of the Samanid
sovereign Na$r ibn Ahmad (913‑942) were asked to illustrate Klrzlilah wa Dimnah,
an animal fable of Bidpai upon his request in 920."24 In spite of this description,
none of the paintings themselves are extant.
23. Paul Pelliot, "Des artisans chinois a la capitale Abbaside en 751‑762," T̀oung Pao
26 (1929): 110‑112. Fan‑shu ajlgsc and Liu‑tz̀u :ll2tit of Ch̀ang‑an.

24. Armenag Sakisian, La miniature persane de Xlle au Xvae sie'cle (Paris and
Brussels: G. van Oest, 1929), p. 14.
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In the eleventh‑twelfth century, which fa11s under the second phase of Chinese
impact, tremendous development of technique in Islamic pottery making is observed.
This is due to the direct import‑‑‑‑Islamic potters were enthusiastic importers of
Chinese ceramics in this period as well‑of Sung porcelain. The impact on the forms

and designs of Islamic pottery seems to be straight‑forward compared with that on
contemporary pictorial art of the Islamic world. Far Eastern elements in the pic‑
torial' art of Persia, whether mural or manuscript painting, appear to be not purely
Chinese but to reveal Northern Asian characteristics, for instance those of the Khitan

(Liao), Jurchen (Chin) and other Turks of Central Asia. These elements might have

been brought with the Seljuq Turks, who came down to the Iranian plateau during
the eleventh century. As far as the pictorial art of the SeljUq period is concerned,
however, it is quite risky to give conclusive comments on the impact of the Far East.
Extant Seljuq materials are not plentifu1 enough to supply sufficient evidence.

In the middle of the thirteenth century China and the Middle East for the first
time were brought into direct contact by the nomadic tribes of Central Asia, namely,

the Mongols. This phase may be called the "third wave" of Chinese impact to reach
the Middle East. Arthur Lane has recognized the third wave with respect to ceramics
but places it as late as the fifteenth century.25 Although the Mongols brought total
destruction to the eastern part of the Islamic world, they also created a condition of

peace, Pax 7brtarica, that allowed the resumption of travel and trade along the
so‑called ancient "Silk Route" linking China, the Middle East and the Mediter‑
ranean world. The means ofcultural transmission in this period were still dependent
on the overland route, which was safer and shorter than the sea route.
In the course of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries a number of merchants

and missionaries, among them, the Polos (13th‑14th century), John of Plano de
Carpini (1182?‑1252), William of Rubruck (ca. 1220‑1293), John of Monte Corvino
(ca. 1293‑1328), Guillaume Boucher (1200s), a French goldsmith, and Oderic of
Pordenone (1265?‑1331), travelled eastwards, while Yeh‑IU Ch̀u‑ts̀ai zzparcM
(1190‑1244) and Ch̀ang‑Ch̀un Chentl'e"n lilgEA (1148‑1227) reached Central Asia
during Genghis Khan's reign. Many of them left valuable travel records on which
our knowledge about the past largely depends.
The arts and crafts of Islam reveal a number of Chinese elements: costume,
decorative motifs (dragon and phoenix), landscape elements (tree, rock, water and
cloud), the treatment of picture space, thickening and thinning brush contours, and
naturalistic rendition. These display direct impact from the YUan. The overall
influence of YUan art .under HUIaga (r. 1258‑1265) is exemplified also by the
illustrations of Rashid al‑Din's Ja‑mì al‑72zwa'rikh,26 the so‑called ̀Demotte' Sha‑h‑
naP meh

and Kalzlah wa Dimnah.

25. Arthur Lane, Ebrly lslamic Pottery (London: Faber and Faber, 1947), p, 3. He
regards only two waves from China prior to the fifteenth century.
26. GUnel Inal, "The Fourteenth‑century Miniatures of the Jiixnì al‑Tavarikh in the
Topkapi Museum in Istanbul, Hazine Library No. 1653." (Ph. D. dissertation, University
of Michigan, 1965), passim.
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In the fifteenth century the high wave of Chinese impact reached the shores of

the Middle East, and Persia was also ethnically Turkicized. This must be kept in
mind since Turkic elements are occasionally found in the album paintings of the
Topkapi Sarayi. But generally speaking, the art of Persia proper was affected to
a lesser degree by foreign impact.
In the first half of the fifteenth century East‑West travel continued, mainly by
land route, though it gradually declined in the latter part of the century because of

the disintegration of the Timurid Empire and the conflict with the Ottomans and
other Turks of Central Asia, A number of envoys traveled to and were dispatched
from the Timurid courts in Samarqand, Herat and Shiraz. Among those who visited
the Timurid Empire from the West and wrote interesting descriptions of the palaces
they visited, are Ruy Gonzalez de Clavljo,2' a Spaniard (d. 1412), one of the most

celebrated envoys from the West, and Hans or Johannes Schiltberger (b. 1380 or
1381),28 a Bavarian captive of the Ottomans, Timurids and Central Asians.
The second halfofthe century is more marked by seafaring, since the land route
was already being subordinated to the sea route. This was the pe.riod called the
"Age of Discovery," and it is in the fifteenth century that Prince Henry the Navigator

(1394‑1460) encouraged adventure to the East, resulting in a series of discoveries,
such as that of the new route on the Indian Ocean by Vasco de Gama, the Portuguese.
With the rise of the Ming Dynasty, China's interest in the West and outer world

was initiated by Emperor Yung‑lo ii<ssiW (r. 1402‑24), the third Ming emperor,
though it slowed down after his death. In order to open diplomatic relations and
trade with neighboring countries he sent seven large‑scale maritime expeditions to

South and Southeast Asia.29 This was of great significance in that knowledge of
the further West was brought to China. At any rate it was a period of the mightiest

sea power in Chinese history. The seven maritime expeditions led by Cheng Ho
em7fM (1371‑‑1434), a native of YUnnan Province and muslim eunuch of the Yung‑lo's

court, were carried out between 1405 and 1433, the last being sponsored by the
Emperor HsUan‑･te 'tstw'?? (r. 1425‑35) in 1431‑1433. During this century the Chi‑
nese reached the Persian Gulfi Arabian Sea and the eastern coast of Africa more
than once. But it is quite doubtfu1 whether they had any contacts with the inland
capitals of the Timurids, Samarqand and Herat. They supposedly called only at
the ports. These maritime expeditions were accomplished nearly ninety years before
the Portuguese sailed the Indian Ocean, though the Portuguese were to bring the
East and West into c!oser sea‑route contact. Detailed accounts of the Chinese
expeditions are fbund in HSing‑chh she"ng‑lan Zeewaee [The Overall Survey of the
27. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavljo, Einbassy to 7lamerlahe 1403‑1406, trans, Guy Le Strange

(London and New York: Harper, 1928).
28. Johannes Schiltberger, 77lre Bondtrge and 71'avels of Jbhann Schiltberger, a Nbtive
of Bavaria, in Eiirope, Asia, and Africa, I396‑1427, trans. John Buchan Telfer, and Karl

F. Neuman (London: Hakluyt Society, 1879).

29. Morris Rossabi, "Cheng Ho and Timur: Any Relation?" Oriens Iixtremis 30
(1973): 129‑136.
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Star Raft] by Fei‑Hsin eet: and Ying‑yai sheng‑lan thvewaee [The Overall Survey of

Ocean's Shores] by Ma Huan ,eeex.3o
Although TimUr himself was not xenophobic, he was very antagonistic to China.
But according to Chinese sources like Ming Shih ngJR [History of the Ming Dyn‑
asty]3i and Ming shih‑lu opReq rveritable records of the Ming dynasty],32 and
the Ming court chronicle, Timrtr's court sent an envoy in 1387, as well as three
other missions during the last two decades of the fourteenth century. On the other
hand, the envoys sent in return by the Emperor Hung‑wu ZI!3rt{¥i (r. 1368‑1398)

reached Samarqand in 1395 and 1397.
A Persian chronicler, ̀Abd al‑Razzaq (1413‑1483) states that Ming embassies
were sent to Samarqand, Herat, and Shiraz ten times between 1391 and 1432.33
Likewise, the Chinese sources say that during the Yung‑lo period (1402‑1424) twenty

tribute missions from Samarqand and Herat, thirty‑two from Central Asia, and
fbrty‑fbur from the Hami region reached Peking. This means that on the average
at least four missions a year entered Peking during Yung‑lo's reign.34

In 1414 Ch̀en Ch̀eng wttu (ca. 1370‑1455),35 accompanied by Li Hsien E4}me
and others, was selected by Yung‑lo to escort the envoys back to Herat, Samarqand
andAndekan (Andijan). He visited Hsi‑yU i!!iJSe [Western Regions] two more times
in 1416 and 1418 and completed a record of his travels, HSi‑yti hsing‑ch̀eng chi
iZfiISefiU e and HSi‑yti fan‑kuo chih ilg!gkaspt,=.t'.,36 which is considered as important

as the report by Cheng Ho's expedition.
If Cheng Ho and Ch̀en Ch̀eng are the most important Chinese visitors to the
Middle East in the fifteenth century, Ghiyath al‑Din must be regarded as their
counterpart, travelling from Persia to China at the same time. Their travels, in
any case, manifest potentially significant cultural contacts between the Middle East

and China in the fifteenth century.
Further, Shah Rukh sent twenty envoys to China between 1407 and 1424, one of

which is the renowned embassy that was accompanied by Ghiyath al‑Din Naqqash
(painter). Around the time when Ch̀en Ch̀eng, as the ambassador of Yung‑lo,
was on his third trip to the ̀Western Regions' Ghiyath al‑Din, accompanying an
envoy, travelled eastwards to the Chinese capital of Khanbaligh (Peking). This was

in July of 1420. He returned to Her2t in 1422. In the diary he wrote on his way

30. Bothwerecompiledaround1436. MaHuan, Yin‑yaisheirg‑lan: 77laeOveraUSurvey
ofthe Ocean's Shore, trans. J. V. G. Mills (Cambridge, England: Hakluyt Society, 1970).
31. Chang T̀ing‑yU' lkl!K et aL, Miirg Shih (1679‑1739), 6 vols. (Taipei, 1962‑63).
32. Ming Shih‑lu (1368‑1620), comp. Yao Kuan‑hsiao lojtseei:2 (1335‑1419), 183 vols.
(Nanking, 1940).

33. H. Serruys, "Sino‑Mongol Relations during the Ming, II: The Tribute System and
Diplomatic Missions (1440‑1600)," Melange Chinois et Budd7iigues 14 (1967): 540 and
n. 7.

34. Morris Rossabi, "Two Ming Envoys to Inner Asia," T̀oung Pao 62 (1976): 28 and
Appendix.
35. Luther Goodrich, "Ch̀en Ch̀eng," Bulletin of the IVtitional Central Librar:y, Taipei
(1968): 420‑26; Morris Rossabi (1976), pp. 1‑‑34.

36. Both were published in Peking in 1937.
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to and from China, he described Chinese manners and customs, court ceremonies,
entertainments, houses and temples. At present we have, however, only some ex‑
tracts from these interesting accounts. Just two versions are so far known: one is

"Ma.tlà‑i Sa2iayn wa‑Mojmà‑i Bahrayn (￡ 224b‑228b)3' by ̀Abd al‑Razzaq ibn
Ishaq Samarqandi and is translated by E. Quatremere; another version is "Zubcint
al‑7lrwa‑rZkh" by Hafiz‑i AbrU (d. 1430),38 a court historiographer of Timur and
Shah Rukh. Apart from his diary neither documents related to his artistic activities

nor his own paintings are extant.39 There is no reason to believe, however, that

he did not paint or draw some works in Chinese style which must have been like
those in the Istanbul Albums.40
In the descriptions by ̀Abd al‑Razzaq we can find an interesting episode about
the gift of a horse and horse painting.
... as on occasion of the first embassy to China, the Amir Seid Ahmed
Tarkhan had sent the Emperor a white horse,4i that animal had, it seems,
proved particularly agreeable to him, and he now sent that lord a number
of things in return, together with a picture of the horse drawn by a Chinese
painter, with a groom on each side holding his bridle.42

In fact there are some paintings of horses and of equestrian scenes in the Istanbul

Albums. Those which draw our attention are "A White Horse" (pl. 9),43 "Two
37. Notice de 1'ouvragepersan quiapour titre: Matla‑assadein' ou‑madjma‑albahrein
et qui, contient 1'histoire des deux sultans Schah‑Rokh et Abou‑Sal'd, in IVbtices et
extraits des manuscrits cie la bibliotheque du roi et autre bibliotheques. Institute de
France. Academie des Inscriptions (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1843), vol. 14, pp.

3oo306, 387q26.
38. TheBodleianLibrary,Oxford. MS.Elliot422,fols.383b‑412a. Thiswaspublished
in Hafiz‑i AbrU, A Persian Embassy to enina, being an extract from Ztzbciatu't 72iwarikh

of Hafiz Abru, trans. K.M. Maitra (Lahore, 1924); D.M. Dunlop, "Hafiz‑i AbrU's
Version of the Timurid Embassy to China in A.D. 1420," 7)'ansactions of the Glangow
Uhiversity Oriental Society 2 (194244): 15‑19; Vasilii Barthold, Fbur Studies on the
History of Central Asia, 3 vols., trans. V. and T. Minorsky (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1956‑62),

2 (1958): 110‑111; Richard Ettinghausen, "An Illustrated Manuscript of Hafiz‑i AbrU in
Istanbul," Ktznst cles Orients 2 (1955): 30‑44.

39. Laurence Binyon, James Wilkinson, and Basil Gray, Persian Atfiniature Painting
(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), hereafter abbreviated to BPVG. Appendix I,
DUst Muhammad's Account of Past and Present Painters.
40. BvarG, pp.57 and 188; Basil Gray (1961): 92 and 104.
41. In 1418.
42. Emil Bretschneider, Medieval Researches from Etzstern Asiatic Sources, 2 vols. (New
York, 1967), reprint ed., 2: 283; Richard Ettinghausen, 71etrkey: ancientminiatures, with an
Introduction by M. Ipsiroglu and S. EyUboglu (New York : Graphic Society, 1961), p. 38.

43. H.2154, fbl. 34b. Color on silk. 49 × 26.5 cm. This has been published in LsA 1,

Fig. 83b. This white horse in very static posture can be comparable with "A white
Horse" fbrfnerly in the Ducet collection, although the latter hasasaddle on it. For
the latter, see Edouard Chavannes and Raphael Petrucci, Le peinture chinoise au Mustie
Cernuschi, Ars Asia,tica, Vol. 1 (Brussels and Paris: G. van Oest, 1941), pl. XXIII.
Our white horse is seen only in its forepart, and it is interesting to observe also a part of
its tight rein which is again shown in part. This means that this painting was originally a
part of a larger composition in which someone held the horse's rein.
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Chinese Officers" (pl. 8),44 "Five Horses" (pl. 11)̀5 and "Horse and Groom"
tpL 10).46

The story of horse painting and actual horse paintings in Istanbul remind us of
the popular subject ofhorse paintings in China. The Chinese are great horse lovers.
This is shown by the fact that almost all tribute missions from Central Asia to the
Chinese court during the fifteenth century took horses with them as gifts. Chinese
painting has a long tradition of horse painting from Han Kan ptpt (active in the
mid‑eighth century) to Lang Shih‑ning RBttt$ or Giuseppe Castiglione (1688‑1766);
the most‑ celebrated horse painters are Li Kung‑lin E}thma (ca. 1049‑1106), Chao

Meng‑fu reikwa (1254‑1322), and Jen Jen‑fa ffCge (1254‑1327). Some of their
works are pertinent in style and subiect to the Album paintings enumerated above,
though the Chinese originals in Istanbul are certainly not by the hand of these master

pamters.
Returning to East‑West relations, not only Timurids but also Central Asians

in Turfan and Hami sent envoys to China. In comparison with the Timurids, the
Central Asians' motivation was more economically oriented. According to Chinese
sources, more than thirty tribute missions were sent to the Ming court from Turfan
44. H.2153, fo1. 150a, color on silk, 47.5×32.5 cm. This is one of the three pamtmgs
in almost identical composition; H.2153, fbl. 123b, color on silk, 46.7×32.0cm; H.
2154, fo1. 34a, color on silk, 40.0×30.0 cm; see LsA 1, Figs. 83A & 84 and Filiz OgUtmen,

Miniature Artfrom the .UIth to the XVIZIth Century: A Guitie to the Miniature Section
of 7t)pkapt Sarayi (Istanbul: Topkapi Sarayi Museum, 1966), p. 46. This is published

in Oktay Aslanapa, "TUrkische Miniaturmalerei am Hofe Mehmet des Eroberers in
Istanbul," Ars Orientalis 1 (1954), fig. 33, and regarded as a Chinese original judging
from the so‑called ̀mandarin square' (p̀u tzU kfiIF･) on the chest of their garments in which

a lion in the ̀mandarin square' manifests the type and rank of the Chinese court oMcial

and indicates the second grade military oMcer. For the discussion about ̀mandarin
square' see pp. 87‑88 below.
45. H.2153, fbl. 151b, color on paper. 26.7×30.9cm. This painting is published in

MaZhar Ipsiroglu and S. EyUboglu, "Ein Beitrag zur tUrkischen Malerei im 15.
Jahrhundert, ̀fDu (June, 1959), pl. 17. Five horses are shown in profile, three‑quarter

and foreshortened view and can be compared with the Freer "Three Grazing Horses"
in which two horses are represented in foreshortened view. See James Cahill, ed.,
Chinese Album Leaves in the Reer Galler:y of Art (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution, 1961), pl. XVI (attributed to late Sung or Ytian).

46. ̀fA Horse and a Groom with a Whisklike Whip." H.2160, fo1. 50b, color on
paper, 25.3×15.5cm. This is published in Oktay Aslanapa (1954), fig. 4; Mazhar
Ipsiroglu, Painting and Culture of the Mongols (New York: Abrams, 1966), pl. 46; Filiz

OgUtmen (1966), p. 42; Ernst Grube, Filiz Cagman and Zeren Akalay (1978), pl. 41;
"Groom Holding the Tail of a Horse," H. 2160, fbl. 71a, slightly tinted on paper, 22.0×
24.3 cm. This is reproduced in Max Loehr (1954), fig. 13: H. 2160, fo1. 86b, color on

paper, 21.2×24.6cm. Published in Max Loehr (1954), fig. 12 and Mazhar Ipsiro"glu
(1966), pl. 47: H. 2153, fo1. 118b, color on paper (?), 13.5 ×25.0cm. Published in Mazhar
Ipsiroglu, Das Bild im tslam (Vienna and Munich: Schroll, 1971), pl. 78 and M. Ipsiro"glu
(1966), pl. 44.
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during the Yung‑lo period alone.̀' The missions always carried horses and other
native products as gifts or as merchandise. On return they used to be given various
gifts, such as paper money, silk, fabrics, gauze and sometimes even fragile objects

like porcelain vessels. Another source says that Yung‑lo sent Shah Rukh gifts
including royal robes and garments, and that "the Ming court sent qayan one ̀cloud
collar' [YUn‑ch̀ien =E] with the gold‑brocaded tiger design and flowers inlaid with

curled gold and jewels.48 As a matter of fact the actual cloud collars and also
their patterns prevailed in Persia, where a number of fourteenth and fifteenth century

manuscript paintings show royal figures and court officials wearing this collar or
garments with its characteristic pattern.

In summary, the written sources and the works of art from Persia, Central Asia
and China that were cited above indicate how cultural relations can by no means be

separated from diplomatic and commercial relations. The frequent contacts of
Persia and Central Asia with the Ming court made the transmission of artists, crafts‑

men and works of art from one place to another possible. A considerable number
of the Chinese originals and their copies in the Istanbul Albums, therefbre, could be
related to some of these envoys from China, and to what the local painters of Persia

and Central Asia must have wrought employing these Chinese paintings, and perhaps
drawings and woodcut prints, as their models. Such Chinese art and crafts caused
a vogue throughout the Middle and Near East prior to the so‑called ̀chinoiserie' in
later centuries in Europe.

47. H. Serruys, "Mongol Tribute Missions of the Ming Period," Central Asiatic
Jburnal 11 (1966): 1‑83; idem, (1967); Morris Rossabi, "Ming China and Turfan, 1406‑
1517," Central Asiatic Jburnal 16 (1972): 206‑225.

48. H. Serruys (1967), pp. 244‑245.

CHApTER II
RELIGIOUS THEMES

Development of art is in most cases inseparable from the religion of a particular

cultural area. At times works of art were only a means of religious propagation
or merely objects of worship. Such is the case with the art of Christianity and
Buddhism. The art of Islam, on the other hand, is quite different in this respect.

In the Middle East Islam thoroughly touched even minor segments of daily life.
The development of Islamic painting and sculpture, though, was rather affected by
the Prophet's attitude against idolatry, which resulted in producing a general distaste

for sculptural and pictorial representation. Court painters, nevertheless, did not
hesitate to work on religious themes for their patrons.

In the earlier centuries no conspicuous attempt was made to paint either the
Prophet or religious events. Only from the fourteenth century onward did painters
attempt to paint the Prophet and ecclesiastic scenes in the illustrations of manuscripts

on history and religion, such as Rashid al‑Din's(d. 1318) Ja‑mì al‑7'bwa'brTkh or
"The Universal History," al‑Birtini's(973‑1048) al‑A‑tha‑r al‑Ba‑qiyah, or "The
Vestiges ofthe Past" and Mir Haydar's Mi ̀rdy'‑na‑meh, or "Book ofAscension" written
in 1436 and depicting the celestial nightjourney of the Prophet. In the later period,
religious themes were selected even for literary works as well as for historical and

religious manuscript illustrations: Nizamis'(1141‑1202) ]k72amsa, or "Five Poems,"
Sàdi's(d. 1294) Btista‑n, or "Garden," Ibn Husam's(d. 1470) K7izdvar(an)‑na'meh, or

"Book of Eastern Lands," which depicts the life of ̀Ali, the fburth Caliph and an
Imam of the Shìa sect, Mirkhvand's(1433‑1498) Raw4Zzt al‑Sofa‑̀, or "Realm of
Purity," Luqman al‑̀Ashuri 's(1569‑ after 1601) Zubdot al‑7;awa‑rikh, or "The Cream
of Histories," and Mustafa b. Yusuf al‑Rumi Darir's Siya‑r al‑AIab7, or "Biography

of the Prophet" written in 1388. The religious paintings included in these works
are all manuscript illustrations, not separate or independent works.

A few paintings in these manuscripts illustrate Zoroastrian, Buddhist and
Christian subjects, themes of the latter being not infrequent in both painting and
the decorative arts.

Meanwhile, the Chinese simultaneously embraced Confucianism, Taoism and
Buddhism, which provided painters and craftsmen with a wealth of subject matter
to work with regardless of media, from the Han dynasty onward. Buddhist themes,
however, were the most popular. Among the lower levels of the society wood‑block
prints with popular religious figures, particularly Buddhist images, seem to have
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surpassed painting in quantity. For the Chinese these three religions were not always

separate entities but were related to one another very closely. This eclecticism is
characteristic of Chinese religion and is well attested to by extant paintings.

In this religious setting of both areas, the Middle East and China, two paintings,

selected by this writer from the Istanbul Album paintings, will show how Chinese
religious paintings were interpreted in the Middle East. They are categorized as

"Tao‑shih‑hua" regeS or Taoist‑Buddhist Painting in Far Eastern art. One is
the Kuan‑yin painting that is closely associated with a popular cult in China. and
is one of the most popular themes of Chinese religious painting; the second is the
painting of the Four Sleepers, a typical Ch̀an Buddhist theme, that is extant today

in China proper only in a limited number of versions.

THE TWO KUAN‑YIN (pls. 1, 12, 13)i
Descriptive Analysis

The irregularity of the square format of this painting, from which the heads and
the flying ribbon of the female images and the fish container project, suggests that
this is cut out of a larger composition.

Two female figures are depicted standing in three‑quarter view against a dark
background ofsilk. The figure on the right side slightly recedes firom the foreground,

slowly moves rightward and looks back to the other figure on the left. She holds in
her left hand the long handle of a basket‑like container in which a speckled fish is

laid partly covered with leaves; her right hand holds up slightly the skirt of her

garment. The long handle of the container is composed of strings and chains. The
lower part of the container is not visible because of the green and yellowish grass
leaves which dangle down from it. Her bare feet step on the lower part of two long
scarves in yellow and light brown; the other figure wears a pair of shoes. The figure

on the right has two low hair‑locks on top of her head and two hair ornaments in
rosette shape which seem to be the heads of hairpins. This simple hairdo is com‑
pared with the high hairdress of her companion with its magnificent hair ornaments
in brown, turquoise and red.
The figure on the right wears earrings with four small beads of pearls on her
rather small ears and two rings on her delicately rendered fingers. The projections

downward from the back of her head must be the ends of mauve and green kerchieves
or ribbons tying the rest of her hair at the back. The clothes she wears include

undergarments in brown and orange and an overgarment in blue. A long yellow
shoulder scarf with a design of six‑pointed stars goes around her shoulders and chest

1. TKS. H.2160, fbl.51b, color on silk, 39.0×34.0cm. Published in Max Loehr,
"The Chinese Elements in the Istanbul Miniatures," Ars Orientalis 1 (1954), fig. 47 and also
in Basil Gray, gen. ed., 7he Arts ofthe Book in Central Asia (London : Serindia Publications/

UNESCO, 1979), pl. LVII.
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and swirls on the ground. A vermilion sash with golden stars is tied round her high
waist, while another brown sash is partly visible jn front. Her blue garment bears

a green lining, and her green dhoti or peplum bears a violet one. Two tassels,
perhaps of white hair dyed red at the tips and fastened by a metal ornament, hang
down from the vermilion sash. A pouch or a case with five small tassels at the end
of long thin chains is suspended further down from these tassels. Her blue garment
is gilded with an all‑over pattern of a long tailed cloud and is bordered with a band
of floral scrolls around the edge of her sleeves, lapels and skirt tp1. 13).

Her round and plump face, like her companion's, is characterized by the exag‑
gerated slant of the eyebrows and slit of the eyes, and a small nose and mouth.

The second figure, also shown in a three‑quarter position, holds a spray of
pomegranate in her left hand which is raised close to her face as if she were smelling

its fragrance. On her right hand, covered with her sleeve, perches a green bird with
a long tail and a red curved beak. Her strjking hairdo is featured by four hair‑locks

topped with rich metal ornaments of rosette fbrm, a large lobed tiara of a highly
decorative type, and red and turquoise hair ornaments. The latter may also be the
frontal part of the hair bands fastened at the back of her head because the tips in red

and blue are visible. A blue kerchief or some kind of ornament conceals her ears
and only a pair of large single pearl or bead earrings can be seen down below. A
jewelled necklace and a large buckle stand out on her chest and high waist. Slightly

below the buckle two dangling tufts seem to be suspended from an invisible sash,
and her pouchlike object at the end of long swinging chains is also hung from it.
The vermilion streamer tied to this chain is counterbalanced by the fluttering tips of

the other lady's sash. Her blue overgarment is studded all over with an animated
design of swimming ducks in water rendered by a few curved parallel lines below
the ducks and with plants done in gold. It is lined with pink cloth and is hemmed
with a band of floral design. Her green dhoti with its red lining, fairly short in
length compared with that of her companion, is also decorated with the same design
as that of the overgarment. She throws a long white scarf on her shoulders in the
same way as her companion does. The characteristics of her costume are the elabo‑
rate sash, both ends of which hang down between two dangling ends of another geren

sash in front. The ends of both sashes almost reach the ground. The yellow
sash ends overlap one above the other, so that the one below is visible only at its
lower part which displays a pair of fabulous animals. The other sash end reveals
a pair of apes, bears, peris or winged genii and geese which are all outlined in beige

and painted in white, and the space between is fi11ed with swirling clouds (pl. 12).

Most of the drapery folds are rendered by parallel lines in shades corresponding
to the hue ofthe draperies. In some areas such as the right hand side ofthe garments

of the figures, the folds are represented by concentric reversed arcs or chevrons.
The blues of the garments worn by those figures are slightly diflerent from one
another. The one on the left is ultramarine, while the other on the right is indigo.

The mauve of the garment lining and of the hair ribbon or kerchief is not employed
fbr the figure on the left; the turquoise of the hair ornament of the latter does not
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appear on the other. Otherwise the range of the palette is common to both of the
lmages.
Iconographic Ana]ysis and Identification of the Subject

Some accessories of the two ladies in the painting under consideration, such
as a jewelled necklace, a tiara, and a buckle, and attributes such as a fish basket and

a fruit, as well as their postures and physical features, can be associated with the

Chinese Buddhist iconography of Kuan‑yin.
"Kuan‑yin" en e5 , the Chinese equivalent of the Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara in
Mahayana Buddhism, is a frequently selected religious subject in Chinese art. In‑
troduced into China around the end of the first century A.D., AvalokiteSvara was
believed to bring salvation and to relieve suffering.

Two Bodhisattvas usually stand or sit at the sides of Buddha Amitabha
(AvalokiteSvara and Mahasthamaprapta or "Ta‑shih‑chih" JS<bj!E), or beside Buddha

Sakyamuni (Samantabhadra or "P̀u‑hsien" i!}g and MadiuSri or "Wen‑shu"
pt 5ipk). These Bodhisattvas are identified by various attributes such as the Cintamarpi
(precious pearl), lotus, vase, scepter, fruit or leaL wheel, etc., although their repre‑

sentation, varying according to period and geography, is not consistent. In the
earlier works in contrast to later examples they tend to have more accessories such
as jewelled necklaces, pendants, chains, hair ornaments, rings, armlets, bracelets,
anklets and at times crowns.
After AvalokiteSvara was introduced into China, not only was his name sinicized

but his sex became female. In Indian and early Chinese Buddhist iconography
AvalokiteSvara was represented as a male deity, but was turned into a female some‑

time around the eighth century.2 Though the most popular figure in Chinese
Buddhism, particularly after the Sung dynasty, Kuan‑yin was favored as an ink
painting subject by both Ch̀an Buddhists and literati painters.
Representation of Kuan‑yin displays great diversity, reflecting the deity's thirty‑

three forms. Consequently, proper identification is not always an easy task.
An interesting element in their physical features contributes to the identification

of these figures as Bodhisattvas. This is the three lines drawn in red just below the

chin of the Kuan‑yin with a fish, along with the few additional lines on the other

Kuan‑yin. This feature is also observed in the Kuan‑yin image attributed to Chao
Meng‑fu in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (pl. 14).
The iconography of Bodhisattva and Tathagata ("Ju‑lai" knS(), whether in sculp‑
ture or in painting, includes three horizontal lines marked below their chins. This
2. The Miao‑shan legend prior to the introduction of Kuan‑yin into China could
contribute to the shift of the male deity to female Kuan‑yin. It is in its early development

that Buddhism owed to Taoism a great deal. See Sheila Riddell, "The Kuan‑yin Image
in post‑T̀ang China," Colloquies on Art (SZ Archaeology in Asia IVb. 2, 1972, pp. 17‑24;

Arthur Waley, "AvalokiteSvara and the Legend of Miao‑shan," Artibus Asiae 1 (1925):
130‑132; Osvald Siren, Chinese Sculpture from the Fijlfh to the ,Fburteenth Centui v, 4 vols･

(London: E. Benn, 1925), 1: cxxxix‑cxlii.
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traditional three‑･line mark turns at times in sculpture to the modeling of wrinkles.

This mark is generally called "San‑tao" =‑re or the "Three paths" which implies
the paths of misery, action and suffering in Buddhism.3 But its real relation to the

artistic convention of the three lines is not precisely known. This convention of

Chinese Buddhist iconography seems to have been accepted by the Istanbul painter
without his unawareness of its religious implication. He must have understood it
as merely the wrinkles of a plump figure, since he added a few more lines to the
other Kuan‑yin's chin.
Kuan‑yin, as well as other Bodhisattvas, is represented alone, as an attendant in

a pair of Bodhisattvas flanking a central figure like the Buddha Amitabha or the
Buddha Sakyamuni, or as one ofa group of figures. At times she is accompanied
by other Bodhisattvas or disciples (acolytes) who are usually represented as children

(pls. 16, 18, 19).4 Her posture is either standing or seated. Nowjudging from the

attributes and iconographic characteristics mentioned above, we may identify the
two female images in this painting as Kuan‑yin (AvalokiteSvara), deity of Compassion

and Mercy. But in order to identify them more accurately we have to look into
literary sources and examine various extant representations of Chinese Kuan‑yin in
several media.
The Kuan‑yin on the right side, to begin with, carries a basket with a fish that

is a key to her identification. We find two versions of a legend that concerns this
particular aspect of the Kuan‑yin:
According to Fchien‑chih l5kleg,=.i',5 by Hung Mai III3me (1123‑1203) there

was a painter named Ho es of Hsti‑shan EKilLk in Hai‑chou ?IEIY"N. An
ardent worshiper of Kuan‑yin, he occupied himself in painting pictures of
the deity. One day a beggar brought to his house some carp in a basket
and asked for a picture in exchange. Ho, who abstained from ill‑smelling
foods (meats, fish, onions, etc.) told the beggar to depart; whefeupon the
latter remarked that the pictures by Ho were far from truthfu1 representa‑
tions of Kuan‑yin and that he (the beggar) possessed a perfect model of
that deity. Upon learning this, Ho had a room cleaned and invited the
beggar to enter it. The latter suddenly turned into Kuan‑yin and then
vanished. Inspired by the vision, Ho was able thereafter to paint Kuan‑
yin with great accuracy.

Another legend is given in Sung hsdieh‑shth eh̀dian‑chi pu‑i (chuan 3) JRig±
3. William Soothill and Lewis Hodous, A Dictiona, v of Ch inese Buddh ist 717rms (London :

Kegan Paul, 1937), p. 79; Masami Akiyama, Butsuzo‑ no mochimono to so‑shoku (Osaka:
Bunshind6, 1972), pp. 385‑86.
4. See Max Loehr (1954), p. 87, fig. 53; Ch̀in Ling‑yUn, ed., Pei‑ching ,Fb‑hai‑ssti Miirg‑tai

Pi‑hua [Wall paintings in the Fa‑hai Temple of the Ming Dynasty, Peking], (Peking:
Chungkuo ku tien i‑shu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1958), pls. 11 and 66 (1439" A.D.).

5･ Fo‑tsu‑t̀ung‑chi {ifBiEHrvEre [A comprehensive record of the lineage of Buddha and
the patriarchs] by Chih‑p̀an ,=.ir.ng (completed in 1270 A.D.), chap. 414.
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eseMinM [Supplement to the complete works by the Sung scholars] by the literatus
Sung Lien iFiva (1310‑1381):6

According to Ktzan‑yin Ktin‑ying chuan engptmets, in 817 A.D. under
the Thng Emperor Hsien Tsung Ytzt!Fl there appeared on the shore of
Chin‑sha fSriel> in Shen‑yu EsbyJfi (Shenhsi province pti!gti5) a beautifu1

woman carirying a basket and peddling fish. In response to many offers

of marriage she replied that she would wed him who could memorize
overnight the chapter Pu‑men‑pin ggFSp". in the Saddharma‑pupdarTka
[the Lotus SUtra Vkgessl Fa‑hua‑chin]. On the morrow over twenty men
were able to recite it. Thereupon, saying that a single woman could not

marry so many men, she asked them to do the same with Vajracchedika
[the Diamond SUtra fSrmaijss Chin‑Kang‑chingl. In this test ten were
successfu1. Then she requested them to commit to memory the whole
of the Lotus SUtra in three days. The result was that only one, a son of

the Ma Family ,eeBe, was able to do so. She thereupon consented to
become his wife. As she entered the house she became ill and in a short

time died. Her body disintegrated immediately. Some days later a
monk came to Ma's house and upon his command the grave was open.
Within was found merely a golden collarbone. The priest told Ma that
the woman was none other than Kuan‑yin in disguise and that she had
appeared in that form to convert Ma. Thus saying the monk flew away.
Since then more people in Shenhsi recited the SUtras, it is said.7

In addition to the above, there are many versions concerning Kuan‑yin with a
fish creel. But her legends are found mostly in folklore, popular stories, and after

the Ming and Ch̀ing dynasties particularly in the form of novels and plays, but not

in the Satras and other Buddhist texts. Together with the YU‑lan Kuan‑yin igee
en if IKuan‑yin with fish creel] similar legends of Ma‑lang‑fu Kuan‑yin reeBreen g

[AvalokiteSvara as a lady of Ma family] or So‑ku p̀u‑sa eee!:iff [The Bodhisattva
of the collarbone] exist. While their names vary, the contents of the stories are

almost identical. The source of the YU‑lan Kuan‑yin, therefbre, must go back to
an earlier period than the time of the two versjons mentioned above, sjnce Tkeip̀ing

Ktzang chi J8<ZFee:a (compiled in 977‑978 A.D.) relates a story of the Bodhisattva

of the collarbone.8 The purpose of these stories seems to have been a moral one,
such as the Buddhist precept forbidding destruction of animal (including fish) life.

Thus, one of our two figures, without doubt, is identifiable as YU‑lan Kuan‑yin.
Particularly from the Sung period on, legends and pictorial representations of the

6. 32 vols., with 8 volume supplements (Shanghai: Shang wu yin shu kuan, 1935‑37).
7. Kojiro Tomita and Tseng Hsien‑chi, Porijblio of Chinese Paintings in the Museum:
Yi7an to Ch̀ing Periods, 2d ed. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961), pl. 20.

8. Collections of the novels and legends from the Han to the Five Dynasties.
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Kuan‑yin with a fish creel were very popular among the people, but not among
scholars.g

Now we shall analyze several versions of this Kuan‑yin in Chinese painting,
although this figure was also created in wood carving,iO porcelain,ii woodcut print,i2

incised stone,i3 and embroidery.i4
Our first instance of the subiect is attributed to one of the most celebrated YUan

painters Chao Meng‑fu reitre (1254‑1322) and is now in the National Palace
Museum, Taipei (pl. 14).i5 The tall and heavy figure of Kuan‑yin is represented
with gracefulness and dignity on a plain background. Carrying in her left hand a
basket containing a fish placed among some bamboo grass, and a rosary in her right,
she wears a white robe with a brown sash and undergarment. Her hairdress and
ornaments are quite simple and her footwear consists of humble sandals. Soft and
flowing contour lines delineate the curves of her drapery folds. She stands in three‑

quarter position facing rightward, but turning her head to the opposite direction.
This posture is almost identical with that of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin with a fish basket.
The posture with the weight of the body equally placed on both feet is static, but the

fblds of her swaying cascading garment creates a refreshing movement and a sense
of volume. The coloring is quite restrained. The most striking feature ofthis work,
though, lies in its marked simplicity, which presents a strong contrast to the com‑
plexity of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin.

The second example is an ink painting attributed to Kuan Tao‑shen eeglli
(1262‑1319), the wife of Chao Meng‑fu.i6 The linear quality of this work is more
conspicuous than that of the former example. Its calligraphic style is said to be in
9. There is a painting assumed to be a version of YU‑lan Kuan‑yin in the same Album
tp1. 2). A female image is represented 'on the back of a huge speckled fish like a catfish.
An instance of this version in Chinese painting is attributed to Ch̀iu Ying fiL;(! (first half
of the sixteenth century). See Fei Fan‑chiu, Li ch̀ao ming hua kuan‑yin pao hsiang [Collec‑

tion of Kuan‑yin paintings of successive dynasties], 2 vols. (Shanghai: Shanghai ching
yUan she, 1939), pl. 16.

10. G. Imre, "Kuan‑yin with Fish," Annuaire du Muse'e cies Arts De'coratijig et du Muse'e
d'art d'extre"me Orient ,EERENc HbRp, 13 (1970): 145‑151.
11. P. J. Donnelly, Blanc cle C7iine (New York: F. A. Praeger, 1969), no. 147c.
12. }7bmato Bunka 58 (1973), pl. 17; eninese haocicuts and Etchings of the Miirg and

Ch̀ing Dynasty, Exhibition Catalogue (Nara: Yamato Bunkakan Museum, 1972), pls. 3
and 60.

13. George Rowley, ̀fA Chinese Scroll of the Ming Dynasty ̀Ming Huang and Yang
Kuei‑fei Listening to Music'," Artibus Asiae 31 (1969), fig. 2 (a stone rubbing dated
1451 A.D.) and fig. 4 (a stone rubbing from the Shao‑lin‑ssti s!)JMc{IF, a monastery at
Mount Sung, dated 1617 A.D.); Giuseppe Toscano, Mtzseo d'arte Cinese di Parma (Parma:
Edizioni Franco, 1965), no. 565; Fei Fan‑chiu (1939), vol. 2, pl. 58.
14. Fei Fan‑chiu (1939), vol. 2, pl. 49.

15. ReproducedinKtz‑kungming‑huasan‑vaichuirg(Taichung: NationalPalaceMuseum
and National Central Museum, 1959), no. 149.
16. Abe collection in the Municipal Museum of Art, Osaka. Reproduced in Fusajird
Abe, So'raikan Kinsho‑ (Osaka: Hakubundd, 1930‑39), vol. 5, no. 32.
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the Ch̀an Buddhist manner and after Wu Tao‑tzU IZig iF. The marked difference

between this work, perhaps a more legitimately YUan work, and our Kuan‑yin
eliminates it as a possible source of inspiration for the Istanbul Kuan‑yin.

Our third Kuan‑yin is a work of the YUan dynasty and is of particular interest
in comparison with the Istanbul Kuan‑yin (pl. 15).i7 Kuan‑yin, appearing rather
short and squat, stands bending slightly fbrward. Her right hand holds the long
handle of a fish basket containing a fish together with grass leaves and flowers, while

her left hand pulls up slightly the hem of her dhotj. Her index finger is stretched
nearly stright out. Raising the dhoti reveals a large jewelled pendant underneath.
She does not wear a white robe, but instead a robe with the overall fioral pattern,
its hem also lavishly decorated with a band of floral scrolls and lotus flowers. The

heavenly atmosphere and majestic air encountered in the previous works disappear
in this image. Instead, a sense of secularity is provided by the clothing, hairdo and
even her halfismiling face. Its secularity, however, may be taken fbr granted, because

this painter may have simply represented a beauty in the guise of Kuan‑yin.

The final example of a Chinese Kuan‑yin painting is a Ming work in the T̀ang
style, in the collection of the Boston Museum.i8 As is so often the case, this Kuan‑

yin is accompanied by two children. Though painted entirely in the manner of the
earlier period, it lacks the vitality, purity and power of the early works. The type for

this Kuan‑yin js closer to the first and second examples, but is more distinct from the

third example and from the Istanbul Kuan‑yin.
Comparing these examples of the Chinese Kuan‑yin with one another, one can
easily differentiate two types of the Kuan‑yin with a fish basket, exemplified respec‑

tively by Chao Meng‑fu's Kuan‑yin and the YUan work in the Boston Museum.i9
The former displays the rigid style of an earlier era and the latter exhibits the secular

style ofa later period. In the works of the second style, Kuan‑yin tends to be
represented with the costume and hairdo of the common people of China and is
provided with many accessories and attributes of Indian and Central Asian origin,
although they are fewer in quantity than the earlier examples. The Chinese painter

of the later period, perhaps more concerned with representing Kuan‑yin's outer
appearance than her inner spirituality, painted Kuan‑yin with a benign smile and
more femininity. The Istanbul' Kuan‑yin with a fish basket is without doubt asso‑
ciated with this second type.2o

17. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Acc. no. 05.199. Reproduced jn Osvald Siren,
Chinese Paintings in American Collections (Paris and Brussels: G. van Oest, 1928), pl. 129;

Sherman Lee and Wai‑kam Ho, Chinese Art under the Motrgols: 71he }'iZan Dynasty (1279‑
1368) (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 1968), no. 192.

18. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Acc. no. 04.2. Reproduced in Osvald Siren
(1928), pl. 158.

19. A male Kuan‑yin of the Sung period in the Freer Gallery of Art is one of the oldest
YU‑lan Kuan‑yin and is also categorized to the first type. Reproduced in Laurence Binyon,
Painting in the I7br Ebst (London: E. Arnold, 1934), pl. III. This work is eliminated from
the present discussion because of its being a male Kuan‑yin.
20. As to the other Kuan‑yin with a fish basket, see Fei Fan‑chiu (1939), vol. 1, nos. 28,
59 and vol. 2, no. 25.
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The lack of a clearly definable attribute makes identification of the second

Istanbul Kuan‑yin fairly ambiguous. This Kuan‑yin, however, is endowed with
iconographic features different from those of the Kuan‑yin with a fish basket. One
of her outstanding features is the sumptuous tiara that is fastened around her high‑

piled chignons. In Chinese art such luxurious tiara and hairornaments are used to
embellish not merely palace ladies but also religious images like the Bodhisattva.

Of various types of tiara‑fbliated, floral and cloud form‑the one worn by this
Istanbul Kuan‑yin belongs to the last category, although it may look more like a
fungus form. Often the cloud‑form tiara in Chinese pictorial art is combined with
one or more phoenixes.2i In addition to the thirteenth to fourteenth century wall
paintings of Shanhsi province, a fburteenth century drawing shows an interesting
cloud form that relates to the cloud fbrm of Kuan‑yin's tiara.22

Even more important for the identification of the second Kuan‑yin are the
attributes she holds in each hand. One is a spray with a pomegranate. She held
this like "Kuan‑yin with a willow spray," one of the thirty‑three forms of Kuan‑
yin.23 However, only a few instances of a pomegranate held by Kuan‑yin exist,
and these are without the branch and leaves in her other hand.
The pomegranate, because it was so fu11 of seeds, was a symbol of Hariti, a
goddess of fecundity in India; from India it was transmitted as far eastward as Japan

where it became a symbol of Kishimojin sg{FN2ig or goddess‑mother of demons

‑"

and also of Kichijo‑ten ilrfiit5YEI, Srimahadevi, the wife of VaiSravarpa, who gives

happiness and virtue to men.24 On the other hand, the pomegranate is native to
Persia and its adjacent regions and has been a very popular fruit through the centuries,

although its religious connotation, if any, is not clearly ascertained.25
21. This type of tiara is crowned on the female deity and empress in the wall paintings
fbund at Yung‑lo kung Palace ii<eeg, Jui‑ch̀eng i:EiSijk; and at Hsing‑hua‑ssti Temple

ew.lt", Chi‑shan estlJ, Shanhsi province. Reproduced in Wen‑wu ch̀u‑pan‑she, ed.
Ytzng‑lo‑kung pi‑hua hstian‑chi [The selection from the Yung‑lo‑kung mural paintings]
(Peking, 1958), pl. 31 ; Ch̀in Ling‑ytin, ed. thung‑kuopi‑hua i shu [The arts of Chinese mural
paintings] (Peking: Jen min mei shu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1960), pls. 71‑81.

22. Illustrations to Ch̀U YUan's "Nine Songs" by Chang Wu gRas (active ca. 1360)
in the Cleveland Museum of Art. Reproduced in Roger Goepper, 77ie Elssence of eninese
Painting (Boston: Boston Book and hrt Shop, 1963), pls. 10‑11.

23. Masami Akiyama (1972), pp. 31‑35.
24. Kishimejinwasoriginallyaninfant‑eater,butlaterturnedintoaguardianofchildren.
It is often depicted embracing an infant and holding a pomegranate in one hand. A Hariti
painting in Daigoji Sanbdin Temple, Kyoto eesuillF=‑ :kE2 shows HaritT holding a branch

with pomegranate and flower (Early Kamakura period). Reproduced in Nihon bijutsu
71aikei, vol. 4: Chtisei kaiga [Paintings of the medieval period] (Tokyo: K6dansha, 1960),
pl. 5. Also see a panel painting from the miniature shrine of Ki chlj dten 2ii iitlf ]( (1212 A.D.)

from JOruriji Temple ?5ieeag",, and now in the Tokyo University of Arts. Reproduced
in Larousse rvbrld Mythologv (New York, 1963), pl. 309. See Taichir6 Kobayashi, "Shina
ni okeru karitei" [Hariti in China], Shina bukkyo‑ shigaku 2 (1938). HarTti was absorbed
into Kuan‑yin worship sometime during the YUan and Ming periods.
25. Berthold Laufer, Sino‑‑franica: Chinese Contribution to the Histoi v of Civilization in
Ancient fran (Chicago: Field Museum of Natural History, 1919), p. 276.
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In the period preceding the Islamic domination, the pomegranate served as
one of the symbols of Anahit, a Goddess of Fertility who was worshiped in the
Middle East, and particularly in Persia, during the Sasanids.26 For instance, the
female figure on a fburth century silver bottle in the Hermitage Museum, Leningrad,

carries a pomegranate in one hand as one of her attributes.
Pomegranates are represented in the art of the Islamic world apart from their
traditional religious connotation. One Islamic example is found in a tenth‑century

fresco from Tepe Madrasa of Nishapur that shows pomegranate with pine cones and
palmette leaves.
The illustrations of al‑Biruni's al‑A‑tha'r a"Ba'‑quiyah, executed in 1307 and now

in Edinburgh University Library,27 provide an interesting example of a pomegranate.

An old man who, according to Thomas Arnold,28 is in the guise of Ahriman, the
Zoroastrian Spirit of Evil, holds a pomegranate, the forbidden fruit, and offers it

to the first man called Mesha and the first woman called Meshyana, who holds an
apple in her hand. In the scene's background the branches of pomegranatelike
trees are heavily laden with fruit. The pomegranate is represented here as the
forbidden fruit in association with Anahit, a Goddess of fertility. In later Islamic

art the pomegranate, however, seldom appears. The original meaning may have
been totally lost. Meanwhile the pomegranate motif was transmitted westward,
to be found on the diverse objects discovered in the Roman Orient.

In China the pomegranate symbolized offspring because of its many seeds (tzU
IF which also means ̀sons'). The idea was prevalent even among the highest level
of Chinese scholars.29 Many Chinese sculptures of Kuan‑yin hold a fruit, though
the type of fruit is scarcely identifiable. A good example is a bronze Bodhisattva in

the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.30 One of the two Bodhisattvas flanking Buddha
Amitabha is AvalokiteSvara, who holds a pomegranate in his right hand (593 A.D.).
In almost all examples, including the Boston sculpture, the Bodhisattva holds only
a fruit, but not a spray with a fruit and leaves. The Istanbul painter, therefbre,

may be assumed to have added to the fruit a branch with leaves, an idea he
perhaps borrowed from the Kuan‑yin with a willow spray.
26. Dorothy Shepherd, "Sasanian Art in Cleveland," Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum
ofArt 51 (April 1964), figs. 18 and 20 (a rhyton).
27. Arabic, no. 161, fbl. 48v.

28. Thomas Arnold, Survivals of Sasanian and Manichaean Art in Persian Painting
(Oxfbrd: Clarendon, 1924), p. 21, pl. 15; idem, 7]he Old and Alew 71estaments in Muslim
Religious Art (London, 1932), pp. 21‑‑22, pl. V.

29. W. G. Gulland, eninese Porcelain (London, 1918), vol. 1, p. 108; Richard Edwards,
the field of Stones: A Studly of the Arts of Shen Chou (1427‑I509), Freer Gallery of Art
Oriental Series No. 5 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1962), p. 75.

30. John Lodge, "Introduction to the Collection of Chinese Sculpture," BMEt4B 13
(August 1915): 50‑60; idem, "The Buddha of Measureless Light and the Land of Bliss:

A Chinese Buddhist Group in Bronze." BME!IB 24 (February 1926): 2‑10. See also
Kejiro Tomita, "The Chinese Bronze Buddhist Group of A.D. 593 and its Original Arrange‑

ment," BME4B 43 (June 1945): 14‑19. '
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The bird the Istanbul Kuan‑yin holds is indisputably identified as a parrot
(Psittacij?)rmes) by its green feather with red curved beak, red breast, and long tail.

Prof. Max Loehr identifies this bird as a hooded falcon.3i The species of the bird
as well as the subject, of the painting, however, make his identification unlikely.
Though it is certainly strange that the eye of the parrot is not represented, the idea

of a hood is improbable. The parrot or parakeet is quite common in Chinese
painting and crafts such as porcelain; it is not as popular in Persian painting as in

Chinese painting, although it is frequently employed as a decorative motif on later
Islamic textiles and tiles. With respect to the bird motif in Buddhist art, a white

bird (a dove) which is generally represented with a fabulous fish and lute with a
phoenix head, is an attribute of Bodhisattva Abhayandana,32 one of the thirty‑three
forms of Kuan‑yin, who is believed, especially in Japan, to be a remover of fear.
Even if this form of Kuan‑yin is the only one who carries a bird, she cannot be
associated with the Istanbul Kuan‑yin with a parrot because as a rule she is rendered
with fbur hands and seated on a white lion. S. Riddell regards "the parrot or white

dove" as one of Kuan‑yin's symbols, but does not give any examples.33
Since our search within religious compositions for a possible model of the Kuan‑
yin with a parrot has proven unsuccessfu1, the source of inspiration for this work
should be sought in genre painting.
The first interesting figural composition is a YUan painting in the T̀ang style,
belonging to the Freer Gallery of Art;34 it shows three ladies strolling in a garden

(pl. 23). One of them holds a parrot in her right hand, while the one in the middle

pinches a fiower. The third lady whose hands are concealed in her long sleeve,
stands a little away from the others but turns her head towards them. A closer
examination of this Freer painting discloses some features similar to those of the
Istanbul Kuan‑yin painting. The squat ladies' physical type, their static postures,
the gestures of pinching a flower and turning one's head, the long scarfs thrown over
their shoulders all remind us of the Istanbul painting. If the natural setting of rocks
and palm trees were removed from the Freer composition, the disposition and specific

posture of the ladies would appear surprisingly even closer to the Istanbul iadies.

The second possible source of inspiration fbr the Istanbul lady with a parrot
might be another YUan painting now in the St. Louis Art Museum (pl. 24).35 This
displays a standing lady with a green bird perched on the palm of her gloved hand.
The bird is apparently the same genus as the parrot of the Istanbul painting. Unlike

the latter, it is tied to a chain, one end of which goes around the lady's forearm.
31. Max Loehr (1954), p. 85.
32. Muikanjizai filtReneUor Amadai‑kannon geifmaee(Piifmatw)engf. Takatogi Sawa,
Butsuzo‑ annai [A guide to the Buddhist iconography] (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kdbunkan,
1963), p. 53; Masami Akiyama (1972), pp. 103 and 204.
33. Sheila Riddell (1972), p. 24.

34. Accession no. 16.50. Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 109.6×50.7cm.

Reproduced in Thomas Lawton, Chinese Eigure Paintiirg (Washington, D.C. : Smithsonian
Institution, 1973), pl. 54.

35. Accession no. 117: 1953. lnk and color on silk, 50.4×22.8cm.
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This way of holding a bird is by no means new, but goes back possibly to the T̀ang
dynasty.36 Unlike the St. Louis lady, the Istanbul figure does not wear gloves, but
instead, she covers her right hand with her sleeve to protect it from the bird's pointed

beak and claws. During mediaeval times this type of bird was brought from the
tropics and Southeast Asia as an exotic gift or tribute and often became a prized pet

of the court ladies.37 As far as these YUan paintings are concerned, there seems no

connotation attached to this bird such as those referred to by E. H. Schafier and
R. J. Maeda.3s
One immediately notices the strange gesticulation of her left hand forming a loop

with her index finger and thumb in front of her chest. Although the meaning of
this sign is unclear, the gesture itself is somewhat similar to that of the right hand of

the Istanbul lady who pinches a spray of pomegranate with her index finger and
thumb, stretching her small finger straight out, and has something in common with
the mudra' of the Kuan‑yin with a willow spray. This suggests there may have been
a common figure style between the religious and genre compositions of the time.
The St, Louis court lady wears the round and lobed hair ornaments like those
of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin with a fish creel and also displays a large pearl ear ornament
like the other Istanbul figure. The hair ribbons that seem to tie her hair also remind

us of the Istanbul ladies. The white cosmetic powder thickly applied to her nose
and the three dots on her fbrehead (Htza tien JtEen) are in the T̀ang tradition.

The peplum, a short skirtlike garment around her waist, which could be also
a short overhang of the long skirt or dhoti, closely resembles one worn by one of the

Istanbul ladies. The peplum appears in some figure paintings of the Sung and YUan
periods, such as on an attendant girl in "Palace Ladies Selecting Cosmetics" of the

Freer Gallery of Art39 and on one of the attendants of "Empress Wu with her Three

Attendants" of the Ada Small Moore collection.40 One common feature among
these figures is that it is court ladies who wear the peplum. However, the peplum's
origin goes back as early as the sixth century ; Tun‑huang cave painting and sculpture

provide us with the oldest instances of this type of dhoti worn by the Buddhist
Images.41
.

We may hypothesize, thus, that the Istanbul painter either copied the figure
with a parrot from YUan figure painting or simply switched an attribute (a bird) of
36. Jane G. Mahler, Me Plesterners among the Figurines of the T̀ang Dynasty of China
(Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1959), pls. VI, a & b.

37. Edward Schafer, 77ie Goldlan Peaches of SZimarkand (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1963), pp. 99‑102.

38. E. Schafer states that the parrot "spies on household servants and errant wives."
See E. Schafer (1963), p. 102; Robert Maeda, "The Portrait of a Woman of the Late Ming‑
Early Ch̀ing Period: Madame Ho‑tung," Archives ofAsianArt 27 (1973‑74): 51 and n. 26.
39. Accession no. 35.9. Fan painting, ink and color on silk, Ht. 22.7 cm.

40. Handscroll, color on silk. See Louise Hackney and Yan Chang‑foo, A Study of
Chinese Painting in the Collection ofAdu Small Moore (London and New York: Oxfbrd
University Press, 1940), pl. XX. This could be a YUan or Ming work though attributed to
the Sung.
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the Bodhisattva, just as, fbr example, Kuan‑yin's pendant became a pouch.
The Istanbul Kuan‑yin on the right turns her head to the other on the left as if
speaking to her. This pose establishes a closer link between the two suggesting their
companionship, while drawing the beholder's eye from the first figure to the second.

This type of pose js jndjspensable for jntroducing the beholder's attention to the

main figure and for suggesting the direction of movement in the Persian manuscript

pamtlng.
Juxtaposing two Kuan‑yin images on the same plane, in the same scale and
significance rather than in a hieratic arrangement is uncommon in the Chinese
Buddhist iconography. As previously discussed, Kuan‑yin is as a rule depicted alone,

as a central image with attendants (triad), or as an attendant of Buddha; Kuan‑yin
with a fish basket particularly is rendered as a single figure or sometimes with children.

On the other hand, the composition of two juxtaposed figures, whether a young
couple or a noble person with an attendant, is found fairly often in the Istanbul
Album painting,42 and at times in fifteenth century Persian painting. For this reason
we may conclude that the Istanbul artist added the second figure, possibly borrowed
from elsewhere (in all probability from a genre painting), to the Kuan‑yin with a fish

basket, creating a totally new figural composition of secular subject matter.

Now we proceed to the further investigation of the details of the Istanbul
Kuan‑yin images, comparing them with Chinese works (pls. 14 and 15).
The two Istanbul images of Kuan‑yin in question, relatively large in scale in terms

of Persian manuscript painting, are rather voluptuous types and their plumpness is
well suggested by fu11 round faces, fat fingers and fleshy throats. In spite of white‑

ness, roundness and softness of the face and hands, the bare feet of the Kuan‑yin
with a fish basket are gray and rustic, and remind us of the limbs of the nomadic

people who make up another large group of figural compositions in the Album,
although these are not discussed in this article.43 In Persian painting until the
41. MaheSvara, Garpega and two Lokapalas' in the Cave 285 tp. 120N), dated 53819.
Reproduced in Basil Gray, Budduist CZzve Paintiirgs at 71an‑huang (London: Faber and
Faber, 1959), pl. 20; "Standing Triad" (one on the left) in the Cave 427. Sixth century.
ReprodUced in Terukazu Akiyama and Sabur6 Matsubara, Arts of China: Budd7laist Ctive
71emples (Tokyo and Palo Alto: K6dansha International, 1969), p. 54, pl. 29.
42. There are a few examples of the compositions comprised of a small group of figures
placed under a tree in the Istanbul Albums: ̀fA Young Couple Meeting under a Tree,"

TKS. H.2153, fo1.47b, color on paper, 26.5×15.5cm, reproduced in Ernst Grube,
"Studien zur Malerei der Timuriden, I: zur Frtihstufe von Herat," Ktznst des Orients 5
(1968), fig. 16. "Two Ladies Standing," TKS. H.2153, fo1.60a, color on paper, 29.3 ×21.0
cm (pl. 79) ; ̀fA Young Noble Meeting a Young Lady with Attendants under a Tree," TKS.
H.2153, fo1.24b, color on silk, 21.8×31.0 cm, reproduced in Ernst Grube (1968a), fig. 15.
A painting with a similar composition is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Accession no.57.51.24, reproduced in Ernst Grube (1968a), fig. 18. Some ladies in
these examples lean on a tree trunk. It is assumed that this type ofcomposition, reminiscent
of T̀ang paintings, was in vogue in the Timurid period of'Persia.

43. Manhar Ipsiroglu (1966), pl. 42; idem, Das Bild im islam (Vienna and Munich:
Schroll, 1971), pls. 72 and 74.
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Safavid period the slender female figure was much more favored than a stocky
one; in China on the other hand, the portly female was held in high esteem as early
as the eighth century when the buxom type of beauty was the ideal. But the slender
proportioned female was also popular in the Sung period and thenceforth both types
appear side by side in Chinese painting. The Istanbul Kuan‑yin is, therefore, con‑
sidered to fbllow the T̀ang physical type.
The facial features are characterized by a tiny mouth and nose, surely Persjan in

taste, and by the exaggerated expression of the narrow slanting eyes, eyebrows, and

broad face of the Far Eastern or Mongolian physiognomy. Individual distinctions
are almost completely absent. Their appearance on the whole is a strange mixture
of Far and Middle Eastern characteristics, unlike the halflsmiling Kuan‑yin of China.

The explanation for this is twofbld: the artist of the two Istanbul Kuan‑yin at‑
tempted to emphasize the Far Eastern facial type in order to give them an obvious
ethnic identity to suit native understanding and taste; the eyes of the Kuan‑yin are

depicted nearly covered by the eyelids and with a downward glance not uncommon
in the representation of the Bodhisattvas.44 This particular convention must have
so impressed the painter of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin that it led him to make such an
exaggeration. Being unaware of the original meaning of the Kuan‑yin, the painter
cared so much fbr its odd appearance that he was unsuccessfu1 in conveying the
tenderness and gentleness of the Chinese Kuan‑yin.
Both of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin figures are depicted with one foot placed slightly

ahead of the other. The action of walking is also suggested by the ribbon and sash
fluttering in a gentle breeze, and by one of the figures stepping on the swirling sash

ends. The postures of'the National Palace Museum Kuan‑yin and the Boston
Kuan‑yin are close to that of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin, though neither is shown in
a walking posture. The ambiguous posture of the Chjnese Kuan‑yin with a fish
basket must havepuzzled the artist of the Istanbul painting when he copied the
Chinese original, but the Istanbul artist after all did interpret it as showing a

walking posture and represented the figures in walking stances. Moreover, the
Istanbul Kuan‑yin's static posture apparently caused by her resting her weight
equally on both legs is counterbalanced by the lively pose of her companion with her

hand upraised as if to smell the fragrance of a pomegranate.
The Istanbul artist interpreted certain alien motifs, sometimes eliminating them
all together. An example is fbund in the ears and nails of the Kuan‑yin. The long
pointed nails and defbrmed large ears with outstanding long lobes, both considered
auspicious signs, are iconographic features of the Chinese Kuan‑yin. The Istanbul

Kuan‑yin, however, are provided with nails and ears of normal size. Her peculiar
physical features, which were neither meaningfu1 to the local artist nor endowed with

universal validity, presumably were rejected by him.
The fingers of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin figures recall the mudea‑s of the various

Buddhist images. Although their gesticulation does not necessarily coincide with
any specific type of mudra‑, if we regard the way they hold their attributes as a kind

44. ̀Han gan' ¥wa in Japanese implies ̀drooping eyes.'
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of mudva‑, then pinching the dhoti and the pomegranate spray with either the index

or little finger stretched out may yield some meaning. The former gesture, then,
relates to one of the mudea‑s of the thousand‑armed Kuan‑yin, and the latter gesture

to the Kuan‑yin with a willow spray.

The hairdo with multiple hair‑locks was popular in representations of Chinese
pa!ace ladies, middle‑class women and religious images. Particularly the hairdo
with two small hair‑locks or chignons, often ornamented with a long pin with a large

rosettelike pinhead, is exemplified by works from the Five Dynasties45 onward;
it is worn by female attendants and also by pages.46 This particular type of Chinese
hairdress is copied almost without modification by the painter of the Istanbul Kuan‑
yin.

As fbr the accessories of Kuan‑yin, a pendant at the end of a long chain is usually

suspended from the sash or from Kuan‑yin's neck. Ajewelled pendant is disclosed

beneath the pulled‑up dhoti of the heavily clad Boston Kuan‑yin of the YUan
dynasty (pl. 15) and also on the figure of Kuan‑yin's disciple (pl. 19). But instead
of a jewelled pendant, a case or pouch likewise at the end of long chains is suspended

at the almost identical position on the Istanbul Kuan‑yin's garment, though here
it is on her right.

Many of the human figures in the Istanbul Album paintings have a pouch with
a flap and a few tassels, either suspended from a girdle, or hanging by a long string

or chain. According to the written records, in the absence of pockets the Chinese
used to keep money, seals and other valuables, tobacco, flint and also identification

for government officials "in a bag or wallet attached to one's girdle."47 Amulets
45. "Scholars of the Northern Ch̀i Collating Classic Texts," dt)IFE52Zmaig Pei ch̀i
chiao‑shu t̀u chUan in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Color on silk, tenth or eleventh

century. See Kejiro Tomita, "Scholars of the Northern Ch̀i Dynasty Collating the
Classics," BMIE4B 29 (August 1931): 58‑63.

46. "The Celestial Rulers of Taoism and their Attendants in a Long Procession,"
majiitu]st Nig by Wu Tsung‑yUan iBlfkJe (d. 1050) in ex‑HsU collection, Peking. Re‑
produced in Shanghai jen‑min mei‑･shu ch̀u‑pan‑she, Li‑tai1'en‑wu hua hsdian‑chi [Selected
figure paintings of various dynasties] (Shanghai, 1959), pl. 15; for the wall paintings found
in Shanhsi province, see Wen‑wu ch ̀u‑pan‑she, Ytzng‑lo‑kungpi‑hua hsdian‑chi(Peking, 1958),
pls. 29, 35, 36,
and also see Bulletin of the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology 12 (1937),
13.(1.945) and 14 (1946). The diffUsion of this hairdo to Central Asia is attested by a

pamtmgof the Moon･‑goddess (twelfth‑thirteenth century) from Kara Khoto, which is
reproducedin Natal'ia D'iakonova, Master:pieces oje Etzstern Art in the Hermitage
(Lenjngrad: Hermitage Museum, 1962), pl. 101.
47. Yang Lien‑shen, "Marginalia to the Ytian Tien‑chang," Harvard Jburnal ofAsiatic
Studies 19 (1956):42‑51; Yoshito Harada, TOdbi no fakushoku (Tokyo: Tby6bunko, 1970);
Schuyler Cammann, Substance and ,Sbembol in Chinese Tbggles (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1962). The Sung writer Kuo Jo‑hsU giBillilE states in his T̀u‑hua
chien‑we"n chth NgSlmaS#", that "from the First Grade down, the civil bureaux fastened
to their persons, handkerchiefs, reckoning pouches, daggers and grinding stones." See
Ktzo Jb‑hsdi's Ebeperiences in Painting: An E7tiventh Century History of eninese Painting,
trans. and annot. A. C. Soper (Washington, D.C. : American Council of Learned Societies,

1951), p. 14. See also Kao Ch̀eng, Shin‑wu chi ydian (Shanghai: Shanghai shang wu yin
shu kuan,1935‑37), III, 28a‑b.
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or charms made of paper, stone, metal, etc., were also canied as protection against
evil spirits and sickness, and they seem to have been hung from one's girdle as well.48

The name of the pouches seemed to vary according to the kind of the objects kept in

them.4g
The verification of these written documents is found in some Chinese paintings

of the YUan and other periods, such as one in the Palace Museum, Peking, where
a Central Asian huntsman carries a pouch with a flap50 and another in the William

Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, in which a page displays a pouch
suspended from the girdle.5i The custom ofpouch‑carrying, however, goes back to
ancient times. Recent excavations of the T̀ang tombs in Shenhsi province ,show
that pouch‑carrying was practiced as early as the eighth century. The falconer and

cheetah tamer who are represented in the tomb painting of Li Chungjun $etms52

and the guards who are painted on the wall of Li Hsien 4Eg (Prince Chang‑huai
ili±'eeS< EF)53 carry pouches attached to their girdles.

The practice of pouch‑carrying seems not to be confined to China proper. It
is said that the Turks and other Central Asians carried preservative charms. Pouches
made of leather, fur, felt and silk, in fact, have been discovered in ancient Turkic
burials in the Altai Ranges (Kurai Steppe).5̀ The pictorial representation ofpouches

in Central Asia is fbund in the ninth through twelfth century wall paintings from

Bazaklik near Murtuq55 and from Pendzikent (sixth to eighth century)56 in

48. J. Gernet, Daily Lijle in China on the Eve of the Mbngol invasion, I250‑1276 (New
York: Macmillan, 1962), pp. 127, 193, and 214.
49. Phn nang eefa (forjade and seals), Hsiang nang ja$ge ("perfume sachets"), Yti taj
ki (for fish‑shaped jade, gold or copper on which the title and name of carrier were
incised) and Suan tai esR (fbr knife, fiint, etc.). Yoshito Harada (1970), pp. 66‑68.
50. Ku‑kung po‑wu‑ytian, Ktz‑kung po‑wu‑ydian so ts̀atrg Chung‑kuo li‑tai miirg‑hua chi

(Peking: Jen min mei shu chit‑pan‑she, 1964‑65), vol. 3, no. 90.

51. "FiveScholarswithAttendants,"14thcentury. ReproducedinLaurenceSickman,
"Wall paintings of the YUan Period in Kuang‑sheng Ssti, Shansi," Revue des Arts Asiatiques

11 (193D, pl. XXII.
52. Shen‑hsi sheng po‑wu‑kuan and Shen‑hsi sheng wen‑wu kuan li wei yiian hui, ed.,
T̀ang Li Chungv'un mupi‑hua (Peking: Wen‑wu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1974), pls. 17 and 20.

53. Shan‑hsi sheng po‑wu‑kuan and Shan‑hsi sheng wen‑wu kuan li wei ytian hui, ed.,
T̀ang Li HSien (Chang‑huait̀ai tzti) mupi‑hua (Peking: Wen‑wu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1974), pl. 30.

54. Harry Morgan, Chinese S)7mbols andSuperstitions (South Pasadena: P. D. and Ione
Perkns, 1942), pp. 133‑134; Elei( yclopedia of MZorld Art, s.v. "Turkic Art," by Alexandr D.

Grach.
55. A. von Le Coq, Die Budtthistische ,S2pditantike in M)rttelasien, 7 vols. (Berlin: D.
Reimer, 1922‑33), vol. 3 (1924): Die va2indmalereien, pls. 14 and 16.
56. A Chinese‑looking figure carries a pouch with a fiap at the end of a long string
suspended from his girdle. Represented in Gregoire Frumkin, Archaeology in Soviet Central
Asia (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970), fig. 16.
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Uzbekistan. Mongol females in the modern era are known to carry silk pouches
containing ̀sweet‑smelling herbs' and snufiLbottles.57

Meanwhile the pictorial arts of Islam rarely depict pouches except from the
fifteenth century onward, such as the Gulistan Sha‑h‑na'‑meh (dated 1429/30 A.D.).58

Although amulet‑carrying was also practiced in the Islamic world, the amulet's
capsulelike container was not shaped like a pouch, but rather was carried like a
pendant that was usually used by females. Pouch‑carrying itself could have been
the custom of males, since in the paintings mentioned above most of the figures who

carrypouchesaremale. OnlyintheIstanbulAlbumpaintingsarenumerouspouches
carried by both sexes. Thus, this could have been the custom of the regions where
the painters of the Istanbul Album paintings wrought their works, or the artists
could have depicted these without fu11y understanding the custom, which might have

been alien to them. Accordingly it is assumed the conspicuous pouch‑･carrying is
associated with Central Asia and China rather than with Persia,
It was a jewelled pendant that was most likely represented in any possible model
for the Istanbul Kuan‑yin painting, but this was replaced by a pouch that would have

been much more meaningfu1 to the local artist who copied the Chinese model.
Here an alien motif is replaced by a more comprehensive motif of local origin.
Now turning to the problem of the drapery folds, we notice a great diffbrence
in treatment of the folds between the Istanbul work and the Chinese works. The

Freer Gallery59 and the Palace Museum Kuan‑yin wear robes with a few expressive
fblds drawn in bold lines, while the YUan Kuan‑yin of the Boston Museum fo11ows
the earlier style, though with more varieties of thin and even parallel lines drawn in

a very schematic way. These lines are much smaller in scale, larger in number, more

decorative in treatment and more complicated in movement than those in the fbrmer
two examples. The garments of the figures display a rippling movement that flows
primarily downward and is indicated by concentric reversed arcs on the right side
of the garments and on the cuffs of the undergarments. In Persian painting drapery
folds tend to be treated in a less sophisticated manner, and they are concentrated on
the sleeves and around the waist regardless of the actual garment's curves and of the

body's movement. Even the Persian paintings of the highly developed period in
the fifteenth century betray a simple and conventionalized expression of fblds; only
in a few instances do they display a variety of folds, such as those formed by chevrons

or concentric arcs and dark lines.60 The Istanbul Kuan‑yin figures, though they are
more Persianized, still betray their indebtedness to the T̀ang prototypes in their

drapery folds, perhaps partly derived from the Buddhist art of Central Asia. The
patterning of drapery folds is apparently a Central Asian derivation. The very
57. Martha Boyer, Mbrrgol Jewelletv (Copenhagen: I. Kommission hos Gyldendal,
1952), p. 151ff.

58. BWG, pls. XLV and LXIV.
59. See note 19 above.

60. TheBaysunghurS7icnh‑na‑mekintheGulistanPalaceMuseum,Tehran. Reproduced
in BMG, pls. XLV, XLVI, XLVII, LIX.
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schematic and abstract lines and volutes in the lower hem of the garment and in
the flowing long scarf of the "Dancing Girls from Kutcha" in the Berenson collec‑
tjon6i and in the costumes of the "Musicians" in the fresco painting from Bazaklik62

have their successors in the Istanbul Kuan‑yin and in the "Two Deities" both in the
same Album (pl. 16). The tradition of this type of drapery folds persists not only
in Central Asia but also in the long tradition of Chinese painting.63

The expression of the drapery folds in chiaroscuro in our Kuan‑yin painting
may again go back to the T̀ang tradition.64

A few remarks should be added here concerning a long shoulder scarf with or

without bow knot. The scarves of the Kuan‑yin are usually longer than the type
which the Chinese wear, and also endow the Kuan‑yin with a quality of elegance.
It is, however, the manner of wearing the scarf rather than the scarf itself that is our

foremost concern. This long scarf is worn in two ways: one is to throw it across
the shoulders from the back, letting its ends fa11 in front or on the sides; the other

is just the reverse of the former, making a large loop in a U‑shape or a reversed arc
on the chest. The first way is common while the second is less so but more important
s

fbr our study. Court ladies and at times some female deities in the Chinese paintings
of the T̀ang,65 and the later works in that style, wear this type of scarf in the second

manner.66 It is exclusively worn by females with only a few exceptions in China.
It is also found in Persian paintings, such as the illustrations to the Demotte S72dh‑
na'meh

(the fourteenth century)67 and to the Diva‑n of Khvaja Kirmani (1281‑ca.
1349).68 Another example is fbund in a scene from Ktililah wa Dimnah,69 in which

the Prophet Muhammad and some of his companions wear it in a similar way.
But the scarfis so short that it would not be'of Chinese origin. However, it could
61. Attributed to a Khotanese painter, Wei‑ch̀ih I‑seng. Mario Bussagli, Painting of
Central Asia (Geneva: Skira, 1963), pp. 64‑65.

62. Attributed to the eighth century. in the Tokyo National Museum. Illustrated in
Mario Bussagli (1963), p. 103.

63. Mario Bussagli (1963), pp. 64‑65.
64. Mary H, Fong, "The Teclmique of ̀Chiaroscuro' in Chinese Painting from Han
through T̀ang," Artibus Asiae 38 (1976): 91‑127.
65. A long scarf was widely used in the ancient Mediterranean world, Central Asia and
India, but the first marmer of wearing it is' said to have been in fashion during the T'ang
dynasty. Yoshito Harada, Kbdui no kesho‑ to so‑shingu (Tokyo: S6gensha, 1963); idem,

Seiiki hakken no kaiga ni mietarufakushoku no kenkyti (Tokyo: Tdydbunko, 1925). The
scarf worn in the second manner is found on the female figures of the Tun‑huang Cave 171,

130 and 159. See P̀an chien‑tzti, 71an‑huang pi‑hua fa‑shih tzti‑liao (Peking: Chung‑kuo
ku tien i shu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1958), pls. 37, 43, and 52.

66. "Listening to music" attributed to Chou Fang JliEttii (active ca. 780‑810), in the

Ueno collection and Nelson Gallery‑Atkins Museum. Reproduced in Wai‑kam Ho, et al
(1980), pl. 6 and Kei Suzukj, ed. (1982‑1983), III‑191.

67. "Mihran Sitad Selects a Chinese Princess for NUshirwan," in the Museum of Fjne
Arts, Boston, Accession no. 22. 392. Reproduced in Doris Brian, ̀fA Reconstruction of
the Miniature Cycle in the Demotte Shah‑nama," Ars islamica 6 (1939), no. 58.
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be used symbolically. The painters of the scarves in the Istanbul Albums must have
known that the type of scarf and the specific way of wearing it was of Chinese deri‑

vation, and so employed it to symbolize something Chinese. The idea may be
similar to when they sometimes used Chinese blue‑and‑white procelain to symbolize
China and her culture.

Some of the scarves are provided with one or two distinguishing bowknots
tpls. 1 and 21). In Chinese painting the bowknots are shown as a part of the sash

rather than of the scarves. This custom dates back to the Five Dynasties and
thereafter appears constantly in later works.70 Unlike Persian paintings where
scarves are flatly represented without a sense of volume and weight, the group of the
Istanbul paintings under consideration reveals more realistic treatment; occasionally

the scarves become an important factor in imparting a rhythm and dynamism to the
composition. It is, therefore, not impossible to assume that such scarves with a large

bowknot may have been commonly worn in the area where these paintings were
created.

Finally a few remarks are in order with respect to stylistic matters. In terms of
color scheme, the Chinese Kuan‑yin previously referred to are hardly to be considered

as possible models fbr our Istanbul Kuan‑yin, except for the Boston Kuan‑yin of
the YUan period which is colored with more hues and shades than the others.
The Istanbul Kuan‑yin are distinguished by their wider range of colors such as
blue, green, orange, yellow, red, brown, violet, black and white. The dominating
colors are blue and green, but the shades of yellow, orange, red, and gold tone down

the intensified coolness of the entire color system. The rich and bright coloring

adds to our Kuan‑yin depiction a quality of incomparable sumptuousness and
secularity that is uncommon in Chinese Kuan‑yin paintings. This color effect im‑

parts a very earthy and womanly appearance to the Kuan‑yin that recalls Japanese
ukiyoe, and gives them the appearance of being on an outing.
68. Two versions of "Meeting of the Prince Humay and Chinese Princess HumayUn in
the Palace Garden"; one is from a dated manuscript of 1396 in the British Library, Add.
18 113, and reproduced in Basil Robinson, Persian Miniature Paintingsfrom the Cbltections
in the British Lsles (London: H.M.S.O., 1967), pl. 6; another is a leaf which is attributed
to the fifteenth century Herat school and now in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris and
is reproduced in BMG, no. 47, pl. XLI. Interestingly, the subject matter of these paintings
is associated with China. There is only a limited number of the instances for the specific

Chinese way of scarflwearing in Persian painting. These two points are suMcient to
conclude that wearing a long scarf in the second manner is of Chinese origin.

69. "The Prophet Mubammad and his Companions," ca. 141 0‑20, in the Gulistan Palace

Museum. Reproduced in BMZG, no. 44c, pl. XXXIV‑B.
70. "Han Hsi‑tsai's Night Revels" eewasue{R by Ku Hung‑chung wteemp, in the
Palace Museum, Peking. Reproduced in Shanghai jen‑min mei‑shu chld‑pan‑she (1959),
pl. 7; "Palace Ladies with Attendants," Sung period, in the Freer Gallery of Art, Accession
no. 53; "Illustrations of Traditional Texts Written by Six Ming Dynasty Calligraphers,"
by Ch̀iu Ying (ca. 1510‑52), in the Freer Gallery of Art, Accession no. 72,1. Reproduced

in Thomas Lawton (1973), no. 9.
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The rhythmical employment of the reddish color also fbund in Persian painting7i
is horjzontally applied in the "Procession Scene II" (pl. 7), while it seems to be
applied vertically in the Kuan‑yin image. For instance, a touch of red is observed
in the hair ribbon, the parrot's beak and neck; and it is also seen in the sleeve lining,

dhoti lining, flying ribbon, tassels and the lining of the skirt in the Kuan‑yin with a

pomegranate.
The juxtaposition of primary and complementary colors, the flat application of
colors and the lack of tonality are the characteristics of our Kuan‑yin painting and

of Persian painting as well. The basic difference of color scheme between Chinese
and Persian painting begins with the evaluation of color. For the Persian artists
color is one of the most important media of expression, while for the Chinese it is
a less important element. The Chinese often do not attempt to pursue it more than
presenting a mere hint of the hue, so that their coloring ends with application of
subdued and subtle colors, whereas the Persians tend to use color intensively and

diversely. In this respect the Persian's attitude toward color is closer to the
Westerner's than to the Chinese. In terms of colorjng, the Chinese impact on the
Kuan‑yin painting in Istanbul is almost nil. It is entirely imbued with the Persian
and perhaps Central Asian tradition.

Whether this Kuan‑yin painting is a complete figural composition or merely a
part cut out of a larger composition, there is hardly anything to suggest depth in the

composition. Its entire background is left unpainted. Generally speaking, the
Persian painters tend to cover the background at least with color. To leave an
empty space in the giVen composition seems not to suit the Persian aesthetic. They
tend to fi11 the picture surface with diverse motifs and colors since they believe that

multiplying the motifs and hues iheans beautifying their works. From the second
half of the fifteenth century onward, the figural composition on a single leag par‑
ticularly the portrait, was to gain a considerably important place in the drawing and

painting of Persia. In the new genre many pictures were drawn or painted on a plain

background, as is also the case with a number of the Istanbul Album paintings and
drawings. As is generally said, Bihzad might be partly responsible for this tendency,
but it is also very likely that the Chinese idea and practice of figural painting had an

impact on the Pcrsian artists and the painters of the Istanbul Albums as well. The
majority of the Chinese portrayals leave the background entirely void.72 Sometimes
there is no suggestion of the ground on which a figure sits or stands. This is based
primarily on the view that the fi11ed‑in objects are likely to distract from the images

represented. The presence of this type of Chinese figure painting in the Istanbul
Albums73 might have given an opportunity to the local painters to copy them･
Before proceeding to the next section, we should briefly view three more works

71. Eric Schroeder, Persian Miniatures in the Pbgg Mtzseum (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1942), p. 29.

72. This is discussed more in the succeeding chapter.

73. "Two Taoist Immortals." H.2153, fo1. 36b; "Two Mandarin OMcers." For the
latter, see chap. I, note 44 abvoe; Max Loehr (1954), figs. 33 and 51.
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from the Istanbul Album that relate to the Kuan‑yin painting, one in terms of
iconography and the other two with regard to religious subjects.
The first is a study of a standing female figure that relates to the Kuan‑yin with
a fish basket (Pl. 21). The affinities between this figure and the Kuan‑yin are fbund

in her posture, gesture, stance, color scheme, costume (garment, sash, scarg etc.),
decorative motif and accessories. The differences are these: her facial features are

more Persian; her hands are concealed in the sleeves and do not hold anything;
quick brush work is observed in the drapery folds; decorative patterns are conven‑
tionalized and less elaborate; one end of her scarf fa11s down illogically without
covering her shoulder on her left side; the sharply pointed sash ends and dhoti skirt

fail to produce a sense of softness and of voluminous substance. The parallels to
the Kuan‑yin image indicate that this work could have been copied from the Istanbul
Kuan‑yin. The differences are caused primarily by schematization, conventionaliza‑
tion and omission of nontraditional motifs that took place in the process of copying,
all of which imply that this work was not copied from a Chinese Kuan‑yin painting.
We also should pay attention to the medium this work is painted on. Silk, a rather
expensive material for the Middle Eastern patron, seems often to be used for a direct
copy of an original. But paper tends to be used for a secondary work or the copy
of a copy. This induction may be valid as far as the group of the Istanbul Album
paintings is concerned. More references will be given to paintings on silk in the
fo11owing chapter.

The second work is a drawing, possibly copied from a Chinese work, connected
with the subject in question (pl. 18).74 This represents three females symmetrically
placed in seated positions. They are distinguished by their hairdressings with various

ornaments, necklaces and huge pendants. They all seem to sit in the same cross‑
legged posture on a couch or stool. The central figure, in strict frontal view and in
a hieratic pose, is also characterized by her considerably large ears. These features
all fu1fi11 the criteria indispensable fbr Buddhist iconography, especially fbr that of

a Bodhisattva. The mudeab, or position of the fingers, and the seated posture,
however, are unclear. The three figures without doubt comprise a triad San‑tsun
hsing‑shih =‑ fyJESiiit, a typical configuration in the iconography of the Bodhisattvas.

The central figure, who must be Kuan‑yin, is seated in a rather free posture, not
exactly cross‑legged, but somewhat close to the so‑called posture of ̀royal ease'
(Maharajalila) in which the figure is shown with both legs folded, one vertical, the
other horizontal, or the posture of relaxation (Lalita) in which the right leg is pendent

and the left flexed horizontally. Both are characteristic of the Bodhisattvas MaiijuSri

and Avalokitegvara.75 Besides the ambiguity of the posture, the background with
large fiowering plants and some mothlike butterflies is unusual in a Buddhist
painting. Thus, a subject of religious content turns into a mere garden scene. In
addition to the interesting interpretation of a religious subject by a local artist,
74. TKS. H.2153, fo1. 66b, ink on paper, partly tjnted, 41.4 ×26.2 cm.
75. Ernest D. Saunders, Atindra‑: A Stucly of ,S)7mbolic Gestures in Jopanese Budtthist
Scuipture (New York: Pantheon, 1963), pp. 127‑129.
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another point also draws our attention. In this unfinished work, the contour lines

of the images and flowers are drawn in red, with some words, indicating perhaps
colors, marked on some parts of the figures. These facts" lead us to an assumption
that this drawing was assigned to a certain disciple to complete, possibly for an
exercise, or that this leaf might be from a copybook.
The third work js also a religjous painting showing two female deities depicted
in standing position (lpl. 16).76 Symmetrical compositions of two figures or animals
fianking a tree in the center has been traditionally favored in the Middle East since

ancient times, although compositions similar to this painting's are not known in
Persian miniature painting before circa 1400.

The images are provided with distinguishing halos, not uncommon in Persian
art, although they are not restricted to sacred images. The tree in the center of
the composition js covered with fantastic clouds at its top and with cloudlike fungus
at its base.

The color and fbrm of the dark green cloud with gold contour lines and violet
stylized fungus are peculiar enough to produce a fantastic atmosphere. In Chinese
art the cloud suggests a heavenly world, while the fungus is a symbol of longevity and

immortality in Taoism. The fungus and the whirling cloud fbrm is combined and
called the Ling‑chih cloud gei:!i= [spiritual fungus]. In fact the fungus, Ilomes
Lueidus or Iiomes .Laponicus grows on tree trunks or roots in humid areas, but appar‑

ently not in the arid regions of most Middle Eastern and Central Asian countries.
Consequently the artists of these regions must have been unfamiliar with this plant
and its representation. Although the Chinese whirling cloud passed into the stock
of the Persian artistic motifs after the thirteenth century, Middle Eastern painters

must not have been aware of its association with the fungus.

The mixture of Buddhist and Taoist elements is common even in Chinese art,77
so there is nothing unusual if both features coexist in this painting.

One figure carries a dagger and the other something like an arrow feather or
vane in her hands, which is considered as an attribute of Bodhisattvas, such as
Wen‑shu (MaijuSri) and Kuan‑yin.'8 In spite of the ambiguity of their mudra‑s and
postures, these two figures are regarded as Bodhisattvas. The dark‑colored overgar‑
ment on top of a reddish undergarment, the big hairdos together with their postures
of holding objects in their hands recall the donors in the Sung wall paintings of Tun‑
huang tp1. 20).
The natural setting of this painting is in a sense very Persian, especially the
76. TKS. H.2153, fo1. 41a, color on silk, 16.8×23.7 cm.
77. The wall painting from Shanhsi province provides a good example of an iconographic
mixture. See Royal Ontario Museum, Shansi rvbll Paintings and Scuiptures ,from the thin
and Yi7an Dynasty, 7he Bishop vai7laite Gallery (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1969).
78. Masami Akiyama (1972), pp. 164, 388‑90; Takatogi Sawa, Butsuzo' zuten [Pictorial

dictionary of the Buddhist iconography] (Tokyo: Yoshikawa K6bunkan, 1975), pp. 282‑
285' Ernest D. Saunders (1963), p. 183; Antoinette K. Gordon, 77ire feonograp]ty of 77betan

'

Lamaism (Vermont and Tokyo: C. E. Tuttle, 1959), pp. 16‑19.
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spongy hills in brown and violet, the flowering plants and small stones fi11ed in the

fbre‑ and middle‑ground are typical of fifteenth century Persian painting. But the
small trees in silhouette on the hills, and the oversized butterflies are a Persian or

Central Asian version of a Chinese mode of expression. The tree in the center and
the figures on either side are particularly in the T̀ang tradition.

We cannot help feeling that the two heterogeneous elements, namely the images
and the natural setting, do not harmonize with one another. The painter ofthis work
seems unconcerned with the characteristics of the sacred images, whose sacred nature

is nearly overcome by the numerous oversized motifs in the background. One
cannot define the real relationship between the images and the motifs in the natural

setting. The composition appears to be organized as if the figural composition were

superimposed upon the landscape setting, another common Chinese scheme. Such
disharmony is inevitable when an alien painting is copied by a local artist without
his knowing its original implications.

Befbre proceeding to the problems of dating, we should first look into a handfu1

of extant examples of the fungi, hitherto unknown in Persian painting, that are
represented in some of the Istanbul Album paintings.
The first example is a fantastic painting of two fabulous quadrupeds, ch̀i‑lin

wtma in a landscape background (pl. 25)79 where two different types of fungus are
represented. One is a fungus with a long, thin sinuous stem, colored in reddish
yellow and outlined and shaded in orange, growing from the mound by the root of
a tree in the right side of the picture. Similar shapes in reddish yellow, red and light

blue grow from the head and body of the ch ̀i‑lin as well. Another is in volute cloud

fbrm colored in the shades of blue80 and crowning the shrubs in the upper center of

the composition.

In other paintings the fungus appears with a cluster of mushrooms. One such
painting displays a man wrestling a horned demon (pl. 27).8i The fungus grows
in a clump by the root of a tree stump, decidedly Chinese in its treatment, while the
mushrooms, rendered in stylized fbrm in the upper right‑hand side, seem meant solely
to fi11 in the open space. The man's fur cap, fur tunic and leather boots with orna‑

ments are all Central Asian in character. The relationship of these plants to the
combat scene, however, is inexplicable.

. The last example is a painting showing an old man on a donkey fbllowed by a
page with a banner and a lute; the fungus and mushroom grow on a tree trunk and
79. TKS. H.2153, fo1.170b, color on paper, 26.0×37.0cm. Reproduced in MaZhar
Ip$iroglu (1966), pp. 52 and 107. See also OUgi'tmen, (1966), p. 42, no. 9.

80. Pl. 26. "A Couple." TKS. H.2160, fo1. 54b, color on silk(?), 23.8×20.3cm.
The headwear of a lady, holding a large blue‑and‑white ewer, consists of cloud volutes in
the shades of blue 1ike the one in the ch̀i‑lin painting.

81. TKS. H.2153, fbl. 64b, 26.5×17.9cm. Fifteenth century. See Mazhar Ipsiroglu,
"Ein Beitrag zur tUrkischen Malerei im 15. Jahrhundert," Du (June, 1959), p. 28; idem,
Siyah ealem (Graz: Akademische Druck‑u. Verlagsanstalt, 1976), pl. 32; MaZhar IpsiroVglu
and Sabahattin EyUboVglu (1955), pl. 29.
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root (Pl. 28).82 The man with white hair and beard on a donkey, who appears
Turkic in his physiognomy and costume, may be considered Lao TzU JIIEF, the
founder of Taojsm, Or one of the Taoist immortals, since they are at times depicted

with the spiritual fungus or Ling chih cloud.83 Lao TzU tends to be represented,
however, on a buffalo rather, than on a donkey. In Persian painting, on the other
hand, it is always a fleet steed rather than a donkey that dignitaries ride on. Although

a considerable number of donkeys appear in the Istanbul Albums, generally a donkey
is considered a beast of burden and the word is even used as curses in Middle Eastern

society. Thus, the theme of riding a donkey must be Chinese or Central Asian.
There are some model books which include the almost jdentical theme as ours
except for the natural setting (pl. 29).84 According to modern model books and to
some extant Chinese paintings of a similar theme,85 there must have been a traditional

theme of "a meditating poet on a donkey" representing Tu Fu JH frr (712‑‑770),
a celebrated T̀ang poet, or simply a traveller. The Istanbul painting, together with

another copy86 in the same Album, might well have their inspiration in such Chinese

works. Comparing these two Istanbul paintings, the latter (pl. 30) with subdued
colors and landscape treatment like that of Chinese ink painting is closer to Chinese
painting, although the herdboy playing his flute and the huge buffalo appearing behind
the hill, perhaps a later addition, are rather in the fifteenth century Persian style.

The fbrmer (pl. 28), considered a copy of a copy, is more Persian in its treatment of

landscape and the wider range of palette, in spite of its fungus motif. In both
paintings emphasis is laid on the figures, whereas in some Chinese paintings the
figures occupy a minute part of the composition and are shown as if they were being
absorbed into an endless background of misty landscape; in other instances there is
no background.87 The page in both paintings carries a banner instead of the parasol
82. TKS. H.2160, fbl.75b, color on paper, 22.5×34.0cm. Published in Ernst Grube
(1968a), fig. 14.

83. Charles Williams, Outlines of Chinese SpmboliSm and Art Motives (Vermont and
Tokyo: C. E. Tuttle, 1976; 3d print), pp. 328‑330; see also "An Immortal with a Fungus,"

by Wu Wei l;l.di" (1459‑1508) in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Reproduced in
Ku‑kung po‑wu‑yUan (1964‑65), IV, 36.
84. Wang Kai, comp., enieh‑tzti‑ydian hua‑ch̀uan (Shanghai: T'ien pao shu‑chti, 1887);

77ie 7ho of Painting; or Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting, 1679‑170I, by
Mai‑Mai Sze (New York: Pantheon, 1956), no. 19 ("Meditation on a Poem While Crossing
a Bridge on a Donkey"); Hki Cheng‑yen, Shih‑chu‑chai ch̀ien‑pu (Peking, 1952),Jvol. 4.
85. The work by Shih Chung JR,I (HsU tsun‑pen ekSI:lzi; 1437H a.1517), reproduced
in Shanghai jen‑min mei‑shu ch̀u‑pan‑she (1959), p. 42 and also the work by Shen Chou
ttne ("Poetic Thoughts on the Pa Bridge" vats:Xi,E.H.･ma), reproduced in Wang Shih‑chieh,
Na Chih‑liang, and Chang Wan‑li, comps., A Garland of Chinese Painting, 4 vols. (Hong
Kong: Cafa, 1967), vol. 3, pl. 9.

86. Pl. 30. TKS. H.2153, fbl.15a, color on silk, 24.0×28.0cm. Published in Max
Loehr (1954), p. 87.

87. ̀fA Traveller in Autumn Mountains" by Wang YUan EEew. Dated 1299. See
National Palace Museum (1959), 159. The herdboy, with or without flute, along with
the water buffalo is a Chinese theme that was especially popular in the Southern Sung
and may take on Ch̀an connotations, See Rjchard Edwards, Li 77 (Washington, D. C･:
Smithsonian Institution, 1967)･
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usually carried in Chinese works of this theme. This motif seems to be switched to

a visual vocabulary more meaningfu1 to the local painters who copied a Chinese
rnodel.

The representations of the fungus and mushroom, apparently of Chinese deriva‑
tion, seem to have almost lost their original association with Taoism and appear
to be employed merely as space‑fi11ing motifs as･fiowers and shrubs, or, again, as a

syrnbolic motifindicating China or some exotica ofthe East. These motifs, however,
remained in the repertoire of the Istanbul Album painters only for a limited period
of time; they appear in hardly any of the later paintings of Persia.

Dating and Concluding Remarks
One of the clues to dating this painting is the pattern applied to the garment
of the Kuan‑yin figures. Their garments are adorned with an all‑over pattern of
ducks and vegetation. Each design is applied in gold or whitish hue on the blue
ground, so that the blue background recedes while the motifs seem to preject from
the garment. Disregard for the principle ofillusion and the flat application ofdesign

on top of the drapery folds without regard for their three dimensionality is amply

noted in fourteenth‑‑fifteenth century Persian painting in exactly the same manner
as in our paintings. The result is a disintegration of the garment's substance‑
weight, volume, softness, articulation, etc.

The major decorative motifs of the Kuan‑yin's garments consist of ducks, cloud‑
like (Ling‑chih) fbrms and floral designs that are applied as all‑over patterns and as

decorative bands. Ducks as well as fabulous Chinese animals such as the dragon
and phoenix were very common in fifteenth century Persian miniature painting and
textiles. Ducks were the most favored and remained so through sixteenth century
Persian painting.88 In the Istanbul Kuan‑yin, this water fowl, apparently a part of
the indigenous repertoire but not of the Chinese, is rendered in quick sketchy strokes
on the background of floral pattern and water that is also conventionalized into a few

curved lines. The Istanbul ducks simply drawn like a letter ̀S', are, to a degree,
similar to those in some dated manuscript paintings of the fifteenth century.89

The second clue is the design of the sash worn by the Kuan‑yin with a pome‑
granate. Shown at its most exquisite, this design displays a draftsman's outstanding
skill, which recalls the border drawing, for instance, by Junayd.90

Some different species of animals and peris are depicted vertically one above
the other on two overlapping yellow sash ends dangling down in front ofthe Kuan‑yin

with a pomegranate. The motifs on the sash, possibly embroidery, are tinted in
88. Phyllis Ackerman, "Islamic Textiles: A History" in Upham A.U. 'Pope, ed. SPA,
vol. 5, pp. 2061‑‑68.

89. The Baysunghur Shdh‑na'meh of the Gulistan Palace Museum. See SPA , pls. 870‑7 1
and figs. 669c and 669e.

90. Diva‑n of Sultan ahmad in the Freer Gallery of Art. First half of the fifteenth
century. Reproduced in Basil Gray, Persian Paintiirg (Geneva: Skira, 1961), p. 49.
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white and outlined in beige. Describing the motifs from the lower to the upper part,
we observe a pair of ch̀i‑lin or ki‑lin, a fabulous animal of Chinese origin, on the

extreme end of the sash end. This quadruped has a single horn with flames coming
out of its shoulders. Another sash end, overlaying the fbrmer, displays a pair of
apes, one sitting on the ground and another about to climb a tree; clouds float over

the leftward leaning tree. Above this scene comes a pair of bears, one standing on
its hind legs as if leaning against a tree trunk and the other sitting on the ground and

holding a sinuous tree trunk spotted with knots. Again two flame like clouds float

above the tree. Over the tree acouple ofperis fiy one above the other in the sky.
One flies rightward holding some offering in both hands, while the other fljes leftward

holding a vessel with a lid or a crownlike object. Their swirling sash ends flutter

in the air. They seem to be provided with leafiike headwear9i or their hair is
gathered in a knot on top,92 although the drawing is unclear. Flying geese and clouds
fi11 the space left above the peris. All of these motifs are executed in an astounding

elaboration, delicacy and vividness. The entire space of the sash may be roughly
divided into five sections according to the different scenes, though there are no
partitions between them. The main motifs, all in pairs, are linked to one another
with a rhythm of left‑right movement, starting with a ch ̀i‑lin at the lower left corner

and going up from one animal to another and from one peri to another led by the
curving tree trunks and clouds, and finally ending with a leftward goose in fight.

This kind of a movement‑play is at times found in Persian painting. Caricatured
animals climbing trees or playing with one another are another favorite Persian motif

(pl. 22). Bears and apes were particularly favored by the Persian artist of the
fifteenth century.93 A large number of examples are found in the Istanbul Albums

and related paintings and drawings in various collectjons.94 These animals and
birds, together with the ch ̀i‑lin, were also the major decorative motifs of binding and

border (marginal) decoration of manuscripts produced in Herat during the fifteenth

century.95 A leather book binding in the Spencer collection of the New York
91. Mazhar Ipsiroglu and Sabahattin Eytiboglu (1955), fig. 9; see also "Kneeling Angel"
attributed to Shah QUIi (mid‑sixteenth century) in the Freer Gallery of Art, no. 33.6. The
angel wears headgear with leaves.

92. As Hermann Goetz suggested in SPA, p. 2244, n. 2, the derivation of thjs type of
peri could be the Chinesefei‑t̀ien il}g;E [flying devatas].

93. M. Ipsiroglu and S. EyUboglu (1955), fig. 123; Fredrik Martin, the Miniature
Ptzintings andPainters ofPersia, hzdin, and 71zrkey, from the 8th to the 18th Centuily, 2 vols.

(London: B. Quaritch, 1912), pl. 64.

94. An ink drawing of "Animals and Birds in .Woods," ca. 1400, in the Kevorkian
Foundation, New York. Reproduced in Ernst KUhnel, Persische Acfiniaturmalerei (Berlin:
Safari Verlag, 1959), no. 10; "Landscape with Animals," ShTriiz, ca. 1432‑35, in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, Ouseley Add. 176, fo1. 3a. See B.Gray (1961), p. 100.

95. Mehmet Aga‑Oglu, Persian Bookbindings of Fij)feenth Centuiv (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1935), pls. IV, IX, X, XI, XII. The designs like animals
are shown in filigree. The common motifs among them are bears and apes at play, ducks
in flight and swimming and stylized cloud pattern. The style in these bookbinding designs
is shared with the drawings and manuscript paintings of the Herat school.
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Public Library (pl. 22)96 displays various animals and birds in the landscape setting.

Particularly important here are the motifs of bears climbing a tree, ducks in flight

and swimming, fioating clouds, and apes at play.

Peris, or winged genii, are a traditional motif in Persian painting, too. For
instance, a decorative title‑page from the Khv‑aj'u Kirmani's Khamsa (dated 1438)
in the ex‑Vever collection in Paris displays the peris bearing some offerings in the

lower part of the page. They are similar to ours in the form of their wings, the
number of plumes and the expression of the fiying sash ends.97
Here we should make a brief reference to the ch ̀i‑lin, a Chinese mythical creature

and symbol of longevity and felicity. The ch̀i‑lin has the body of a deer, the tail
of an ox and hoofs of a horse, but its most characteristic feature is the fiames coming
out of its shoulders. The male is called ̀ch̀i' while the female is ̀lin,' and they are

often represented together. When the Mongols invaded the Middle East, they
introduced some Chinese motifs, such as the dragon, phoenix and ch̀i‑lin. Only the

fbrmer two animals, however, gained any great popularity among local artists and
artisans. A partial explanation for this may be that the idea and visual form of the

dragon had been known in the Middle East before the Mongol intrusion,98 thus
the Chinese dragon could have been accepted as one of the native forms. While
the conception existed in Persia of a benign or malignant bird, called the Senmurv or

Simurgh,99 there was no set visualized fbrm of this creature. Hence, the fbrm
(with the body of a stag covered with scales, cock's head, goose's wing and pheasant's

or lion's bushy tail) and color of Chinese phoenix, fong‑huang maza, were immedi‑
ately adapted to it but without the original auspicious implications. Its immediate

source appears to have been the Sung‑YUan fong‑huang. On the other hand, neither
a conception nor visualized form similar to the Chinese ch ̀i‑lin existed in the Islamic

world befbre the Mongol period. The Persian artisans, therefore, had no immediate
need for it. And when it was employed by the local Persian artisans, it was only as
a decorative motif for the sake of variety or for mere curiosity, as in the case of the

96. Makhzan a"Asra‑r of Haydar Talebeh. Dated 25th of Jumada al‑Ula, 883 A.H.
(1478 A.D.). Spencer collection, Persian MS. 41. The motifs are shown in filigree and
in touches of gold that are still partly visible.

97. BPVG, no. 57, pl. LIII; see also Emel Esin, "An Angel Figure in the Miscellany
Album H. 2152 of Topkapi," Beitrtige zur Ktinsrgeschichte Asien: in Memoriam thnst Diez
(Istanbul: Istanbul Universitesi Edebiyat Faktiltesi, Sanat Tarihi EnsitUsU, 1963), pp. 26ZF
82.

98. The derivation of the dragon form in Near Eastern art is problematic as to whether
it derives from the influence of China, from the West or is indigenous. The Sha‑h‑na‑meh
of FirdausT frequently refers to the dragon, and in fact it is profusely represented in the art
of the Seljtiq period; see, for example, the firontispiece of the Kitiib al‑Dii ỳik of 1199 A.D.

in the Bibliothex4ue Nationale, Paris.

99. In ancient Near Eastern mythology, Senmurv was represented as a dog‑bird, but
it lost this character and gained the nature of bird in the Islamic period. The Siniurgh is
narrated in the S7ladih‑na‑meh as a protector, particularly in the legend of Zal and his son

Rustam. See Prudence O. Harper, "The Senmurv," BMMA 20 (November 1961): 95‑101.
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griflin. The fact that the ch̀i‑lin suddenly prevailed as a decorative motif in the
Persian textiles and book bindings of the fifteenth century suggests a new wave (the

fourth wave if we call the Mongol invasion the third wave) of Chinese impact which
presumably reaches the Middle East around this time.iOO Thus, in the course of the
fo11owing centuries the ch ̀i‑lin was treated differently from the dragon and phoenix,

both of which played a much more important role in the arts of Persia. One of the
few instances of the ch̀i‑lin･ in painting is found in the Gulistan Shaph‑napmeh where
it adorns a side wall ofa palanquin ofthe Khan of Chin.iOi enìi‑lins are particularly

numerous in the ornament of fifteenth century Persian book bindings, a number of
which are now in the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, Istanbul.ie2 Here this
fantastic animal, as well as the bear, ape, goose, dragon and phoenix, are rendered
quite freely and vividly, just like those in the Istanbul Kuan‑yin painting.

The painter of the Istanbul deities selected must have had a Chinese Kuan‑yin
painting in a secular style as his source of inspiration; a comparative study of the
Freer, Boston and St. Louis figure paintings suggests further that his possible model

was a work of the late YUan or Ming period. Professional painters of China must
have created a large number of Kuan‑yin paintings in a secular style, thus enabling

examples somehow to reach the Middle East. A Chinese Kuan‑yin painting was
copied by the Istanbul painter in a fbrm readily understandable to the natives.
Accordingly the copy lacks the purity, grace of divinity and spiritual power of an
orjginal Chinese Kuan‑yin painting. This is quite natural since the local painter
borrowed the form but not the religious conception from his model. Although the
philosophical and religious image is totally transfbrmed into a secular one, just like

an ukiyoe image in the later art of Japan, one should not fbrget that the Chinese
painter of the would‑be model fbr the Istanbul Kuan‑yin painting must also be held
partly responsible for the secularity. This is due to the secularizing tendency in

Buddhist art, and particularly in Kuan‑yin painting, in YUan China. None of the
examples previously discussed in this chapter (pls. 2 and 16) displays the religious

implications that must have underlain the original. During the process of copying,
a number of stylistic and iconographic vocabularies, very alien to the local artists,
were lost. In the case of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin painting, those artistic vocabularies
that were eliminated bore religious connotations, so that without them, the figures'

identities as sacred images are largely lost. No jnnovative features appear in the
coples.

The elimination of alien elements, however, does not always end in their aban‑
donment. Frequently they are replaced with the traditional vocabularies that are
used by the indigenous people. Often the model may be transfbrmed or deformed
in the process.
100. There are several leaves of drawings depicting ch̀i‑lins. H.2153, fols. 8a, 67b,
87b, 162a, and H.2160, fbls. 14b, 75a, 78a, etc.

101. Reproduced in BPVG, no. 49 (L), pl. XLVIII. A pair of ch̀i‑lins painted in gold
is somewhat similar to ours in their forms.
102. M. Aga‑Oglu (1935), pls. I‑III (1438 A.D.), IV (1446 A.D.), VIII (ca. 1430 A.D.),

X‑MI (1483).
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FOUR SLEEPERS (pl. 3)i03
Descriptive Analysis

Three men and a quadruped, leaning on one another, are represented in a round
composition. The man on the top of the roundel, who must be seated, has a round
face with shaven head and pinkish skin. His right ear has an unusually long lobe;
the other ear is not visible. He appears to slumber with his eyes closed, while resting
his chin on the wrist of his left arm, the elbow of which must be placed on his drawn‑

up knee. His right hand rests on the shoulder ofthe man seated next to him. Some
wrinkles run across his forehead, at the corner of his eyes, on both sides of his nose,

and under the chin. His mouth is firmly closed. Also, the middle of his fbrehead
is peculiarly marked with a tiny arc that faces another opposing large one. His
eyebrows are not thick but strong and of extraordinary length, while his nostrils are
rather wide.

He is clad in a green garment with fastenings (snap hooks) in front, a purple
undergarment and a yellow stole (or more possibly the lining of his garment). The
fblds of the garment consist of a series of parallel lines along wi'th triangular and
scalelike forms tinted in the shades of the respective colors. His large body and
swelling garment occupy almost one thifd of the circular composition.

Two other persons with fair skin and black hair squat down with their eyes
likewise closed. The one on the left side with a red outer garment, green under‑
garment, green sash, and possibly a yellow stole or scarf appears to have a single
chignon on top of his head. His ehin painted in grey may indicate that his beard
has been shaven off. Since the grey tint covers even his thick lips and the lower part
of his large nose, however, uncertainty exists about whether it is an original tint or

later retouching. He appears to support his head with his partly visible palm. His
fingers, like those of the other two figures, are extraordinarily long.

The third man, on the right, is the only one who shows nearly all the appendages
of his body, including his bare feet. His hair is divided in two and gathered in two
knots on top ofhis head. His unusually large hands with their long pointed nails are

laid on his erect knee, upon which he is leaning. His eyebrows, as well as those of
the second figure, are drawn straight, with a slight upturn at their very ends. Com‑
pared with others; his mouth is tiny, and his cheeks are tinged indistinctly with red.

In spite of his childlike physiognomy, a faintly rendered mustache is visible. He has

fastened a yellow sash over his turquoise garment; the red part around his neck and
feet may perhaps be the lining of his garment or a kind of neckband.

The quadruped with brown fur, transversely striped in dark shades, crouches
among them. The stripes are represented by a series of crescents and waves. .It

103. Coloronpaper,30.5‑30.8cmindiameter. TKS.H.2160,fol.48b. Publishedin
Oktay Aslanapa, "Ttirkische Miniaturmalerei am Hofe Mehmet des Eroberers in Istanbul,"
Ars Orientalis 1 (1954), p. 83, fig. 43; Max Loehr (1954), p. 89.
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has whiskers, claws and a fang like those of the feline and canine families. It too
closes its eyes.

The bird with its head turned upside down appears to perch on the arm of the
man in the center. Outlined in black and dark grey, its feathers are painted in grey,
while its legs are given a slight reddish tint, This bird, however, seems to have been
cut out of a different composition and then pasted on at its present spot.

The entire circular composition is also pasted on the present page, possibly after
being cut from its original page.

Iconegraphic and Stylistic Analysis, and Identification of the SubJ'ect

The man in the center, to start with, appears older than the other two judging
from the wrinkles on his face; his outstandingly large body and centrally‑located
position suggest that he is higher in the hierarchy. Physical features such as his heavy

body, round shaved head, prominent long eyebrows, an ear with a large lobe, and
a mark on the forehead correspond to the iconography of the Lohans rege, saints
of Hinayana Buddhism, in Chinese art.i04 The Lohans, originally derived from
Arhats, the disciples of the Buddha, are enlightened humans or, in other words,
demigods, whose cult in China was most widespread in the late ninth century.i05

Lohans, associated in groups of sixteen, eighteen and even five hundred were
commonly represented in such groups, although depictions of single Lohans were
also done. Lohan painting seems to have begun sometime in the eighth or ninth
century and to have further developed in the eleventh and twelfth centuries in China.

Here, we wi11 mention the Lohan's general iconography since several interesting
Lohan‑type images appear in the Istanbul and other collections of Persiian paintings.

A Lohan generally is rendered as an old man with a clean‑shaven head or with
white hair, prominent eyes and nose, thick and long eyebrows,i06 high cheek bones,
unproportionally large hands and feet, large belly, long‑lobed ears (which are a badge

ofhonor), at times with conspicuous earrings. This physical type and physiognomy
is apparently not of Chinese but of Indian and Central Asian character.i07 Oc‑
casionally a Lohan may be characterized by holding a stitra [scroll or book], a fan, or

a mendicant staff and alms bowl.

The iconography and characterization of the Lohan seems to consist of two
contrasting trends, that is, ̀rough' and ̀calm' types, in Chinese painting. ̀Rough'
104. Edward Werner, A Dictionary of Chinese Mythology (Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh,
1932), pp. 278‑79.

105. Wen Fong, 7)he Lohans and a Britige to Heaven, Freer Gallery of Art Occasional
Papers, vol. 3, no. 1 (Washington, D.C. : Smithsonian Institution, 1958).

106. "Heavy Mongoloid fold above the eyes" according to Lawrence Sickman and
Alexander Soper, Art and Architecture of China (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1956), pp.
100‑102.

107. Bodhidharma (Dharma) or Ta‑mo ffza, an Indian sage who is said to have
transmitted Ch̀an Buddhism to China in the early sixth century, was represented earlier as

an outlandish Lohan type of Indian or Central Asian features.
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type was apparently initjated..by the painter Kuan‑hsiu eei>k (832‑912)i08 who
created the Lohan type of the old grim‑looking Hindu man with high cheek bones,

bushy eyebrows, deeply set eyes, wrinkled fbrehead and angular limbs. T̀ang
figurines of foreigners also display these features. This type of Lohan may be also
influenced by Taoist painting. Although giving a sense of supernatural force, they
are often drawn with exaggerated, almost grotesque features, represented with thick
and heavy contours. This fantastic type of Lohan was favored particularly by the
Ch̀an Buddhists. In his depiction, motifs other than the main figure tended to be
eliminated,'while placing emphasis totally on the major image. The Lohans of the
̀calm' type are sinicized, depicted as "more peacefu1, pleasant‑looking and well‑built

monks of a rather jovial appearance," having "oval‑shaped faces in which the eyes
are little more than narrow slits, and the nose is not too prominent."i09 Their
depictions are more naturalistic, their coloring richer and their details minute. The

earliest source of origin of the ̀calm' type is the "Drunken Monk Writing" (dated
1210) by Liu Sung‑nien :gwt{Ili (1150‑after 1225) in the National Palace Museum,
Taipei. The very fact that the ̀calm' type is generally associated with Li Kung‑lin

suggests the late Sung origin of the type. The YUan continued both ̀rough' and
̀calm' types of the Southern Sung, as much YUan traditional religious and court
painting grew out of the Southern Sung.iiO Not until the Sung period were Lohans
depicted in landscape settings with additional motifs like attendants and animals,
This is explained partly by the influence of Taoist mYsticism.iii

Our immediate concern with the Lohans is a major image in the Istanbul
"Four Sleepers" (pl. 3) and,another one with a similar round composition including

three images in the same collection (pl. 4). The former belongs without doubt to
the second Lohan type (̀calm' type), since he is identified as Feng‑kan Ch̀an‑shih
eg=FneBfi, a semilegendary figure jn the Ch̀an Buddhism who is associated with

the Arhat Bhadra ewMZme and who is accompanied by a tiger just like Arhat
Bhadra.ii2 The latter figure can be iden.tified as a Lohan by its general appearance,

and classified as the second (̀calm') type of Lohan because of his gentle look.ii3
108. See "Lohan" attributed to Ch̀an‑ytieh mafi (Kuan‑hsiu), in the Japanese Imperial

collection. Published in Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, So‑ gen no,kaiga [Sung and
Ytian paintings] (Tokyo: Tokyo National Museum, 1962), pls. 4 and 5. This is from a set
of sixteen Lohans and assumed to be a Sung copy,

109. 0svald Siren, Chinese Painting: Leadiirg Masters and Principles (New York:
Ronald, 1956‑58), vol. 1, p. 115 and vol. 2, pp. 12‑15.

110. The later type is exemplified by a pair of Southern Sung hanging scrolls in the
Tokyo University of Arts and is reproduced in Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan (1962),
pl. 7.

111. Dietrich Seckel, 7)heArt ofBudli7iishz (New York: Crown, 1964), p. 252.

112. E. Werner (1932), pp. 265‑71.
113. TKS. H.2154, fol.55a, color on paper, 27.8‑29.2cm in diameter. Reproduced in
M. Loehr (1954), fig. 44; O. Aslanapa (1954), p. 89. Prof. Loehr identifies this work as
"a Chinese original of a most mediocre kind" and "an example of early Ming folk art."
This piece is also a ̀cut‑off' which is pasted on the present page together with a few other
paintings and drawings, which are not related to one another.
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He is laughing with his mouth open wide. Though not accompanied by his pet
tiger, he could also be Feng‑kan, one of the three eccentrics. The closest parallels
to the former figure are found in his facial features, the position of his right hand

placed on his companion's shoulder, and his central placement jn the composition.

His Chinese monastic robe is more defined and the round mark on his fbrehead
more articulated than in the fbrmer example.
The early (̀rough') type of the Lohans appears in three other leaves in the
Istanbul Albums.ii4 Their shared features are their weird physiognomical charac‑

teristics and their paraphernalia. Their wide‑open mouths and lumpy heads are
reminiscent of Kuan‑hsiu's Lohan paintings in which the USu7sa, the bump or
protuberance of head that is believed in Buddhism to be endowed with supernatural
power and talent, is shown on the sixteen Lohans.ii5 Other common features in
these paintings are the Lohans' supplementary role, their being displaced behind the

hills in the background, and their conversing in pairs. One of them also carries
a gnarled mendjcant staf￡ one of the attributes of the Lohan.ii6
Apart from the examples in the Istanbul Albums, the later type of Lohan appears

in "Shaykh Mahneh and the Villager" in Farid al‑Din ̀Attar's Mantig al‑7tlyr [The
language of bird], copied at Herat in 1483. (pl. 35)ii7 The main scene is taking

place in the foreground of this painting where Shaykh Mahneh and the ploughman
are conversing. In the background a few persons are involved in weighing water‑
melons; nearby a man with a clean‑shaved head and clad in a Chinese monastic robe
squats dozing under a tree. In front of him is seen a knotted staff; perhaps stuck
into the ground, with an end turned into a dragon‑head; a dog appears to be tied to

it. His earring corresponds to those often seen on the ears of the Lohans.
Neither, is the communication between this Lohan‑type image and other persons
working on the farm, nor are there any textual references particularly concerning the

Lohan image in Mantiq al‑72zyr.!i8 Because of the mystic riature of the Sufi poetry
114. "Procession Scene," TKS. H.2153, foI.130a (pl. 5); two figure paintings with
unidentified themes, style and iconography of which are almost identical; TKS. H.2153,
fols. 15b and 138a, color on paper, 26.0×34.5 cm. See O. Aslanapa (1954) and M. Loehr
(1954), pp. 81‑82, 88 and fig. 32 (fo1. 138a).

115. The ekv4is. a was regarded as one of the most important signs of a Buddha, namely

that of supernatural wisdom. See Wen Fong (1958), p. 8 and n. 11;L. A. Waddel,
"Buddha's Diadem or ̀Usprsa', its Origin, Nature and Functions: A Study of Buddhist
Origin," Ostasiatische Zeitschrij)f 3 (1914115): 131‑68. See also Shiichi Tajima, Zeirgetsu
Daishil'firoku rakan (Tokyo, 1909).

116. TKS. H.2153, fol.15b (pl. 49) and 138a.

117. Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund, 63.210.49, fo1. 49v. Color and
gold on paper. See Marie Lukens, "The Language of the Birds: The Fifteenth‑century
Miniatures," BMMA, n.s., 25 (May 1967) : 317‑338, pls. 29 and 30 (detail); Marie Lukens‑
Swietochowski, "The Historical Background and Illustrative Character of the Metropolitan

Museum's Mantiq al‑Tayr of 1483," in islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum ofArt
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1972), pp. 39‑72, pl. 27.
118. S. C. Nott, thrid ucl‑din Attar. 77te Conjlerence ofBircls: Man(iq ut‑7bir, rendered
into English from the literal and complete French translation of Gargin de Tassy (London,
1961).
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it is hard to read the connotations hidden behind the visual fbrms represented in this

manuscript. The fact that the Lohan image is replaced by a Dervish in Persian
costume in similar or almost identical compositions of rustic scenes with ploughman

and an old man in a later centuryii9 indicates that the Lohan image was simply
borrowed unchanged from certain Chinese paintings or drawings by Persian painters
in the fifteenth century when the image of Dervishes had not yet acquired a definable
visual form in Persian painting, and when works of Chinese religious art reached the

Middle East in fairly large numbers, thus giving Persian artists an inspiration and
stjmulus for the creation of a new figure type.

Ever since the Mongol period Persian painters had borrowed Chinese artistic
terms, such as cloud motifs, fantastic animals and plants, which they adopted without

great obstacles since the Persians already had their own equivalents. Borrowing

Chinese human figures such as Lohans, in terms of physiognomy, costume and
belongings, however, had seldom taken place before.

Another interesting drawing in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
is also pertinent to our argument. (pl. 36)i20 This portrays two Lohans walking,
accompanied by a tiger; one of them holds a mendicant staff with a gnarled end and
grasps the mane of the tiger, which looks like a dog except for its transversely striped

tail and mane. The Lohans with their mouths open wjde, look as if they are
laughing. The depiction of the mouth and tongue with its tip slightly raised is
stereotyped just like the treatment of the mouths with exposed teeth and tongues of

the Chinese "Three Eccentrics" in the Istanbul Albums. What distinguishes this
drawing from the examples discussed earlier is not only its reed pen technique, but

also the almost portraitlike quality of the images unlike those who played simply

complementary roles in the paintings mentioned above, though this characteristic
also might have been copied from a Chinese original. The figure on the right holding

the tiger's mane is probably Feng‑kan; his companion with a lumpy head and
remarkably large belly is most likely P̀u‑tai rti.i2i Both the figures' jovial
Chinese appearance and their delineation recalling the traditional pai‑miao technique
119. The sixteenth century work of Timtir‑na‑meh by fAbd Allah Hatifi shows a reversed
composition in which the Lohan is represented in a still identifiable manner. See M.
Lukens‑Swietochowski (1972), pl. 28. Another sixteenth century album painting in the
Topkapi collection (TKS. H.2153, fbl. 9r), which is reproduced in M. Lukens (1967), pl. 32;
a drawing in the Louvre (dated 1578 and attributed to Muhammadi), reproduced in Armenag
Sakisian, (Paris and Brussels: G. van Oest, 1929), pl. XC, fig. 161; and a drawing in the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, attributed to the Qazvin school and ca, 1595 and reproduced
in Ivan Stchoukine, Les Peintures cles manuscrits cie S7ladh fAbba's fer a la fin des SdevTs
(Paris: P. Geuthner, 1964), pl. VI. All reveal Lohan‑type figures, but in the last drawing
the Lohan is replaced by a Dervish with a clean‑shaven head and with Persian clothes.

120. MetropolitanMuseumofArt,RogersFund,68.48. TinteddrawingoftheTimurid
period. See Basil Gray, "A Timurid Copy of a Chinese Buddhist Picture," in Lslamic Art
in the IVcfetropolitan Museum ofArt (New York, 1972), p. 37.
121. He is always represented as a laughing image with a potbelly, and was regarded
as a manifestation of Maitreya.
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of Li Kung‑lin indicate this drawing follows the Iater tradition of the Lohan icono‑

graphy.
As already seen from several Lohan paintings copied by local painters, two types
of traditional Lohan iconography existed side by side. This leads us to speculate
that the local painters who copied these must have had access to Chinese originals of
two different types of Lohan painting.

The Kraus collection in New York contains a tinted drawing showing two
wandering Dervishes with a weird grotesque appearance just like the figures in the
earlier type of Lohan paintings we have been discussing.i22 The lumpy shaved head,

wide‑open mouth, and attributes such as the earring and mendicant staff are all

shared by the Lohans. Other examples of both Lohan and Dervish images may be
found in various collections.!23 Over the course of time the features shared by
Lohans and Dervishes overlap more and more, until later in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries the image of the Dervish acquires a more definable iconography
Of its own.124

We can assume, consequently that earlier local painters had employed the image
of the Lohan as the model for the Dervish. But the representations were not neces‑
sarily consistent, perhaps because of the painters' ignorance and due to the Dervishes

belonging to different orders or fraternities. Were the local painters who copied

Chinese Lohan or Feng‑kan aware of their real implications? Certainly extant
paintings suggest not. We need only point out here that the neckband of Feng‑kan
in the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" is depicted as functionless and that the tiger in the

Metropolitan drawing looks more canine than feline. The religious climate of the
Middle East after the very end of the thirteenth century, when the Mongols of Persia

converted to Islam, was not so tolerant as to accept Buddhist imagery, even though
chinoiserie was highly appreciated throughout the Middle East during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. Most likely original Chinese paintings and their high quality

copies survived as works of art; it is very likely that Chinese cult paintings would
probably not have been preserved or copied if the local people of the Middle East
had really been aware of what these paintings depicted.

Returning to our main discussion about the icofiography of "Four Sleepers,"

we should add a few more remarks on "Three Ch̀an Eccentrics."
122. Ernst Grube, ,lslamic Paintingsfrom the 11th to the 18th Centuries in the Collection
ofHbns P. Klr'aus (New York: H. P. Kraus, 1972), pl. XLVIII, no. 225. This is attributed
to sixteenth century Turkey.
123. F. Martin (1912), pl. 154, shows three portraits: one on the left is a Dervish with
shaved head and earring, the one in the middle is also a Dervish with a shaved head (both
these two Dervishes wear fur mantles); the one on the right is a Buddhist monk or Lohan
playing with a cat. The last figure is clad in a red robe like a Dharma and wears an earring;
he had a shaved head and holds a short staff. All three portraits are ascribed to sixteenth
century Persia, though Edgar Blochet, in Musulman Painting XTIth‑XvaIth Century (London :
Methuen, 1929), pl. CLV, attributes them to seventeenth century Isfahan.

124. "A Dervish," TKS. H.2160, fbl.35b. (pl. 37). Though there are some represen‑
tations of djfferent types of Dervishes, we cannot yet associate them with specific Sufi orders
since the iconography of the Dervish remains largely unexplored.
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Feng‑kan is said to have lived his entire life in the Kuo‑ch̀ing SsU monastery
panei5, on T̀ien‑t̀ai Shan JEia"J in Chekiang Ziffa. According to Sung‑kao‑se"ng‑
chuan,i25 he always rode on his pet tiger and one found only tiger's fbotmarks in his
hermitage. Some extant paintings show him either riding on a tiger or accompanied
by one.i26 In spite of various legends handed down to us, Feng‑kan's life is still
shrouded in mystery. The early eleventh century text Ching‑te"‑eh̀uan‑teng‑lui27
refers to him for the first time in relation to two other eccentrics.

Most closely related to Feng‑kan is Shih‑te taee, the ̀Foundling,' a legendary

Ch̀an monk:
.... One day, as he (Feng‑kan) travelled to Ch̀ih‑ch̀eng thkSEk (Red
Wall), a hill about 180 miles S.E. ofHangchou ijithN, Chekiang, he heard
a child wailing by the roadside. He took the infant to the monastery,

and had him educated as a monk. This child was later on known as
Shih‑te ....i2s

Another related figure who is more frequently represented with Shih‑te in
paintings is Han‑shan geth, ̀the Arhat of Cold Mountain.' Though his life is also

wrapped in legend, he is known as a poet, a few of whose works are extant. Ac‑
cording to early legend, these two are the incarnations ofBodhisattvas Samantabhadra

(p̀u‑hsien) and Mafu'uSri (Wen‑shu). Both are said to have lived carefree lives in
the Kuo'‑ch̀ing Ssti Monastery some time during the eighth and ninth centuries.i29

This eccentric duo has long been a favorite iconographic subject for both Chinese
and Japanese painters.i30 To this duo was often added Feng‑kan and his pet tiger.
During the late Sung and YUan periods both these eccentrics, as well as subjects such
as the Ch̀an patriarchs and other Ch̀an characters, gained greater popularity.

Han‑shan usually holds a scroll (unrolled in some cases), a sacred text of the
Buddhist scriptures, but here implying the unwrjtten book of nature, while Shih‑te,
a kitchen boy of the monastery, often leans on his broom symbolizing the power and
wisdom to sweep away all the dust, filth and difficulties found in this world.

They appear childlike, though wrinkles and shaven beard are occasionally
125. iFliS5Ieets [Biographies of the eminent priests of the T̀ang and Five dynasties]
compiled by Tsan‑ning vaMgSEX and completed in 988 A.D., chap. 3, 19: 11.

'126. Werner Speiser, et al., Chinese Art, vol. 3: Painting, (]aUigraphy, and Prints (New

York: Universe Book, 1964), pp. 257‑258, pl. 117; Jan Fontein and Money Hickman,
Zen Paintiirg et CZzlligraphy (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1970), nos. 3 and 29.

127. m‑zatstsrean [The record of the transmission of the lamp in the Ching‑te period].
Compiled in 1002 A.D., 30 vols. (Shanghai, 1935), vol. 27.

128. E. Wemer (1932), p. 271.
129. Carla Zainie, "The Eccentric Hermits Han‑shan and Shih‑te: Three Late Paintings
in the Nelson Gallery," 71he 7Velson Gallei v and Atkins Museum Bulletin 5 (February 1976) :
17.

130. Paintings of the eccentric duo are numerous. One of the good examples is the
hanging scroll by Yen Hui espa (first half of the fourteenth century), now in the Tokyo

National Museum.
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visible. Usually they grin eerily as if crazy, fbr they are said to have behaved like

lunatics. Their hair is left dishevelled, or tied in two topknots, the latter seen
particularly in the Istanbul Shih‑te's hairdQ. Clad in rags or rustic robes, they wear

sandals or occasionally go barefoot. The three eccentrics in the roundel of the
Istanbul Album (pl. 4)i3i fbllow the traditional conventions. A broom framing the
lower part ofthe circular composition, is placed beside Shih‑te with two topknots on

his head. The broom echoes the curve of the roundel and indicates the original
circular composition is retained.

The scroll held by Han‑shan and Feng‑kan is not a sacred scripture but a painting

showing a squatting‑dog‑like animal and two rats or moles, probably indicating some

kind of allegory. The opened scroll establishes the communication among the three

though their eyes do not necessarily fbcus on it; Feng‑kan's widely opened arms,
enfblding his two companions, further unjtes the trio. Feng‑kan's right hand,
placed upon Han‑shan's shoulder, is almost identical with that of Feng‑kan in the

Istanbul "Four Sleepers." Meanwhile the interrelationship among the Istanbul
"Four Sleepers" is established by the three‑quarter views and gestures of the re‑

spective figures. Whomever one looks at, one's eyes are always guided to the
next image either by the figures in three‑quarter view or by the attitude of its hand
with extended fingers.

The artisan who pasted the "cut‑out" bird from another composition on the
shoulder of Feng‑kan in the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" must have been familjar with
the conventions of Persian painting. This bird seems to contribute to the overall
composition by leading the viewer's eyes to Feng‑kan and then to Shih‑te and Han‑

shan, almost creating a spiral movement.i32 The bird pasted below the Istanbul
"Three Eccentrics," however, appears meaningless because it lacks any association
with the major figures. This kind of introductory element leading the beholder's
eyes to the main subject was one of the recurring conventions in Persian painting of
the fburteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The painter of the "Four Sleepers" in Istanbul seems to have attempted to
characterize Feng‑kan as an elder by giving him wrinkles and by tinting his weather‑
beaten face and hands in a pinkish hue, in contrast to the fair skin of the other two

images. The Middle Eastern painter would simply interpret Feng‑kan's age in
a Chinese model by its shaved head, being unaware of the conventions of the Chinese
Buddhist iconography. In fact this kind of characterization can not be found in any
of "Four Sleepers" of Chinese provenance; only in the fifteenth century Herat school
did painters attempt consciously to represent diflferences of skin color, to which more
reference will be given in the next chapter.

Another interesting feature of the iconography is the long pointed fingernails
seen on the hands of Shih‑te in "Four Sleepers" ofthe Topkapi Sarayi. A comparable

131. TKS. H.2154, fo1.55a, color on paper, 27.8×29.2cm. Early Ming period･
Published in O. Aslanapa (1954), p. 83 and fig. 44; M. Loehr (1954), p. 89.

132. Alexandre Papadopoulo, kslam and Mtzslim Art (New York: Abrams, 1979),
pp. 96‑102, 458‑64.
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feature is found on the right hand of Feng‑kan from the Chinese "Three Eccentrics"
in the Istanbul Albums. Although it is unclear whether this feature is derived from

Buddhist iconography, it is without doubt derived from Chinese painting. The
St. Louis "Court Lady with a Parrot" (pl. 24) displays long pointed fingernails on
her delicate thin fingers. This custom and hence motif seem to go back to as early

as the eighth century, as shown by a painted silk fragment, found in Turfan, that
displays a Chinese beauty in a costume of the ̀Western Region'i33 and also by the

"Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk" of the Museum' of Fine Arts, Boston, in the
T̀ang style.i34

The lines noticed in the "Three Ch̀an Eccentrics" show both hooks and a "nail‑
head‑rat‑tail" orrkstrz form which are typical of the late Sung and which can be
no earlier than the eleventh‑twelfth century, as suggested by Li Lin‑ts̀an in his article

"T̀ang Ming‑huang's Journey to Shu" in Ars Orientalis IV. This, to a greater or
lesser degree, is a feature of much Southern Sung painting, showing that the origins

of the image lie there. This theme and style was fbllowed by the YUan and Ming
painters, especially in religious and court circles or by conservative painters like
Ch̀iu Ying ULIgel.

The Istanbul ̀eccentric trio' wears more definable monastic robes, with long and

broad sleeves, neckband and sleeve‑hem, which are joined in front fbrming a V‑
neckline; and around which a sash is then fastened. The painter of the Istanbul
"Four Sleepers" attempts to depict similar robes for three of the figures but does not

articulate them well. Forinstance, the redneckband ofShih‑te may also be regarded
as a part of his undergarment, and a part of the lining of his blue robe is not precisely

represented. Quite possibly the red part is a later addition since the drapery folds of

only this part are seen under the red pigment instead of being painted in the shades

of red. The garment of Feng‑kan is another illogical depiction. The figure seems to

wear purple and yellow undergarments, which are partly visible around his neck and

sleeves. Strangely, however, the neckband or hem of his undergarments on his
right go downward instead of crossing under the other side to fbrm a V‑neckline in
front.i35 The painter is apparently confused in his treatment of a costume alien to

him. To counteract this, he tries employing a frog, a front fastening from his own

culture. Although widely used in modern China, some older frog representations
are known in the Middle East. A series oflines which must be loops connecting two

rows of knots are found in a few Persian paintings of the fourteenth century.
Numerous extant examples suggest that it must have been more fashionable in the
133. Tachibana Zuichd collection, Nagoya. ･Reproduced in Sekai bijutsu zenshti
(Tokyo: Kadokawa, 1961), vol. 15, p. 22.

134. By Emperor Hui‑tsung tw7 (r. 1100‑ll25). Handscroll, color on silk, in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Accession no. 12.886. See Jan Fontein and Pratapaditya
Pal, Oriental Art (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1969), pls. 71‑72.
135. See pls. 4 and 34 in which the neckline is realistically represented.
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fifteenth century,i36 although it also appears in a different style in sixteenth‑seventeenth

century paintings. These later frogs are often accompanied by large ornamental
buttons.i37

Treatment of the drapery folds is somewhat closer to that of the.Istanbul Kuan‑
yin duo. The mechanically repeated lines, depicted by shades of the respective hues
of the garments, do not necessarily conform with the body movement of the figures.
The patterning of drapery fblds again recalls the conventionalized lines of Central

Asian paintings. The parallel lines on Feng‑kan's shoulder, right arm and neck‑
band, and the chevrons below Shih‑te's sash and around the hem of his garment are
all identical with those seen on the garment of the Istanbul Kuan‑yin duo. The
cluster of radiating lines, which centers at the left elbow and shoulder of Feng‑kan

in this round composition, represents q new delineation of drapery folds. The
meaningless and unconvincing folds of Feng‑kan's robe in the section over the tiger's
back indicate that the representation of these folds is still experimental. The treat‑
ment of the stripes on the tiger's fur is also quite mechanical and conventionalized.

The colors, with their narrow range, are strikingly bright and flatly applied.
The folds of Shih‑te's lightblue garment are successfu11y expressed in blue by em‑

ploying gradation. The fblds of Han‑shan's yellow undergarment (or stole) are
drawn in red; the fblds'of Han‑shan's garment as well as Shih‑te's neckband and his
garmentlining are drawn in dark hues under the red pigment, as stated earlier. This

explains why the fblds are inconspicuous only in these parts. On the whole, the
drapery folds are ineffective in creating an illusionistic effect; the juxtaposition of

primary colors does not merely add a two‑dimensional and decorative sense, but also
produces the impression of a woodcut print.

Before proceeding with a discussion of the composition and format of the
Istanbul "Four Sleepers," we should examine some extant original Chinese paintings
of the "Four Sleepers."
The "eccentric trio," otherwise called San‑she"ng =‑ ag [Three saints] or San‑yin
=‑ ee [Three hermits], is at times represented in the company of a tiger,i38 also shown

sleeping. This subiect, usually called the "Four Sleepers," or Ssti Shui U!1me, is
136. A fourteenth century example is fbund, for instance, in the Shiih‑na‑meh of the
Topkapi Sarayi collection, H.1511, fol.203v (1370 A.D.). See B. Gray (1961), p. 63.
Some fifteenth century examples are found in "The Voyage of Kay Khusrau in Pursuit of
Afiasiyab" from Shdh‑na‑meh of Firdausi in the British Library, Add. 18188 (Herat, dated
1486), and in "Iskandar Enthroned" from 5adtl‑i Lskanciar of Mir ̀Ali Shir Navài in the
Bodleian Library, Elliot 339 (dated 1485) in which frogs are noticed on a long kaftan of one
of the attendants. As for the later example see pl. 39 in this article.

137. Hermann Goetz, "The History of Persian Costume" in SIM, p. 2245, states that the
frogs become smaller in the later centuries. Thus, the fifteenth century is an appropriate
date for the Istanbul "Four Sleepers."

138. "Fengt･kan with Two Visitors," attributed to Yin‑t̀o‑lo pmMZme (active in the
second half of the fburteenth century) in the ex‑Kawasaki collection, Kobe. Reproduced
in Alberto Giuganino, La pittura Cinese (Rome: Istituto poligrafico dello Stato, Libreria
dello Stato, 1959), voL 2, no. 212.
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our foremost concern. According to Japanese interpretation, the theme symbolizes
the ̀world of absolute tranquility,' which can be reached solely by enlightenment
and which reveals a stage of this Zen Buddhist ideal. The precise origin of the theme
in China, however, is still uncertain, although this theme is assumed to derive from

a tradition formed in Ch̀an circles during the Southern Sung dynasty when paintings
of eccentrics were popular.i39

During the thirteenth and fburteenth centuries when the Ch̀an sect became
influential, a considerable number of the Japanese monks of the Ch̀an sect went to

China to study and, upon their return to Japan, brought back Ch̀an paintings,
drawings, and sutras. This is one of the reasons why most paintings of the "Four
Sleepers" and of other eccentrics survive in Japan.i40 That Ch̀an paintings were
no longer favored in China after the Ming period explains the scarcity there of
paintings with this theme.

Four original Chinese works of the "Four Sleepers" are selected for comparison
with the Istanbul composition; one is a colored painting, the second a brush ink‑
drawing (pai‑miao) in the style of literati painting, the third an ink painting, and the

fourth a stone rubbing.
In the first example (pl. 31)i4i the.three eccentrics and a tiger are grouped in the

center of the composition against a plain background. Shih‑te, Han‑shan, the tiger

and Feng‑kan are shown overlapping one another from the lower right to left;
diagonal counterparts are also obvious from lower left to upper right. Among three
sleeping figures, only Shih‑te faces the viewer; Feng‑kan is shown in three‑quarter
rear view. Against the plain background, only the diagonal disposition ofthe figures

provides a sense of spatial depth. The figures compose a triangular composition

with Feng‑kan's head at the top. Feng‑kan wears a yellowish green garment and
beige undergarment, Han‑shan dresses in a beige one, and Shih‑t6 has a blue garment

with beige baggy trousers. The brownish background may be due to natural aging
of the sjlk.

Next is a drawing in the Tokyo National Museum (pl. 32).i42 The figures,
l39. J. Fontein and M. Hickman (1970),p. 71.
140. The following works are listed under the title of the "Four Sleepers" in Shiun
Kanai, Toj,jgaciaiso‑'ran [Conspectus of the themes of Oriental paintings] (Tokyo: Rekishi
Toshosha, 1975) and RyUzO SaitO, Gadoiiiten [Dictionary of Themes of Paintings].(Tokyo :

Hakubunkan, 1925). By Geiami Shingei ajKEifmefiaj (1431‑85) formerly in ex‑Baron
Kawasaki collection; by Sdami ShinsO N3ilrmefiJFH (?‑1525) formerly ex‑Viscount Inagaki
collection; by Sh6kad6 ShojO wtJtE#H7gxt (1584‑1639) formerly in Matsumoto ShOken‑an
collection; by Kan6 Yukinobu itwyZI‑ (late Muromachi period) formerly in Dan Takuma
collection; by Kand TanyU ?PS:g!FMIpa (1602‑74) in Maeda collection; attributed to Yen
Hui, in Yamashiro Sh6k6in thij"lee)kf]Eit.

141. Hanging scroll, color on silk, 30.6×44.7 cm, Ytian dynasty (fourteenth century).
In RyUkO‑in ee)kZtsiE, Kyotb. Reproduced in Suiboku bijutsu taikei (Tokyo: K6dansha,
1975), vol. 4, pl. 14.

142. Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 87.9×34.4cm, Ytian dynasty (fourteenth century).
Reproduced in Suiboku bijutsu taikei (1975), vol. 4, pl. 15.
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drawn in very thin lines, are grouped in the lower part of the composition, which is

vertical unlike the previous horizontal one. They are placed against a background
ofpine trees, bamboos, rocks and a stream, all carefu11y executed by subtle draftsman‑

ship. The upper half ofthe composition is nearly completely fi11ed with a rhythmical
rendition of whirling clouds like those discussed earlier.i43

The tranquillity of the central part of the composition contrasts well with the
outer world indicated by the whirling clouds, flowing stream and groups of dense
spirals covering the trunks of the pine trees.

The composition of the four figures in the first example is almost identical, except

fbr minor alterations, with that of the second example. The mixing of style and
themes of literati, Ch̀an Buddhists and professional painters began in the Southern
Sung, as exemplified by Ma YUan's ,eeE painting of a Ch̀an theme, Mu‑ch̀i's t54%
painting of a landscape and Ch̀an priests' portrait in the style of a court painter.

This mixing is continued, perhaps with greater emphasis, in the YUan.
The third instancei44 is closer to the traditional painting of Ch̀an Buddhism,
and is characterized by freer brushwork, elimination of details, and expressionistic
representation by the ample use ofdry and fluid lines. Differing from the previous
work, here the "eccentric trio" is disposed in an abbreviated landscape composed of
suggestive elements such as a few stones, small branches, a cliff and a few tufts of

grass. While the fbreground and background, empty except for the cliff on the left
hand side, suggest the unlimited expansion of space, the deep slumber of the eccentrics
suggests the endless extent of time.

To these three examples of painting and drawing there should be added a stone
rubbing of a stele from the Shao‑lin Ssti l!>NcE#, the celebrated Ch̀an monastery in
Teng‑feng jll}ikt, Honan.i45 A group of fbur figures js centered jn the foreground,
while the landscape in the background consists of a large centrally located pine tree,

rocks, streams and mountains. This differs from the previous examples in that Feng‑
kan carries a long stafL fianked by a tiger on his left side and by Han‑shan on his
right‑; Shih‑te behind the latter is invisible.

The four Chinese examples mentioned above share some common features in
their figures and iconography: grouping of figures; Feng‑kan generally shown as
a Lohan type; disposition of the images in a landscape (except for the Ryrtk6‑in
painting); emphasis upon line rather than coloring.

Dissimilarity between the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" and these Chinese "Four
Sleepers," however, is greater than their affinities. The greatest and most decisive
differences is the Istanbul work's circular composition and decorative quality.

143. See pp. 25 and 38 above.
144. By Mokuan Reien warswt2IM (d. ca.1345). Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 73.7×
32.5cm. In the Maeda Ikutokukai Foundation. Reproduced in Suiboku bijutsu taikei
(1973‑75), vol. 5, pl. 12. This work is considered to have been executed while he was in

China.
145. Attributed to the fifteenth‑sixteenth century. 85.5×39.0cm. Reproduced in
G. Toscano (1965), no. 563.
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The most noticeable parallel feature in the compositions of these Chinese "Four
Sleepers," except for that of the Ryuk6‑in painting, is that the figures are placed in

a landscape setting, whether represented in minute detail or in an abstract manner.

In contrast to these Chinese "Four Sleepers" the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" which is

considered nearly intact has no landscape setting, while the Istanbul "Three
Eccentrics" is also in a similar roundel fbrm, although it looks as if it were placed in

a landscape setting because of the separately pasted on compositional elements.

Whether the compositions of the Chinese "Four Sleepers" may emphasize the
horizontal or vertical, they remain stable even though the streams may flow and the

breezes may stir the pine boughs. In contrast, the composition of the Istanbul
"Four Sleepers" is dynamic and unstable partly because of the inherent nature of the
circle and partly because of the curving body lines, the diversity of drapery folds,

and the posture of the figures. The movement is clockwise and rather inward,
starting from Feng‑kan's image. A cliche of Persian painting is to direct the
beholder's eyes by the gestures of complementary figures. No single motifs are to
be related to the world outside of the composition. The composition, in this sense,
is closed in comparison with that of the Chinese "Four Sleepers." This feature is
still more striking in the Istanbul "Three Eccentrics."
Our prjme concern here, though, lies in identifying a possible model fbr the round

composition of the Istanbul "Four S!eepers," a composition quite rare in Islamic
painting. Before and after the fifteenth century such round compositions in Islamic
painting were very rare, although there were some compositions in both painting
and the craftsi46 of human figures within a simple circular outline, or, in other words,

in a medallion. But there are no examples fbund in Islamic painting where human
figures were composed exclusively within a fu11 circle, even though the artists of
Islam have always been gifted in turning many motifs into decorative forms.
Therefbre, we have to seek the composition's origin outside the Islamic world.
One possible source for the circular fbrmat is fbund in Chinese fan paintings, of which

there are two diffk)rent types: one is with only decorative motifs and the other with

pictorial compositions.i47 The average dimensions of such round fans is 24‑28 cm.
in diameter, close to the size of the Istanbul "Four Sleepers." The format of the
Chinese fan, however, is not usually a fu11 circle but rather squarish. Later, there are

round fans, but they may be as late as the Ch̀ing. Moreover, even in the first type
146. ln the frontispiece of Kita‑'b a‑Di, vdq, or Book of Antidotes, of Pseudo Galen
(probably executed in lraq in the thirteenth century), the portraits of nine physicians are
represented in medallions, In the Vienna National Library, A.F.10, fol. 15. See Thomas

Arnold, Painting in tslam (Oxford: Clarendon, 1929), pl. 32. ln QazvTni's ̀Aidib a‑
Micikhltzqa'‑t (ca. 1480‑90), four angels are depicted in roundels. in the Bodleian Library,

Oxford, MS. Laud Or. 132 (Ethe 399), fo1. 35a. See Basil Robinson, A Descriptive
CZitalogue of the Persian Paintings in the Bodeian Librar:y (Oxfbrd: Clarendon, 1958),
pl. V. Anthologp2 in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum (R.1976, fo1. 161a), completed in 1441
in Sh‑rra'‑z, shows round compositions ("Mercury and Pisces"). Soe B. Gray (1979), pl. XLI.
147. John Hay, "Chinese Fan Painting," Cblloquies on Art andArehaeolQgy Aib. 5 (1975) :
95‑･117.
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of round fan decorative motifs usually do not fi11 the given space so compactly as
to leave any open space in the round fbrmat, Thus, the round fan is unlikely to be
one of the possible sources for the origin.

Another possibility for the source of the round composition is also found in
China. Standing at the site of the Ta‑hsiung‑pao‑tien Pavilion JJX<valfiva of the
Shao‑lin SsU, is an incised stone stele, dated the third month of the forty‑fourth year

(1565 A.D.) of Chia‑ching fiStfi, with frontal view of･a single figure fbrming
a roundel (pl. 34).i48 The round figure clad in a monastic robe looks like a ̀Dharma

Toy' or ̀Tumbler' with shaved head, crouching and holdjng an unrolled scroll with

both hands. This depicts a Buddhist monk or Lohan, but simultaneously portrays
the profiles of two more figures facing each other like a picture puzzle. The right
half of the roundel reveals a man with a Taoist monk's cap, facing leftward, while
the left half shows a Confucian sage, with his hair tied in a knot, facing rightward.
The central image with an U}"na'‑, a Buddhist insignia of holiness, on his forehead is
holding a scroll of Chiu liu huan yUan t̀u JfLZIiill2itma, ̀A picture of the Nine Schools

and the Primordial World. 'i49 These figures each represent one faith.
Together they seem to manifest the syncretic system of Chinese religion, ethics
and philosophy, called San‑chiao =‑nj (Three ways or systems of doctrines), which

prevailed in the YUan period. Although Buddhism had a great number of
adherents, such religious eclecticism is one of the outstanding characteristics of
Chinese popular belief. Our prime concern, however, does not lie in the San‑chiao
ideology nor its manifestations, but in the fact that there was a tradition of the round
composition in a religious context. The later date (late Ming) of this stele settles the

terminus ante guem of the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" but could not be a possible model
for it.

There is a hanging scroll (in jnk and light color on paper) in the Palace Museum

(Hui‑hua Kuan), Peking, entitled "I‑t̀uan ho‑ch̀i" ‑wa*nk and painted by the
ninth Ming emperor Chu Chien‑shen 5k!;1ee, i.e., Ch̀6ng‑hua JJSX(t (r. 1448‑1487).
This reveals two profiles and one fu11‑face similar to the Shao‑lin SsU stele. One

can assume the emperor, not famous as a great painter, was using an idea that
had been current in the court fbr some time. The court, or court‑academic source
would be a logical way for art works such as Lohan paintings to travel westward.
A source of inspiration for the painters of the Istanbul Album paintings is as‑
sumed to have been not only Pai‑miao brush ink‑drawing, but also Chinese wood‑block

prints, though this latter medium has never developed in the Middle East. No im‑
mediate evidence proves this assumption, but some good reasons exist to hypothesize
148. This stone rubbing is reproduced in Wen yti‑ch̀eng and Kung ta‑chung, ̀Ju, fo,
tao ̀San‑chao‑i‑t̀i' ti fan tung pen chih," va'en‑wu, 1975, 3, fig. 2, and in Edouard
Chavannes, Mission arche'olqgique cians la Chine septentrionale (Paris: E. Leroux, 1909),
no. 994, pl. 437. See also V. MTkhaTlovTch alekseev, KitaTskoja Aitiroduoja Kartina [Chinese

Folk Painting] (Moscow: Nauka, 1966) and its review by Kyuz6 Kato in Toj7o Gakuho‑ 52
(1969): 110‑118.

149. Wen yii‑ch̀eng and Kung ta‑chung (1975), p. 44.
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the influence of prints on Islamic painting. Prints are less expensive than paintings,

can be mass‑produced, and easily transported as merchandise, charms and gifts;
such specific conditions indeed permitted Chinese prints to be transmitted fairly easily

to neighbouring regions and the Middle East. In fact, prints with divine images were
discovered in Central Asia.i50 The general nature of prints, such as their flat two‑
dimensional effect, juxtaposition of primary and bright colors, calligraphic linear

and decorative quality must have appealed to Middle Eastern artists and artisans,

whose paintings share somewhat these characteristics. From the Ming period the
. subjects of Chinese prints greatly expanded, taking themes from plays and novelsi5i
as well as from didactic and religious works.i52

Round compositions are fbund in wood‑block prints of the Ming dynasty, too.i53
As is usually the case with fan paintings, these round compositions are generally
composed of a pictorial rendition of a landscape; often they were used decoratively
for frontispieces of books. But to date, no compositions in prints akin to that of

the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" have been found.
Associated with woodblock prints is yet another pertinent composition, belong‑
ing to the folk art genre, that developed only after the Ming dynasty and particularly

during the Ch̀ing dynasty. This nien‑hua tEFee or ̀year‑painting,' so called because
it is used mainly during the lunar New Year,i54 is a colored wood‑block print of an

auspicious theme designed to be pasted on walls and doors of houses in order to
invite good luck and wealth. Of the rnany diverse themes a certain group of
figures and scenes may be drawn from popular legends and literature, such as
"Twenty‑four Acts of Filial Piety," a favorite subject for centuries.i55 The effect of
clear representation is obtained by the intense contrast of primary colors, at tjmes,
applied quite heavily.

The example selected here is called Hb‑ho iRl･2t meaning ̀Harmony,' and
̀union,' and representing a sign figure of the twin deities or immortals thh HSien
=mb. i56 This type ofnien‑hua, to be given to the attendants at a wedding, consists
150. The Chinese religious prints of the ninth century were found in Tun‑huang by Sir
Aurel Stein. Fragments of early Ming (fourteenth century) prints were also discovered

from Kara‑khoto by Koslov Mission. As for the prints of secular themes, see N.
D'iakonova (1962), pl. 103 ("Four Beauties," 65.0 × 33.5 cm).

151. "Wang Chao‑chUn" and ̀fAbduction ofTs̀ai‑yen (Wen‑chi)" which will be discuss‑
ed in detail in the succeeding chapter. See Yamato Bunkakan, Chiigoku no min‑shin 1'idui
no hanga (Nara: Yamato Bunkakan, 1972), pls. 15 and 82.

152. "Kuan‑yinwithFish‑creel." SeeYamatoBunkakan(1972),pl.3.
153. Ch̀an pi‑te, ed. Ming taipan hua hsde'an ch̀u chi (Taipei: National Central Library,
1969), pls. 4549.

154. An Ching, "Chinese New‑year Pictures," eninese Literature (February 1959):
171‑74.
155. This is the collection of twenty‑four models of the devotion of children totNards
their parents. A single leaf wood‑block print with this motif is in the Istanbul collection.
TKS. H.2153, fol. 124b, 41.5×25.0 cm, slightly tinted in red and blue (pl. 85)･

156. See Yamato Bunkakan (1972), pl. 91. 78.0×69.8cm. Presumably Ch̀ing

dynasty. '
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of a sMiling figure of a jovial deity or sage with chignons, holding an unrolled scroll

with both hands; the figure itself composes a roundel. This apparently follows the
composition and iconography of an earlier tradition such as that represented by the

"Three Doctrines," the Palace Museum "I‑t̀uan ho‑ch̀i," or the Istanbul "Three
Eccentrics." Among the profusion of legends about the HO‑ho image, it is at times
associated with Han‑shan and Shih‑te.
Two round compositions in the Istanbul collection, the Chinese stone rubbing,

the Palace Museum painting and woodcut prints are all associated one way or
another with Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism. Does a full circle, then, have
any religious connotation? A notion that the circle symbolizes the nature of the
enlightened consciousness is associated with the Ch̀an Buddhism, particularly with

its early JVlei:yang branch msel]7.i57 J. Fontein and M. Hickman state, "The
round fbrmat that often is used in later Zen art forms may, perhaps, represent the
residual infiuence of the concept of ̀circular figures."'i58

Of the round compositions we have been discussing, the closest to being a possible

model for the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" is in spite of its different theme the "Three

Eccentrics" ofthe Istanbul Albums. The painting format, along with the disposition
and grouping of the figures, leads to the hypothesis that a no‑longer extant Chinese

"Four Sleepers" in roundel format, which had been. also akin to the Istanbul "Three
Eccentrics," must have been accessible as a model for the painter or painters of the
Istanbul "Four Sleepers."
In addition to two round compositions there are three more compositions in the

Istanbul Albums. One akin to the "Four Sleepers" in its style and dimensions is
a composition of a group of seven figures and a dog (pl. 38).i59 In addition, there
are two studies of animals, a crouching cat (pl. 40) and two dogs (pl. 42),i60 both
alike in their ink technique and also in their dimensions. The treatment of transverse
stripes, the tail and the slightly rightward inclination of the head of the Istanbul cat

are reminiscent of "A Cat" (dated 1494) by Shen Chou (d. 1509) Zllva (pl. 41),i6i
157. Heinrich Dumoulin, A Iifisto,y ofZen Budtthism (New York: Pantheon, 1963),
pp. 107‑‑108. This is one of the five Chinese Ch̀an sects and seven schools.
158. J. Fontein and M. Hickman (1970), pp. 102‑‑104, and 113.
159. "Seven Sleepers," TKS. H.2160, fol.83a, color on paper, 29.0‑29.5 cm in diameter.
Published in O. Aslanapa (1954), p. 83, fig. 42; M. Ipsiroglu (1966), pl. 14; idem, Siyah
ealem (Graz: Akademische Druck‑u. Verlagsanstalt, 1976), pl. 64.
160. ̀fA Crouching Cat," TKS. H.2160, fo1.66b, ink on paper (slightly tinted), 18.5 cm

in diameter. Published in O. Aslanapa (1954), p.83, fig. 46 and M.,Ipsiroglu and S.
Eytiboglu (1955), pl. 99; "Two Dogs," TKS. H.2160, fol. 48a, ink on paper (slightly tinted),
19.6‑20.0 cm in diameter. Published in O. Aslanapa (1954), p. 83, fig. 45 and M. Ipsiroglu
and S. Eytiboglu (1955), pl. 98.

161. An album painting dated 1494. Reproduced in Chinese Art 77easures (Geneva:
Skira, 1961), pl. 96 (below). There is another interesting example of a round composition
probably of the Ydan dynasty that predicts a predilection for a round composition in the
14‑15th century Chinese painting. This is ̀fA Crouching White Cat" in a private collection
in Tokyo (color on silk; 22.7 ×27.0 cm). Reproduced in Tokyo Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan,
Klzno=ha no kaiga [Painti,rgs of the Kbno School] (Tokyo: Tokyo National Museum, 1981),
pl. 1.
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although the Istanbul cat is more conventional .and decorative in its treatment.
The round compositiOn also is adapted, unsuccessfu11y, to a study of two dogs lying

on each other. The painter attempted to create a circular composition with two
dogs, but succeeded only in forcing.a clumsy deformation of their bodies.

The.painting of a group of seven figures should be compared with the Istanbul
"Four Sleepers." Besides the similarity in their dimensions, style and round fbrmat,
they share the theme of ̀slumber,', which perhaps must have been a key for its painter

to create a similar composition. One of the seven figures is clearly identified as

a Buddhist monk or Lohan judging from his physiognomyj clean‑shaven head, and
monastic robe, the last, however, being not totally Chinese because of the frogs, which
are partly unhooked. The other six figures are quite diflerent in their facial features

from this Buddhist figure and from those in the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" and "Three

Eccentrics." These six figures are characterized by prominent noses, bushy eye‑
brows, .beards, thick mustaches (either upturned or stretched horizontally with
pointed ends) and long eyes, all typical of Central Asians, and above all, of Turks.

As wjll be discussed later, this particular type of physiognomy forms an apparently
different ethnic entity from the Persians and the Chinese, and also from the most

notable group of nomadic people represented in some of the Istanbul Album leaves.
In this depiction of seven figures, each individual is emphasized more than in
the Istanbul "Four Sleepers." The artist has attempted characterizations by using
different colors fbr skin and hair, variations of heads and headgear, beards, mus‑

taches, and posture. In this work, which surpasses any of the still immature rep‑
resentations of fifteenth century Persia, one of the most interesting figures is shown in

fbreshortening on the extreme left. Strictly speaking he is depicted in a three‑quarter

rear view, facing his six other companions, all shown in three‑quarter front views.
Three of them are depicted facing left, whereas the other three face right. They are
related to one another by the juxtap6Sition of their hands upon the shoulders of their

companions. But such gestures as placing one's hand on the head of a companion
or resting one's chin on a companion's lap imparts humor and adds a sense of
carlcature.

A clockwise roving movement seen in the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" is repeated
again here. It now appears, however, to start from the person in the center of the
composition and then proceeds to the fbreshortened figure on the left,
Drapery folds, which conform with body posture, are expressed more realistically

and treated more carefu11y than in the Istanbul "Four Sleepers." The chiaroscuro
technique is clearly observed on the robes of the figures on the extreme left and right,

although a certain conventionalization, such as the wavy folds in the robe of the man
on the right, seems inevitable.

Because all seven figures and the dog are sound asleep, a convincing identification

of the subject may be made. The 'subject is the "Seven Sleepers of Ephesus,"
a celebrated Christian legend, whose earliest version is found in Greek and Syriac.
Nevertheless a later version is also found in Islam. The chapter of ̀Ashab al‑kahf'
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(Companions of the Cave') of the eur̀a‑n and later sourcesi62 mention this story.

According to the Islamic legend, seven Christian youths fied to a cave in Apsus
(Ephesus)i63 during the time of Christian persecution under Dakyanus (Decius),
King of Rum; they slept there with their dog Qitmir and awoke some three hundred

and nine years later during the reign of the Christian Emperor Theodosius the
Younger; they then went to sleep again, but this time for all eternity.
The oldest extant illustrated version of the "Seven Sleepers" is one of the illus‑
trations of Rashid al‑Din's Ja‑mì al‑7hrva'rtkh in the Edinburgh Universjty Libraryi6̀

and in the Topkapi Sarayii65 and Qazvini's (120314‑83) ̀Aid̀ib al‑Makhaltiqapt wa‑
Ghara‑̀ib al‑Manju'dat or the [Wonders of Creation and their Singularities], in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford.i66 L. Massignon, in his articles in Revue cles Etucles

lslamiques on the Seven Sleepers, collected some seven examples of this theme in
Islamic miniature paintings dating mostly from the sixteenth‑eighteenth centuries.i67

The two fourteenth century "Seven Sleepers" in Edinburgh and Istanbul share
similar compositions that show seven men seemingly piled up on top of one another
in a cave on the left side. In the former a king on horseback, with his attendant, is
looking at the cave. But as far as the style is concerned, no affinity between these
two earlier works and the Istanbul "Seven Sleepers" is observed. In the course of
time the king and his attendant may disappear from the composition, and the number
of the sleepers may be reduced or increased, the landscape setting, however, is almost

always indispensable. Although one may assume that the figures in the Istanbul
"Seven Sleepers" may have been originally placed in a landscape setting, it seems
more likely that the lack ofa landscape is due to the painter's chief concern in por‑
traying seven figures within a limited circular picture space rather than in creating
a traditional narrative scene for a book illustration.
162. The verses 8‑26 on the SUra. See ̀fAsbab al‑kahf" in thzcyclopaedia of ]lslam,
new ed., vol. 1, pp. 691‑92. The eur̀a‑n's interpretation puts an emphasis upon the resur‑
rection of human body and adherence to the faith in a pagan age.

163. The eur̀an does not refer to a particular place and time, but the place varies
accordjng to the versjons, for instance, Toyuq in Central Asia. See Ugo Monneret de
Villard, "The Relations of Manichaean Art to Iranian Art," in SPA, p. 1821, and Louis
Massignon, "Les sept dormants d'Ephese (Ahl Al‑Kahf) en Islam et en Chretiente: Recueil
documentaire et iconographique," Revue des nudes lslamiques (hereafter R.E.L) 22 (1954) :

59‑112; idem, (1955), pp. 93‑106; idem, (1957), pp. 1‑11; idem, (1958), pp. 1‑‑10; idem,
(1959), pp. 1‑8; idem, (1960), pp. 107‑13; idem, (1961), pp. 1‑18; idem, (1962), pp. 1‑5.

164. Dated 1306 A.D. Basil Gray, ed., and Talbot D. Rice, 77ie IZlvstrations to the
valorld History of Rashid a‑Din (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1976), no. 24
and see also BPVG, no. 25.

165. TKS. H.1654, fo1.32. Dated 1317A.D. See Giinel Inal, "Some Miniatures of
the Jamì al‑TavarTkh in Istanbul, Topkapi Museum, Hazine Library No. 1654," Ars
Orientalis 5 (1963):169‑170, fig. 10.

166. MS. Laud Or. 132 (Ethe 399), fo1. 112a, ca.1480‑1490 A.D.
167. L. Massignon (1954), pl. VI; idem, (1955), pl. XIX; idem, (1957), pl. XXIV and
pl. XXV; idem, (1958), pl. XXVIIIa; idem, (1960), pl. XXXIII.
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Among later works of the "Seven Sleepers" the example in the Safavid style
belonging to the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (pl. 39)i68 stands out for its quality

and perhaps is closer to the Istanbul "Seven Sleepers" than any other work of the
same theme. Here the sleepers are disposed in a round, though more spacious, cave.
The interrelationship among the figures is expressed by the positions of their hands
and postures of their bodies.

As already indicated, the iconography of the Istanbul "Seven Sleepers" composed
in a circle is unique; moreover a remarkable contrast is shown between the Chinese

monk or Lohan and the six other sleepers with Turkic physiognomies. The Chinese
monk or Lohan, apparently a borrowed motif from Chinese painting such as the
"Three Eccentrics" or from a copy of a Chinese painting such as the Istanbul "Four
Sleepers," is not convincingly treated. In contrast, the other six figures are executed

in masterfu1 untrammelled brushwork. The master painter knew how to deal with
these six figures and employed his own vocabulary from his traditional repertory.

The Istanbul "Seven Sleepers" could be an adaptation of the round composition
and the idea ofthe sleeping figure derived from the Istanbul "Four Sleepers". These
two paintings were done, if not by the same hand, by painters in the same atelier.i69

The round compositions in the Istanbul Albums, as noted above, do not have
any equivalents in Islamic painting before and after the fifteenth century. Hence,

we may conclude the borrowing of a fbrmat, style and iconography ended with
a study of exotic painting only in a certain atelier, without having any significant
influence upon the later development of Islamic painting.

The round format, which somehow seems associated with Ch̀an Buddhism of
the YUan dynasty and which c' ontinued in certain examples of later Chinese painting
and prints, seems to be only briefly meaningfu1 when transmitted to a heterogeneous
cultural milieu. Unlike a decorative representation in crafts where a circular
composition in the form of a roundel or medallion with various motifs was favored
in the Middle East since the ancient times, the circle was not always adequate fbr
a pictorial narrative representation.

Concluding Remarks
When art forms and ideas with religious association are transmitted to a hetero‑
geneous cultural area, they usually encounter strong rejection by the local natives.

Even the world of Islam, where the religious themes concerning the ̀People of the
Book' [Ahl al‑Kitab] are treated with more tolerance, is by no means an exception.
At present our knowledge about the faith of the painters and their patrons of the

works in the Istanbul Albums remains incomplete. It seems, however, that judging
168. MS. Supp. Pers. 1313. eis. a's. al‑Anbiya‑̀ [The Edifying Tales of the Prophets] by
Ishaq Nishapari (eleventh century), Qazvrn, sixteenth century. Reproduced in E. Blochet
(1929), pl. CXXXIII.
169. The frogs of the sleepers' robes are the clue to the dating of this painting. For an
argument on frogs, see pp. 53‑54 above.
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from the diversity of religious themes of various origins in the Albums, they were
fairly tolerant of religions other than their own, or that they may not have recognized

all as ̀religious' subiects. Included in the Albums, fbr example, are scenes from the

Prophet Muhammad's Mìraj (̀night journey') which is purely Islamic,i70 a scene of
a Christian monastery,i7i some suggestive scenes of Shamanismi72 and Dervishes,i73
as well as Buddhisti74 and Taoisti75 figures.

A few reinarks should be added here about an interesting example of a local
painter's interpretation of a Chinese Taoist painting (Pl.' 17).i'6 This painting is the

conflation of several images.' A female is represented standing in three‑quarter view,

but with her head in a frontal position, and her loins being attired jn leaves. Her
djsheveled hair fiutters in the breeze as ifshe were out ofher mind. The leaves around
her waist indicate that she js in the guise of a Taoist immortal or a fairy. The second

marked feature of this image is the knicklcnack she carries and the spatterdashes,
which the knickknack peddler of Chinese paintings is often provided with, she wears
on her legs. The third unusual aspect of the figure is the frank exposure of her
breast. The exposure of a female's chest is a rare, though not totally lacking, motif
in both Chinese and Persian painting.
Depictions ofthe knickknack peddler include an album leaf by Li Sung ilF!ue‑ (ca.

1190‑1230) in the National Palace Museumi77 and another similar composition
attributed to Jen K̀ang‑min EEstR (YUan dynasty),i78 In the fbrmer, a knick‑
knack peddler is putting down his load, while several children and a woman holding

170. Mìrdyna'"meh. TKS. H.2154, fols.31b, 42b, 61b, 107a, 121a. Reproduced in
M. Ipsiroglu (1966), pls. 19‑24. See also Marie‑rose Seguy, 77ie Miraeulous Jburney of
Mahomet (New York: Braziller, 1977).

171. TKS. H.2153, fol.131b. ReprQduced in Ekrem Akurgal, Cyril Mango and
Richard Ettinghausen, 7)'easures of 7tzrkay (Geneva: Skira, 1966), p. 231.

172. "HorseSacrifice." TKS.H.2153,fols.38aand40b.
173. "Two Men Dancing." TKS. H,2153, fol.134b (pl. 69); "A Dervish." TKS, H.
2160, foI. 35b (pL 37).

174. "Vaigravaqa or Kubera" or "Guardian King." TKS. H.2154, fo1. 136a; "Dragon
King, Lung‑wang." TKS. H.2154, fol.95a; "Sudhana or Shan Ts̀ai Li TzU #lti$ ]i in
Prayer." TKS. H.21 54, fol. 74b (pl. 1 9). Reproduced in M. Loehr (1 954), figs. 52‑‑53.

175. "Two Taoist Immortals, Li T̀ieh‑kuai zamatS and Liu Hai‑hsien $g?i}ua."
TKS. H.2153, fo1.36b. Reproduced in M. Loehr (1954), fig. 51. He denitifies this and
the former three Buddhist paintings as Chinese originals.

176. "A Female Taoist Immortal with Knick‑knack." TKS. H.2160, fbl.67a.
Unpublished. The leaves attached around the waist are not unknown in Persian paintings,
though their representations are rare. For example, they are depicted around the waists

of the sirens in "Iskandar Observing the Sirens" from Anthology of Iskandar in the
Fundagao Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon, L.A.161, fbl.110v. Painted in Shiraz in 1410/
11. Reproduced in B. Gray (1961), p. 76.

177. Ktz‑kungming‑hua,vol.4,no.11. Dated1210.
178. Present owner unknown. Reproduced in Ellen J. Laing, "Li Sung and Some
Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting," Artibus Asiae 37 (1975), fig. 10.
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a baby in her arms show a great interest in his goods. She openly gives her breast

to the child. Accordingly, a tentative explanation for the figure in the Istanbul
album is that a female Taoist immortal, a knickknack peddler and his customer or
admirer, all of Chinese origin, are fused for the sake of a figure study or perhaps just

fbr curiosity by a copyist who apparently misunderstood the nature of each figure.
As K. Weitzmann pointed out,i79 a copyist is apt to disintegrate the images in a certain

composition, eliminating the secondary image and other minor motifs, and then
reorganize them in conflation. During this process misunderstanding and error
inevitably take place, just as in the case of the female Taoist immortal with knick‑

knacks.i80 When a local painter or copyist is unaware of the real implication of
each figure or motif in an original work and especially when the original painting is
not accompanied by the texts, unlike a manuscript illustration, such errors are made
almost inevitably.

In terms of the traditional themes of the Islamic religious painting, some of the

religious subjects in the Istanbul Albums that we have discussed are hitherto un‑
known in the history of Islamic painting.

"Kuan‑yin" (Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara), one of the most popular and highest
manifestations of the Mahayana tradition, and the Lohan (Arhat), one of the most
favored Hrnayana Buddhist figures, were sinicized and popularized, losing their
Indian and Central Asian features when they were transmitted to China in the earlier

centuries. The fbrmer became in China a gracefu1 lady and the latter often became

peacefu1‑looking old men. The popularization became even more noticeable
during the course of the YUan period when professional painters took over the
Ch̀an monk's and literati painter's traditions, in which details and practical matters

tended to be simplified, suggesting only a hint of existence beyond visualization and

verbalization. Professional painters intermixed the fbrmers' styles, themes and
techniques with their own tradition of rich coloring and emphasis on the repre‑
sentation of drapery pattern and texture and that of her paraphernalia. Their
concern did not lay in manifestation of the spirituality of the human figures and
of the holiness of religious deities. This produced an earthy quality as strong as
that in similar themes of folk painting. The Istanbul "Three Eccentrics" exhibits
this trend of YUan China and, in all probability, this colored the model for the

Istanbul "Four Sleepers." And the painter of the Istanbul "Four Sleepers" must
have been attracted by this secular quality so much that he copied the Chinese
179. Kurt Weitzmann (1 947), p. 1 60ff.

180. A Sung fan painting, entitled ̀fA Confucian, a Buddhist and a Taoist in Converse
under Pine Tree" in the Palace Museum, Peking, depicts a canopy over the Taoist figure,
which is rather like that of Ytian and Ming knickknack peddlers often associated with Wang
Chen‑p̀eng EEfiMg (early 14th century). Various Taoist paraphernalia, such as a gourd
and a sku11, are suspended from the canopy that look like an assortment of the merchandise
ofaknickl<nackpeddler. SeeSuirgVe"nhua‑ts̀e ;iREAgilil [SungDynastyAlbumPaintings]
compiled by Chang Heng and HsU Pang‑ta. (Peking: Chung‑kuo ku‑tien i‑shu ch̀u‑pan‑
she, 1957), 89.
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model. Unquestionably the painter, or painters, accepted the Chinese religious
paintings as models only in the sense that they were portraits of exotic foreigners or

genre paintings of beautifu1 women, but not as Buddhist images,

CEApTER III

LITERARY‑HISTORICAL THEMES

The interest of artists and their patrons of China and the Middle East in literary‑
historical subject matter and their sense of literary and historical perspective can be

traced back to the ancient past, though the degree of their concern varied depending

upon time and place.
With regard to literary‑historical subject matter in Chinese paintings, HSdian‑ho
hua‑p̀u e. $ugg,stEa, the early twelfth century catalogue of Imperial collection, lists

simply ̀Human affairs,' but this is assumed to include the subject in question. The
major themes of Chinese literati and professional painters were religious (Taoist and

Buddhist) subjects, landscapes and ̀Flowers and Birds.' Literary‑historical themes,

however, may have been the most important part of the professional painter's
repertory. Even though this particular theme was ranked as a less outstanding genre,
there are several series of such extant paintings in China, including, for example,

the paintings of the tragic stories of Lady Wen‑chi and Lady Wang Chao‑chUn, and

the romance of the T̀ang Emperor Ming‑huang and Yang Kuei‑fei.
For Persian painters, on the other hand, literary subject matter was the most

important genre over centuries. Poetical works, such as Shah‑na‑meh of Firdausi
and IUiamsa of Ni4ami, eajoyed the highest popularity; painters manifested their
superb skill with such recurrent themes as dramatic adventures, expeditions, exploits

and romances of national heroes and other royal personages. In comparison with
these literary subjects, Persian painters seem not to have been called on to illustrate

historical works frequently. Yet some surviving manuscript illustrations, for in･‑
stance, Rashid al‑Din's Ja'mì al‑717wa'rikh, al‑BirUni's a‑Atha'r a"Ba"'qiyah [History

of ancient people], and al‑Qazvini's (born ca. 1203) ̀2ijd̀ib a"Makhltiqa"t [The
Wonders of Creation], are significant enough, though still lacking historical veracity,
to give us a general idea about Persian painters' historical perspective.

Paintings of literary‑historical subjects, in general, tend to have a narrative
quality, while paintings with religious themes are endowed with a hieratic quality.
The former subject always has a plot or scenario and cannot be free from associations
with a specific time and space; its motifs, moreover, tend to be concrete and relatively
realistic, particularly in historical subjects. In this respect, the validity of literary‑

historical subiects does not extend to other cultural milieus.
Literary‑historical subject matter with narrative quality tends to require a hori‑

zontal composition in order to reveal progress of time and change of place. This
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problem was successfu11y solved by the fbrmat of the Chinese handscroll, which is
unrolled from right to left, whereas Persian painters, except in a few cases, such as,

the fburteenth century manuscript paintings of Ja'mì al‑72zwa‑rikh of Rashid al‑Din,

apparently done under the influence of YUan paintings, did not succeed in achieving
a viable solution.

In this chapter two paintings depicting procession scenes have been selected from
the Istanbul albums, with a view to discussing both the identification of their themes

and the character of their style and iconography.

TWO PROCESSION SCENES
Descriptive Analysis

PROCESSION ScENE I (pl. 5)i
A procession is moving toward the right in the foreground of a rather crowded
setting of a hilly country.

A series of human figures is arranged horizontally in the fbreground, middle
ground and background of the rather crowded composition. In the extreme right
fbreground a young woman with a round face, who js supported by a man on foot
at her left side to keep her from fa11ing, rides on mule‑back. She squints her eyes,
raises her slanted eyebrows, and closes her lips firmly as if controlling her emotions.

The man's right hand is seen upon her shoulder, while her right arm rests upon his

shoulder. Her snow‑white face (the coloring perhaps due to cosmetics) contrasts
markedly with a darker visage of the man; he also has a round face, without a beard
or mustache. He wears a conical shallow helmet with a small tuft on top, an orange

garment and white breeches. The young woman wears a green overgarment with
bird and flower patterns, a blue undergarment with frogs, a pink shoulder scarf and
a belt with metal loops. She is sitting on a vermilion saddle, of a type shared with

the fbllowing mule. Her black mule is also equipped with a harness adorned with
a few hanging tufts. The second･mule, bluish gray with a green saddle and an
orange saddle‑cloth, fo11ows without a rider, though it is similarly harnessed. It is
pulling a cart (pl. 43) with its head IQwered and its mouth open as if it were exhausted

from the heavy work. Beside it walks a groom with a purplish coat, a conical
spotted‑fur cap, and long boots. Characterized by large eyes, protruding nose, high
cheek bones and mustache, he looks back towards his cart, holding the reins of the

mule. The elaborate cart rides on four small and two large wooden wheels, and is
equipped with side frames or parapets comprised of overlapping hexagon patterns;
1. TKS. H.2153, fo1. 130a, 25.3×48.2cm, color on paper. Published in Ernst Grube,
77ie PVbrld of islam (New York: McGraw‑Hill, 1967), pl. 56. See also Ivan Stchoukine,
"Notes sur les peintures persanes du Serail de Stamboul," Jburnal Asiatique 226 (1935):
127, no. 36.
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the cart is also decorated with chains and tufts. Neither the type of the fancy cart
nor the idea of loading it with fragile objects like porcelains seems practical in the

natural hilly environment of the desert. The cart is loaded with six vessels: three

white ceramic jars ornamented in blue, a ewer and･two jars of gold. The tops. df
the thin corner columns jn the front part of the cart end in scroll forms and.the thills

strangely project backwards. Since the left side of this painting seems to be cut off;
what is connected with the thills' extension to the left is no longer visible.

A young man wearing a turban and skullcap with a large tassel, a purple
garment with a very high collar and frogs, a white undergarment, and possibly
another undergarment of orange color, stands beside the cart. He grasps a lance in
his left hand and holds up the skirt of his garment with his right. He also'wears
a leather multiple belt over his purple garment, with its short sleeves tied with strings

at the upper arms.
Next, we will describe the figures in the middle ground from left to right. ' The
first figure walking to the right is a short old man with almond eyes, white hair, white

beard and mustache; he wears a blue garment with red lining, white baggy trousers,

and shallow shoes. From his broad leather belt hangs an amulet case, or tobacco
pouch, with a small tassel. He drinks something from the spout of a white ceramic
pot with blue design.
In front of him walks a short person, who looks like an old woman, with a ver‑

milion overgarment, a green undergarment hemmed with patterns in gold, and an
orange sash; she wears shoes with turned‑up toes. Her folded arms are concealed
in her sleeves. Facing her, two persons, both short like the two figures previously

described, approach from the right. One also seems to be an old man shown pressing
his palms together, who has hair‑locks at the top of his head, a long face, and slanted

eyes. He wears a long brown undergarment with hem ornament in gold, an orange
overgarment and a belt from which a small pouch with tufts hangs. His companion,
a young woman walking with her head turned partially back, slightly raises her open
palm, which appears to be extraordinarily large. Her hair is tied together into two

locks dangling down on her shoulders. Over a green undergarment, she wears a
blue garment tied with an orange sash. Her pouch is probably suspended from her
belt, only one end of which is visible.

Unlike this group of four short images, the next three figures in the middle
ground are tall. A slender maiden with slanted slit eyes stands almost in the center

of the composition with both hands in her sleeves, looking back towards the rear of
the procession. She wears a garment of orange and a skirt of purple, a sash of blue,

a hair band with some ornaments, and a long yellowish shoulder scarf that drapes
around her shoulders, loops in front and hangs down at her sides making large knots.

In front of her walks a tall man with slanted eyes and eyebrows and a slight beard,

holding a golden bowl with a lid and a high stem. He wears a helmet with a tassel

at the top and other ornaments, a green garment, perhap'i white breeches, a long
blue shoulder scarf with a tassellike o'rnainent at its end, long boots withorna mental

bands on their upper parts, a leather girdle, and a pouch. Another tall man with
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two hair‑locks at the top of his head walks at the head of the row of figures in the

middle ground. He holds a long lance pointed at each end, to which a tassel with
flying ribbons is tied; the shaft of the lance appears to have joints like bamboo.
He also holds a golden bowl with a cover in his extended left hand. This tall figure

wears an orange coat, a brown scarf with two large decorative knots, and blue
breeches, which are tied with strings below the knees. He alone wears leather
sandals. A pouch with tassels hangs from his girdle. He twists his upper body to
look back and to extend his hand with a vessel, as if pointing at something beyond
the hill. Many of these figures, whether female or male, wear earrings.
The people in the background are all arranged with their bodies being only partly
visible behind the hills. On the extreme right only the clean‑shaven head of a man is
shown. He looks to the left with his mouth wide open, as iftalking loudly to the man

in front of him. The latter has two hair‑locks on his head, large eyes and perhaps

a mustache. He holds a staff in his right hand and raises his open hand slightly,
as if explaining something by this gesture to his companion. Only the upper part
of his body with its reddish coat is seen above the hill. Behind him is shown a
profile of a black man who holds a ceramic bowl with a cover, reaching out towards
the tent set to the extreme left. He is armed with a lance similar to the one held by

a man in the middle ground. He seems to wear a special type ofwhite clothing which
is only visible on his right shoulder. Next to him stands a young man wearing a
shallow conical helmetlike hat with a flying ribbon at its top. He appears to lean

on a stick, turning his head again in the direction of the tent. He wears a blue
overgarment, a green undergarment, or perhaps breeches, His hands are concealed
in his garment's sleeves. He wears a girdle of leather.

Further leftwards, two men wearing spotted fur conical caps with a feathery
protrusion, peek into the tentlike structure from outside its enclosure. One of them

consciously covers the lower part of his face with a part of his black garment. The
one beside him is shown only by hjs head. The black domical structure with a point
in gold at the top looks like a tent or mosque dome. Something like a lance with
a large tassel, probably of animal's hair, appears to be stuck into the ground beside

the enclosure. The upper edge of the exterior of the enclosure is decorated with
a frieze of arabesques in turquoise color.

The landscape is composed of so‑called spongelike rocks with angular shrubs
that sporadically fi11 the open space among the images and mules in the fbreground.
The shrubs consist of stumps and thin branches that do not always grow from the

stumps but, rather, often directly from the ground. Shrubs grow only from the
small mounds in the fore‑ and middle grounds, but none from the rocky hills in
the background. The landscape is painted predominatingly in brown and green.
Even the sky is in the same tone of brown as that of the ground. The background,
however, may have been unpainted, its brownish color likely caused by aging. But
this single tone, the leafiess'shrubs, the lack of blossoms and green leaves or grass
as well, effectively create the atmosphere of a desolate place. The edges of the hills
are outlined in darker color and the hills themselves in lighter tones.
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As has been already stated, the sole architectural structure, which is almost
concealed behind the hills in this composition, is the black domical structure; it looks

like a black tent. Its enclosure, perhaps pentagonal in plan, is constructed from
bricks with tile decoration. Though it is represented unrealistically thin, this type of

architectural convention in Persian manuscript paintings is not at all new. Finally,
one additional observation regarding this painting is pertinent : the high position of
the horizon in this composition allows the painter to easily fi11 the space with a number

of human figures and other motifs.

PROCESSION ScENE II (Pls. 6 and 7)2
In the moonlight and starlight a procession of two ladies and a group of warriors
is about to cross a hilly setting.

The procession in this scene, in contrast to that in the previous example (pl. 5).

advances to the left. Another difference from the previous procession scene is the
arrangement of the figures in essentially one row. In the middle of the procession

two women ride on horseback fianking a tall man on foot. The young lady on his
right wears a conspicuous gold crown dentated with fleur‑de‑lis and encrusted with
precious stones and two sprays of flower ornaments like aigrettes. A thin golden
chin strap holds the crown in place. Her cobalt blue overgarment, with a so‑called
̀cloud collar' pattern around her shoulders, js completely decorated with patterns
of small golden rosettes in whirls, which could be either embroidered or woven.
She also wears a yellow undergarment with a gilded rosette design and a cape, or
capes, which appears to be of thin translucent cloth or some kind of fur. Her
extremely small foot (a bound fbot?) with a black shoe with a pointed toe rests in
a stirrup. The lower part of her hair seems to be tied into a lock or locks. Her
eyebrows are thin, eyes small and narrow, and nose tiny. Both hands are concealed
under the long sleeves; she covers her mouth with her left sleeve, while she holds
the reins with her covered right hand. Her white horse is equipped with harneSs,
dark saddle and red saddlecloth with its border decorated with arabesques (palmette
scroll) and inner area with basket‑weave‑like patterns (pl. 55). The white horse is
branded with a mark consisting of halfpalmettes on its haunch (pl. 60); its tail is
tied with a ribbon in the middle. Its poise is very close to the one ahead except that

its raised front and rear legs are reversed. The raised front leg, whether the horse
stands still or trots, is a cliche in Persian miniature painting of most periods,
The lady on the left rides strangely, as if standing in her stirrups, on a sorrel horse.

She is endowed with a round plump face with slanted eyes and eyebrows, and has
a small mouth and rather large ears with earrings. She wears gorgeous hair orna‑
ments, including a fan‑shaped crest of hairpins, a gold jewelled hair band and a gold

chin strap that appears to be connected to the hair band. A yellow scarf covers
2. TKS. H.2153, fo1. 3b and 4a, 67.1×34.3 cm, color on silk. Published in Oktay
Aslanapa (1954), fig. 39A‑B; Mazhar Ipsiroglu, (1976), pls. 67A‑B; Basil Gray, gen. ed.,
7he Arts of the Book in Central Asia (London: Serindia/UNESCO, 1979), pl. 104.
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most of the back of her head. Her blue overgarment, which is open in the front, is
decorated with a ̀cloud collar' pattern as well and with large penta‑lobed rosettes

lavishly painted in gold. Within these lobed cartouches, birds and animals in the

woods are rendered in surprisingly minute detail. The lady also wears a shoulder
scarg one end of which hangs in front of very small light pinkish purple shoes.
She seems to wear two additional undergarments of different types ; one is long‑sleeved

in light pinkish pUrple with omega tu shape patterns, ‑and the other is short‑sleeved

in green lavishly decorated with foliate and fioral designs in gold. A small pouch,
which could be used fbr an amulet or cosmetics, visible in front, is suspended by a

long chain probably from her neck. Her right hand is covered with a long sleeve;
her left hand, with tattoo or dyed ornament, is extended towards the other lady.
The nails are painted in black, with dots, triangles and other decorative fbrms on her

fingers and palm in red. A short whip hangs down from her middle finger. Ex‑
tending her open palm, she looks intently back toward the other young lady. She
rides a brown horse equipped with a saddle, and with a harness that is decorated with

white and blue tassels and various metal fittings. ･ The branded mark of a heart‑
shaped palmette can be seen on the haunch of her horse.

Between the two ladies walks a tall man with a long face and very pronounced
features: large eyes, thick eyebrows, a protruding nose which is exaggerated by the
wrinkles beside the wing of his nose, and a kind of an upturned or Kaiser mustache.
He wears a brindled fur cap with a taillike tassel and tiny gold ornaments at its back

and top, a red overgarment with ̀cloud collar' pattern and rosette design in gold,
a green undergarment again with lavish gold pattern, baggy knee‑high green breeches
that are tightened above the knees, plain puttees and a belt. He raises his right hand

with its extraordinarily long fingers on which a ring and a white thumb guard are

seen. His hand turns,slightly towards the head of the procession. He also wears
a gold earring. This figure carries in his left hand one of the three burning torches
of a very decorative trifurcated type.

At the head of the procession marches a tall man of a similar ph>'sical type
carrying weapohs‑a decorative golden battle‑ax with a blue tassel on his left shoul‑
der, a round shield on his back, a saber with a white sheath put under the girdle and

held under his arm, a dagger, a yellow quiver and a white bow. His right hand
firmly grasps the hilt ofhis dagger, ready to draw it at a moment's notice. His facial

features resemble both those of the guard in the middle and those of the one at the

rear of the procession. His face is large and logn with eminently high cheekbones
and a beard; the tips of his mustache hang down unlike the Kaiser mustache of the
other guards in the procession. He wears a red short garment, the skirt of which is
dentated with triangular forms, with ̀ducks‑in‑water' motifs in gold. The triangular

fbrm of the garment's skirt may be compared with that of the Chinese official's
garment in plate 8. This shape is considered to be derived from the side vents that
are sujtable for horse riding. He also wears puttees like those of the torchbearer
behind him, a spotted fur cap, blue baggy knee‑length breeches, leggings and a pair
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of black shoes, He has another dagger that is partly visible below the skirt of his
red coat.

The third guard to be described is the man at the rear of the procession who has
a hairy face similar to that of the two other men just discussed. Since he does not
wear any cap, his visible hair‑lock at the top of his head suggests the manner in which

the hair of the other two men may also have been treated. His baggy knee‑length
breeches are tied with dark green stringsjust above his knees, and his lace‑up leggings,

perhaps made of leather or thick felt, cover only the lower parts of his legs. His
shoes are red just like those of the torchbearers. He carries a white bow in his right
hand, a battle‑ax on his shoulder, a dagger, a green quiver at his girdle, a long saber
with a white sheath suspended upright from his left shoulder, and a green round shield

at his back. Unlike the other two guards, his red short overgarment is provided
with a unique collar, which goes up so high that it covers his jaw. This may be
compared with that of the warrior on the extreme left in the other Procession Scene.
Interestingly, these three well‑built guards all wear garments of red.

The procession also includes two other attendants wearing similar spotted fur

caps and clothing. One, behind the young lady on the white horse, holds a metal
lamp peculiarly suspended from the top of a long red curved staff; the other is the
short man, ahead of the plump lady, who holds a different type of burning torch.
The former torchbearer has dark skin (painted in gray), whereas the latter with fair
skin appears to be of the same ethnic origin as that of the three guards just described.

Although he looks much younger, this latter figure, despite his upper body's being

hidden behind the sorrel, seems to wear a red short coat, .a green undergarment,
green knee‑length breeches, blue puttees, and a sash from which a dagger, a pouch
and a decorative tassel are suspended. The former dark‑skinned lampbearer wears
a blue garment with the so‑called ̀mandarin square' type decoration in which a
dragon appears to crawl in the trees. A thumb guard is seen on his left hand, but
he carries no arms. He wears a Chinese‑type garment, the neck line of which may
be compared with those of Chinese officials in plate 8; moreover, the ̀mandarin
square' on his garment appears to be very Chinese, not Persian. Both ofthese young
torchbearers carry pouches suspended from their girdle and sash.
The remaining two figures in the procession are a short black young man (who
appears to have a mustache) carrying a birdcage in which a burning candle is placed

and a young man carrying a large yellow ornamented candle. Both carry arms.
The black youth holds a decorative ax and a dagger, while the latter figure has a･pick,

a bow, a long sabre with a brownish sheath, a quiver at his right side, a red round

shield on his back, a thumb guard and a dagger. His lace‑up leggings are the same

as those of the rear guard. The black young man with a round face wears a red
helmetlike hat with a white tassel at the top. He, too, wears an earring. Turning
his head back, he holds the reins of the sorrel. A white sash, which appears strangely

untied, holds his dagger. His blue coat is provided with frogs, which are also fbund

on the overgarments of the well‑built lady on horseback. He wears a unique pair
oflarge black boots with yellow hems ofpalmette scrolls on the tops and with slightly
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upturned toes. These oversized boots, except for the palmette decoration, are like
those in the painting of the two Chinese officers (pl. 8). He wears white breeches
like those of the candle bearer, who also turns his head to the rear. The candle‑
bearer, wears a shallow helmetlike blue hat with golden ornaments and brim, a green

overgarment, blue undergarment with rosettes in gold, and black shoes.
The horizon is placed in such a high position that the sky occupies only a small
proportion of the composition, although the original composition before it was pasted

on the Album page may have been larger. The dots scattered all over the sky and
the crescent moon that almost touches the edge of the hill over the torchbearer, are

in gray but must have been originally a dazzling silver, now faded. In addition to
the stars and moon, the burning torches and candles throwing their' light over the
procession also indicate the nocturnal setting. The vegetation is represented by three

different types of plants: bare trees in a Chinese style, most of whose branches
strangely point downwards; oversized flowers; and grass. The bare trees growing
along the skyline produce a strange contrast against the various types of colorfu1
flowers and grass that fill every single open space available. The ground surface
is in beige while the edges of the hills and small mounds are articulated by sponge‑ or

foamlike formations in red.
This painting appears to be complete in itselC but a leaf with two dancing girls

and an old man comes ahead of this procession scene (pl. 6).3 The staff of the
Topkapi Sarayi Museum successfu11y reconStructed the long scrolllike painting by
combining these two pages, which had been pasted Separately into two diffbrent
Albums. When the Albums were initially bound this painting had been cut into two
pieces because of its extraordinary length, which is presently, in its recombined
condition, 88.6 cm. Iong. Nevertheless a strip of about one centimeter is still missing

from between the two sections.
In the first part of the reconstructed painting two females engage in a swirling

dance in the foreground. Their swift swirling movements cause the shoulder scarves

to fiutter and the dangling tuft ornaments to swing violently. Both figures wear
hats with brims made of leaves and which are decorated with large sprays (aigrettes)

of flowers; both also wear a peculiar type of corsetlike multiple belts that are
decorated with lozenge shapes and arabesque scrolls, just like the one worn by one
of the guards in "Procession Scene I."
The identification of the two figures' activity as dancing is confirmed by the fact
that they carry in each hand a pair of short. sticks that are used to produce a rhythm.
The girl on the left moves swiftly leftward with her feet spread in a wide stance, both

hands raised and her body twisted; the other girl on the right displays a similar
movement with one hand lowered, her back to the viewers in three‑quarter rear view.

Both dancers wear a short overgarment and a few long undergarments. The one
on the left, who is apparently the shorter of the two, wears a red short overgarment

with rosette patterns, a long yellow undergarment with omega ca shape patterns,
3. TKS. H.2160, fol. 77b, color on silk, 19.5×33.5cm Published in O. Aslanapa
(1954), p. 80, fig. 17; Filiz OgUtmen (1966), p. 44; M. Ipsiroglu (1976), pl. 67c.
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a long green undergarment with rosette design, and beige breeches with rosettes in

gold. The upper part of her green undergarment is in dark green decorated with
̀ducks‑in‑water' motifs in gold. The dancer on the right wears a short blue over‑
garment with rosette patterns and green, yellow, and pink undergarments worn one
over the other, with perhaps green breeches. ̀Ducks‑in‑water' motifs embellish the

hem of the yellow undergarment. One of the unique features in her costume is the
luxurious necklace made of blue stones (possibly meant to be turquoise) and of gold

encrusted with dark‑colored precious stones (pl. 62). Another gorgeous necklace
comparable to this is found around the neck ofa dancer in the other album leaf
(pl. 67). Both dancers in the Procession wear tight sleeves and cuffs in light brown

with some geometric･ pattern of dark hue; these are considered part of their under‑

garments. But they also wear a kind of arm supporters made ofbrass with chiselled
decoration or else made of leather with pressed patterns. Their color isjust like that

of their multiple belts. In addition to these unique features, also drawing our
attention are their hairdos, which seem to be in several dangling braids, each end of
which curls.

Behind the hill in the background, the bust of an old man holding a black ax
with a red staff and a bow is shown in large scale beside a part of a huge tree trunk

and sinuous branches without leaves (pl. 57). He appears in three‑quarter view,
looking towards the middle of the procession. His teeth are slightly exposed as if
he were talking to somebody. He has a thick white Kaiser mustache, whiskers and
beard, large eyes, protruding nose, and wrinkles lining his forehead. He wears a
conical fur cap with a metal ornament on top and around its brim. The two reddish
brown backward projections from the brim are like an animal's tail or an aigrette;
the reddish brown tassel at the top ofhis cap appears to be made of the same material.
He, too, wears an earring‑‑‑an accessory that is one of the characteristic features of

both procession scenes.
The only part of his costume we can see is a yellow garment that is joined in'
front to form a V‑neckline, with the left side overlapping the right. Unlike the
garments of other figures, his yellow garment lacks any decorative pattern.

Finally the overwhelming sumptuousness seen in many details, from the golden
bits of the horses to the garment patterns in gold, should also be considered, in
particularly, a characteristic feature of "Procession Scene II."

Stylistic Analysis and Identification of the Subject

Looking at the two Procession Scenes in the Istanbul Albums, one is struck by
the unprecedented variety of figure styles. Although the characterization of indi‑
viduals by physiognomy, physical features like skin color, coiffure and costume is
a new tendency of fifteenth century Persian pajntings, it is much more pronounced
in these Procession Scenes than anywhere else.
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In "Procession Scene I" a party of seventeen persons is depicted, their sex not
always clearly distinguishable. The figures in "Procession Scene II," comprise a party
of twelve, eight males and four females. The latter figures are larger in scale, fewer
in number, and more successfu11y articulated than those in the previous "Procession
I." The physiognomical types of the figures in the Procession Scenes, moreover,
are quite varied. They can be classified, whether based on exsisting visual traditions

or contemporary images, into three major groups: Central Asian (Turkic), Perso‑
Chinese, and other (Negroid).
The first type is characterized by a group of tall men with large, long faces thick

eyebrows, protruding noses (at tjmes' even curving down), high cheek bones, large
mouths, and prominent mustaches with their ends curled up or down. In some cases
they have beards. Their skin is relatively darker than that of the second group;
their prominently large noses are Turkish rather than Mongol, whose noses in general
are broader and faces fiatter; and the distance between their eyes, moreover, is not

as broad as the MongoloidS. The facial features of the men in this group are remi‑
niscent of the "Uigur Musicians" painted in the eighth century fresco paintings from

Bazaklik4 and a Central Asian from Pai‑t̀i Ktzo tseeav or Kutcha and a Persian
from Hlet‑kuo i!iHpt of a Sung copy (1077 A.D.) entitled "Tribute Office Scroll."5
The representations, based upon the close observation of their facial features (curved

nose, pronounced mustache and beard) and of their costumes (bell‑shaped headgear
with furry brim, knee‑high boots, and knee‑length garments) in this Sung scroll
painting is to be particularly compared with the figures of the first group in "Proces‑

sion Scene II" of the Istanbul Albums in spite of several hundred years separating

their respective executions. Though the physical features of the Turks are to some
extent definable, their costumes, accessories, arms and armors are still hard to

distinguish completely from those of the Mongols. The term ̀Turko‑Mongol' or
Central Asian, in this respect, may be more appropriate until a detailed study on the

subject elucidates an accurate and definable distinction between them.
The men in the first group appear to have neither tonsures nor plaited dangling
hair that are the typical coiffUres of the Mongols and, particularly, of the Khitan

who expanded their political power during the tenth and eleventh centuries in the
north of Chjna (pl. 64). The only unique male hairdo' in the Procession Scenes is
fbund on the rear guard ("Procession Scene II") where a small bundle of hair is tied

4. Now in the Tokyo National Museum. Reproduced in Mario Bussagli, Painting of
Central Asia (Geneva: Skira, 1963), p. 103. See also "Figures in Mourning for the Death
of the Buddha" in the National Museum, New Delhi which is reproduced in M. Bussagli
(1963), p. 110.

5. Color on silk. ･In the Nanking Museum. Published in Terukazu Akiyama et al.
Arts of China: Aieolithic Cultures to the T̀ang Dynasty (Tokyo and Palo Alto: Kodansha,
1968), pp. 224‑25, pl. 218. It is said that Hsiao Yi msue, the painter of the original
(539 A.D.), attempted to portray the tribute bearers from various foreign countries and that
he also sent his assistants to have them look carefu11y at those who went to the capital

Nanking.
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on the top with strands hanging down straight at the back of the head. This is of
neither Chinese nor Persian origin. In "Procession Scene I" an old man with white
hair ties his hair in a large knot at the back of his head in a manner that is again
reminiscent ofthe hairdos seen on the Bazaklik wall painting. The guard at the head
of "Procession Scene I" wears his hair in two knots, a style by no means popular in

Persia but very popular in China where it was typical for the young members of a
household.6 Another characteristic hairdo is, as pointed out before, the curled
hairdo. Two dancers and the guard fbllowing right after them in "Procession Scene
II" are distinguished by their hairdos, which end in curls. This too is neither of
Persian or Chinese origin. The more conventionalized type of curly hair is found
in the dancing man whose white hair and white beard curls all over (pl. 68).

The costume of the human figures in general conforms to the customs and
current fashions of the society at the time of the execution of the paintings, even
though the earlier forms within the cultural milieu that the painters and their patrons

belonged to were to a certain extent traditjonally copied. Some conspicuous features
of the costumes depicted in the Istanbul Album paintings, therefore, must reflect the

fashions in vogue for the time and place where these works were painted.
One of the impressive features of the accessories is the ear ornament that most

of the figures in "Procession Scene II" and many in "Procession Scene I" wear.
These appear to be made of gold, silver, pearl, precious stone and other materials.
The figures, whether male or fetlMhle, old or young, ecclesiastical or secular, in the
numerous wall paintings from Bazaklik, Afrasiab and other ancient sites of Central

Asia display various kinds of earrings and ear ornaments, The extensive use of
such accessories is characteristic of Central Asia. A considerable number of the
extant pictorial works reveal this, and, thus, our Procession Scenes may have been ,
executed in the sphere of Central Asian culture, just as other factors, which will be
discussed presently, suggest.

The conical or bell‑shaped headgear made of spotted or brindled fur or of felt
and with a furry or feathery brim also has been associated with Central Asia. Similar

headgear with metal top ornaments and tassels in the Istanbul paintings may rep‑
resent varlatlons.7

Some comments should also bg offered on certain essential articles related to
costume, such as high boots, sandals, and multiple belts which frequently appear
in the Album paintings. Most of the footwear seen in the Procession Scenes is the
slipperlike shoe which is typically found in Persian paintings over the course of
many centuries. On the other hand, the high boots and sandals, which also occur
in the Procession Scenes, appear to have been hardly popular at all in Persian
pamtlngs.
6. See pls. 3, 4, 29, 30, 46, 77.

7. Hermann Goetz, "The History of Persian.Costume," in SPA, p. 2240. For the
Chinese representation of Central Asian fur hats, see pls. 63, 64, 66. The conical fur hat
with a streamer or with a tassel is seen on the Uigur's head in "Kuo Tzti‑i Receiving the

Homage･of the Uigurs" attributed to Li Kung‑lin (Sung Dynasty) in the National Palace
Museum, Taipei. Reproduced in‑Chinese Art 77easures (Geneva: Skira, 1961), no. 29.
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High boots, necessities for horse riding, were originally used extensively among

the Central Asians of the steppes. The fbotwear of the two grooms and the man
with the helmetlike headgear in our Procession Scenes is characterized by the
upturned toes‑ (not visible in the latter), flat heels and the ornamental applique or

embroidery on the upper part of the Mongolian type boot. An interesting referenCe
in a Chinese source mentions that high boots with this type of decoration were

introduced to China from the Central Asian steppes some time around the third
century B.c. Some representations of such high boots may be seen in Chinese
paintings, ‑although the themes of these paintings showing these boots are often
related in one way or another to Central Asia (pls. 51, 52, 63, 64, 66).
}iiian Shih, or YUan Dynasty Chronicle, refers to a particular type of boot called

̀yUn‑t̀ou‑hsUeh'8 or ̀cloud boot' that is made of leather and has cloud‑shape
ornaments sewn on its upper part. This is the very type of boot worn by a black
torchbearer (pl. 7), a Dervish (pl, 37), a falconer (pl. 72), and male dancers (pls. 68

and 69) in the Istanbul Albums. This type of high boot is seldom found in Persian
paintings, except for a very few instances such as in the celebrated painting "Dara

and his Herdsman" of Sàdi's Busta'n in the National Library, Cairo, in which a
herdsman wears such boots. Although it is not certain whether the high boots with
the upper ornamentation that the painter or painters of the Procession Scenes depicted

were actually used at the time or copied from Chinese paintings, it can be said that

they are at least of Mongol origin. ･
"Procession Scene I" provides another example of unique footwear, the leather

sandals with thongs worn by the head guard. Leather sandals appear both in
religious‑mostly Buddhist‑images such as Kuan‑yin (pl. 14)9 from Central Asian
and Chinese paintings, and in secular figure paintingsiO of China. A good example
is fbund in a painting depicting a celebrated Chinese pilgrim monk, HsUan‑tsang il<ll{i

(6oo‑664),ii who went to India through Central Asia and came back to China with
abundant information about the regions he traversed. He wears a pair of sandals
8. , :rkcaic. YiZan Shih itsll 78, 12b. See H. Serruys, "Sino‑Mongol Relations during the

Ming, II: The Tribute System and Diplomatic Missions (1440‑1600)," Me'langes Chinois
et Budtthiques 14 (1967): 24547, n. 105. A similar type of boots is worn by a groom who
plaits the tail of a horse (pl. 10), an old man on a donkey (pls. 28 and 30), and male dancers

tpls. 67 and 71) in other Album leaves.
‑ 9. ̀fAvalokiteSvara Standing on a Lotus," a fragment of a wall painting from Bazaklik
in the National Museum, New Delhi. Reproduced in .Einc vclopedia of n7brld Art, vol. 14,
pl. 215; Albert von Le Coq, Chotscho (Berlin: Diertich Reimer, 1913), pls. 17 and 21.

10. A Ming scroll painting entitled "Mongols Bringing a Tribute of Horses" in the
Freer Gallery of Art, Accession no. 15.16, portrays two tribute bearers, who look like
Indians or Central Asians, wearing this type of footwear. Reproduced in Thomas Lawton
(1973), no. 47.

11. In the Tenri Library, Nara. Color on paper. Northern Sung (tenth century),
discovered in Central Asia. This is, however, also said to be merely an image ofa travelling

‑priest in search of the Buddhist law and sutras. Reproduced in Sources of 1apanese
Budduist Art, a catalogue of the exhibition held in Nara, 1978. pl. 58.

.
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similar to the type depjcted in our "Procession Scene I." On the other hand, straw

sandals were the popular fbotwear among Chinese farmers and peddlers who were
also frequently represented in Chinese paintings, but which are not our present
concern. Leather sandals, however, would be clearly more comfbrtable and practical
than straw ones for the inhabitants and travellers in the deSerts and mountains of

the hot and arid regions of Central Asia. Hence, the leather sandals depicted in
Chinese paintings of various periods may in some cases have been derived from
iconographical motifs that originated in Central Asia during the early centuries.
The pastiche of styles and motifs of Persian, Central Asian and Chinese origin
is found, as we have already pointed out, throughout the Procession Scenes under

discussion. One such example with respect to costume is the long shoulder scarf
that is, as discussed previously,i2 of Chinese derivation and worn mainly by females.

In "Procession Scene I," however, the scarves are thrown over the shoulders of the
head of the Turkic‑type guard and over that of the Chinese‑type man fo11owing right
after him.

One peculiar type ofcostume, the origin ofwhich is still uncertain but apparently

non‑Persian and non‑Chinese, is the coat with the notably high collar. This appears

to be a neck piece combined with armour to protect the neck and throat. The only
somewhat close example to this high collar is found on the portrait of a Turkmen
prisoner in a sixteenth century Persian drawing.i3

In addition to the high collared armor or coat, another type of armor, the
multiple‑belt draws our attention. It is unnecessary to repeat here the entire dis‑

cussion on the multiple belt by R. Ettinghausen.i4 He ascribed these representa‑
tions‑the rear guard in "Procession Scene I" and the two dancers in "Procession
Scene II"‑to the fifteenth century with provenance outside Persia on the basis of
a comparison with several dated Persian paintings and one Chinese painting (pl. 63).i5

The Istanbul Albums include a few more figures･wearing multiple belts in addi‑

tion to the two above‑mentioned instances: "A Falconer on a Horse" (pl. 72);i6
one of the female attendants in "A Couple Reading a Book on a Couch" (pl, 76).i7
12. See Chap. II, p. 34ff.

13. Ca.1575. Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Ousley Add. 173, fol. Ir. Reproduced
in Basil Robinson, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Persian Paintings in the BodZeian Librat p

(Oxford: Clarendon, 1958), pl. XXI.
14. Richard Ettinghausen, "Some Paintings in Four Istanbul Albums," Ars Orientalis

1 (1954): 97; idem, ̀℃hinese Representations of Central Asian Turks," Beitr̀ige zur
Ktznsrgeschichte Asiens: Gecldchtnisschrijlr Ebenst Diez (Istanbul, 1963), pp. 219‑22.

15. "Six Horses." Handscroll, ink and color on paper, fourteenth century. Repro;
duced in Laurence Sickman, Chinese CZilligraphy and Painting in the Collection of Jbhn M.
Crawfbrd, .fr. (New York, 1962), no. 13 and pl. 14.

16. TKS. H.2153, fol. 6b, color on silk, 26.3×26.8 cm. Reproduced in O. Aslanapa
(1954), fig. 9.

17. TKS.H.2153, fol. 150b, color on silk, 25.5×39.5 cm. Reproduced in Ernst Grube,
"Studien zur Malerei der Timuriden, I: zur FrUhstufie von Herat," Ktznst des Orients 5

(1968), fig. 9. ･
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The number of belts comprising a multiple belt varies in both Istanbul Album
leaves and Persian paintings. In some cases the multiple belts are combined with
suspenders, and at times they are provided with various decorations perhaps meant
to be pressed designs on Ieather. Some belts display a series of large buttons or
hooks in the front (pl. 76). The multiple belts of the Procession Scenes are rendered

more realistically than those jn Persian paintings of the fburteenth and fifteenth

centuries, where they are so conventionalized that they have become a pattern of
a few parallel horizonta1 lines.i8

The multiple belt could have been originally made as a type of light armor for
horsemen and fbot soldiers from the steppes of Inner Asia.i9 But no one wearing
a multiple belt is shown engaging jn actual battle. An Istanbul falconer and a guard

in the Procession Scene wear the multiple belt and a Khitan Tartar falconer in the

Chinese painting wears it (pl. 63)‑‑of course, all these figures are male. Female
figures, notably those in Persian paintings of the fburteenth and fifteenth centuries

who are mostly female court attendants who serve fbods and drinks at banquets
at the court, also wear the multiple belt.20 As far as the female figures in the Persian

paintings are concerned, they are assumed to be captives or slaves taken from Central
Asia, or at least servants of Central Asian origin, although there is little difference

between their physiognomical features and costumes and those of the Persians de‑
picted in the same paintings. Yet in another case, a servant is not female but a male

who may be presumed to be a eunuch of different ethnic origin.2i
Another still more interesting small group of figures with multiple belts, includes

two dancing girls wearing conical leafbrimmed headgear in "Procession Scene II"
(pl. 6), a female attendant holding ajar in "A Couple Reading a Book on a Couch"
(pl. 76)22 in the Istanbul Album, and the genii and angels in fifteenth century Persian

paintings.23 Both multiple belt and conical leafibrimmed headgear also occur in
a unique Central Asia‑oriented manuscript, Mir Haydar's Mìroj‑na'‑meh, or "Book
of Ascension," in the Bibliotheque Natjonale, Paris, written in Uigur script. Its
18. Throe female attendants in "Shir‑m Contemplating the Portrait of Khusrau" from
Anthokrgy in the British Library, Add. 27261, fbl. 38a. Dated 1410!11, Shiraz (?). Re‑
produced in Ivan Stchoukine, Les peintures cles manuscrits 77murides (Paris: P. Geuthner,
1954), pl. XVIII.

19. The rear guard in "Procession Scene I" wears a garment with a high collar and a
multiple belt.

20. "Humay, on the Day after their Wedding, has Gold Coins Poured over him as he
Leaves HumayUn's Room" from Diva'n of KhvajU KirmanT, Baghdad, 1396 (Jalàirid
period), in the British Library, Add. 18113, fo1. 45b.

21. "Tahminah Comes to Rustam's Chamber" from Sh̀ih‑na‑meh, ca.1409‑15. Re‑
produced in SPA, pl. 875; Eric Schroeder, Persian Miniatures in the ,Fbgg Museum
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1942), pl. VIII.

22. TKS. H.2153, fol. 150b, color on silk, 25.5×39.5cm.
23. Fredrik Martin, 71he Miniature Paintings and Painters ofPersia, india, and 7letrkay,
.from the 8th to the 18th Centurv (London: B. Quaritch, 1912), pl. 56; Marie‑rose Seguy,
77lee Miraeulous .lburnay of Mahomet (New York; G. Braziller, 1970, pls. 7, 10 and 33.
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illustrations, completed in Herdt, represent some genii with multiple belts and leag

brimmed headgear.24 Little is known about the combination of multiple belts and
the leafibrimmed headgear or about the origin of such headgear, but at least the
multiple belt may be associated with Central Asia by comparison with the above
mentioned materials.
Another noteworthy feature in both Procession Scenes is the tufts or tassels of
various kinds and sizes. They are almost everywhere; they dangle down from cart
harness, sash, pouch, quiver, ax, and lance, and at times are even attached to the
headgear of the figures in the Procession.25 Ornate tufts are not at all rare in either

Chinese (pls. 56 and 63) or Persian paintings. For instance, typical examples of
a large tuft that hangs down from the neck of the horses are fbund in plates 9 and 10.

But the paintings ofboth Persia and China are unable to vie with the Istanbul Proces‑

sion Scenes in the quantity and variety of their tassels. Here, both Chinese and
Persian paintings depictihg themes related one way or another to Central Asia reveal
more tufts than those depicting their respective traditional and indigenous subjects.

The Victoria and Albert Museum's mounted Mongol archer (pl. 56) is equipped with
a quiver from which three small red tufts hang, while his horse is also embellished
with four small red tufts.
Tufts affixed to the top of long staffs or lances, however, should be differentiated

from smaller tufts used exclusively for decorative purposes. The larger tuft on a
long staff must be a banner or standard that is more pertinent to our discussion on
the theme of our Procession Scenes. This type of banner is carried by a man in the
procession and is also stuck into the ground near the domical structure in "Procession

Scene I."26 In Persian paintings of the Mongol period, we find a fairly large number

of examples of tufts and banners. Various versions of Ja'mì al‑71dwarzkh by Rashid
al‑Din, such as the illustrations of the manuscripts in the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

University Library, Edinburgh, and Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, show good ex‑
amples of banners with tufts.27 One of the illustrations executed in the Timurid
24. Dated 1436. In the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Supp. turc. 190. See M. Seguy
(1977), pls. 41 and 42.

25. There are some more examples in the Istanbul albums, such as the tufts dangling
down from a flute and a drum in "Dancing and Music Making" (pl. 67), from the harness
of a monumental "White Horse" (pl. 9) and from the sword of "A Falconer on Horse back"
(pl. 72). For the monumental "White Horse," see chap. I, note. 43.
26. See pl. 30. An orange streamer is attached together with a tuft in this painting.
27. Two banners with black hair and streamers are found in "Fighting between the Sons
of Sebuktegin" from RashTd al‑DTn's Ja‑mì al‑7lawa'‑rikh. Tabriz, 1306‑7, in the Edinburgh

University Library, Or. MS. 20, fo1.119a. Reproduced in Robert Hillenbrand, imperial
Ihiages in Persian Painting (Edinburgh: Scottisch Arts Council, 1977), no. 131 ; six banners

with white yaktails are pitched near Genghis Khan's throne in "Genghis Khan Proclaims
himself Emperor after his Victory over the Turks" from Rashid al‑D‑m's Jadmì al‑7lawa‑rrkh
in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, Supp. pers. 1113., Tabr‑rz, ca.1310. Reproduced in

Edgar Blochet, Musulman Paintiirg Xllth‑XVZIth Century (London: Methuen, 1929), pl.

LX.
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period shows banners with hairy tufts at the top of staffs that are carried by the
mounted warriors led by HalagU.28 A similar banner with a hairy tuft is also fbund

in a dated (1280) Chinese painting, by Liu Kuan‑tao ;gesilll, depicting Emperor

Kubilai Khan hunting on horseback,29 One member of Kubilai's entourage carries
a banner with a tuft, symbolizjng the presence of the royal figure. A banner or
standard in a pictorial work primarily serves to indicate the presence of princely
personages, or else draws the viewer's attention to the major character in the scene.
The tufts attached to the top of staffs or lances in the examples given above are all
alike, namely either black or, white and hairy. These tufts are undoubtedly yaktails

or horsetails, such as were employed as the banners of Khans in the Mongol
Empire.3o
The black yaktail or horsetail banner, particularly the one seen by the enclosure
of a tentlike structure in "Procession Scene I," very likely is an insignia of a Mongol

chieftain, if not the royal insignia of a certain Khan. Thus, the conclusion drawn

from the evidence in these manuscript illustrations suggests that the "Procession
Scene I" is to be explained in a Mongol context.
To sum up our discussion on the problems regarding the articles associated with

the first group of human figures depicted in the Procession Scenes, we have fbund
that their footwear, (boots and sandals), headgear (conical fur‑brimmed and leafi
brimmed headgear), costumes and accessories (high collar, multiple belts and ear‑
rings), tufts and banners all suggest that the Procession Scenes in question are closely

linked with the cultural milieu of Central Asia.

Comparing the two procession scenes in the Istanbul Albums to each other,
the physical and physiognomical characteristics of the figures in the first group,
namely the Central Asians, are more tangible and consistent in "Procession Scene II"

than in "Procession Scene I." In "Procession Scene II," an old man behind the hill,
the head and rear guards of the procession, the escort of the young lady on the white
horse and the two torchbearers belong to the first group; in "Procession Scene I,"

meanwhile, the head guard, the groom of the second mule, the two men looking into
the tentlike structure, and possibly the old man drinking something from a jar are
classified with the same group. The man in profile marching rightward in "Proces‑
sioh Scene I," who.exhibits no Central Asian features except for the high boots with
ornaments on their upper parts, may be put in the second group of human figures.
28. "HUIagU Moving to Attack the IsmàilT in 654 A.H." from RashTd al‑Din's Ja‑mì
al‑72iwa'rrkh in the Asiatic Society ofBengal, no. D 31, fol. 55v. Reproduced in Basil Gray,

̀fAn Unknown Fragment of the Jamì al‑Tawarikh' in the Asiatic Society of Bengal." Ars

Orientalis
.1 (1954), pl. 9, fig. 18. ‑ ･･
'29. 'Liu Kuan‑tao (active ca.1270‑1300) is known for his mastery of Buddhist and
Taoist figures. In the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Reproduced in Ktz‑kung ming
hua sanpai chuirg, 6 vols. (Taichung: National Palace Museum and National Central
Museum, 1959), 158.
30. Emel Esin, "The Horse in Turkish Art," Central Asiatic Jburnal 10 (1965): 198;
Carl Brockelmann, M)rttelttirkischer Wbrtschatz nach Makmtid al‑Ka'‑sVga‑ris Divadn Ltrgdt
al‑7"tzrk (Budapest and Leipzig, 1928).
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All members of the first group are male and characterized by their short garments

with or without sidevents (perhaps due to their horse‑riding), breeches, puttees or
lace‑up leggjngs, and various kinds of arms all thereby are identified as military men,

Their demeanor and the way they march indicate that these men of Central Asiatic
type3i are escorting on horse or muleback ladies of different ethnic origin who are
categorized with the second figural group that will be presently discussed.

The second group, which may be called ̀Perso‑Chinese,' consists of both males
and females characterized by medium height, round face, relatively fair skin, slanting

and slit eyes, thin eyebrows, tiny mouth, small nose, small feet and noticeable hair‑

locks. Some Chinese‑type figures in the Procession Scenes and some other album
leaves display tremendously exaggerated Chinese physiognomical features, such as
slanting eyes and eyebrows, as though these are the hallmarks of the people of East
Asia. This would be just like Chinese painters of the T̀ang period who endowed
Westerners or Central Asians with an almost monstrous and grotesque appearance.
Some female figures in this second group wear long shoulder scarves, translucent
capes and high‑waisted long skirts. Typical examples offigures with these features are

three females on horse and muleback in both Procession Scenes, a young lady standing
in the middle of the composition of "Procession Scene I," three males in "Procession

Scene I"‑a man in profile in the middle ground, a man with multiple hair‑locks and

his companion with a clean‑shaven head in the background of the extreme right.
AIthough one may be tempted to place the latter two figures in the first group because

of their wild appearances, they are properly linked with Han‑shan and Shih‑te or
the Loharis of the Kuan‑hsiu style, judging from their belongings, costume and wild

appearance.32 The torchbearer next to the rear guard in "Procession Scene II"
qlso probably should be placed in the Perso‑Chinese group.

The faces of the ladies in both paintings look very pale. Their cons.iderable

whiteness may be due to a makeup consisting of white powder. It is said that
this white make‑up is of Chinese derivation, but Gonzalez de Clavijo's description
of the cosmetics of the Timurid court ladies suggests that the custom of covering
ladies' faces with white lead or other similar cosmetics was current in Central Asia
and perhaps in the Middle East in the fifteenth century.33

The two ladies on horseback in "Procession Scene II," as has already been
pointed out, display extremely tiny feet in comparison with those of the dancing girls.
It is not irrelevant to presume that their small size may be due to the custom of binding

feet that was practiced in China as early as the tenth ,century and grew very common
a century later.34

31. Figures with pronounced Central Asian features are found among pther leaves of
the Istanbul albums, though they are not necessarily military types. Interestingly many
of them take dance poses, lifting their hands high and stamping their feet. See pls. 37, 67,

2sFor a discussion of Lohans, see pp. 46‑50.
32,
33. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavljo (1928), p. 258.
34. Jacques Gernet, Daily Lijl? in China on the Eve of the Mbngol invasion, 125CF1276
(New York: Macmillan,'1962), p. 127.
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One remarkable feature of the lady riding the sorrel is the painting on the back

of her hand. Nail‑coloring, in fact, was not unknown in China before the YUan
period,35 but the tattoo and dye‑markings on the lady's hand were not likely to have

been practiced there, Throughout the Islamic world, on the other hand, Hinna'̀ or
henna was used as a cosmetic, as well as fbr prophylactic purposes to dye fingers,
nails, the backs of hands, hair and the tops of feet in reddish brown.36 It was also
believed effective against evil spirits. This custom was particularly common during
festivities, such as weddings, in the Islamic world even in quite recent times. Dye‑
marking by henna is not unknown in Persian paintings of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, as may be seen, for example, in Firdausi's S7zdh‑na'meh.37 Considering
that only a few representations of tattoo are found in extant Persian paintings, this
particular manner of dying the backs of hands and nails that is represented in the
Procession Scenes must indicate that henna coloring was widely practiced in Islamic

countries but not in China. Examples are to be found in a fairly large number of
the Istanbul Album leaves.38
The next aspect to be discussed is the crown of the lady on the white horse in
"Procession Scene II." Though many variations of crowns are depicted in fifteenth
century Persian paintings, the Mi7oj‑na'meh of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,39
shows two major types of crowns: one with fleur‑de‑lis or with four foliated points
that is reminiscent of the ̀cloud collar' and another with simple pointed crenelations

of small pentagons in each segment of the crenelations. The crown of the lady on
the white horse is similar to the first type, though it has two sprays of flowers, an

ogee protrusion on the top of the fluted hemispherical part and studded precious
stones of different color.40 The first type of crown in the Mi7dyLna'meh is mostly
worn by genii and Bura'q, the sacred mare that carried the Prophet Muhammad during
the heavenly nightjourney. But, of course, wearing crowns is not confined to the
35. J. Gernet (1962), pp. 126.27.
36. ,Elezcyclopaedia of Lslam, new ed., s.v. "Hinna'," by G. S. Colin.

37. For instance, in two scenes in the so‑called Demotte Sh̀ih‑na'‑meh. See Doris Brian,

̀fA Reconstruction of the Miniature Cycle in the Demotte Shah‑nama," Ars lslamica 6
(1939), nos. 10 and 58. A later example is fbund in "Bathing" from Ni4amT's IUlramsa
(dated 1494/95) of the British Library, Or. 6810, fol. 190, in which three dots and rosettes
are marked clearly on the hands of the court ladies.
38. See pls. 7, 48, 49, 73, 74, 76, 80, 81, 82. For the tattoo represented in the pictorial
arts of the Islamic world, see D. S. Rjce, ̀fA Drawing of the Fatimid Period," Bulletin of
the School of Oriental and AfTrican Studies 21 (1958): 31‑‑9.
39. Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pls. LVIII‑LXIV; see also M. Seguy (1977),
pls. 14 and 42.

40. "The Meeting of Humay and Humaytin in the Palace Garden" from the Di"va‑n of
KhvajU KirmanT in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, no. 3727. AttribUted to the
first half of the fifteenth century. Reproduced in BPVG, pl. XLI. HumayUn wears not
merely a type of the crown similar to that of the lady on the white horse, but also a chin strap

consisting of a gold chain just like the one attached to the crown of the lady on the white
horse. The romantic atmosphere of the starlit night is also comparable.
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genii and Bura‑g in Persian paintings, for royal personages are more often adorned
with crowns. Thus, the lady on the white horse is identified as a noble figure rather
than an ecclesiastic.

Except fbr the blacks, the rest of the figures in both Procession Scenes are placed

in the second group. As stated previously, there is little to choose between the
Chinese and Persian type, with the eyes and eyebrows, if anything, being the sole
difference. The Persians, in general, are endowed with almond eyes and arched

eyebrows. The males in the second group are often rendered with beards and
mustaches, though not as conspicuously as the Turks in the first group. The heads
of women in Persian paintings are usually covered with veils or at least scarves.
In contrast, some women in the Procession Scenes tie their uncovered hair in a few
locks and some plait their hair so it dangles down on both sides of the shoulders.

With regard to male head coverings, the rear guard of "Procession Scene I" wears
the traditional turban and a skull cap with a tassel and a flying black ribbon.
Another type of head covering is the conical helmetlike shallow headgear worn by
a man in the background and an escort assisting the lady on muleback in "Procession

Scene I" and by a black groom and a torchbearer in "Procession Scene II." This
type of headgear is common in the Persian paintings of the fburteenth century.4i
Some more comments should be added to the previous discussion with regard to
another unique headgear, a leafibrimmed head covering.42 The earliest extant ex‑
amples of this specific type of headgear are those worn by the supernatural geniilike
beings in the Mìrdy'‑na‑meh of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, and thus represent

the terminus post guem. On the other hand, the leafibrimmed headgear worn by
the secular females is found only in the Istanbul Albums. In later paintings and
drawings of Persia and Turkey, this unique headgear crowns exclusively supernatural
beings, such as genii and angels.43 Thus, we may assume upon the basis of available

evidence that the leafLbrimmed headgear became a part of the iconography of genii
and angels in the first half of the fifteenth century in Persia and that this was main‑

41. Eric Schroeder, "Ahmad Musa and Shams al‑Din: a Review ofFourteenth Century
Painting," Ars islamica 6 (1939):120‑21, figs. 1‑2. A type of this headgear is fbund jn the
Demotte Sh̀ih‑na‑meh, Edinburgh University Ja'‑mì al‑ 7;7wa‑‑rjkh and Leningrad Shdu‑na'meh.
See also H. Goetz (1939), SLPA, pp. 2239‑2246. Another close parallel is found in NizamT's

Khamsa in the Topkqpi Sarayi Museum, H.786, fo1. 239b. Reproduced in B. Gray (1979),
pl. II, "Scene of the Kàbah" painted in Herat, 1446/7.
42. See pp.80‑81 above. Another example of this type of headgear in the Istanbul
albums, though slightly different in its type. is found on the woman holding a large jar in
her arms tp1. 48); see also a sword bearer (pl. 78).

43. "Genii in Paradise" attributed to Shah Quli, Tabriz, mid‑sixteenth century. Freer
Gallery of Art. Reproduced in Ernst Ktihnel, Persische Miniaturmalerei (Berlin: Safari‑
Verlag, 1959), no. 32; "Solomon and his Flying Throne Borne by Angels." First half of
the sixteenth century. Reproduced in BnZG, no.157, pl. XCIIIA; "Scenes from a Fairy
Tale." F. Martin attributed this drawing with a touch of gold to Herat and around 1440,
but it could be done much later than this date. Reproduced in Fredrik Martin (1912),
pls. 57 and 58.
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tained by painters of the succeeding centuries. , But as far as the Istanbul examples

that crown the secular figures are concerned, the Istanbul painters may have either

copied from a contemporary model secular figures with leafbrimmed headgear or,
more possibly, they may have borrowed only the motif of the leaflbrimmed headgear
from ecclesiastical figures and adapted it for secular figures like dancers and court
attendants. With the derivation of this headgear unclear, it may be safest to conclude

that the leafibrimmed head coverings in the Procession Scenes and other leaves of
the Istanbul Albums are attributable to fifteenth century Persia.

One of the features of the costume in the second group attributable to Persia is
a series of reversed wedge‑shapes or triangles represented in dark brown on the white

ground along the hem of the front and the skirt of the cloak worn by the lady on
the white horse.44 These are apparently not artificial designs of her garment, but
represent the texture of its lining that could be silk, wool, or more likely fur. The
blurred outline of the wedge‑shape suggests a glossy furlike quality. Such a series'
of the wedge‑shapes represents a recurrent feature of garments in the fifteenth century

and later paintings such as those of the Herat school and the Turkmen school of
Shiraz, in which both males and females of dignity often wear kaftans (without sashs
or belts) with the same lining ofwedge‑shapes visible only in front. It is not necessary

to enumerate the numerous examples of this feature since they occur in many dated
or datable manuscript paintings of Persia. To cite just one example in fifteenth

century painting, the Khamsa of Ni4ami in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin,
depicts the Sasanian King Hurmuzd on his throne, wearing a kaftan with reversed
wedge‑shapes along the front hem.45 The fact that kaftans with this specific type of
lining are mainly worn by royal and ecclesiastical figures leads to the assumption that

the lady with the crown riding the white horse must be of a royal family or, more
likely, at least of noble lineage.

One of the most notable features of the costumes in "Procession Scene II" is the

garment patterns comprised of rosettes or heart shapes, mostly gilded, represented
on some figures' chests, shoulders and backs. These patterns, seen on the garments
of the two ladies, a dancer and a guard escorting one of the ladies, are also found

abundantly in other Istanbul Album leaves.46 Though these patterns may have
originally been woven into the garments or embroidered on silk, capes or tippets of
shapes similar to these patterns, that is to say, capes consisting of four triangular or

heart‑shaped lobes, are simultaneously depicted in the Istanbul albums.47 These
44. A garment with an almost identical wedge pattern on the lining is also worn by a
standing court lady with a fan (pl. 81), and a young lady meeting a young noble under a tree.
The latter is reproduced in Ernst Grube, (1968), fig. 15 (TKS. H.2153, fol. 24b, color on silk).

45. "Khusrau before his Father Hurmuzd." Pers. MS.137, fol.31. Attributed to
Isfahan, 1463/4 (?). Reproduced in R. Hillenbrand (1977), no. 100.
46. Pls.59, 78, 80, 81. The ̀cloud collar' crowns the top of a palanquin and a cart
(pl. 53).

47. "Two Ladies Standing by a Tree." TKS. H.2153, fol. 60a, color on paper (pl. 79);
"An Execution Scene (?)," TKS. H. 2153, fol. 29b, color on paper See tsA 1, Fig, 200･ In
the latter example a man with a helmet wears a ̀cloud collar.'
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are called ̀cloud collars,' or Yiin ch̀ien in China where they were already known as

early as the Sung period; since this time they have been extensively used and have

survived down to the Ch̀ing period as a robe pattern.48 A Chinese literary source
states that the Ming court sent a ̀cloud collar' with a gold‑brocaded tiger design and
fiowers to a Mongolian chieftain, qayan.49 This fact suggests that the '̀cloud collar?

was in vogue both in China and Mongolia at that time, However, the ̀cloud collar'

may have been first used in Mongolia mUch earlier than in China and continued
to be used there till modern times.50 Ancient and mediaeval examples from Central
Asia are fbund on wall paintings of Turfan and Tun‑huang.5i
In Persian paintings of the fburteenth and fifteenth centuries, ̀cloud collars' are

mostly depicted as garment patterns. But some extant Persian ̀cloud collars' ,of
the sixteenth century bear witness that they were actually used as a part of the costume

as well as being employed as a ̀cloud collar' pattern. The ̀cloud collars' depicted

as garment patterns in Persian paintings and the Istanbul Album leaves are more
ornate and meticulous compared with those in Chinese paintings (pls. 64 and 66). The
arabesque designs that fi11 in the ̀cloud collar' patterns in "Procession Scene II" and

other album leaves, are more Persian in their style. Thus, the ̀cloud collar' in
"Procession Scene II" may be interpreted as a pictoria‑1 vocabulary formed during

the Mongol and Timurid periods rather than as a motif borrowed from Chinese
paintings. And yet, it remains possible to hypothesize that the source of inspiration

for the ̀cloud collar' represented in "Procession Scene II" may also be sought in
Sung, YUan and even early Ming paintings of certain specific themes, such as the
story of Wang Chao‑chUn, the narrative cycle of Wen‑chi or the "Eighteen Songs of
a Nomad Flute," ikETli+Atn in which, particularly in the former story, the ̀cloud
collars' heighten the exotic atmosphere of Inner Asia (pls. 64 and 66).
A motif closely related to the ̀cloud collar' and ̀cloud collar' pattern, is the
garment pattern on the chest of the guard holding the candle in "Procession Scene II."
Thjs square ornament embroidered in gold seems to consist of a dragon in landscape

setting (pl. 7). Such so‑called ̀mandarin squares' were woven or embroidered onto
the front and backs of garments worn originally by Chinese nobles and officials;

the custom perhaps started under the YUan dynasty and was used down to the end
ofthe Ch̀ing. The ̀mandarin square' originally indicated the branch ofthe govern‑
ment that its wearer, whether civilian or military, belonged to and his rank in the

Chinese hierarchy. Often the color of garment indicated his oMce. Use of the
̀mandarin square' seems to have been broadened later, embellishing with various
48, See the works by Schuyler Cammann in the Bibliography.
49. Henry Serruys, "Sino‑Mongol Relations during the Ming, II: The Tribute System
and Diplomatic Missions (1440‑‑1600)," Melanges eninois et,Budtthiques 14 (1967) : 24̀F45.

50. Henny Hansen, MOngol Costumes. National Museets Skrifter (Copenhagen: I

Kommission has Gyldendal, 1950), p. 50ff. '' '' ' ' ''
51. A. von Le Coq (1913), pls. 27, 28, 38, 43. A guardian, fe.male donor and goddess
wear ̀cloud collars.' On the other hand the north wall in Cave 3 of Tun‑huang reveals a

̀cloudcollar' worn by a goddess. See Tun‑huang wen‑wu yen‑chiu‑so, ed., TZin‑hudng
pi‑hua(Peking, 1959), pl. 213. The latter painting is attributed to the Ytian dynasty.
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kinds of decorative motifs the garments of actors of the Imperial Chinese court,
Taoist priests and senior'people.
The ̀mandarin square' embroidered in gold appeared in paintings of the Il‑
khanid period and were frequently used to decorate the garments of male figures
through the fourteenth and the fifteenth century in Persian paintings. The bulk of
the ornaments that fi11 the ̀mandarin square' consists of vegetal and zoomorphic
motifs. The celebrated manuscript paintings of the Gulistan Palace Museum Shaph‑
na‑ meh52 show typical examples of the Persian ̀mandarin square.' The style of the
ornament is very Persian just like that seen in the Persian ̀cloud collar' pattern.

The ̀mandarin square' was without doubt introduced to Persia by the Mongols,
but the original significance of Chinese hierarchy attached to the ̀mandarin square'

was totally discarded. The Istanbul Album painters, imbued with the style of the

Timurid period, may have painted the ̀mandarin square' according to the fashion
prevailing in the Persian milieu. For instance, the garments of the old men on
muleback in the Istanbul Album (pls. 28 and 30) are decorated with deer in the wood,
which is a typical motif of ̀mandarin squares' in fifteenth century Persian paintings.53

The Chinese dragon motiL symbolizing the Son of the Heaven, designates the highest

rank and was employed exclusively fbr royal personages and the highest nobles.54
Hence, the ̀mandarin square' with the dragon motif on the candle bearer's garment
in "Procession Scene II" is to be interpreted as a copy from a Chinese model. Two
reasons support this hypothesis: the candle bearer's precisely represented garment
is doubtlessly Chinese in style, and compares well with the garments of Chinese
oMcials in another painting in the Istanbul Albums (pl. 8); the dragon motiC more‑
over, is neither from the Persian repertoire nor does it derive from the second category,

that is, ̀mandarin squares' of senior people, actors and Taoist monks. In conclusion,
thus, the ̀mandarin square' in "Procession Scene II" is not an adaptation but a direct

copy from a Chinese model of a garment with a ̀mandarin square' with this particular
motif.

The painter of "Procession Scene II" is meticulous not only in his depiction of
garment pattern, but also in his representation of saddle rug pattern. For example,
the border of the red saddle rug on the white horse (pl. 55), is fi11ed with palmette
scrolls, a unit of which is almost identical with the tamgha on the haunch of the white

horse (pl. 60); meanwhile the field of the rug is covered with a geometrical pattern.
But only a close observation clarifies that the principal units or motifs are X‑shaped

that these form a pattern somewhat similar to the so‑called ̀connected swastikas'
or ̀interlocked swastikas.' These X‑shapes are without doubt defbrmed swastikas

because some of the X‑shapes still retain hooks on each arm of the cross. In
searching fbr a possible source of inspiration within Islamic lands fbr the field pattern

52. Basil Gray, fran: Persian Miniatures‑imperial Librar:y (New York: UNESCO,
1956), pl. VI.

53. Sh̀ih‑na"meh of Baysungur, attributed to ca.1429130. See also Basil Gray, ibid.

54. Schuyler Cammann, "Development of the Mandarin Square," Hbrvard Jburnal of
Asiatic Studies 8 (1944) : 107.

'
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on the saddle rug of the white horse, we hardly ever come across the pattern in
question, even in geometric carpets and in representations of various types of carpets

and textiles in the Persian miniature paintings of the fburteenth and fifteenth cen‑

turies.55 The pattern of these so‑called geometric carpets of the fourteenth and
fifteenth century Islamic world are basically composed of diverse polygons, though
we lack knowledge of the patterns in earlier works.

The interlocked swastikas comparable with the pattern of our saddle rug are
found not in the West but eastwards of Persia. Khotan, one of the celebrated cities
fbr carpet productions through ancient and medieval times in Eastern Turkistan,
produced a number of carpets in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some of
which are marked by their interlocked swastikas in both field and border decoration.56

However, the source of inspiration for the saddle rug pattern in "Procession Scene
II" is hypothesized as China rather than Central Asia. Several good reasons support
such a hypothesis.

The swastika (FH) seems to have been even more popular in China where it
was believed to be a variation of the character Shou $, meaning longevity.57 The
origin of the swastika goes back to ancient times, although it is not our immediate
concern to trace its development. At any rate, the swastika does indicate a wish for

long life within the context of Chinese symbolism. The interlocked or connected
swastikas under discussion, thus, are also to be considered endowed with auspicious
connotatlons.

Two examples offer worthwhile comparison with our saddle rug. The first is
the saddle rug on the horse of a Mongol archer depicted in a YUan or possibly early
Ming painting; the field of this saddle rug is covered with ̀connected' or ̀interlocked'

swastikas, though they are painted in green rather than the red of the saddle rug m
the Istanbul "Procession Scene II" (pl. 56).58 The second example is found on the
55. Amy Briggs, "Timurid Carpets, I. Geometric Carpets," Ars Lslamica 7 (1940) : 20‑‑50.

56. Hans Bidder, CZzrpetsfrom Ebstern 71irkestan (New York: Universe Books, 1964),
pls. VII and X.
57. E. Chavannes, 77lre Hve Hbppinesses: S)imbolism in Chinese Popular Art (New York:

Weatherhill, 1973) pp. 68‑69. The interlocked swastikas were so popular in China that
they occur not only in textiles but also in lacquer works. The earlier examples of connected

swastikas in the Islamic world are found on the thirteenth century metalworks of lraq and

Iran, such as the so‑called Blacas ewer in the British Museum and a basin in the Louvre
Museum. The former, a brass ewer engraved and inlaid with silver and copper, was made
in Mosul in 1232, and the latter, a brass basin engraved and inlaid with silver, was made in

Syria in 123840. See D. S. Rice, "The Brasses of Badr al‑Din Lùlù," Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and 4friean Studies, Uhiversity of London 13 (1949‑50): 629‑30 and
Fig. 4: idem, "Inlaid Brasses from the workshop of Al)mad al‑DhakT al‑MawsilT," Ars
Orientalis 3 (1957): pls. 6, 8 and 9.

58. "Mongol Archer on Horseback," color on paper, in Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, Accession no. E33‑‑1964, with the seals of the Emperor Ch̀ien Lung (r. 1735‑95)

and others. Reproduced in Peter Brent, 77ie Mbngol Einpire (London: Weidenfeld &
Nicholson 1976), p. 40.
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costumes of both a dancing Mongolian in a procession and a court lady standing by
a city gate that are depicted in a wood‑block print of the Ming or Ch̀ing dynasty

(pl. 66).59 Both these examples are important and pertinent to our Procession
Scenes because their subjects are related to Central Asia or, more correctly, Mongolia.

The first example, particularly, suggests that connected swastikas were already in

vogue as early as the YUan period; the second example draws our attention because
its theme is related to the Istanbul Procession Scenes.

The final point to be discussed in relation to the first group of human figures is
the horse brand. Each of the two horses in "Procession Scene II" displays a peculiar

mark on its haunches. One consists of halfipalmettes f(ij" , while the other is a

heartlike shape Q. These may be what was and is still called tamgha by the
nomadic people of Central Asia. It originally meant ̀sign ofproperty' and was used
there as a term to designate a clan or tribal ̀mark' and ̀seal.' But at the same time
the tamgha seems to have been used as a brand for livestock, including not only horses

but also camels and other beasts ofburden. It clarified the ownership ofherds, which

often grazed freely without herdsman. This nomadic custom, whose origin goes
back to ancient times, was also practiced among the Turks.60

The term fbr the mark appears both in Chinese6i and the Islamic sources.62
The fbrmer, fbr example, gives actual examples of clan marks that were perhaps of
nomads in the northern part of Inner Asia; and back as early as the eighth century
these were also employed to identify their livestock and to denote the authority and

power･of the clan's head qayan.63

The tamgha has been used in the Islamic world since the Seljuq period. Ac‑
cording to Rashid al‑Din the tamghas of clans were employed to brand the herds
belonging to each clan for the purpose of avoiding inter‑clan disputes about ownership

of the .herds (of the Oghuz Turks).64 Brand marks, however, do not necessarily
indicate the marks ofclans or tribes, fbr they were also employed in the Islamic world

to symbolize and dignify royal ownership. It is said that the army's mounts of the

Ghaznavids were all branded with royal marks, as were the camels and other beasts
of burden.6s
59. "Chao‑chtin on her Way to Mongolia" in the Z. Nakayama collection in Kyoto.

Ming or Chìng Dynasty. 77.3×41.1 cm. Reproduced in Yamato Bunka‑kan, eniZgoku
no min‑shin jidoi no hanga (Nara: Museum Yamato Bunka‑kan, 1972), no. 15.
60. Vasilii Barthold, ,llour Studies on the Histo, v of Central Asia, 3 vols. (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1962), 3: 109‑110.

61. T̀ang htzi yao ifeet [Selections of the Political Principles of the T̀ang Dynasty],
by Wang p̀U EEre (922‑82), vol. 72, Taipei, 1963, pp. 1305‑1308.

62. MahmUd KashgharT's DTva'‑nLirgdt al‑7)7rk and Rashid al‑Din's Jdmìal‑7bwa‑rTkh.
63. Nobuo Yamada, "Tamga (InshO) ZakkO," Oriental S(ucties Presented to Dr. PP2ido
Kiyoshi in Celebration ofhis Seventieth Birthddy (Tokyo, 1960), pp. 1017‑1025.

64. V. Barthold (1962), vol.'3, p. 111.
65. Cliffbrd Bosworth, "Ghaznavid Military Organization," Der lslam 36 (1960‑61): 58.
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Representations of horse brands in actual works of art has been scarce in Persian

paintings throughout centuries. One of a few instances in later Persian painting is
a portrait of a hors.e adorned with an aigrette and equipped with an extremely lavish

bridle, saddle girth and saddle rug. This suggests that the horse is from a royal

stable66 and that the mark symbolizes royal ownership, though whether the mark
corresponds to a specific royal emblem is unknown.
Representations of horse brands in Chinese paintings, on the contrary, are
numerous, though the subjects of most of these paintings are related, in one way or

another, to inhabitants of Inner Asia (Khitan) and Central Asia. For instance,

the horse brands occur in "A Hunting Scene" attributed to Hu Kuei,67 "Six
Horses,"68 and in the cycle of "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute" or "Lady Wen‑
chi's Captivity in Mongolia"69 (pl. 61). The horse brands in the Chinese paintings
are marked either in Chinese characters or monogramic signs and, in fact, a few of
these marks in the Chinese paintings are fbund among the examples given in Chinese
historical sources.70 Moreover, jn t‑he case of the Chinese examples, some pamters,

such as Hu Kuei of Khitan origin, must have been well aware of the nomadic cus‑
tomary usage of the tamgha. In the Central Asian or Inner Asian oriented Chinese
paintings such as the cycle of "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute," on the other hand,

the horse brand may have become a pictorial convention in earlier centuries and
then come to have been traditionally fo11owed by later painters.
In spite of references to the practice of horse branding in historical sources of
the Islamic world, horse brands, as stated above, are seJdom found in pictorial works

of Persia. This fact leads us to hypothesize that the horse brands in "Procession
Scene II" may have been copied from the painting of cultural areas outside Persia.
Very likely the source was Chinese painting. The painter of the "Procession Scene
II," however, must have borrowed only the idea of horse branding but not its actual

form, which would have been alien to him. In order to represent a horse brand in
a definable form, he would have immediately employed a pictorial vocabulary that
was in vogue, or at least popular, and understandable in his and his patron's sphere.

The mark composed of interlacing stems with half palmettes, in fact, finds numerous

66. ' "A Man Grooming a Horse" in the British Museum, nO. 1948‑12‑11‑O14, Qazv‑m
(?), ca. 1580‑90. Reproduced in R. Hillenbrand (1977), no. 168. The tqmgha appears
as a simplified vegetal form.

67. Hu Kuei (Huai) ililimp, Khitan painter active in the later T̀ang period. In the
National'Palace Museurn, Taipei. Reproduced in Chinese Art 7}easures (1961), no. 7.

68. See note. 15 above.
69. "Wen‑chi's Return to China' in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, no. 12.898.
Thirteenth century. Reproduced in Kojiro Tomita, Porijblio of Chinese Paintin'gs in the

Museum, 2d ed. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, published for Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, 1938), pl. 102; the paintings of the cycle of "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad
Flute" are reproduced, for instance, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Eighteen Songs of
a IVbmad Etute (New York, 1974), Songs 2, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. A further discussion on
this cycle will follow in the latter part of this Chapter.

70. See n. 61 above. ' '
r
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aMinities not only in Persian paintings of the fifteenth century, but also in decorative

patterns ofwall painting, porcelains and tents ofthe time.7i As stated in the previous
chapter, the local painter or painters who painted the Istanbul Album paintings tended

to borrow only the idea from Chinese paintings, and to replace the actual motifs
with more familiar visual forms.from his or their own cultural milieu.

Finally, white rings are worn on the right‑hand thumbs of six out of eight men

in "Procession Scene II." These conspicuously shown rings are not ordinary rings
but thumb guards or thumb rings that have been widely used since ancient times fbr
protection of the right‑hand thumb in the Oriental style ofdrawing a bow with that

thumb. In contrast to its appearance our Procession Scene, the thumb guard is
less frequently depicted in the manuscript paintings of Persia. This must be due to
the wider use of leather thumb guards, which are barely visible in the minute book
iilustrations, and also due to the notion that ideal bow shooting is without the use

of thumb guards.72 Nevertheless, a considerable number of thumb guards of agate
or jade from the Safavid, Mughal and even earlier periods survive and, in fact, the
excavation at Fustat, Egypt, in 1965 unearthed a thumb ring dating as early as the
eighth‑ninth centuries.73 Thus, the particular type ofring seen in "Procession Scene
II," perhaps made of agate or jade, is of Middle Eastern or Central Asian origin but

not of Chinese and it must have been in wide use when and where this painting was

executed. Needless to say, those wearing this type of ring on their thumbs in
"Procession Scene II" are archers.

The third ethnic type in the Procession Scenes is comprised of dark‑skinned
figures: a black figure with a lance behind the hill in "Procession Scene I" and a

torchbearer and a young groom with an ax in "Procession Scene II."
71. The round formation composed of stems with halfpalmettes occurs, to cite only
one example, in "Bahram Gtir in a Peasant's House" from FirdausT's S7it7h‑ndmeh of McGill

University Library, Montreal (Painted in Central Asia around the second half of the
fourteenth century) as a design of the wall decoration. Reproduced in Ernst Grube, 77lae
C72zssical Style in Lglamic Ptiinting (Lugano: Edizioni Oriens, 1968), pl. 7. Another example
of this particular form as a pattern on porcelains and tents is found in the illustrations of
RashTd al‑Din's Ja‑mì age7bwa‑rrkh in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS. Supp. pers.

1113. Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. LI and Basil Gray, "An Unknown Fragment
of the Jami al‑Tawarikh' in the Asiatic Society of Bengal." Ars Orientalis 1 (1954), pl. 2.
The paintings are attributed to either Herat or Tabriz and to the first half of the fifteenth
century.

72. W. F. Paterson, "Thumb Guards," 7;P2e Jburnal ofthe Sbciety ofArcher‑Antiquaries
6 (1963): 14‑15. ln spite of his statements of the rare representation of thumb guards in
manuscript paintings of Islam, we do come across a considerable number of examples after
close examination. Yet it is suMcient to cite only one dated manuscript painting as an

example of the thumb guard in "Bahram GUr Slaying a Dragon" from Nnjmi's Khamsa
in John Rylands Library, Manchester, Pers. MS. 36, Sh‑rra‑z (?), 1444/45.

73. W. F. Paterson, "The Fustat Rjng," 772e Jburnal ofthe Society ofArcher‑Antiquaries
10 (1967): 40.
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According to some literary sources,74 the dark‑skinned people reached China
as royal envoys or their attendants as early as in the T̀ang dynasty and later as
slaves who were mainly brought by the Arab traders. But there seems to have been
a confusion in the minds of the Chinese of the time. Although they were generally
called K̀un‑lun nu eei#;pa(, or ̀K̀un‑lun slave,' the name presumably derived from
the geographical term of South Sea or South Asian countries such as Cambodia
or Malaya, they in fact might be Hindus and African Negroes.
In China, the dark‑skinned figures, though not necessarily African Negroid,
appear for the first time in YUan paintings. For instance, the "Tribute Bearers"
by Jen Po‑wen fiIIe2M (active mid‑fburteenth century),75 includes some dark‑skinned
figures, but their long hair, prominent eyes and nose indicate their Hindu origin.
Another example of the dark‑skinned figures with thick lips and white teeth is found

in "Emperor Kubilai Khan with a Party of Men on Horseback Hunting" attributed
to Liu Kuan‑tao.76 Unlike the figures in the previous example, the two dark‑skinned

horsemen in this hunting scene, judging from their physiognomies, must be Negroid

rather than Hindu.
In the Middle East and Central Asia, on the other hand, Negroids were intro‑
duced much earlier than in China because,ofthe proximity to Africa. Dark‑skinned
figures in the pre‑Islamic period are represented, for example, as warriors in a relief

from Toprak Kale (fburth‑fifth centuries)77 and as the envoys in a fresco painting
from Afrasiab (seventh‑eighth centuries);78 in the Islamjc world they appear in the
thirteenth century manuscript paintings of al‑Hariri's Maga‑ma't in which black figures

are depicted as slaves, while brown‑skinned Indians are always rendered as sailors.

The black figures, however, appear more often in the Timurid period. The ethnic
identity may be one of the innovations in the figural compositions by Bihzad (active

1480‑1535136) and his school. The dark‑skinned figures, painted by the Timurid
painters either in gray, black, dark brown or at times even in dark purple, who
besides being Negroids could also be Abyssinians and Indians (Brahmans), are neither

envoys nor tribute bearers but mere servants or royal guards who always play only
subordinate roles in the compositions. Often they engage in'building construction,

74. Chang Hsing‑lang, "The Importation of Negro Slaves to China under the T̀ang
Dynasty," Bulletin of Catholic Uhiversity of Peking 7 (December 1930): 37‑59; Jane G.
Mahler, 7)he rvlesterners among the "Fiigurines of the T̀ang Dynasty of China (Rome:
Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1959), pp. 8zF88.

75. A handscroll in the Brundage collection, M.N. de Young Memorial Museum.
Reproduced in Sherman E. Lee and Wai‑kam Ho, (Zhinese Art uncler the Mbngols: the YZ7an
Dynasty (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 1968), pl. 189.
76. A hanging scroll in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, dated 1280. Reproduced
in Ktz‑kung mi,rg‑hua, 10 vols. (Taichun: National Palace Museum, 1966‑‑69), vol. 5, pl. 15,

77. Ehcyclopedia of rvbrtd Art, s.v. "Khwarizm," by L. Hambis, pl. 386.
78. A dark‑skinned figure as a tribute bearer and as an envoy on camelback or standing.
Reproduced in Gregoire Frumkin, Archaeoiagy in Soviet CentralAsia (Leiden: E. J. Brill,

1970), pl. XLVIII; Lazar Al'baum, Jivopis afrasiaba (Tashkent: Akad. nauk Uzbekskoi
SSR, Institut arkheolqgii, 1975), pls. VIll, XIV, XXIII.
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cookihg in the fields, or serving as guards of royal personages out hunting and at

court.79 A black man in "Procession Scene I" seems to wear a kind of sari drapery
leaving the left shoulder uncovered like a Brahman or a Buddhist monk, though the
long lance he carries contradicts this type of religious identification.

A historical source, such as, 2a'btis‑na‑meh, or a "Mirror for Princes" (written in

I082183) by the Ziyarid (927‑￡a. 1090) prince, Kay KàUs b. Iskandar, states that
bodyguards should be chosen from different races to allow them to check one another,

and adds that Turks and Hindus were selected as the guards of Sultan MahmUd of
Ghazna (r. 998‑1030).so
Another historical text, Siya'sat‑na'‑meh, or "Book of Government" by Ni4am
al‑Mulk (1018‑92), one of the greatest ministers in Persian history, refers to the fact

that the nucleus of the armies in the eastern Islamic world was the Turks who were
famed for their loyalty, and that the Turkish ghula"ms (̀trained slaves') as well as

Hindus and Negroes were often praised as palace guards because of their single‑
minded loyalty.8i
Turning to the pictorial materials, we find dark‑skinned figures at the head of

the processions, as has been pointed out. For instance, they head the procession
in "Sultan Saajar and the Old Woman" from Ni4ami's Kkamsa82 and in "Abduction

of the Maiden of a King by her Lover by Sea" from Amir Khusrau Dihlavi's
Khamsa.83 They are also found in court scenes as attendants, carrying axes on their
shoulders, and at times as grooms walking beside horses,84 holding the reins, as seen

in "Shirin Receiving the Portrait of Khusrau" from Njz5mi's lkhamsa,85 and in
"Khusrau and Shirin Listening to Music" from Amir Khusrau's Khamsa.86
79. A similar type of dark‑skinned figure is found in other album leaves of Istanbul:

"Nornad Camp," H.2153, fol. Ib: "A Horse and a Groom," H.2160, fo1. 50b. Repro‑
duced in M. Ipsiroglu (1976), pls. 2 and 58; for the earlier representations of the dark‑
skinned figure, see Oleg Grabar, "The Illustrated Maqamat of the Thirteenth Century,"
the islamic City, ed. Albert Hourani (Oxford: Cassirer, 1970), pp. 207‑22.
80. Kai‑kàUs ibn Iskandar, 77ie ea"btis Na‑ma: A Mirror for Princes, trans. R. Levy
(New York: E. D. Dutton, 1951), p. 230.
81. Njzam al‑Muluk, Siya‑sat‑na‑ma or Siya'r akmultik: 7;Ete Book ofGovernmentor Rules

for Kings, trans. H. Darke (London: Routledge & Paul, 1960), pp. 103‑106.
82. British Library, Add. 25900, fol. 18, Herat, late fifteenth century. Reproduced in
I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. LXXVIII.
83. An episode in the poem "The Eight Paradises." Freer Gallery of Art, Accession

no. 37.27. HerEt, 1498. Reproduced in SR4, pl. 891A. This painting may be com‑
pared with our Procession Scenes in terms of the ̀abduction' theme.

84. A dark‑skinned groom holds the reins of a mule in "The Portrait of a Princess
Shown to Bahram GUr" from Sabàyi Sayya'rah of ̀Ali Shir Navài. Painted in Herat,
1485. Bodleian Library, Oxford, Elliot 317, fo1. 14. Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954),

pl. LXXIV.
85. British Library, Or. 6810, fol.39v. Painted in Herat, 1494195. Reproduced in

I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. LXX. '
86. Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, no. 163. Painted in Herat (?), late fifteenth century･

Reproduced in Marg 30 (March 1977) : 59.
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Most of the dark‑skinned figures shown in Persian paintings wear either a turban
or a cap, and clothes not unlike those of other Persian figures in the same composi‑

tions. Although there are not distinctive features in their costumes and coiffures,
some dark‑skinned figures, as well as others in the Istanbul Procession Scenes, wear
earrings.87

In summary, the dark‑skinned figures are almost always male and their roles in

the settings of these paintings from the Seljuq period onwards, are threefold: as
royal guards and also as grooms they tend to proceed at the head of processions,
carrying battle‑axes on their shoulders and to be present at audience scenes and
garden scenes; as pages with candles in their hands, they tend to guide royal per‑
so paggs, whether indoors or outdoors, on ceremonial occasions or at ordinary daily
actlvltles.

The dark‑skinned man very likely held the oMce of ax‑bearer, or at least the
association of the black page with the ax may be interpreted as a visual idiom of
fifteenth century Persian iconography because ax‑bearers in some earlier and later

works, such as "Sultan Sanjar and Old Woman" in the British Library are not
necessarily dark‑skinned.88

Another interesting combination is the dark‑skinned page and the candle. This

may be seen in the fo11owing scenes: "Tahminah Coming to Rustam's Chamber"
from Firdausi's Sha'h‑na‑meh89 in which a dark‑skinned youth is guiding Tahminah:

"Iskandar Visiting a Hermit" from an Anthology90 in which a dark‑skinned youth
uses a burning candle to guide a noble personage to a hermit. These scenes appear
from the first half of the fifteenth century onwards.
Although the Istanbul Procession Scenes can not be associated with any of the
traditional themes of Persian paintings, two dark‑skinned pages in "Procession Scene
II," one holding the reins of the sorrel and another lighting the way with the torch

heholds,apparentlyfbllowfifteenthcenturyPersianiconographicconvention. Thus,
the Istanbul Procession with the ladies that the dark‑skinned men guard and escort

appear to depict royal or noble personages and their entourages. Curiously the

87. "Woodcutters and a Drowning Man" attributed to Bihzad, from Farid al‑DTn
̀Attar's Mantiq age717yr, copied in 1483 in Herat. The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, Acc.
no. 63.210.44, fol. 44r. Reproduced in BMMA 25 (May 1967), fig. 17.
88. British Library, Or. 13297, fol. 16a. Painted in Baghdad, 1386‑88. Reproduced
in Mbrg 30 (December 1976): 54; British Library, Or. 2265. Painted in Tabriz in 1539‑43.
Reproduced in SPA, pl. 899. There is also a representation of two ax‑bearers in "Malik‑

shah ibn Arslan Receiving a Woman's Petition" from KhvajU Kirmani's Diva'n in the
British Library, Add. 18113, fo1. 85 (Raudat al‑anwa‑r). Painted in Baghdad in 1396. 0ne
of them is slightly dark, but not quite black.

89. Royal Asiatic Society, MS. Pers. 239. Painted in Herat, ca.1414. Reproduced
in SPA, pl. 875; also in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Ous. Add. 176, fo1. 62. Probably
painted in Shiraz, ca.1425. Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. XXIII.
90. British Library, Add. 27261, fol. 230r. Painted in Shiraz (?) in 1410111. Re‑
produced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. XX.
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leading page also carries a birdcage containing a burning candle instead of a bird.9i

Records note that rare birds were frequently included in the tribute and gifts to
Chinese emperors from foreign countries and depictions of such birds are fbund in

procession scenes in Chinese paintings.92 It has not been determined, however,
whether the birdcage was actually used as a candle holder. Pe' rhaps the painter of

"Procession Scene II" copied a model in which a tribute bearer or other figures
carried a cage with a bird, simply replacing the bird with a candle to yield the more

common association of a dark‑skinned page with candle. This type of adaptation
may be observed in a number of the Istanbul Album leaves.93 Another possibility
is that the motif of the cage containing a candle may have been borrowed from a
contemporary composition, though this type of birdcage with a number of legs in
the shape of musical notes is unknown in Persian painting.
The two dark‑skinned youths in "Procession Scene II," at any rate, play alto‑
gether three roles which are found mainly in the paintings of the fifteenth century

Herat and Shiraz schools: guard with an ax, groom with a rein and at times with
an ax, and servant with a candle. The dark‑skinned figure in "Procession Scene I,"
K hand, acts as a ̀repoussoir' to draw our eyes to the major motif in the
on the other
settmg.

The highly developed technique and sharp observation of the painters of these
procession scenes, particularly "Procession Scene II," accounts for the very accurate

representations of the ethnic differences in physiognomy, particularly of the Turks

and the dark‑skinned figures, which imparts a sense of individuality to each. .
We now proceed to iconographic problems with respect to postures and gestures
expressed in the Procession Scenes.
Most of the figures depicted in the Processions are shown in three‑quarter view;
only four figures are depicted in profile, and none are represented in full frontal or ･
fu11 rear view. This ratio is generally consistent with that of fourteenth and fifteenth

century Persian painting. The profiles are not as awkward as those generally fbund

in the Timurid paintings. The dark‑skinned man in the background of "Procession
Scene I" and the rear guard of "Procession Scene II," both with well‑proportioned
facial elements, are superb in comparison with the two other figures in profile. More
significant of these postures is the three‑quarter rear view, uncommon in Timurid

91. Another example of a cage with a candle is fbund in "Mahan, Hidden on a Tree‑
top, Observinga Meeting of Peris" from Ni4ami's IUlramsa in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum,
H.753, fol. 197. Painted in Shiraz (?), second half of the fifteenth century. Reproduced
in Filiz Cagman and Zeren A. Tanmdi, Lylam Minyatdirleri (Istanbul: Gtizel Sanatlar,
1979), no. 15. This cage is covered with a red cloth at its top, while the cage in "Procession

Scene II" has a white translucent cover.

92. "Tribute OMce Scroll" waR="mag, attributed to Yen Li‑pen uesZJ2ts (d. 673) in
the National Palace Museum, Taipei. See Li Lin‑ts̀an, Chung‑kuo ming‑hua yen‑chiu
(Taipei: I wu yin shu kuan, 1973), pl. 1. A birdcage is carried by two men.
93. See p. 33 above. Ajewelled pendant is replaced by a pouch.
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painting,94 which occurs in both Processions. One example is the head guard in
"Procession Scene I" who twists his upper body completely leftwards to look back
to the black tentlike structure in the upper left of the composition; another is one

of the two dancing girls in "Procession Scene II." This particular posture, not
necessarily new but adopted only to a limited extent, aims to draw the viewer's
attention to the significant motifs, while also serving to impart a sense of depth and

of movement to the composition.
Most of the figures in the Processions are either walking or standing still, except

for the dancers, whose open stances and uplifted and extended arms, twisted bodies,
swaying tassels and violently flowing long shoulder scarves animate the scene, sug‑

gesting that the climax of the drama is about to occur. The representation of the
legs of some figures is clumsy, For example, the groom's legs overlap the legs of
the horses. The legs of the marching horses are treated in such a confusing way as
to give the impression of floating in air. This is explained partly by the lack of cast

shadows on the ground and partly by the diverse undefinable planes.

The rigid postures of some figures in Persian paintings, and in the Istanbul
Processions as well, gives the impression that the movement of the figures, in spite

of their walking or moving postures, suddenly stopped. The main explanation fbr
this derives from their Manner of walking without raising the heels. The soles of
the figures' fbotwear remain entirely on the ground, and hence their footwear is almost

always depicted horizontally. This manner of representation reduces the animation
of the figural composition.
In the Procession Scenes under discussion, nearly half of the figures look either

back or against the direction of the main flow of movement. The complementary
figures in the compositions tend to look back either to the key figure or at major
events taking place in order to draw the beholder's attention to these parts of the

compositions and to establish a link among the figures and figure groups. This is
a general cliche of Persian paintings. Persian artists often attempted to draw the
viewer's attention and to produce an effect of animated movement in the composition
using this device. Unquestionably the Istanbul painter here relied on this traditional

convention of Persian painting.

In "Procession Scene I," the figures mainly look at three different spots: the
head of the Procession where the lady on a black mule, the heroine of the scene, is
heading rightwards, the direction of the Procession being emphasized by her slight

inclination forwards; the black tentlike structure where two Turkic men stand,
looking into its enclosure; the rear of the Procession where the cart loaded with
valuables is drawn by a mule and where something is coming into the picture space
from outside the frame.

94. "Timur Granting Audience" from Sharaf al‑Din ̀Ali Yazdi's Zojinr‑na'meh, or
̀Book of Victory' in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, fo1. 82v‑‑83r. Painted in Herat
in 1467/8. Reproduced in E. Grube (1968b), pl. 31.2.
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The ̀looking‑back posture' is often observed in lopg tribute processions that
are depicted in Chinese hand scrolls. This is quite natural, since it is requisite to
keep the viewer's physical and psychological tension while unrolling the handscroll,

thereby avoiding boredom, while also indicating the interrelationship among the
figures depicted in a cycle.95

Comparable with the posture of turning one's head backwards is the gesture of
stretching one's arm towards the key figure and object, such as demonstrated by two

people holding vessels in their hands in "Procession Scene I." This gesture seems
to highlight ･the black structure, the two men with fur hats standing beside it, and

the black horsetail or yaktail banner. The black garment worn by one of these
men, the black tent and the black banner at the upper left corner are counterbalanced

by the black mule of the heroine placed diagonally at the lower right corner of the

composition. This symbolic coloring scheme and its diagonal disposition suggest
that these motifs are crucjal fbr identifyjng the subject. The black tentlike structure
is, thus, interpreted as the point ofher departure or her destination. Both Procession

Scenes are characterized by a dominant lateral movement; the movement in "Proces‑
sion Scene I" is rightward, whereas that in "Procession Scene II" is leftward. In

the fbrmer composition most figures are marching rightward with the mule‑drawn
cart. And the heroine's slight inclination also suggests the procession is about to
leave the setting, indicating that she may have just left the black tentlike structure.

Before proceeding to the discussion about postures and gestures of the figures in
"Procession Scene II," we should first review the figure groupings in "Procession I."

As js the case with many Persjan paintings, the figures in "Procession Scene I"

are grouped in twos or threes, though not as clearly defined. The groupings are,
however, rather conspicuously arranged according to their planes' foreground, middle

ground and background. In the background behind the hills stand three groups of
two figures each. The two men in the right of the background are likely borrowed
from an entirely different composition. Judging from their outlandish appearance
they seem to be Han‑shan and Shih‑te or two Lohans in dialogue, borrowed from a
Chinese painting. The figures used to occupy space are simply fi11ing‑in motifs, with

nothing to do with the Procession Scene, The two men in the middle of the back‑
ground, looking towards the black structure, are nothing but a ̀repoussoir' that leads

our eyes to the black structure; they have nothing to do with the main figure nor the

event which takes place in the foreground setting. In contrast to these two groups
of figures, the two men in the left of the background, one of them strangely covering
his face with his robe, probably have a relationship with the heroine isolated in the

foreground. Three figures in the middle ground cast their glance at three spots;
two of these spots namely the heroine and the black structure have already been
pointed out; the third is the mule‑drawn cart to which the groom in the foreground
95. "Tartar on Horseback" in the Freer Gallery of Art, no. 68.46, ink on silk, Ming
period (fifteenth century). Reproduced in T. Lawton (1973), no. 46. Six mounted horse‑
men are divided into two groups, and one from each group turns back to look at the one
fo11owing him (in three‑quarter view).
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also throws a glance. The objects loaded in the cart, the goldjars, ewer, and white
porcelain with designs in blue, which are considered to be the so‑called Chinese
blue‑and‑whites, seem to have a symbolic implication beyond their roles as vessels.
All other figures except for the rear guard appear to have no connection with the

Procession. They are simply space‑filling motifs‑passersby.
The grouping of the figures in "Procession Scene II" is still more articulated than

that in "Procession Scene I." The party of twelve figures is schematically arranged
into four groups of three figures each; the old man behind the hill and two dancers;

a head guard, dark‑skinned page and torchbearer; two ladies on horseback and an
escort; a torchbearer, candle bearer and rear guard. "Procession Scene II," as
well as "Procession Scene I," fo11ows the traditional manner of figure grouping in
fourteenth‑fifteenth century Persian paintings in which balanced groupings of two
or three figures is quite common.
The interrelation among the groups is maintained by the posture of at least one

figure in each group turning his head backwards. This creates not merely a formal
relationship among the figures and figure groups, but also a psychological tension
among the figures as well. In the first group the old man who appears to stand still

behind the hill glances at the crowned lady. A cliche of Persian paintings is to
place one, two, or at times several figures in the window, door, or on the roof ofa
building, or sometimes behind the hills in a composition as an eyewitness casting a
glance at or pointing a finger at the major figure and the important event taking place.

The old man in "Procession Scene II" seems to play a role somewhat similar to this

kind of eyewitness. But he also serves as an introduction to the picture space by
leading our eyes to the central part of the composition. In spite of his placement

in the background, his dark grey ax with applied golden rosette ornaments and a
bow suggest his membership in the procession, perhaps as the real head guard. The
disposition of one tall man of distinguished Central Asian features in each group not

only produces a sense of rhythm to the movement of the Procession, but also marks
the predominance of Central Asians or Turks over the other ethnic groups. A man
in each group, except for the group with the dancing girls, carries a torch, lamp, or
candle as if to highlight from the side the heroine on center stage.
Returning to our discussion about specific gestures of the figures in "Procession

Scene II," we notice that they are fbcused upon the center of the composition, and
that they are not as complicated as those in "Procession Scene I." The long align‑
ment of figures is psychologically well linked by the attitudes of individual figures
looking back and fbrth. The gesture of the lady on the sorrel horse and that of the
escort to the crowned lady produces a psychological tension among these three figures.
Her backward glance and her outstretched left arm with its fiat hand opened toward
the heroine on the white horse as if appeasing her, suggests her status as an attendant

to the crowned lady. The forcefu1 gesture of the escort with his large open palm,
staring eyes and exposed teeth indicate his involvement in conversation with the

crowned lady. A similar gesture of conversation, suggested also by the exposed
teeth, is to be fbund between the two Lohan‑type figures in the background of
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"Processions Scene I." Here, the crowned lady's destination, though located some‑
where beyond the picture space, is suggested by the slightly inclined hand lifted toward

the left by the escort. The convention of directing movement in a composition by
this kind of gesture is found often in Persian paintings.

To sum up our discussion about the figure groupings and some of the postures
and gestures found in both Procession Scenes, we may conclude that the painters of

our two Processions apparently fbllowed conventions already established during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Persia.

Gesture is not only an agent in Persian paintings indicating direction of
movement, nature of action and of setting, but is also a vehicle of emotional ex‑
pression such as astonishment, grief, shyness, respect and veneration. The lack of
facial expression in Persian paintings makes gesture, that is, body signs or ̀body

language' of emotion, more meaningful. Gestures of various types are mainly
manjfested by the complementary figures.
The conventional gesture fbr astonishment is generally expressed by ̀biting
a finger,' namely putting one's finger to his mouth, and that fbr veneration is indicated

by stretching the arms out or by folding them on the breast,96 Gestures somewhat
similar to these are found in two figures in the middle ground and a youth in the
background of "Procession Scene I." Actually their hands covered up with fu11
sleeves are not crossed but perhaps clasped, as particularly in the case of a standing

lady in the middle ground of "Procession Scene I." Her gesture is very close to that
ofthe lady on the left in the Freer "Three Strolling Court Ladies" (pl. 23) ofthe YUan

period. The gesture of veneration is mostly seen in the audience scenes in Persian

paintings, whereas the Istanbul Processions are shown in outdoor settings where
there is no particular personage of dignity to approach. Clasping the arms inside
the sleeves may be derived from the Chinese custom, which untjl recent years was
practised to demonstrate salutation or gratitude, and so the immediate source fbr
the gesture in Istanbul may be a Chinese representation, although an almost identical
gesture is fbund in ̀Ali Shir Navài (1441‑1501)'s Hayrat al‑Abrapr (dated 1485)97 in
which one of two black attendants clasps his hands inside his sleeves.98

The most relevant gestures for emotional expression to our Procession Scenes
are the displays of shyness or modesty, and grief. The gesture of shyness and
perplexity in Persian paintings is exemplified exclusively by female figures as seen,
for instance, in the "Annunciation Scene" of Rashid al‑Din's Ja‑mì al‑717wa'rikh of

96. Gimel Inal, "The Fourteenth‑century Miniatures of the Jamì al‑Tavarikh in the
Topkapi Museum in Istanbul, Hazine Library No. 1653" (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Michigan, 1965), p. 153.

97. "Mubammad and his Companions," in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Elliot 287,
fol. 7. Painted in Herat in 1485. Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. LXXII.
98. Such a custom of clasping the hands in one's sleeves existed even before Islam.
For example, the enthronement scenes in the Sasanian silver plates in the State Hermitage
Museum, Leningrad. Reproduced in SPA, pl. 230B (entertainment scene) and pl. 239A.
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the fourteenth century99 and in "Tahminah Visiting Rustam's Chamber" of Sha‑h‑
na'" meh dating to the fifteenth century.iOO In the fbrmer example, Mary casts down
her eyes, while raising her hand to her cheek; in the latter examples, Tahminah,
slightly inclining fbrward and casting her eyes down, covers her mouth or chin with
her lifted hand covered by a sleeve. At times the lower part of her face is concealed

by the collar or neckband of her robe (Tahminah in the Fogg Museum S7iah‑na'meh).
Tahminah in the Bodleian Library Sha‑h‑na‑meh displays a gesture very similar to the
Istanbul crowned lady, though this Tahminah touches only her chin with her covered
right hand.

Although there is generally a dearth of expressions of sorrow, humiliation,
melancholy and grief, an exception is fbund in the lady on muleback in "Procession
Scene I," who is apparently overcome by sorrow and has to be helped by her escort.
Her emotional restraint is manifested by her raised eyebrows and her firmly closed
lips. Her posture of leaning on her escort reveals how wretched and grief stricken
she is. Her journey may be understood as evidently of a tragic nature. The counter‑
part of her grief is the gesture of the man at the upper left covering his face with his

garment. But except for this lady's facial expression, the rest of the figures in both

Procession Scenes are devoid of any facial emotion.
The expression of sorrow is expressed overtly in Persian paintings. In mourning
scenes, such as those of the deaths of celebrated kings or heroes from Persian epics,

men and women shield their faces with handkerchiefs, lift their hands high, put
their hands on their heads, and cross their hands on their chests.iOi

In comparison with the gestures in some Persian paintings, the gestures and
emotions expressed by the two ladies on horseback and muleback in our Procession

Scenes appear to indicate mixed emotions of sorrow and shyness. An equivalent
subject with respect to these emotional expressions, however, cannot be found in
other Persian manuscript paintings. Where, then, should the immediate source of
inspiration be sought?

Emotional expression, whether by facial expression or by gesture, is, however,

minimal in Chinese paintings. The intrusion of personal feeling was considered

indecorous by the Chinese. This may be explained partly by Confucian moral
strictures that rule out any show of emotion. Calm and poised figures in Chinese
99. Edinburgh University Library, MS. 20, fo1. 24 and also in the Topkapi Sarayi
Museum, H. 1654. Reproduced in Thomas Arnold, Paintiirg in islam (Oxford; Clarendon,
1928), pl. XXIVb.
100. The Royal Asiatic Society. Painted in Herat, ca. 1440. Reproduced in SLPA,
pl. 875; the Bodleian Library, Ous. Add. 176, fo1. 62. Painted in Shira‑z (?), ca.1425.
Reproduced in I. Stchoukine (1954), pl. XXIII (above); for Tahminah of the Fogg Art
Museum Shdh‑na‑meh, see p. 80 above,
101. "The Bier of Iskandar the Great" from S7iah‑na‑meh of the Freer Gallery of Art,
no. 38.3. Painted in Tabriz, fourteenth century. Reproduced in Basil Gray, Persian
Paintiirg (Geneva: Skira, 1961), p. 32; see also "Mourning ofthe Death ofLaila's Husband"
from Ni4ami's IV2amsa in the British Library, Or. 6810, fo1. 135v. Painted in Herat, 1494.

Reproduced in B. Gray (1961), p. 122.
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paintings are due not to the painter's indifference towards emotional expression, but

due to traditidnal deportment. Nevertheless a few exquisitely depicted emotional
expressions may be fbund. "The Parting of Su Wu exiEfil and Li Ling E4}wa " in the

National Palace Museum, Taipeii02 and "The Farewell Scene of Lady Wen‑chi"
(pl. 52) in the Museum of Fine Arts, Bostoni03 represent very limited examples of the

expression of grief. In the fbrmer painting, the dramatic but sad moment of General
Li Ling's parting with his intimate friend Su Wu is highlighted by the two claspmg

the other's hands and by the restrained facial expressions with closed eyes and
slightly opened lips. A groom, a short distance away, turns his head fbrward while
leaning on a furled banner. The Chinese painter does not attempt to dramatize the
scene by any particular gesture. In the latter painting of Lady Wen‑chi, contrary to
this understatement, Wen‑chi, the heroine, her Hsiung‑nu husband and the entourage
are all overwhelmed with grief and wipe their tears away with hands concealed in

their sleeves. They cover their mouths to control their sobbing. A distressed
attendant cries openly into her sleeve. This scene may relate somewhat to our two
Procession Scenes. It may also be possible, however, to consider this particular
gesture of covering a part of one's face as a demonstration of instinctive behavior to

protect one's mouth for breathing from strong blowing winds and swirling dust, or
to warm one's face in bitter coldness. See, fbr instance, "Paladins in a Snowstorm"

of the Royal Asiatic Soceity Sha‑h‑na‑mehi04 and "Chao‑chUn on her Way to
Mongolia" tp1. 64) in the Osaka Municipal Museum of Art.i05 Nevertheless, one
may assume that the expression of sorrow and grief represented in "Procession
Scene I" and "Procession Scene II" may have been copied from Chinese models,
such as the cycle of Lady Wen‑chi, or "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute," and the

story of Lady Wang Chao‑chUn.
In addition to the Central Asian group's clear dominance over the Perso‑Chinese
group in these Processions, the heroines' expressions of desperate grief mixed with
shyness and resentment indicate the subjective relationship of the Central Asians to

the Perso‑Chinese group, the subordinates, and this leads to a further assumption
that the themes of the' Istanbul Procession scenes may be related to ̀abduction' or

̀captivity' involving two or more ethnic groups rather than to a joyfu1 wedding
procession accompanied by dancers and a cartload of dowry.
Before the crucial discussion on the identification of the themes of the Procession

Scenes is set forth, a few more comments should be added concerning other stylistic
features.

102. Attributed to Chou Wen‑chti reJsZllil (Five Dynasties). Handscroll, ink and
colors on silk. Reproduced in National Palace Museum (1966‑1969), vol. 2, pl. 14.

103. An album leaf (one of four fragments), color on silk, twelfth century. Ross
collection, no, 28.64. Reproduced in K. Tomita (1938), pl. 63.
104. Painted in Herat, mid‑fifteenth century. Reproduced in BrvG, no. 67a, pl. LVIII.

105. Handscroll, ink on paper. Attributed to Kun Sujan El$51& (early twelfth
century). This could be also interpreted as the gesture of her sorrow and humiliation in
leaving her country for a land unknown to her.
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In "Procession Scene I," as already mentioned, the composition is roughly
divided into three planes with figures aligned in each plane : t the heroine's group in the

fbreground, her attendants and passersby in the middle ground, and Central Asians

and remaining minor figures in the background. The overlapping planes indicate
spatial recession. But each plane changes immediately to the next without any
transitional space and without any mutually consistent connection. The lack of
spatial relationship greatly reduces three‑dimensionality. Depth is indicated by these

human figures, who are arranged one behind another and particularly by those behind
the hills that hide the lower part of their bodies. This device is frequently used in the
series of Istanbul Album leaves, though it is not necessarily effective for creating depth,

as, fbr example, the large figure behind the hill in "Procession Scene II" denies this

recession. The device ofplacing layers on top ofeach other in "Procession Scene I"
is comparable to that of the Wen‑chi scroll (hanging scroll) in Taipei, which is itself

based on a handscroll composition. In addition, the effect of depth is produced by
color scheme. The hilltops at the farthest distance and a rock in the fbreground are
painted in bluish green, whereas the ground and the rest of the hills are painted in

light brown. This aspect of the coloring of "Procession Scene I" may be related to
the ̀blue‑green‑landscape' in Chinese painting.

The horizontal composition, as a whole, is quite static and monotonous. In
order to break this monotony the painter attempts to arrange the leafless stumps on

the different planes of the foreground and middle ground, while avoiding for the
most part alignment of the figures in the middle ground on exactly the same planes
as the stumps. Two figures in the center of the middle ground are larger in scale,
and appear closer to the spectator, whereas the remaining figures are smaller and
farther leftwards. This slightly diagonal arrangement of figures is counterbalanced
in the lance held diagonally by a soldier who is walking toward the right. The scene
takes place in an area ofbarren wasteland, with the piling up ofhilly places suggesting

a great expanse of endless desolate country.

The composition of "Procession Scene II" is much simpler than that of "Pro‑
cession Scene I." The horizontal emphasis is fbund in the arrangement of human
figures and horses on almost the same plane, and in the high horizon created by the

hilltops. This simple composition also has a static and monotonous effect on the
viewer, although the painter attempts to accent the scene with undulating contuor
lines for the hills and by varying the heights of the figures and the three burning torches

on tall shafts, which are set behind the three central figures. Other elements indi‑
cating depth are the overlapping figures of men and horses and the receding 'contour

lines of the hills. The high horizon common to both Procession Scenes, it should
be noted, was widely used particularly during the Timurid period.

The viewpoint of our two Procession Scenes is as diverse as in other Persian
paintings that simultaneously employ two or more viewpoints in a single com‑
position: looking‑up, horizontal, and looking‑down. The Procession Scenes are
viewed from the horizontal and higher or from the horizontal and lower points, and
the whole is looked at from a point near the viewer. This may be called a "per‑
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pendicular roving" perspective by which the multiple physical aspects of a scene are

simultaneously shown to the viewer.i06

' With tegard to space, we find that the Procession Scenes have hardly any sense
of space in Chinese terms of reference. All space is clearly defined by lines and

colors, unlike Chinese paintings in which space is often ambiguously defined and
suggested in its endless expanse, and where, particularly in the landscape paintings

of the Sung period, and often in YUan and Ming times, free open space tends to draw
the spectator inte an eternal, spaceless and timeless world. In Persian paintings, as
well as the Istanbul Procession Scenes, any ope'n space is often fi11ed with fiowers,

shrubs, and tufts of grass in various tones of color. Although this decorative
tendency of the artists in the Islamic world is called horror vacui, it is of fundamental

importance to their aesthetic in which the world is beautified by adding numerous
fi11ing motifs and multiple colors. In the interrelationship between figures and
space, our Procession Scenes vary markedly from Chinese paintings, such as the
Ytian‑Ming･version of Wen‑chi's return to China (pl. 51), with its well conceived
physical and conceptual balance and its very distinctive compactness in both figural

and landscape compositions.

The horizontal composition used for both of our Procession Scenes brings up
a crucial problem, for among the stylistic features of the paintings, the horizontal

division of space is unique. The horizontal composition was occasionally employed
in Persian paintings as early as the thirteenth century when the Mongols conveyed
Chinese artistic conventions and techniques to the Middle East. For instance, the
Ja'‑mìal‑ 7tiwa‑rikh of Rashid al‑DiniO' and the Manof al‑Htzyawa‑n of Ibn BakhtishuiO8

exhibit this Chinese impact in motif, style and, above all, composition. ' It is true,
of course, that the character of the theme, that is, the procession, requires a horizontal

space, but the long narrow rectangular format of the Chinese handscroll influenced,
without doubt, the horizontal composition of the paintings. This completely differs

from the traditional Persian conception of compositional principles. In terms of
lateral movement and progress from one scene to another, this compositional fbrMat
is quite relevant to a narrative subject like ours. The composition in a handscroll
tends to have a definite beginning, a climax and a definite ending; it was generally

read from right to left, though at times from left to right. Thus, our eyes move
laterally from one figure to another, although the direction of the movement is not
necessarily consistent. For instance, in "Procession Scene I" the procession proceeds
rightward and in "Procession Scene II" leftward, while in the Wen‑chi scrolls in the

National Palace Museum, Taipei, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
the processions go to the left in Songs 2, 14 and to the right in Song 15.
106, A typical example of the triple view is found in a page from the Shde‑na'‑meh in the
Topkapi Sarayi Library. "The Simurgh Carrying Zal to his Nest in the Elburz Mountains."
H.2153, fol. 23a. Reproduced in B. Gray (1961), p. 41.
107, "The Sacred Tree of Budcha," the Royal Asiatic Society, Arabic MS. 26, fol. 36v.
Painted in Tabriz, 1314. Reproduced in B. Gray (1961), p. 24.

108. ̀fA Mare Followed by a Stallion," in the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York,
M. 500, fo1. 28r. Maragha, 1298. Reproduced in B. Gray (1961), p. 21.
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In a scene from the Bestiary of Ibn Bakhtishu,i09 the stallion fo11owing a mare i's

represented only by its head at the right side of the picture. This new conventiQn,
suggesting the continued movement and existence of other related things beyond the
visible limits, reappears in our Procession Scenes in the Istanbul Album. The rear
of the cart in "Procession Scene I" is cut off in the original composition and the young

soldier standing beside it is gazing at something that may fo11ow the main part of the

procession. This suggests the continuation of the scene and extension of space be‑
yond. It is unquestionably a Chinese compositional device to lead the viewer on to

the segment to come in unrolling a handscroll. This interesting fact may suggest
that direct contact of the Islamic world with China occurred first in the Mongol

period and again at the time when the Istanbul Album paintings were executed,
probably during the fifteenth century. If we compare the Chinese impact reaching
West Asia to a wave, these two periods would correspond to the crests of two high

waves.

Although instances of horizontal composition are not unknown during the
Timurid period,iiO it is far from being a popular composition in Timurid paintings in

which diagonal, radiating, circular and symmetrical compositions, in other words,
concentric or centrifugal compositions, are most typical. These are at times open
and at times closed. In the open compositions some motifs, such as lance, banner,
tree and rock project into the margins and, the movement is not arrested within the
picture frame. It is hard to say whether or not this occurs in our paintings because
they apparently have been cut out somewhat, remounted on other pages of paintings

and calligraphy, and rebound. The original frames of the paintings are no longer
traceable. Even if some parts of the trees, lances and cart did not originally project
into the margins, it is very possible that the cut‑off portions were intentionally not

shown in order to allow the spectator a freer imagination about the parts beyond the
frames of the paintings, just exactly like the afbre‑mentioned body of the stallion that

fbllows a mare in the Manof al‑Hayawa‑n. Whether speaking of projecting human
figures or objects, Chinese painters rarely, if ever, cut them off in a vertical section

in a complete composition, though they do represent.tree trunks without showing
their roots and tops. Therefbre, the Persian painters who got this idea of cutting off

elements of the composition might have seen and copied Chinese handscroll paintings
that had already been cut and remounted by later collectors or dealers. :.
At any rate, if the viewer, upon looking at paintings in which some motifs are
depicted only in parts, is required to imagine the succession ofmovement coming into

and going out of the composition and the expansion of space beyond the composition,
the composition may be called, to a limited degree, an open composition.

109. See n. 108 above.
110. There are some small size paintings of horizontal compositions painted by Shira'‑z
and Herat schools. In most of these examples the texts occupy more than half of the page
space. See, for example, Hafiz‑i AbrU's Ahaimà al‑7bwà‑rikh [̀Collections of Histories']
in.William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Arts, Kansas City, no. 474!3. Painted in Herat,
ca. 1425. Reproduced in R. Hillenbrand (1977), no. 68.
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Later, in the Safavid period, the horizontal composition was also used occasion‑
ally, as, for instance, in "Bahram Gur Hunting" from Ktzlliya't [the collective works]

of Mir ̀Ali Shir Navài.iii Since the formats of later Persian paintings are not of

handscroll type but vertical book fbrmats, the horizontal composition in Persian
pamtings may be due to the character of the subjects' and the priority given to text

space rather than to picture space. ,
The handscroll, one of the major art forms of Chinese and Japanese painting, is
unknown is the history ofIslamic art. This format is suitable for a narrative subject

requiring a long horizontal composition to convey the change of time and space, and
would be also suitable for Arabic, Persian and old Turkish texts written from right to
left. Nevertheless, the specific fbrm of the Far Eastern handscroll did not compete

.wjth the traditiOnal perpendicular book fbrmat of Islam. However, some extant
paintings in the Istanbul Albums, such as the Procession Scenes, particularly Scene

II, "Demons Carrying a Young Couple," and "Wolfhounds and their Tamers,"ii2
indicate that their painters actually saw Chinese handscrolls and attempted to copy
the extraordinarily long compositions. But such studies of compositions influenced

by Chinese handscrolls seem to have ended up as mere experimentation, because no
extraordinarily long compositions fo11owed these paintings to suggest their continu‑
ation.

In short, the stylistic features we have been discussing, such as high horizon,
space filled up with flowers and grass, figures arranged one above the other, and,
particularly, series of complementary figures behind hills, indicate the painting style
of the Timurid period.
One last stylistic feature that may be positively attributed to the Timurid period

js the color scheme, particularly that of "Procession Scene II." The dull and earthy
colors employed in "Procession Scene I," however, are not like those bright and clear

hues favored in the Timurid courts. Thejr appearance here may be explained in
three different ways: (1) poor draftsmanship, (2) low quality of materials‑pigments
with impure compounds, and (3) taste of the artjst and of his patron‑a clear chojce,
for instance, ofless bright and less vivid colors or ofa limited range ofcolors. Vari‑

ous tones of brown are emphasized from the sky and the ground to a considerable
number of the motifs, such as the cart, robes, scarves, arms, boots, harnesses, the

enclosure of the tent, and stumps. At a glance the color scheme appears poorly
thought out and lacking harmony. Nevertheless, the painter, by using this single
111. Probably by Sultiin Mubammad, Tabriz, 1526/7. In the Bibliotheque Nationale.
Paris, Supp. turc.316. fol. 350b. Reproduced in E. Blochet (1929), pl. CXXIV. It is
premature to decide whether this is a later development of the horizontal composition which
was employed once in the thirteenth century and again in the fifteenth century.
112. The cut‑off pieces of scroll‑like paintings and drawings were reassembled by some
TUrkish scholars. Some of these unusually long compositions, which have no parallels in
Islamic paintings, come to more than one meter in length. See Beyhan YdrUkan, "Topkapi
Sarayi Mtizesindeki AlbUmlerde Bulunan Bazi Rulo Pargalari," Sanat 72zrihi yilligVt, I964‑
65, 1965, pp. 188‑199, pls. 1‑5, and also B. Gray (1979), pls. 102‑104.
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color so extensively succeeds somewhat in creating the bitterly cold atmosphere
of the desert area and the depressing and sad feeling of the situation. It can not be
denied, however, that the prevailing hue partly comes from either the lightly tinted

or unpainted brownish or yellowish ground of the paper, perhaps of Chinese origin.

The color of the groung materials, whether paper .or silk, usually gains more
mtenslty as tlme passes on.

The painters defined the contour lines of the hills and of the garment fblds
in darker shades but were not so successfu1 in producing the effect of mass and volume.

The use of a green rock in the fbreground and a series of green mounds in the back‑
ground apparently suggests the existence of different planes, though this device does
not successfu11y produce an illusionistic effect.

This painting, in short, lacks the clarity, brightness, and richness of palette that

are the hallmarks of the Herat school in the later Timurid period, although it does
have a wider range of colors generally than Chinese paintings.
In comparison with "Procession Scene I," the colors used in "Procession Scene
II" are much brighter, clearer and richer, being enhanced by the abundant use of

gold applied on arms and as garment patterns. The coloring, however, is likewise
neither explanatory nor descriptive. Here is also found proof of the fu11y developed

style of the late Timurid dynasty, whose profuse color systems were unrivalled in
other periods. The romantic and lyrica! tendency in paintings, which increased in
the Timurid and Safavid periods, is also attested to by "Procession Scene II" in which

the blue sky is spangled with, golden stars and a silver crescent moon (oxidized and

turned to dark grey), while various kinds of fiowers fill the open spaces. This is

reminiscent of the poetic mood in Khvaju Kirmani's "The Persian Prince Humay
and the Chinese Princess Humayan Meeting in a Flowering Garden in the Starlight"
in Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, completed in the early Timurid period.ii3
One of the remarkable stylistic features of "Procession Scene II" is the rhythmical

use of red.ii4 Firstly, this is exemplified by the red garments worn by alternate
figures, namely by one of the four in each group starting with the first dancer at the

left of the composition, except fbr the last group where the candle bearer with the
green coat comes between the torchbearer with the blue coat and the rear guard with
the red coat; secondly, it is shown by the red shafts of the,torches in the three groups

and the helve ofthe ax in the first group. In contrast with the red, blue enriched with
gold is applied symbolically as if to signify the most important figures in the compo‑

sition to the garments, particularly, of the crowned lady and her entourage. In
addition to the stars, arms, and garment patterns, the flamboyant torch flames, the
crown studded with jewellery of the lady on the white horse, the arm supporters, skull‑

caps and multiple belts of two dancers, and the ornate harness ornaments of two
horses are all depicted with the unrestrained use of gold. Color gradation is ob‑
113. Reproduced in BPVG, pl. XLI. A considerable number of affinities are found
between HumayUn and the crowned lady in "Procession Scene II."
114. The rhythmical employment of red in the Timurid paintings was pointed out. by
E. Schroeder (1942), p. 29ff.
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served, but in an inconspicuous manner. The curvilinear style that was favored in
the fourteenth century is no longer discerned in this painting; the color is no longer

auxiliary to the prominent lines. For instance, drapery folds represented in darker
hues give way to garment patterns in gold, reducing the plasticity of the clothes.
On the whole the colors are applied so flatly as to give a graphic quality to the paint‑
ing.

As far as the color scheme is concerned, the painters of the Procession Scenes
owe little to the Chinese tradition in which color is almost always the least important

factor. They still fo11ow the local tradition showing the strong infiuence of the
enriched color ranges of Timurid paintings.

In summary, two major ethnic groups are involved in the major event taking
place in the Procession Scenes, namely, one group, the Central Asians, is taking or

escorting another group, the Perso‑Chinese. The various postures and gestures in
"Procession Scene II," on the one hand, suggest the situation of the scene and the
nature ofthe relationship between the two groups. In "Procession Scene I," on the
other hand, the situation is explained still more by some motifs of symbolic signifi‑

cance. For example, the black structure with a round‑topped roof within an
enclosure that has no parallel in any Persian paintings. In general, buildings with
domical structures, such as mosques and mausolea, in Persian paintings are covered
with colorfu1 tiles and, if not, at least painted in light colors, while tents and canopies

are also embellished beautifully with various arabesque designs, except fbr black
tents that are usually without round tops. The black structure in "Procession Scene
I," thus can be interpreted as a yurt or pao of Central Asia, the typical shelter of

nomadic life in the steppe. The black tent with a round top of Central Asia is
without doubt transformed into a mosque or mausoleum fbrm, while the tent screen of
felt or of similar material is also transfbrmed into a brick‑made fence which, again, is

popular in the Middle East. The unrealistic representation of an extraordinarily
thin fence is found in a painting of the very late fburteenth century.ii5 The single

small black tent in "Procession Scene I" seems to symbolize the ordu, that is the
Mongolian camp complex, and perhaps not a single black tent.ii6
Another motif of a symbolic meaning is the white porcelains with blue designs
loaded in a cart drawn by a mule. Chinese porcelains, especially blue‑and‑white
wares, were highly valued through the Islamic world particularly during the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries and were known not only from historical texts and their
115. "Prince Humay at the Gate of Humaytin's Castle" from the Diva‑n of KhvajU
Kirmiini jn the British Library, Add. 18113, fo1. 26v, painted in Baghdad in 1396. Repro‑
duced in B. Gray (1961), p. 46.

116. Among the Istanbul album leaves there is another painting revealing a domical
structure, reminiscent of the Mausoleum of Isma.̀il the Samanid in Bukhara, though the

Mausoleum is made of brick. "Combat on horseback," TKS. H.2153, fbl.138b, re‑
prodnced in Eleanor Sims, "The TimUrid Imperial Style: its Origins and Diffusion," Art
and Archaeolqgy Research Papers 6 (1974), fig. 7.
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illustrations, but also from the wares themselves, their shards and their local imi‑

tations, which have been profusely unearthed all over the Islamic world. At times
the blue‑and‑white porcelains represented in Persian paintings must have played
a symbolic role to indicate the Chinese or to suggest something Chinese. These two
contrasting groups of Central Asians and the Chinese and the motifs related to each

group become more distinctive when we consider the various compositional devices
and iconographic conventions. It has been already pointed out that the black tent
on the upper left is the counterpart of the black mule on the lower right, which
carries the main figure of "Procession Scene I." The black tent and the lady on the
black mule may be the keys to identifying the theme of "Procession Scene I."
The natural setting of the place where this event takes place is represented by
a series of landscape elements such as rocks, fir trees, shrubs and flowers. There js

no green vegetation in "Procession Scene I" where the atmosphere of the desolate
arid steppe or the sandy wasteland is well expressed. The fragile Chinese porcelains
and metal vessels of either gold or brass that are loaded in the mule‑cart are inter‑

preted as the lady's marriage dowry or booty taken from her land, although loading
the fragile obiects in such a fancy cart is by no means practical in such a wilderness.

Judgjng from the afbre‑mentioned factors in the two Procession Scenes and from
some other fragmentary paintings in the Istanbul Albums closely related to these
Procession Scenes, the subject of the paintings in question may be hypothesized to be
as fbllows : Persian or Chinese ladies, escorted by the Turks or the Mongols of Central

Asia, are being taken somewhere such as a nomadic camp against their will, or are
just leaving a nomad camp in grief. They may have been either abducted or taken
for a marriage of convenience between two ethnically different groups. It is not at
all uncommon through the ancient and middle ages fbr a country or tribe to send its
kin to another as a buffer for its security; this usually happened between the seden‑

taries and the nomads,
Searching for the possible sources pertinent to the paintings under discussion,
we should investigate not only historical and literary texts but also their still extant
illustrations.

Painters in the Islamic world tended to fo11ow previously existing models or at
times to borrow the work of contemporary painters of other artistic centers or even
the works of painters from a different cultural entity. The stereotyped figures and
compositions of celebrated stories from the Sha‑'h‑na"meh of Firdausi and K72amsa of

Nizami were repeated over and over again by painters fbr many centuries. When
they created an entirely new visual form, they preferred to combine various artistic

vocabularies available from their own traditional repertoires and to avoid changing

entirely what their predecessors had created; they would rather transform minor
motifs, add complementary stylistic elements, or replace secondary factors with
something new.
Now let us turn to the themes of these Procession Scenes. Unfbrtunately,
because our Procession Scenes are now in the fbrm of album leaves without any
textual contexts, it is diMcult to search for the relevant subject in literary sources.
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Our first possible source in the Islamic world is the celebrated Persian national

epic Sha'h‑na‑meh, or "Book of Kings" of Firdausi, which was compiled around
1010 A,D. in East Iran, and thereafter copied by calligraphers and･ illustrated by
painters of different schools for centuries. This epic contains a story about King
NUshirwan, at times known as Kisra, that relates somewhat to our Procession Scenes.

When an ambassador of the khan (China) brought a message to Nushirwan
offering a daughter of the khan, Nushirwan sent Mihran Sitad, a chief of the Persian

cavaliers, to select a daughter of the khan and escort her back to Nushirwan with
a letter and treasures. The passage pertinent to our Procession Scenes fbllovvs:
"... The hdrses saddled and camels bearing
Brocade of Chin, and forty tapestries
Of cloth of gold enriched with emeralds.
Of carpets too he laid a hundred Ioads

On camels, and brought forth three hundred handmaids,
And saw that all were mounted fbr the journey,
Each with a fiag in hand‑the use in Chin.
The khan, victorious of fortune, bade
To set up on an elephant a throne
Embossed with gold and silver all incrusted
With gems unworn, and rear a flaunting flag
That made the ground all viewless with brocade.
It took a hundred men to carry forth,
And raise, that standard skyward from the plain.

.,. He sent
His daughter to the Shah with troops for escort,
And forty eunuchs to precede the slaves,
And march before her with rejoicing hearts . . . . " ii7

Few of the details in this text, however, agree with our paintings except that the

Chinese emperor (khan) sent his daughter to the Shah. The text says "all rnounted
fbr thejourney" and "his daughter to the Shah with troops for escort," whereas some
important details in the text, such as the camels loaded with brocade, tapestry and
carpets, flaunting fiag and the khan himself in a throne on an elephant are not.shown

ln our pamtlngs.
Now turning to the illustration of this episode in the Sha‑h‑na'meh, we find two

different scenes: "Nushirwan's Envoy Mihran Sitad in the Khaqan's Court"' and
"NUshirwan Receiving the Khaqan's daughter."ii8 First of all, the setting of these
117. Fjrdausi, 7Zte Shahnamah, 9 vols., trans. A. G. and E. Warner (London: Kegan
Paul, Trench Trubner, 1905), vol. VII, pp. 354‑56, # 9‑10.
118. J. Norgren and E. Davis, comp., Preliminary Iitdex of Shah‑IVbmeh fllustrations,
with an introduction by Oleg Grabar (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Near
Eastern and North Aftican Studies, 1969). Five paintings under the former thetne, which
were painted in the fburteenth‑seventeenth century, and twelve paintings under the latter
theme, which were painted in the fifteenth‑sixteenth century, are listed in this Index･

,
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scenes is in the court, not in a procession. Since the Sha‑h‑nahmeh is a unique national

epic of the royal cycle, the kings as heroes in the illustrations are almost always
represented as central figures engaging in victorious battle, legitimate investiture,
slaying of monsters and devils, and leisurely pastimes. The court painters attempt to

convey emphatically the king's glorious achievements and his power. Our paintings,

however, lack the royal hero without whom the scenes do not make much sense in
terms of glorifying royal supremacy in the world. Here a question immediately
arises as to why the royal images are not shown in the Istanbul Procession Scenes.

Both of our paintings are regarded as almost in original condition, although
the upper parts and the sides seem to have been trimmed slightly or covered with
parts of other paintings and calligraphies when the Albums were compiled. Hence,
it is unlikely that kings were once represented in these compositions. In terms of
the commemorative and royal characteristics of the epic, the subordinates, namely
the Perso‑Chinese ladies, would not play a main role in the scene. Nevertheless,
they are the heroines of the Procession Scenes and their treatment by the painters is

quite sympathetic. This means the artists of these paintings, or of their models,
were on the side of the subordinates. The theme, thus, of our paintings is based on
an elegy rather than the episode of a triumphant king who abducts or receives a bride

from a remote country.
Another incompatible point lies in the nationalistically oriented features of the

Sha'h‑na'meh itself. At a glance over our paintings, one is likely to recognize the
Central Asiatic overtone, or, more precisely, the Turkic or Tartaric features in the

figures and other details. Even if these two leaves were executed in Turkicized
Persia or somewhere in Central Asia this overtone contradicts the characteristics of

the Persian national epic and also those of the story of Nushirwan and the Chinese

princess with whom the Central Asians had nothing to do. But is this Turkic
identity in fact as meaningfu1 with respect to the identities of the key figures of the
subject as it is visually distinctive in the paintings? An answer to this will be found
later in the discussion, At this point, however, we encounter an obstacle in accepting

this hypothesis of the Sha'h‑na‑meh as a possible source. The Persian hero should be
at least shown in this epic even though a Chinese princess takes a leading role in the

composMon.
One other possible Middle Eastern source is the ]W2amsa of Amir Khusrau
Dihlavi. An illustration of an episode in the poem Hasht Behist, or "The Eight
Paradises," in the Freer Gallery of Artii9 is pertinent to our paintings, but only in
terms of theme. It represents the abduction by sea of a king's favorite by her lover.
She is seen in a boat with fbur other persons, displaying certain common features with

our Procession Scenes in its details, such as a dark‑skinned page with an ax on his
shoulder leading a procession. But here, again, there are more differences in style

and iconography than aMnities.
119. Acc. no. 3727, Herat, 1498. Reproduced in SPA, pl. 891a. Another version is
in the Chester Beatty Library, no. 163, fol. 215a, dated 1485. Reproduced in Mbrg 30
(March 1977): 59.
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The texts, illustrations and philosophical aspects of the Sha‑h‑napmeh together with

the Khamsa of Amir Khusrau, which have already been referred to, are hardly to be

accepted as sources of inspiration for our Procession Scenes. Thus, we have de‑
termined to some extent that the subiect of our Procession Scenes was not in the
repertory of the painters of the Sha‑h‑na'meh cycle or that of the lyric of Nizami and

Amir Khusrau.
Unlike in Chinese paintings, procession scenes are fbund in Persian paintings
only in a limited number of themes, such as "Sultdn Saniar and the Old Woman"
in Makhzan al‑Asra'r of Nizami and "Funeral Procession of Rustam" or "Funeral
Procession of Isfandiyar" .of the Sha'h‑na'meh. Basically the perpendicular format
of book illustrations in the Islamic world is hardly appropriate for the procession

scene, which is more suited to a horizontal fbrmat. The Persian painters found
a solution to this problem by dividing the composition into a few diagonal strips and

placing human and animal figures between the piled up planes, that is, between the

hills. The figures, therefore, are visible only in part.i20 The influence of the
Chinese handscroll on fourteenth century Persian painting inspired painters to
attempt to compose horizontal illustrations such as the celebrated Ja‑mì al‑7dwa‑rikh

of Rashid al‑Din, Manof al‑Hayawa'n of Ibn Bakhtishu, and some of the so‑called
Demotte Sha'h‑na'meh,i2i but this attempt to squeeze the horizontal composition of
the Chinese handscroll into the fbrmat of manuscript jllustration was, as discussed
previously, far from a success in Persia and ended as a short term experiment.
The procession theme recurs frequently in Chinese paintings, particularly in the

handscroll format that provides a most suitable horizontal space for it. It should
be unnecessary to cite more than a couple of examples, such as "The Lantern Night

Excursion of Chung K̀uei,"i22 and "Mongols Bringing a Tribute of Horses."i23
120. "Travelling in the Mountains" from Antholagy in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum,
R.1976, fo1. 97a, Shiraz, 1441. Reproduced in B. Gray (1979), pl. 117; another example
is "The Mongols leaving the valley of Irgene Kun where they had taken refuge for 400
years from the Tartars," from Garsha‑sp‑･na'meh of Asadi in the British Library, Or, 2780,
fol. 44b, painted in ShTraz (?) in 1397/8. Reproduced in Basil Robinson, Persian Drawitrgs
,fi'om the 14th through the 19th Century (New York: Shorewood, 1965), pl. 8. Though the
device of placing figures, coming out or djsappearing, behind hills, is found in some YUan
paintings, such as "Hunting Wild Geese" in the National Palace Museum, Taipei [Natio‑
nal Palace Museum (1966‑1969), vol. 6, no. 40], this device goes back to the T̀ang period.
See "The Search" in the British Museum, Stein collection, no. 95, reproduced in Arthur
Waley, An introduction to the Study of Chinese Painting (New York: Grove Press, 1958),
pl. XXIII. The device undoubtedly following this tradition can be found in a hunting scene
in the Istanbul album leaves. See Mazhar Ip$iroglu (1966), no. 51 (TKS.H.2160, fOl. 84a).
121. "The Funeral of Isfandiyar" in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, no. 33.70 and
"The Funeral of Rustam" in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, no. 22.393.

122. Handscroll, ink on silk, ca. 1350, painted by Yen Hui. The Cleveland Museum
of Art, no. 61.206. Reproduced in Bulletin ofthe develand Museum ofArt 41 (February
1962).

123. Handscroll, ink, color and gold on silk, Ming dynasty, in the Freer Gallery of Art,

no. 15.16. Reproduced in T. Lawton (1973), no. 47. See also n. 92 above.
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And in association with a wedding procession or an abduction of a young lady,

"Village Wedding,"i24 "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute" and "Lady Wang
Chao‑chUn on the Way to Mongolia" are most pertinent to our Procession Scenes
and deserve discussion in detail.

The first instance, "Village Wedding" (pl. 50), classified as genre painting
rather than historical, seems to have no textual association. The main figure on
a buffalo enters the middle ground of the picture from the right side, beipg guided
perhaps by a chaperon or her father on a donkey. An opening among the trees and
hedge is placed on the left side of the long horizontal composition. Inside the
hedge stands a couple who is assumed to be the parents of the bridegroom and in
front of the hedge is a group of people, playing fiutes, beating a gong and a huge
drum, waiting impatiently for the arrival of the bride. In the long horizontal space

between the bride and music players, a large number of villagers, some standing and

some walking, are busy gossiping garrulously about the fbrthcoming wedding.
The exciting moment for the villagers is heightened by a diversity of glance, posture

and gesture and the rhythmical wavelike placement of figures. The angular, fussy,
short brush strokes of their draperies conform with the chatter of the villagers. The
movement, initiated from the person on the extreme right, proceeds leftward up and
down a wavy scroll line, ending in the couple standing at the gate. The first place to

look at in a Chinese handscroll is the foreground at the right. "Procession Scene I"

seems to fo11ow this formula, though the direction of movement is rightward.
A procession going against the right to left fiow of the unrolling handscroll often

means in Chinese paintings a return to a certain place. For instance, in Song 15
of "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute," the procession, all of a sudden, turns its
direction to the right in spite of the leftward movements in some previous Songs.
This indicates that the Hsiung‑nu husband goes back to his camp after seeing Wen‑chi

halfway to China.
The landscape, especially on the left, of the "Village Wedding" is more than
incidental to the images. The hedge of trees and bushes modestly cover the place fbr

wedding, providing the beholders with anticipation. Though the house is not shown,
the idea is similar to "Procession Scene I" where the heroine is likewise disposed in
the extreme right and the tent at the upper left. The hilly setting is suggested by
a slope visible only in part, showing a contrast with the articulated landscape setting
of the Istanbul Processions in which everything is openly visible. The organization
of the picture space by disposing a fairly large number of complementary figures in

the middle of the composition and by placing the introducing motif at right and
a key point at the left side of the composition are common features shared between

"Village Wedding" and the Istanbul "Procession Scene I" that may have been
traditional conventions of Chinese paintings from the time that inspired Istanbul
124. Attributed to Li T̀ang. Color on silk, approximately 24.0×102.7cm. Repro‑
duced in Ueno YUchilcusai, Ueno Ytichikusai shtishti chiigoku shqga zuroku (Kyoto, 1966),

pl. 31; Kbkka 261 (1912), pp. 222 and 227; Ellen Laing, "Li Sung and Some Aspects of
Southern Sung Figure Painting," Artibus Asiae 37 (1975), figs. 23 and 24.
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"Procession Scene I." In spite of other minor similarities, the lack of Central Asian
features, the absence of the quality of wealthy high status in the "Village Wedding,"

and the differences of style in general make "Village Wedding" unlikely as an im‑
mediate source of inspiration for the Istanbul Procession Scenes.

Throughout the course of histQry the Chinese and the nomads of Northern and
Central Asia have engaged in everlasting struggles. Chinese emperors sent gifts and
occasionally offered Chinese princesses in marriage to these warlike nomads in return

for pledges of peace. Above all the Han dynasty, which was frequently threatened
by the marauding ̀barbarians,' had to pursue diplomacy to ease the hostility of the
Northern and Central Asian tribes.
Shih‑chi stL e, the oldest historical compilation of China, by SsU‑ma‑ch̀ien
a,eeX, records that the Emperor Kao Tsu EijfiEL sent one of his daughters to the
steppe for this purpose. Later the Emperor Wu‑ti rtii7, at the demand by King

K̀un‑mo E;! of the Wu‑sun .kes, who sent one thousand horses as a betrothal
present, had to send a Chinese princess in marriage. It is said that inability to adjust

to nomadic life, eating meat and drinking milk, led her to compose melancholic
verses: she writes that if she were a yellow snow‑goose, she would fiy home.i2s

It is also recorded in Chiu T̀ang‑shu that the T̀ang dynasty sent numerous
princesses to T̀u‑chUeh SEIIijiji, a seminomadic Turkic stock, as a means to foster
an alliance.i26

It may be readily imagined how these princesses and court ladies must have been

struck by despair when they were suddenly sent away from the comfortable and
leisurely court life in China to hitherto unseen nomad camps in the desolate steppe.

The most celebrated victims of such tragic marriages contracted with ̀barbarians'

as a political weapon are Ladies Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn.
The first story is about the capture of Ts̀ai Wen‑chi gXkfi, or Ts̀ai Yen
gY2, and her return to China. This is recorded first in llou Han‑shu ececS,
[Annals ofthe later Han]i27 and repeated later in the Chin‑shu fft and the Sung‑shu.

She was a daughter of Ts̀ai Yung esg (132‑192 A.D.), a well‑known scholar of
literature and history, and was herself good at poetry and music. Though she was
married to Wei Chung‑tao Zllit*iig from Shanhsi province, she returned home after
his death without any offspring. It is said that around 19415 A.D. she was captured

by the nomadic tribes of Southern Hsiung‑nu and married Tso Hsien Wang EflEseEE,
Commander‑in‑chief of the Left Wing. During some twelve years captivity in the

nomad camp, she bore two sons to Tso Hsien Wang, whom she had to leave in her
Hsiung‑nu husband's camp when she was ransomed by Ts̀ao Ts̀ao EglgR (155‑

125. V. Barthold (1956), vol. 1, pp. 77‑81.

126. eeE!lfZ. Ch̀i tan ch̀uan eeNts, comp., Liu HsU gegEfiJ (887‑946 A.D.), 200
vols. (Peking: Chung‑hua shu chU, 1975), vol. 199, pp. 5349‑5353.
127. Selected by Fan Yeh 9Eme (398‑445 A.D.), vol. 84, ch.74, pp.2800‑2803. (Peking:

Chung‑hua shu chU, 1973).
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220 A.D.), leader of the Wei Kingdom and a friend of her father.i28 Eventually
she returned to China where she remarried Tung SsU agME, one of Ts̀ao Ts̀ao's
military officers. Later she composed three poems based on her experience in
captivity. Two of them, believed to be her real works, are entitled "Sorrow and
Indignation," in which she recollects her bitter life 'in the nomad camp and laments
her sons she left behind:

The children came fbrward to hug my neck
And asked, "Whither is mother going"
People say that mother is leaving.

But when will she come back?
Mother has been kind and tender:
How could she be so without pity?
We are not yet of age,

Why doesn't she think of us?
Seeing them thus, my heart was sundered,
And it seemed I was suddenly seized by frenzy.
Wailing, I stroked them with my hands.
I was about to start and again I tarried.
There were those of my companions
Who came to see me off, to say farewell;
They envied that I alone should return,
And loudly they cried with heartrending voices.
The horses stood in bewilderment,
The carriages failed to roll on,

The spectators sobbed and sighed,
And the roads, too, sadly groaned.i29

Another cycle of poems related to Wen‑chi is Hti‑chia shih pa p̀ai iltiiiiffi+AtS,

or "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute" compiled by the T̀ang poet Liu Shang :gigi
(ca. 773 A.D.); this cycle was more widely read especially after the Southern Sung

period when this was compiled in Ch̀u‑tz̀ab hou‑yti feewecge. and more frequently
selected as a theme of paintings than the previous one. This cycle is also found
in YZieh:fu shih chi ewN {ise [An anthology of songs used by the dynasty's offices

of music], compiled by Kuo Mao‑ch̀ien $Nma of the Sung.i30
Although the forms of the poetry differ, both "Sorrow and Indignation" and
128. For the story of Wen‑chi, see Kojiro Tomita, "Wen‑chi's Captivity in Mongolia
and her Return to China," BME4B 26 (August 1928): 40‑41; Herbert Giles, A Chinese
Biographical Dictionary (London and Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 1898), p. 753, no. 1983;
William Mayers, 77ie Chinese Reader's Manual (Taipei: Literature House, 1964), reprint
ed., p. 227, no. 753; Robert Rorex, "Eighteen Songs ofa Nomad Flute: The Story of Ts̀ai
Wen‑chi" (Ph.D dissertation, Princeton University, 1973), pp. 367‑370.
129. Liu Wu‑chi, An bitroduction tq Chinese Literature (Blpomington: Indiana Uni‑
versity Press, 1966), p. 48.

130. 100 vols. (Peking: Wen hsUeh ku chi kan hsing she, 1955).
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"Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute" descrjbe Wen‑chi'slife. These lyrics, as well as

the paintings based upon them, gained popularity when the arts of the common
people of China blossomed duiring the Sung period that saw an increased interest
and curiosity about nomadic tribes of the north and west, stimulated by the frequent

contact with them.
Visualization of Wen‑chi's story is not confined to paintings. Four stone
reliefs were discovered in a Khitan tomb (ca. 983‑1100 A.D.) in An‑shan twLL,
Liaoning, by R. Torii.i3i According to him, some scenes of tent life and of a camel‑
dr.awn cart may be comparable with the Boston album leaves. ' If these scenes do

represent the Wen‑chi story as Torii supposed, they would be the oldest repre‑
sentation that have come down to us, and they further indicate that the story had
already been transmitted out of China as early as the Liao period, which would
correspond to the Northern Sung.
Now turning to paintings two different types of depictions based upon the Wen‑
chi story are observed. One is a single painting often entitled "Wen‑chi Kuei Han
T̀u JS{ vaMecff," or "Wen‑chìs Return to China," such as the hangjng scroll in
the National Palace Museum, Taipei, that is associated with Ch̀en ChU‑chung wtEEI mp

(fburteenth century). The second type is in the handscroll fbrmat and based upon
the cycle of eighteen poems such as, for example, those in the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, New York, and in the Yamato Bunkakan Museum, Nara.
Before gojng into a detailed discussion of Wen‑chi paintings, we should survey
yet another important Chinese story related to political marriage. This is the story
of Chao‑chUn, whose paintings will be discussed 1.ater with the Wen‑chi paintings
because single paintings of both themes are sometimes alike in general composition
and diMcult to distinguish in terms of subject.

According to a hjstorjcal document entitled eǹien Han‑shu llijgeg,i32 the
Emperor YUan Ti it'fi? (r. 49‑33B.c.) offered alady from his women's palace when
Hu‑han‑hsieh Ch̀an‑yU UIZeeZBtw ]=, the Hsiung‑nu ruler, demanded a Chinese

princess for his wife. Wang Ch̀iang EEre, or Chao‑chUn vant, from a good
family was the one to be chosen. In the Hsiung‑nu camp she was referred to as
A
E‑shih
eeJiE (a queen), with the title of Ning Hu $illH, and she bore her husband
a son. After his death she had to remarry his successor and bore him two daughters.
These facts are all about Chao‑chUn that the authentic historical documents record.

In later periods the story was modified and more dramatized, expanding into

. a great tragedy. According to one of the popular versions,i33 Mao Yen‑shou
131. Ryuzo Torii, Scuiptured Stone 7bmbs of the Liao Lb2nasty (Peking: Harvard‑
Yenching Institute, 1942), pp. 71‑84.
132. Ch̀uan 94 (Hsiung‑nu ch̀uan 4Sgto<ts), 7a‑‑b; Hsi‑ching tsa‑chi iZ!irtme:e, Chtian

2, la.
133. Tsui Chi, A Short Lfistorv of Chinese Civitization (London: V. Gollancz, 1942),
pp. 98‑99; Paul Pelliot, "Notes sur quelques artistes des Six Dynasties et des T̀ang," Tlouirg

Pao 22 (1923): 218‑21; H. A. Giles (1898), p. 812; W. Mayers (1964), pp. ItF15; Hatano
TarO, "Kan KyU ShU ni tsuite," [̀On the Han Kung Ch̀iu'], Chiigoku Bungakushi Kbnkyti)
(Tokyo: OfU‑sha, 1974), pp. 121‑147.
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!Effts, a court painter (in a later version he is represented as a treacherous minister),

painted a portrait fbr the Emperor of Chao‑chUn, one of his concubines, from a
peasant family in TzU‑kuei 1caan, Hu pei province ?Ed]dic, but sjnce she did not
bribe him as the others did, he made her portrait less attractive than those of the

other court ladies in spite of her dazzling beauty. Thus, the Emperor never
summoned her fbr a decade because of her ugly portrait. Later when Ch̀an‑yU
ma iF, a nomad chieftain of the Hsiung‑nu, asked the Han Emperor YUan Ti fbr
a Han princess to marry, the Emperor, because he had too many concubines to
remember all of them, unhesitatingly selected Chao‑chUn by judging only from her
unflattering portrait. When everything was arranged, the Emperor finally saw her
and fe11 violently in love with her. Although the painter was punished, she had to
leave her land fbrever. A legend says she could not bear her sorrow, and fiung
herself into the Amur River (Hei Lung Chiang reeel[) befbre she arrived in the
strange desolate land. Ch̀an‑yU was so moved by her that he had a tomb built on
the river bank. The legend concludes that the mound of her grave has ever since
remained green, though surrounded by barren land empty of vegetation.
The celebrated poet of eighth century China, Li T̀ai‑po 4EJ& E], versified this

, story:
traglc
Lady Chao brushes the saddle inlaid with pearl;
She mounts her palfrey and weeps,
Wetting her rose‑red cheeks with tears.
Today a high‑born lady in the palace of Han,

Tomorrow in a far land
She will be a barbarian slave.

The moon above the palace of Han
And above the land of Chin,
Shedding a flood of silvery light,

Bids the radiant lady farewell.

She sets out on the road of the Jewel Gate‑
The road she will not travel back.

The moon returns above the palace of Han,
Rising from the eastern seas,
But radiant lady wed in the west,
She will return nevermore.

On the Mongolian mountains fiowers are made
Of the long winter's snow.
The moth‑eyebrowed one, broken‑hearted,
Lies buried in the desert sand.
Living, she lacked the gold,
And her portrait was distorted;
Dying she leaves a green mound,
Which moves all the world to pity.i34

134. Shigeyoshi Obata, 71he PJ7brks ofLi Po, the Chinese Poet (New York: Paragon
Book, reprint ed., 1965), p. 136, nos. 93 and 94. The celebrated T̀ang poets, such as Tu
Fu JH fg and Po ChU‑i eEI}a also composed poems based on this story.

)
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This tragic story caught the imagination of Chinese dramatists, artists and
artisans who depicted it generation after generation.i35 For instance, Wang An‑
shih EerE (1021‑86), a celebrated figure of the Sung dynasty, wrote two verses
entitled Ming:fl?i Ch̀ti ngaats at the end of Kung Sujan's painting. Later in the
Yilan period, the Chao‑chUn story was celebrated in a play called Han Kung Ch̀iu
geZJEk, or "Autumn in the Han Palace," by Ma Chih‑yUan ,eellS(tz (active around
1251 A.D.).i36

The most climactic scene of the story js her departure from China and her
melancholy journey through the desert of the innermost Asia, more extant paintings

depict these scenes than any others. Chao‑chUn is often represented on horseback
or at times in a carriage against a blank background under the escort of Chinese and
̀barbarians.'

Of these extant Chao‑chUn paintings, a handscroll by Kung Suo'an El$5¥ll
(active at the beginning of the twelfth century), now in the Abe collection, Osaka

Municipal Museum of Art tp1. 64),i37 seems to be one of the oldest examples, ap‑
135. The historical sources list nearly thirty titles related to the story of Lady Wang
Chao‑chtin or Ming‑fei [Lady Bright] in one way or another, and only some seven paintings

and a few prints entitled "Chao‑chUn or Ming‑fei Ch̀u‑sai‑t̀u" ng;ll(wrae)digN are
extant. See John Ferguson, Li‑tai chu‑ltt hua‑mu [Index of Recorded Chinese Paintings in
All Periods] (Nanking: Ching‑lin ta hsUeh chung‑kuo wen hua yen chiu so, 1933).
136. Shih Chung‑wen, 71he Golden Age of Chinese Drama: YiZan Tya‑chrk' (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1976), p. 12ff; Liu Jung‑en, trans., ̀Autumn in Han Palace,'
in Six Yilan Plays (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1972).

137. "Ming‑fei ch̀u‑sai‑t̀u." Handscroll, signed, ink on paper, 30.30×180.89cm.
Reproduced in Fusajir6 Abe, So‑raikan Kinsho‑, 6 vols. (Osaka: HakubundO, 1930‑39),
vol. 1, pl. 14; n7en‑wu, 1964, 3: 3. The major extant paintings and drawings depicting
Wang Chao‑chtin are listed below:

1) Kung Sujan (See above).
2) Anonymous (Sung period). ̀℃hao‑chUn on her Way to Mongolia." Handscroll,
signed Chang..., Kilin Provincial Museum. Reproduced in PVen‑wu 1964, 3: 1‑‑2.

3) Anonymous (Sung period). "Wang Chao‑chUn Leaving China." Fan‑shaped.
Li Pa‑ko collection. Reproduced in T̀ien‑lai‑ko chiu‑ts̀ang Sungien hua‑ts̀eA
(Shanghai: Shang wu yjn shu kuan, 1955), unpaged.
4) Anonymous (After Ch̀ien Shun‑chU eeecve; Ch̀ien HsUan eepe 1235‑c. 1300).

"Wang Chao‑chUn on her Way to the Tartar Khan." Ht.26.5cm. British
Museum. Reproduced in L. Binyon, eninese Paintings in E>zglish Gollections
(Paris & Brussels : Oest, 1927), pl. XXVIII.

5) Anonymous (Ytian period). "Chao‑chtin Mounting a Horse with the Aid of Some
Servants to Start her Journey to Mongolia," Hanging scroll, ex‑Harada collection.

Reproduced in Sagen Minshin Meiga 72zikan, 2 vol$. (Tokyo: Otsuka KOgeisha,
1931), vol. 1, no. 82.

6) Yu Ch̀ju Xst (active ca.1570‑90), "Chao‑chim on her Way to Mongolia."
Part of handscroll, signed and dated 1572. Reproduced in So‑gen Minshin Mleiga
7hikan (1931), vol. 1, no. 154.

7)K̀ang T̀ao J!ftne (active ca.1726‑1755). "Wang Chao‑chUn Standing." Re‑
produced in Mingv'e"n shu‑hua chi g.A.Xgsc, vol. XVIII, 18.

8) Anonymous (Ch̀ing period). "Wang Chao‑chim on her Way to Mongolia under
the Escort of Mongol Horsemen." Handscroll, ink on paper, 21 .0 × 1747 cm. The

Yamato Bunka‑kan Museum, Nara. Reproduced in K. Suzuki (1983), vol. 3,
JM20‑O09.
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parently of the late Sung or Chin k origin and with a typical composition; other
compositions with slight alterations would be copies from later periods or local works

that fo11owed the style and iconography of earlier works like the one in the Abe
collection.i3s

The story of Wang Chao‑chUn has enjoyed not only great popularity among
dramatists and painters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, but also among
the craftsmen of the time, whose works, now in various collections (pl. 65),i3g with
their themes taken from this story reveal an incomparable exquisiteness and provide
rich pictorial sources for the study of YUan drama.

Kung Sujan's work, now in the Osaka Municipal Museum of Art, shows the
procession scene in which two Hsiung‑nu men on horseback, one holding a banner,
are proceeding with a pony at the head of the line of figures that goes from left to

right. A second group consisting of Chao‑chUn and her maid with a lute on horse‑
back and two grooms on foot fbllows the first. It is said that the maid always
attempted, but to no avail, to ease her lady's grief by playing the lute. Chao‑chUn's.

group is fo11oWed by a large group of seven Hsiung‑nu, while at the rear of the
procession is a Hsiung‑nu man with a falcon on his right hand, accompanied by
a haggard greyhound. The desolate landscape is nothing but mountains represented
by dim shading; people cover their faces with their sleeves to protect themselves from

blowing sand. The escorting Hsiung‑nus on horseback wear fur caps, garments
edged with fur, and long boots; they are also equipped with bows and quivers.
Chao‑chUn, riding a piebald, also wears a fur hat, long boots and a baggy coat with
a tippet (cloud collar). In terms of ethnic contrast, the difference in physiognomy
and costume is not distinctive in the Osaka work, but a clear contrast is found in
a painting, which must be a later copy, in the British Museum. In the latter, Chao‑
chUn and her maid are in purely Chinese costume and coiffure, and her disconsolate

138. See Su Hsing‑chtin, "Notes on the Chin Dynasty Handscroll Depicting the Return
of Lady Wen‑chi to the Han Court," (in Chinese), vaZn‑wu, 1963, 3 : 34ff; Kuo Mojo, "Notes

on the Scroll Depicting ̀The Return of Lady Wen‑chi to Haǹ by Ch̀ang YU of Chin Dynas‑
ty," (in Chinese), M7en‑wu, 1964, 7: 1‑6. Although some scholars attribute the Kilin
Provincial Museum scroll to the Wen‑chi story rather than to the Chao‑chtin story on the
basis of two points (the ̀p̀i‑p̀a' or lute is missing and Wang Chao‑chUnw ears barbarian
costume), it also can be ascribed to the Chao‑chUn story by comparison with the Osaka
Municipal Museum scroll from a stylistic point of view. The recent controversy between
Kuo Mojo and Liu Ta‑chieh is focused on the authenticity of Ts̀ai Yen's Hu‑chia shih‑pa
p̀ai. Discussion on the problem is, however,, beyond the scope of this article. See
Yoshitaka Iriya, "Koka JUhappaku Ronso" [The recent controversy in China over the
Hu‑chia shih‑pa p̀ai], ChiZgoku Bungakuho‑ 13 (1960); 124‑170.

139. Blue‑and‑White jar, Ching‑te Chen (14th century), in the Idemitsu Museum of
Art, Tokyo. Porcelains embellished with a scene from "Han Kung Ch̀iu" are also fbund
in collections in Nanking, Boston and London. See Margaret Medley, "Sources of Deco‑
ration in Chinese Porcelain from 14th to 16th Century," Colloquies on Art and Archaeology
in Asia 7Vb. 5, 1975, pp. 58‑73.
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posture with a slight slouch emphatically contrasts with the Hsiung‑nu's gay posture

and gesture, although there is no psychological tension between them.i40
These procession scenes may be related to "Procession Scene II" of the Istanbul
album. In addition to the subject, which is identical with our Processions, some
similar details may be cited: the figures in large scale set in a line in the fbreground;

emphasis upon the horizontal composition, which seems to be related to the
handscroll fbrmat; two groups of people with ethnically different physical type and

different costume‑Central Asian and Chinese or quasi‑Chinese; the gesture of
Chao‑chUn who covers her mouth with her sleeve, whether this is a gesture of grief

and shyness or a gesture offering protection against the sandstorm; the simple
natural setting (especially in "Procession Scene II"). In other details, however, the

similarity ends. For instance, the lute carried by the maid is missing from our
Procession Scenes.

When a painter attempts to copy a' painting that is not from his own cultural
milieu, or that is not from his own time, that is from a previous period he tends to
modify the original subjects, motifs and stylistic details by employing his own visual

vocabularies and phrases. For instance, a desolate landscape in a Chinese painting

could change jn to a blooming scene in Persian painting, and a night storm scene
could become a star‑lit nocturne. A copyist occasionally, simply discards what he
thinks meaningless, or he adds new motifs to his copied painting. When the Persian
painter copies a Sung flower painting, his metaphysical and materialistic ideals make
it possible fbr him to paint flowers and fruits on the same branch. Mere superficial
comparison is likely to fail in finding the process of translation from one work of art

to another. Close examination of the details will, however, tell how and why con‑
fusion and misunderstanding occurred.

An interesting statement in the colophon written by a painter himsel￡ though
on a Chinese painting not on Persian painting, sheds some light on the process of
copying. Mou I (1178‑1242),i4i on his "Beating the Clothes," writes in his colophon
that he chose figures in Chou Fang's style, leaving them surrounded by emptiness
in his first version of this genre painting; in his second version of "Beating the
Clothes," however, he added more figures, trees and architecture. This is an example

of painter copying his own work, and multiplying the motifs. As a matter of fact,
a painter does not necessarily copy his own previous work but rather tends to copy
his master's works and his predecessors' works, particularly in the traditional art of

the Islamic world. Unlike Mou I's case, on the other hand, a painter also may
discard or reduce rnotifs he regards as meaningless or unnecessary when he copies.

A group of four paintings in the Istanbul albums perhaps illustrates this latter

140. See note 137, no. 4 above.
141. iR6 "T̀ao‑i t̀u," es3(ma handscroll, ink on paper, the National Palace Museum,
Taipei. This interesting problem is discussed by Rjchard Edwards, "Mou I's Colophon to
his Pictorial interpretation of ̀Beating the Clothes'," Archives of the C:hinese Art Soeiety of

America 18 (1964) : 7‑12.
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process, namely that of eliminating motifs.i42 The first painting represents a couple

reading a book on a couch while nearby stand two attendants, one of whom, while
looking back towards the major figures, holds blue‑and‑white jar (pl. 76). A few
butterfiies flutter above the oversized flowers behind the couch, but otherwise the
background is blank.
The other three paintings, possibly the copies of the first example, but unlike the

previous work painted on silk, reveal almost identical composition and style except
fbr minor variations, although the two female attendants and the butterflies are no
longer represented (pls. 73, 74, 75). In these latter three paintings colors are applied

more flatly; some details, such as garment patterns and folds, are omitted or reduced;
the hand and nail dyeing of the lady sitting on the left side is omitted; the feet of the

figures are also missing. As already indicated, the first painting is done on silk, an

expensive material not available to everybody in the Middle East.i43

In comparison with the three latter paintings, the color scheme of the first
painting is more sophisticated and elaborate, its details are far more exquisite, and

its finish more carefu11y done. These represent the major reasons why the first
painting is regarded as the original source fbr the other three paintings, though even
this original itself may have derived inspiration in terms of theme and certain stylistic

features from a Chinese painting. Thus, in contrast to Mou I's second version, these

latter three examples are studies from which some motifs were eliminated in the
process of copying.

The Istanbul Albums include a number of studies representing single figures
and articles that could have been detached or, in other words, copied from larger
compositions. For instance, a figure study representing a female with a blue‑and‑
white jar in hand may be compared with one of the female attendants standing on the
142. TKS. H,2153, fo1.150b, color on silk, 25.5×39.5cm. Reproduced in E. Grube
(1968a), fig, 9 (See pl. 76); TKS. H.2153, fbl. 146b, color on paper, 22.0 ×29.5 cm, signed

̀Work of Master ShaykhT Naqqash.' Reproduced in M. Loehr (1954), p. 85, fig. 49 and
E. Grube (1968a), fig. 6 (See pl. 73); TKS. H.2153, fbl. 42a, color on paper, 22.0×29,O cm.
Reproduced in E. Grube (1968a), fig. 7 (See pl. 74); TKS. H.2153, fo1. 148a, 22.0 ×28.3 cm,
color on paper. Reproduced in E. Grube (1968a), fig. 8 (See pl. 75).
143. Silk as a painting material in the Middle East is quite scarce, though there are a few

examples of the fifteenth century, now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Freer Gallery

of Art, and Metropolitan Museum of Art. In comparison with the extremely limited
number of extant Persian silk paintings, there are a fairly large number of silk paintings in

the Istanbul albums, many of which display Chinese style. In the Istanbul albums there
are more than thirty silk paintings; more than half of them are figural compositions, and
̀Flowers and Birds' comprise the next largest group. Since the quality of many of these
silk paintings is relatively high, it is assumed that they were executed by masters of the time,

and that these may have played the role of models or standard works in Chinese style for
their disciples to copy, as for example, "A Couple Reading a Book on a Couch, Attended by
two Maids." Some of these silk paintings are identified as Chinese originals by M. Loehr
(1954). See also Maurice Dimand, ̀fA Fifteenth‑century Persian Painting on Silk," BMMA

28 (December 1933): 213.
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left side of the couch in the first painting discussed above (pls. 48 and 76). A similar

comparison can be made between the two figural portrayals, each depicting a man
holding a piece of blue‑and‑white ware in his hands, and similar male figures repre‑
sented in "Procession Scene I" (pls. 46 and 47).i44

An interesting late Ming painting in the Worcester Art Museum may be
compared with "A Couple Reading a Book on a Couch."i45 This painting, entitled
"Ming Huang and Yang‑ Kuei‑fei Listening to Music," represents Ming Huang and
Yang Kuei‑fei sitting on a couch and listening to music made by a ladies' orchestra.

The scene is viewed diagonally from lower left to upper right. Behind the two main
figures fbur attendants, three females and one male, are shown. The section pertinent

to the Istanbul couple on a' couch (pl. 76) has two seated figures fianked by two
standing figures. Particularly striking is the female attendant, standing on the left
of the couch holding a vessel, who is just like the one on the.IQft side of the couch in

the Istanbul example. Though the themes of these two paintings differ, carefu1
observation of the sections with the couch reveals the closeness of the compositions.

Another comparable feature is the design of the couch‑the petal pattern of the
front part of the couch in the Istanbul paintings and the similar pattern in open work

in the Worcester painting couch, The painters of these Istanbul paintings, without

doubt, adapted the setting, composition and motif from a Chinese model, though it
is not･now fbund among･the Istanbul Album leaves.

Returning to the story of W6h‑chi, the large number ofpaintings with this subject
recorded in historical sources indicates that the Wen‑chi story was one of the classic

subjects for Chinese painters. Nearly sixty listed depictions of the Wen‑chi story,
whether single scenes or scroll pairitings, are recorded in historical documents,i46
144. ̀fA. Man Holding a Bowl," TKS. H.2160, fol. 89a, color on paper, 13.0×8.0 cm
(pl. 46); "An Old Man Drinking from a Jar," TKS. H.2160, fol. 88b, color on paper,
8.0 ×ca. ･6.0 cm (pl. 47). The first figural composition, signed ̀Work of Master Mubammad
S...,' is compared with the head guard with a lance in "Procession Scene I," though the

figure is reversed. The second figure is also compared with an old man in the same
Procession, though again jn a reversed image. .

145. George Rowley, "A Chinese Scroll of the Ming Dynasty, ̀Ming Huang and Yang
Kuei‑fei Listening to Music'," Artibus Asiae 31 (1969) : 5‑31, figs. Ia and 8.

146. See J. Ferguson (1934). The following is a list of the major extant works related
one way or another to the story of Wen‑chi.

1) Li Ch̀eng lilJiSZ (919‑967). "Lady Wen‑chi Submittimg to the Barbarians."
Handscroll, ink on paper, 30.5×468.3cm, Freer Gallery of Art. Reproduced in
K. Suzuki (1982), vol. 1, A21‑081.
2) Attributed to Li T̀ang E4}Jili (1050's‑after 1130). "Wen‑chi Returning to China."

18 album leaves, ink and color on silk, National Palace Museum, Taipei. Re‑
produced in National Palace Museum (1966‑1969), vol. 4, pl. 19.
3) Attributed to Ch̀en ChU‑chung wtE!}rp (active at the beginning of the thirteenth
century). "Wen‑chi Preparing to Return to China." ‑ Hanging scroll, ink and color

on silk, 147.4×107.7cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. Reproduced in
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and actually seventeen or more paintings have come down to us. Of these extant
paintings, none was painted before the T̀ang period, and, of the works, those of
the Sung dynasty are more numerous than any others. In fact, many of the later
works fbllow the Sung works in style and iconography.
Chinese Art 77easures (1961), no. 48; Ku‑kung po‑wu‑ytian, Ktz‑kung po‑wu‑ytian
so ts̀ang chuirg‑kuo li‑tai ming‑hua chi (Peking: Jen min mei shu ch̀u‑pan‑she,
1964‑65), vol. 1, 60; n7ZSn‑wu, 1959, 6: 33.

4) Attributed to Ch̀en Chti‑chung. "Wen‑chi's Captivity in Mongolia and her Return
to China," 4 album leaves (̀Encampment in the Desert,' ̀Encampment by a Stream,'
̀Wen‑chi Parting from her Husband and Children,' and ̀Wen‑chi Arriving at the
Chinese City'), color on silk, 1 2th century. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, nos. 28.62‑
28.65. Reproduced in K. Tomita (1938), pls. 61‑64; va16n‑wu, 1959, 6: 35.

5) Anonymous (Ytian‑Ming period). "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute." Hand‑
scroll, color on silk, Metropolitan Museum of Art, no. 1973.120.3. Reproduced in
Eighteen Songs of a Nbmad Rute: the Story of Lacly PVen‑chi (New York: Metro‑
politan Museum of Art, 1974). See also PVen‑wu, 1959, 5: 55; Ybmato Bunka 37
(1962).

6) Anonymous (Sung period). "Ts̀ai Wen‑chi Returning to China." Fan painting.
Li Pa‑ko collection. Reproduced in T̀ien‑lai‑ko chiu‑ts̀ang sungv'e"n hua‑ts̀e
(Shanghai: Shang wu yin shu kuan, 1955), unpaged; PVen‑wu, 1959, 5: 3.
7) Anonymous (Sung period). "Escort of Wen‑chi (?) and her Children by a Mongol
Soldier." Album leaf, color on silk, 13th century, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
no. 12.898. Reproduced in K. Tomita (1938), pl. 102; Osvald Siren, Chinese
Painting: Leading Masters and Principles, 7 vols. (New York: Ronald, 1956‑‑58),
vol. 3, pl. 319.

8) Chao Meng‑fu rejlfttw (1254‑1322). "Wen‑chiDepartingfromthe MongolCamp."
Color on silk, 129.7×91.0cm, formerly in the Del Drago collection, New York.
Reproduced in the Catalogue of the international Exhibition of Chinese Art (London :
Royal Academy of Art, 1936), no. 1145; va2Sn‑wu, 1959, 6: 32.

9) Kung K̀ai eeca (active late 13th century). "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute."

Handscroll, ink on paper, 30.6×770cm, Freer Gallery of Art. Reproduced in
K. Suzuki (1982), vol. 1, A21‑086.
10) Ch'iu Ying bi,l(! (first half of the sixteenth century). "Wen‑chi Returning Home."
Signed, color on silk. Reproduced in To‑so‑ Genmin Meiga 717ikan (Tokyo: Otsuka
K6geisha, 1929), no. 283.

11) Tung Ch̀i‑ch̀ang g#.g (1555‑1636). Portrait of T̀sai‑yen. Hanging scroll,
color on silk, 63.2×22.5cm, Kyoto National Museum. Reproduced in K. Suzuki
(1982), vol. 3, JMII‑028.

12) Li Shih‑ta E4E±nc (active in Wan‑li period). "Lady Wen‑chi by Willow Trees on

her Way Homeward to the Country of Han accompanied by Riders." Fan shaped,
ink and color on gold paper, 17.5×54.0cm, T. Hashimoto collection, Tokyo.
Reproduced in K. Suzuki (1983), vol. 4, JP30‑294‑2.

13) Anonymous (Ming period). "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute." Handscroll,
67.1×30.0cm, Nanking Museum. Reproduced in Htz‑chia shihpap̀ai, Shanghai,
1961; Wen‑wu, 1959, 5:1; Bulletin of the Museum of Rzr Ebstern Antiquities,
Stockholm 35 (1963), pls, IZI.

14) Anonymous (Ming period). "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute." Handscroll,
color on silk, 25.6×1214.5 cm, Yamato Bunkakan, Nara. Reproduced in ShajirO
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Continuing with our discussion on Wen‑chi paintings, we now select a series of

paintings based on "Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute" in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Some scenes in this series are more pertinent to the Istanbul Procession
Scenes than the fragmentary single paintings depicting various aspects of the Wen‑chi

story. Analysis of the Wen‑chi cycle will be fbllowed by a comparison with the

Istanbul Procession Scenes. Some good reasons to choose the Metropolitan
Museum of Art handscroll fbr comparison are because it is a fine copy based on a Sung
original, it is more complete (namely, it represents the whole story of Lady Wen‑chi's
captivity), and all the scenes are fairly well preserved. On the other hand, the Boston
version, although incomplete, is also important, because it is the finest early example

of the Wen‑chi story we have and reveals a late Sung tradition perpetuated in time
close to when the Istanbul Procession Scenes were painted.
The scroll's eighteen illustrations are roughly classified into fbur groups ac‑
cording to subject:i47

Group One
Song 1. "TheAbductionofWen‑chi" ......

Scene in her home in China

18. "Wen‑chiReturnedHome" .......... Scene in her home in China

Group Two
Song 2. "DeparturefromChina" ......
14. "The Return Journey Begins"
15. "Her Husband Turns Back" .
16. "TheJourneyContinues" ....
Group Three

Marching
Marching
Marching
Marching

to
to
to
to

north
China
the Camp
China

Song 17. "A Chinese City in View" ............. Resting on the way

Group Four
Song 3. "EncampmentintheDesert" .,....
4. "LongingfbrHome" .........

5. "EncampmentbyaStream"

Life in the nomad camp
Life in the nomad camp
Life in the nomad camp

Shimada, "Bunki Kikan Zukan ni tsuite," [Scroll‑paintings of Lady Wen‑chìs Cap‑
tivity in Mongolia and her Return to China] Ybmato Bunka 37 (May 1962).
15) Su Liu‑p̀eng ex7i.tN]S (ca. 1821‑51). "Lady Wen‑chi." Signed, Ssti‑wu‑yang chai
collection. Reproduced in Ktzang‑tung ming‑chia shu‑hua hstian‑chi eeJfil 2125(IS

peM [A collection of Selected Calligraphy and Paintings by Famous Artists of
Kuang‑tung] (Hong Kong: Ta‑kung pao, 1960), 45.
16) Chiang Lien reff (active ca.1796‑‑1850). "Wen‑chi Returning to her Home

Country of Han." Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 87.3×31.6cm. K. Agata
collection, Osaka. Reproduced in K. Suzuki (1983), vol. 4, JP8‑051‑3.

ID Anonymous(Ch̀ingperiod). "Wen‑chiReturningtotheCountryofHan." Hang‑
ing scroll, ink on silk, 68.3 ×42.4 cm. S. Kaizuka collection, Kyoto. Reproduced
in K. Suzuki (1983), vol. 4, JP42‑026.
147. The translation of each title is based upon that of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Eighteen Songs ofa IVbmad ,Elttte (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1974).
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Song 6. "The Constellation of the Dipper" Life in the nomad camp
7. "Concert on the Steppe" ............. Life in the nomad camp
8. "Dawn"..................................... Lifeinthenomadcamp
9. "Wen‑chi Writing Home" ............. Life in the nomad camp

10. "AChildBorn" ......................... Lifeinthenomadcamp
11. "Watching Wild Geese Flying South" Life in the nomad camp
12. "A Messenger Arrives" ................ Life in the nomad camp
13. "TheFarewell" ......................... Lifeinthenomadcamp
Of these four groups, the paintings in Group Two representing the departure
and the journey are the most pertinent to our Processions; Song 13 of Group Four
may also be related to our Procession Scenes, as will be discussed presently.

Unlike the Chao‑chUn scroll in Osaka, which is done in pai‑miao, or brush ink‑
drawing, this Metropolitan Museum of Art Wen‑chi scroll, with more details and
richer palette, has the quality of miniature painting. The figures in the Wen‑chi
scroll are rather small in comparison with those in the Chao‑chUn scroll, and the
general feeling of this series ,of Wen‑chi paintings is closer to our processions, par‑

ticularly to "Procession Scene I." The source ofinspiration fbr "Procession Scene
II," on the other hand, has a greater possibility of being the illustration of Song 2
(pl. 51) than any of the others, because Wen‑chi is shown on horseback only in Song 2.
In the other Songs that are listed above she is either in a carriage or standing in front

of the pavillion of a tent. Other aMnities between Song 2 and "Procession Scene II"
include the fbllowing : on the whole the background is brownish suggesting a desolate

environment, and the heroines' horses display brands on their haunches.i48 As in
the case of the Chao‑chUn scroll, however, the Wen‑chi scroll of the Metropolitan
Museum, except for the comparable subiects and minor features, also has more stylis‑
tic differences than similarities with regard to "Procession Scene II."

"Procession Scene I" of the Istanbul Album, with its more complicated compo‑
sition, iconography and setting, does not seem merely to represent a procession.
More figures (seventeen persons) are engaged in diflbrent activities, while the setting
has a greater variety (tent, cart loaded with ceramics and metal vessels) than is usual

fbr a procession scene. A.young lady on muleback, her attendant, a groom and his
mule drawing a cart, all in the foreground, are directly involved in the procession.

But those in the middle ground are ambiguous as to whether they are part of the
procession. Another young lady in the center and a soldier on the extreme left appear
to be almost just standing there, while four figures are walking in the same direction

as the procession in the foreground; two other figures, however, are walking against

the procession's movement. The latter may be passersby and the five persons behind
the hills onlookers. All the figures, nevertheless, are related to one another in one

way or another, and a kind of tension among them can be sensed in their various
148. The brands are also found on the horses of the escorting Hsiung‑nus in the same
scroll as well as on Wen‑chi's horse in an album leaf in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
See K. Tomita (1938), pl. 102.
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gestures, postures, and emotional expressions. What, then, is the source of this
painting if it is not a mere procession scene?

The illustration of Song 13 (pl. 52)i49 in the cycle of the Wen‑chi story represents

the departure of Wen‑chi when she was ransomed and was to leave her two children
and her husband behind. The setting ofthe scene is as complicated as those ofSong 1
("Abduction of Wen‑chi from a Chinese City") and Song 18 ("W6n‑chi's Arrival
at Home"). In the left corner of the fbreground of the scene depicting Song 13
a group of the Hsiung‑nu horsemen is preparing the horses for the journey, In the
middle ground a number of people stand in a row in front of the pavillion of a tent,

and beside the tent a large camel‑drawn carriage is prepared for Wen‑chi. Inter‑
estingly, on the right some Hsiung‑nu servants hold a ewer and cups fbr the parting.

Again only a few features link this parting scene with "Procession Scene I."
Most significant in Song 13, however, is the group of people in the middle ground
and ordu, or tent complex, enclosed by what is perhaps a felt wind‑screen. In the
left corner of the ordu stands another small black tent, with a few servants in front

engaged in some kitchen activities near the fire. This reminds us of "A Nomad
Camp" in an Istanbul Album.i50 Both an enclosure as well as a black tent with
a domical roof are found in "Procession Scene I," although the enclosure in our scene
is not a felt screen but more like something of brick.

If Song 13 is hypothesized as a model fbr "Procession Scene I," a single symbolic

and decorative black tent, remaining purely Persian in conception and form, comes
to represent the whole ordu complex. An important group ofpeople, consisting of

Wen‑chi, her two children, her husband and their male and female attendants,
stands beside and in fr6nt of the central tent in Song 13. Many of the figures,
including W6n‑chi and her husband, cover their faces with their sleeves in an ex‑
pression of their great sortow. One of the maids is attempting to console Wen‑chi's
husband in his sorrow; one of their children, who is to remain with his father in the
camp, clings to his mother. At the extreme end of the line of figures, three servants

stand with a ewer and bowls on the tray, as mentioned above, while other servants
hold some vessels beside the tent. The former three servants must be readying the
farewell cups, while those beside the tent must be preparing the last meal at the camp

or, perhaps, are readying food for the journey. Can these figures be related to the
people handling the vessels in "Procession Scene I" of the Istanbul Album?
If the' Persian or local painters, being unaware of the general outline of the

Wen‑chi story, were to copy this type of Chinese painting, inevitably they would
confuse and misunderstand some unfamiliar details, omit elements they consider
unnecessary, add other more comprehensible elements, and replace or transform some
motifs. For instance, consider the fo11owing: the diminution of the ordu into a
single tent ; the transformation of the enclosure from cloth or felt into brick, a building

materjal more familiar to the Persians or Central Asians; the use of vessels no longer
149. For the depiction of the same scene, see K. Tomita (1938), pl. 63.
150. TKS. H.2153, fol. Ib, color on paper, 19.5 × 37.0 cm. Reproduced in M. Ipsiroglu
(1966), no. 43.
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meaningfu1 as parting cups or for the last meal, but meaningfu1 symbolically for the
Persian painters, who still intended to represent a Chinese‑oriented scene (because the

blue‑and‑white porcelains must have symbolized the Chinese or represented some‑
thing Chinese) ; the cartfu1 of these and other vessels, perhaps Wen‑chi's property or

her marriage dowry, which no longer have anything to do with those vessels repre‑

sented in Song 13 of the Wen‑chi scroll. We may possibly consider the porcelain
wares on the cart to represent loot taken from China together with Wen‑chi, and that

the scene represents Wen‑chi's arrival in Mongolia rather than her subsequent
departure. The procession, however, is considered to be leaving the camp, which is
depicted at the extreme upper left. The orcht, symbolized by the small tent within
an enclosure, is not the destination of the procession but the camp where Wen‑chi's

Hsiung‑nu husband remains. The gesture of the man with a fur cap, standing
beside the fence and covering his face with his garment, in "Procession Scene I,"
resembles somewhat the gesture of Wen‑chi's husband in Song 13.

Could this also be Wen‑chi's husband lamenting his wife's departure, even
though he appears to be a mere witness watching the event, the witness being
a conventional motifin Persian painting?i5i Movement in Persian painting is often
indicated by gaze and gesture. For instance, those who look back towards the tent
or those who extend their arms towards it may suggest the direction or destination
of the procession. But simultaneously these gestures may also be a cliche to draw
the viewer's eyes to some important part of the scene, that is to say, in our case to the

nomad ordu from which the heroine departs and where her Hsiung‑nu husband

remams.
The fragile porcelains and the cart with impractically small wheels are without
doubt unsuitable for a long journey in the desert whether to carry provjsjons, loot,

or marriage dowry. Such impracticality and illogicalness is fbund sporadically
among the leaves of the Istanbul Albums; in "Procession Scene II," for instance,
flowers in blossom co‑exist with Chinese style leafless trees in this night scene, and in

other paintings of the Album some branches bear both flowers and fruits.i52 But
this sense of unreality in pictorial works is found fairly often in Persian manuscript

paintings, although a more practical camel carries a load of various kind of goods
in a British Museum painting of Chao‑chUn.
"Procession Scene II," unlike the Istanbul "Procession Scene I," only represents
a procession, with no sign of a nomad camp in the setting. In this respect this
Procession is comparable to Song 2 of the Wen‑chi scroll in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and to the Chao‑chUn scroll in Osaka. The main affinities between "Proces‑
sion Scene II" and Song 2 of the Wen‑chi scroll are placement of the heroine in the
middle of the procession, contrast of different ethnic features, and a brand on the
heroine's horse. "Procession Scene II" and Chao‑chUn scroll in Osaka have even
fewer affinities, such as the gesture of covering the face and the remarkable contrast

between the two ethnic groups. Also, "Procession Scene II" lacks two essential
151. See p. 100ff. above.
152. "Flowers and Birds." TKS. H.2154, fol. 97a, color on silk, 39.0×27.0cm.
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features necessary to identify it as a depiction from the Chao‑chUn story, the lute

carried by Chao‑chUn's attendant and the ̀barbarian' clothes Chao‑chUn wears m
the Abe collection version.
In "Procession Scene II," the dancing at the head of the procession is particularly

striking (pl. 6). In spite of the eur̀a'n's prohibition (Sura XXIV, 31), dancing is

depicted in Islamic pictorial works from a very early period. In Persian pamtmgs
as well as in Chinese, dancing, which has never played a leading role in the painter's

repertory, is in most cases performed indoors. In Persian paintings, generally
dancing by females is performed as entertainment at the court, whereas dancing by
males is mostly performed in a religious context, such as the whirling dance by the

Dervish. Although the wedding and wedding procession, whether in the Middle
East or in China, tends to be accompanied by merrymaking with music and dance,
a dancing scene in a procession like the one in our Istanbul Album is rarely en‑
countered in Persian painting. The source for the dancing in "Procession Scene II,"
hence, must be sought elsewhere.
We are aware of various types of dance practiced in Central Asia smce ancient
times through Chinese literary sources and from extant works of art, such as the

celebrated painting in the Berenson collection, "A Girl Swirling in the Dance,"
attributed to the style of a Khotanese painter, Wei‑ch̀ih I‑seng.i53 We also know
that Chinese literary sources frequently refer to the ̀dance of Kucha' which was
highly praised during the T̀ang period. The Central Asian dance celebrated in the
T̀ang dynasty was called Htz‑hstian ilillde [whirling dance of Persia or Central Asia],

characterized by its swift, strong movement and stamping, and may be seen in
numerous representations from wall paintings of Tun‑huang to T̀ang figurines.
The swift powerfu1 movement suggested by the long fluttering scarves of the dancers

in "Procession Scene II" indicates that this dancing fo11ows the Central Asian
tradition. The dancing represented in other Istanbul Album leaves also seems to
fo11ow the same tradition.i54 Dancing scenes are also fbund in court depiction from
Chinese paintings of the Sung period and later, although a dance scene such as that
in "Procession Scene II" is also rarely fbund in the painting of China.

The search for a similar representation of a procession accompanied by dancmg
in other media, brings us an interesting scene, in a print of the late Ming or early

153. EYmeZtEg (7‑‑8 cent.) Osvald Siren, "Central Asian Infiuence in Chinese Painting
of the T̀ang Period," Arts Asiatiques 3 (1956): 3‑21; Toshio Nagahiro, "On Wei‑tch'ih
I‑seng, a Painter of Early T̀ang Dynasty," Oriental Art 1 (1955): 70‑74.

154. "A Man Dancing," color on silk, 34.5×22.3 cm, TKS. H.2160, fo1. 73b, signed
̀Work of Mir (K)halil' (pl. 68); "Two Men Dancing," color on paper, 32.8 ×20.0cm (left)
and 32.8 × 14.7 cm (right), TKS. H.2153, fol. 134b (pl, 69); "Dancing and Music Making,"

color on paper (?), 21.8×34.6cm, TKS. H.2160, fol. 70b (pl. 67); "A Girl Dancing,"
color on paper, 24.0×13.5 cm, TKS. H.2153, fol. 111b (pl. 70); "A Man Dancing," color
on paper, 23.5 × 16.0 cm, TKS. H.2153, fbl. 135b (pl. 71); "A Girl Dancing," ink on paper,

32.6×19.5 cm, TKS. H.2153, fbl. 169a.
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Ch̀ing period (pl. 66).i55 The print, with its vertical composition contrasting with

the horizontal composition in "Procession Scene II," shows two or perhaps more
Hsiung‑nu escorts dancing at the head of a procession with Wang Chao‑chUn on
horseback accompanied by her attendant with a lute. As has already been pointed
out, the connected swastikas on the clothes of some figures have links with the saddle
rug of the princess in "Procession Scene II."
" In spite of the impractical and illogical features and the difik)rences in style and

technique that have been mentioned above, we are still impelled, based upon the
similarity of the general idea of the motifs, the arrangement of the setting (the figures

and certain elements such as the cart and tent), and the general iconography to seek
the source ofinspiration for the Procession Scenes of the Istanbul Albums in the narra‑

tive cycles of Ladies Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn.
The fact that a number of paintings in the Istanbul Albums are copies of a part
of original compositions but are neither blind imitations nor copies of total compo‑
sitions has already been noted in connection with the Kuan‑yin with fish creel (pl. 1)

in our discussion of "Three Strolling Court Ladies" in the Freer Gallery of Art
(pl. 23),i56 Yet another possibility may explain such a series of Istanbul paintings,

including the Procession Scenes. The relationship between our Procession Scenes and

the Chinese paintings based on the cycles of Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn may be
derived from the adaptation of the idea of an abduction but not from an actual copy
of original Chinese versions of the Wen‑chi or Chao‑chUn' stories.

Although some remarks have already been made with respect to the different
ethnic types, a few additional points should be made interms of adaptation regarding

the iconography. In Chinese paintings based upon the Wen‑chi and Chao‑chUn
stories, nomadic people are always represented with specific coiffures, costumes,
manners and customs that differ distinctly 'from those of the sedentaries. For
example, in both Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn paintings in our discussion, the
men's heads are shaved at the top with the remaining hair tied up and allowed to
dangle on both sides, This is a typical coiffure of the Khitan of Liao who expanded
their political power during the tenth and eleventh centuries in the north of China,

but is not characteristic of the Hsjung‑nu or the Mongols. The banners and drums

155. "Chao‑chtin Arriving in Mongolia," woodblock print (colored) on paper, 77.3 ×
41.1 cm. Z. Nakayama collection in Kyoto. Besides this work, a few more prints entitled
either "Wen‑chi's Return to China" or "Chao‑chim on her Way to Mongolia," are known
to us, though these do not include dancing scenes. See M. Medley (1975), pl. 1; Vasilii
Alekseev, Kitaiskoja IVbroduoja Ktirtina [Chinese Folk Painting] (Moscow: Nauka, 1966),
pl. 21; WZn‑wui 1960, 2: 34‑36.
156. See p. 27 above. A similar problem may be argued on an Istanbul album painting
representing a mule‑drawn carriage with two Chinese‑type grooms (pl. 53). This is com‑
pared with a carriage in the Metropolitan Museum of Art Wen‑chi Scroll tp1. 54). Though
the type of caniage is diffierent, the idea is undoubtedly taken from a larger composition,
such as a Wen‑chi or Chao‑chUn scroll.
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depicted in front of the tents in the Wen‑chi scroll are also of Liao.i57 ̀The Eighteen

Songs of a Nomad Flute' is a story concerning the Hsiung‑nu, or the Mongols, and
the Chinese. The actual visual forms of the above‑mentioned motifs, however,
were taken from the Khitans, whose manners and customs the Chinese must have
known better than those of any other nomadic tribes in the north and west of China.
Similar observation of the northern nomads is fbund in "Banquet Scene in a Khitan

Camp" and "Three Mongols on Horseback on a Sandy Plain," by Hu Huaii58 and
also in "Ch̀ing‑ming Festival at K̀ai‑feng" #If UI‑lt?E[r ma painted by Chang Tse‑tuan.i59

The,treatment of these two contrasting ethnic groups, on the other hand, is done
in quite a different manner in our Procession Scenes. The physical type, coiffure and
costume are not of the Khitans of Liao but of the Turkic tribes of Central Asia and of

the Mongols. Another figure group consisting of Chinese in the original Wen‑chi
and Wang Chao‑chUn scrolls is represented with a curious mixture of Chinese and
Persian features in the Istanbul Processions, Two possible explanations for this
mixture may be suggested: the painters who executed the abduction scenes in the
Istanbul albums were not very familiar with the Chinese, either visually or con‑
ceptually ; or the painters transfbrmed,the heroine and her attendants from Chinese to
their own ethnic type to make the story more realistic.

The first possibility is unlikely because there is a considerable number df
paintings showing Chinese infiuence and by Chinese hands in the Istanbul Albums;
if these Chinese paintings and the Procession Scenes were executed during the same
period and in the same workshop, or, at least, in the same area, the painters must
have been aware of what the Chinese looked like. The fact that Chinese paintings
reached the Timurid court is recorded in historical documents, as indicated earlier.

Moreover, if the painters of our Procession Scenes had Chinese paintings as models,

the first suggestion of the Istanbul painters' ignorance about Chinese physiognomy

would be unlikely. Consequently, the second possibility has more likelihood. The
question arises, then, as to why the painters visually transformed the Chinese to
Persian‑looking figures. One possible answer may be that since incidents such as
abductions of the sedentaries by the nomads of Central Asia could have happened
a number of tirnes, they replaced the setting of the Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn
stories with their own, leaving the bulk of the story as it was. Whether Chinese or
157. John Haskins discusses the reliability of the accurate observation of the Sung
painters. His discussion is based upon the comparative study of the felt tent screen with
that represented in the Wen‑chi scroll. See John Haskins, "The Pazyryk Felt Screen and
the Barbarian Captivity of Ts ̀ai Wen Chi," Bulletin ofthe Museum ofthr Ebstern Antiquities
35 (1963): 141‑160; S. Shimada (1962), pp. 18‑30.
158. Handscroll in the National Palace Museum, Taipei Reproduced in Liu Ling‑ts̀ang,
T̀ang‑tail'e"n‑wu hua (Peking: Chung‑kuo ku tien i shu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1958), pp. 52‑53 and
rv?n‑wu, 1959, 6: 34; an album leaf in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Reproduced
in Ktz‑kuirg mirrg‑hua san‑pai ehuirg (1966), 30.

159. tteeSt:l (active at the beginning of the twelfth century). Handscroll in the Palace

Museum, Peking. Reproduced in PVkSn‑wu ching hua (Peking: Wen‑wu ch̀u‑pan‑she, 1959),
vol. 1, pp. 9‑28.
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Persian, it was always the sedentaries who suffered abduction, death and pillage at

the hands of the nomads.

Finally, two more points should be noted concerning differences between the
Procession Scenes and the Chinese depictions of the Wen‑chi and Wang Chao‑chUn
cycles. First, banners, shown in rather large numbers in the Chinese paintings,
number only a few in "Procession Scene I" and are not found in "Procession Scene
II." In the latter scene, fbr example, they may have been changed into bristling
torches and lamps, The painter could have ignored the banners since in Persian
paintings they are mostly depicted in battle scenes, but in their place he must have

fielt he needed torches in order to light the way of the procession and to produce

a romantic atmosphere for the night journey under the stars. Second, most figures
are shown on horseback in the Chinese depiction, whereas in our Procession Scenes
only major figures, all females, appear on horseback, with the escorts all shown on
fbot. The painters of the Istanbul Processions without doubt followed the Persian
tradition, for in equestrian scenes of Persian paintings throughout centuries, those
who ride horses are exclusively royal personages or high dignitaries and their entou‑
rages. The interpretations and aesthetics of the local painters, who received their
inspiration from Chinese paintings, gave their works quite different appearances from

the Chinese originals, and without a close investigation one is apt to be misled
towards a different source of origin.

Concluding Remarks
Unfortunately no single work among the album paintings in question carries
a precise date, place of origin or even dedication. Therefore their most likely dating

and attribution to a particular place can only be derived from the weight of evidence

amassed from minor facets within the paintings themselves.

To begin with, we attempt to date "Procession Scene I" by the Chinese blue‑
and‑white porcelains represented therein. Chinese porcelains, brought to Persia
during the fburteenth and fifteenth centuries by caravans through the desert and
mountains and by ships over the oceans, attracted the wealthy class of the Middle
East and became a symbol of the luxurious life in the royal courts. The fact that
representations of blue‑and‑white wares in Persian manuscript paintings from the
fourteenth century onwards almost always are found in oMcial banquet or reception
scenes in royal courts attests to this.i60 Blue‑and‑white porcelains, simUltaneously,

were used to symbolize ̀China' itself, a country about which the people of Persia
could only imagine by the types of their porcelain. The image of China conveyed
thrbugh their blue‑and‑white wares was so popular that local potters imitated and

produced them in large quantities. This, in turn, enabled the common people to
160. L. Ashton, "Early Blue and White in Persian MSS," roes, 1934‑35 (1936), pp.
21‑25, pls. 7‑11 ; Basil Gray, "Blue‑and‑white Vessels in Persian Miniatures of the 14th and

15th Centuries Re‑examined," roCS, I948‑49, (1951), pp. 23‑30, pls. 9‑14.
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share this luxury with the upper class, and was accompanied by a change in attitudes

toward Chinese porcelains, which still maintained their dignity and exoticism. The

Istanbul Album representations of Chinese porcelains, which may be the first ap‑
pearance of Chinese blue‑and‑whites in a scene outside the Persian princely cycle,
seem to reflect this change of attitudes.

The type of the blue‑and‑white porcelains and possibly their local imitations
represented in "Procession Scene I" and the other five album leaves included in this
article (pls. 46, 47, 48, 49, 76)i6i provide a clue for dating "Procession Scene I" and
the other paintings. Although it is not easy to distinguish every single detail of the
decorative patterns because of carelessness, indifference and ignorance of the painters
and the present poor condition of some of the paintings in the Album, it still remains
possible to identify the fbrm and the designs of a ware and to attribute it to a certain

period. But this has to be handled with great caution because of modifications to
the fbrms and designs done by the painters when they depicted the blue‑and‑whites,
whether from observing actual objects or from copying examples in other depictions,
such as, fbr instance, Chinese paintings.
The types of the blue‑and‑whites in "Procession Scene I" vary from covered jars
tpls. 5 and 43) to spouted pots; this latter, a spouted pot with a handle, is not found

jn Persian manuscript paintings. This type ofpot, though without a spout, is known
in China from the HsUan‑te period (1425‑35). A ewer (pl. 49), bowl (pl. 46), spouted
pot (pl. 47) and jars (pls. 48 and 76) are depicted in other scenes in the Istanbul

Albums. On the other hand, the tall vase with a trumpet mouth, one of the
commonest shapes represented in Persian manuscript paintings, and also wares
decorated with designs in white on blue ground are not fbund in the Istanbul Albums.

The large jar with a cover, one represented on the cart of the "Procession Scene
I" (pl. 43), a second in a portraitlike work of a woman (pl. 48), and a third in "A
Couple Reading a Book on a Couch," is called a kuan. This fbod container, close to

the HsUan‑te style,i62 features a swollen upper body and sometimes a knob on its
cover. The characteristic pear‑shaped ewer, not represented ･in the Procession
Scenes but in other Album leaves, has a spreading or trumpetlike fbot, a long curved

spout, and a long loop handle; a second type of ewer is characterized by a strap
brjdging its spout and neck.i63 The ewer shape, popular in the Sasanian and early
161. ̀fA Man Holding a Bowl" (pl. 46); "An Old Man Drinking from a Pot" (pl. 47);
̀fA Woman Holding a Jar" tp1. 48); ̀fA Man and Two Ladies" (pl. 49); "A Couple Reading
a Book on a Couch" (pl. 76).
162. Harry Garner, Oriental Blue and PVhite (London: Faber and Faber, 1954), nos. 23
and 25,
163. The latter type is depicted in "A Chinese Court Kitchen," TKS. H.2153, fo1. 105b,

color on paper (pl. 89) The ewer in this painting js decorated with fioral patterns
inside a reversed heart‑shape on the body which is often an open work panel popular
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century China. A ewer of this type is in the Topkapi
Sarayi Museum, Istanbul. See Soame Jenyns, Ming PottetJ2 and Porcelain (London:
Faber and Faber, 1953), nos. 19, 50A, and p. 64; M. Loehr (1954), p. 88. Max Loehr
attributes the ewer shown in pl. 49 to the early fifteenth century.
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Islamic periods in metal, once influenced Chinese ceramics of the T̀ang and may,
in turn, display the counter‑influence of Chinese ceramics.

With regard to the designs on the blue‑and‑white porcelains, ̀gadroons' .or more
correctly, ̀lotus‑petal panels,' always play a major role on the cover, neck, shoulder

and base of the vessels in our paintings; these are supplemented by fioral designs

identified as peony and lotus flowers. The characteristic fret borders around the

rim and fbot are found in wares from the Yung‑lo (1402‑24) and HsUan‑te
periods.i64 The dragon is one of the most common themes of the blue‑and‑white
wares and tends to be represented with various types of waves or clouds. A dragon

also appears on the largejar in our example but without any wave pattern. The
blurred representation of horns, mane, and the number of claws makes precise dating
and attribution almost impossible.

The shapes and designs of these depictions all correspond to Chinese taste.
The designs of actual early Chinese (YUan) blue‑and‑white wares consist of large and

bold units of floral decoration with very clear and sharp edges whose patterns tend
to fi11 densely the available surface. The early Ming blue‑and‑whites (Yung‑lo and
HsUan‑te), on the other hand, are more refined and elaborately executed, with each
unit ofthe design becoming smaller and more simplified. The lines are thin, soft and

free; the composition is more thought out than before and has ample undecbrated
white surface. All of these characteristics of blue‑and‑white wares of the Yung‑lo

and HsUan‑te periods are also represented in our albums. Under the early Ming
dynasty, the production of blue‑and‑white wares increased gradually and a number
of pieces were exported to other parts of Asia. Chinese porcelains, as well as
paintings, must have reached the courts in Samarkand and Herat during the period

when the Istanbul Album leaves were executed and must have been used as models
by their painters.

The Istanbul Albums' blue‑and‑white wares, whose style is relatively realistic

and not very conventionalized, can be compared with those in Persian manuscript
paintings, such as Ja'mìal‑71awa'rikh of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, and of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, which are datable to the early fifteenth century,

and also with those in Ni4ami's Khamsa of the Royal University Library at Upsala,
dated 1439. The leaves in the Istanbul Albums under investigation, therefore, can be
dated roughly to the first half of the fifteenth century, at the earliest.

The date of "Procession Scene II" has no specific clues like blue‑and‑white
porcelains to rely on. Nevertheless, general stylistic features and some motifs indi‑
cate the date of this Procession Scene, tnost likely the fifteenth century, as already

repeatedly stated in this chapter. These fifteenth century features may be summa‑
rized as fbllows: a natural setting with spongy rocks and bunches of characteristic
fiowers fi11ing in the open spaces; the color scheme, such as the rhythmical use of red
and brilliant polychrome palette; costumes and accessories, including multiple belts

164. Archibald Brankston, Etzrly Ming vaZires of eni,rg‑te" Chen (Peking: H. Vetch,
1938), pls. 3 and 13d,
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and leaflbrimmed headgear; distinct representation of ethnic differences (black
figure); use of silk as painting ground.

Neither Procession Scene reveals any typical Persian period style of 1400‑1500,
though both exhibit certain suggestive stylistic features of the Turkmen style and
the Timurid style of HerEt. Comparing the two Processions, the style of "Procession
Scene I" is still immature in the sense that its composition is not well thought out, its

color is unclear and the relationship among its motifs, especially the human figures,

is somewhat ambiguous. Presumably it was painted earlier than "Procession Scene
II," which manifests more sophistication and skillfulness in technique, and more
elaboration and restraint in style that are somewhat closer to the painting of the Herat
school.

The Istanbul Album leaves under discussion contain no single leaf with colophon

giving its provenance, nor is there an immediate source in Persian paintings com‑
parable in terms ofthe place oforigin. The precise attribution ofthe album paintings
to a certain location, therefbre, remains open to coajecture. So far, scholars in the
field have attempted to attribute certain groups of the Album paintings, according to
stylistic comparison and to the signed works of calligraphy, to various places, such as

Tabriz (V. Togan, B. Gray, R. Ettinghausen, S. C. Welch particularly to Aq‑qoyunlu

and Qara‑qoyunlu Turkmen dynasties), Samarqand (E. KUhnel, B. Gray, and E.
Grube), Herat (B. Gray), North Caspian littoral (T. Rice), Eastern Anatolia (B.
Karamagarah) and other Turkic localities (O. Aslanapa, E. Esin, and V. Togan).
As far as the Procession Scenes and the other album leaves discussed in this article

are concerned, two hypotheses regarding their provenance are put forth. The first
location is eastern Iran (Herat). In spite of the strong blend of Central Asian and
Far Eastern artistic trends, the dominating style, particularly in "Procession Scene
II," is still Persian, and the complex and eclectic features in style, iconography, subject

and technique may be explained by the existence of a unique atelier, if not an art
school, independent from the court school of Herat, that may have been comprised of

artists of various cultural backgrounds from Central Asia and the Far East. The

second location is Central Asia or, in other words, Western Turkistan. Central
Asia is a melting pot of diverse civilizations and cultures, and a crossroad of artistic

trends linking East and West, North and South. The pastiche nature, particularly
in the religious context, is one of the remarkable characteristics of the Album
paintings, and naturally leads us to this region, where Islam was presumably less
influential and where the heterogeneous features of other religions, such as Chris‑
tianity, Buddhism, Taoism, Shamanism and the sects of Islamic mysticism inter‑
mingled. This second hypothesis is further supported by the historical fact that an
ethnic change, namely, Turkicization was in progress. The Uzbeks, the White Sheep

Aq‑qoyunlu, and Black Sheep Qara‑qoyunla Turkmens were gaining power and
pressing the Timurids from almost all directions during the mid‑ and late fifteenth
century.
Some of the Istanbul Album paintings selected fbr this article carry the names of
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painters, that can be read Muhammad Siyah Qalam,i65 Shaykhi (Naqqash),i66
Mir (K)halil,i67 and Khurdak.i68 Other names are also found, but are illegible
mainly due to being partially cut off when their paintings were trimmed. These
names are prefixed with the word ̀Kl7r‑e' or ̀Amal‑e' meaning ̀the work of......,'

some are also preceded by the word ̀USta‑d' meaning ̀Master......' Although some
of these signatures have been discussed by the scholars like E. Esini69 and Z. A.

Tanindi,i70 and the authenticity of some signatures has been questioned by R.
Ettinghausen,i7i the handwriting of the painters in all the Album paintings and
drawings should be analysed according to historical context. At the present state of
research, most of the solutions remain speculative.
The usual intermingling of features manifested in the Procession Scenes in ques‑

tion may be due to the fo11owing: the repetitive process of copying paintings of
different cultural derivations by various hands; the recomposition, according to the
aesthetics of local painters, of disintegrated small units or segments of compositions

conveyed from diverse cultural environments, one certain source being Chinese picto‑

rial works; the nature of the paintings' themes in which both Inner Asia and China

are involved; the unique nature of the atelier located in a place where a mass of
heterogeneous artistic traditions from various directions met and which may have
been in a marginal area of the Islamic world ; the painters with diverse derivations and

different cultural background.

The basjs for regarding the Procession Scenes as adaptations of ideas derived
from the cycle of Wen‑chi's captivity in Mongolia and perhaps from the tragic story
of Wang Chao‑chUn, but not as the direct copies of Chinese version of their stories,
lie partly in this pastiche nature.

165. "A Man Holding a Bowl," TKS. H.2160, fo1. 89a (pl. 46); ̀fA Female Taoist
Immortal," TKS. H.2160, fo1. 67a (pl. 17); "Two Ch̀i‑lin," TKS. H.2153, fo1. 170b (pl. 25);

"Two Dogs," TKS. H.2160, fo1. 48a (pl. 42); "A Dervish," TKS, H.2160, foli 35b (pl. 37);
"A Falconer on Horseback," TKS. H.2153, fol. 6b (pl. 72),

166, ̀fA Couple Reading a Book on a Couch," TKS. H.2153, fo1. 146b (pl. 73); "A
Youth with a Lute," TKS. H.2153, fbl. 163a (pl. 77); "A Youth with a Sword," TKS.
H.2153, foL 13b tp1. 78).

167. ̀fA Man Dancing," TKS. H.2160, fo1. 73b (pl. 68).
168. ̀fA Lady Standing with a Long Fan," TKS. H.2160, fo1. 62b (pl. 82); ̀fA Lady
Standing with a Musical Instrument," TKS. H.2160, fbl. 37a (pl. 80).
169. Emel Esin, "The Turkish BalsVsi and the Painter Muhammad Siyah Kalam," Acta
Orientalia 32 (1970): 81‑114,

170. Dr. Z. Akalay Tanindi read a paper on "Historical Aspects ofthe Topkapi Album,"
identifying some painters' names and analyzing their handwriting at the Colloquy on Art

and Archaeology in Asia No. 10, 1980. See "Some problems of the Istanbul Albums,
H.2153 and 2160," ISA 1 (1981): 38‑39.
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As was already pointed out in the last chapter, the pastiche in style, iconography,

subject matter, technique (format and material) and decorative motifs of different
elements drawn from sources such as Persia, Central Asia and China, is not confined
to the Procession Scenes' rather this is characteristic of a number of the Istanbul
'
Album paintings and drawings, many of which are preliminary studies rather than
finished works.
Simultaneously our attention is caught by the mutually inconsistent characteris‑
tics existing side by side in the Albums, sophistication and naivete, simplicity and

intricacy, realism and mannerism, and secularism and piety. Students of art history
and ethnic art find this extraordinary pastiche very misleading when they attempt to
attribute the Album paintings in question to a specific place and date, and to define
precisely their characteristics.

Among the diverse influences on the Istanbul Album leaves, Chinese impact is
the most pronounced. The Chinese styles observed here range from the seventh to,
the fourteenth centuries, that is to say, from the T̀ang to the early Ming dynasty,
with the styles of the T̀ang and YUan being most pronounced. This does not mean,
however, that the Istanbul Album paintings received influence directly from T̀ang
pictorial art, but rather that it was the T̀ang style reworked in the YUan period that

inspired Istanbul painters. The YUan as a period was often marked by its anti‑
quarlan nature.
Fir$t of all, the major source that made a significant impact on the Istanbul
Albums is the arts of the Southern Sung and the YUan. But one thing that impresses
us, however, is that none of these paintings and drawings in the Istanbul collection
display either Chinese painters' names or specific painters' individual styles. All
we can discuss about the Chinese models is their period style. It seems 'evident that
the possible models for these Istanbul works were done by professional and amateur
painters, including some provincial artists, but definitely not by any celebrated hands

of the YUan or early Ming periods. Professional YUan painters surpassed literati
painters in the quantity of their production, thereby paving the way for the ex‑
portation of their works to Persia. They inherited the fo11owing traditions of the
Ch̀an monks and literati painters: intermixing the styles, themes and techniques
with their own tradition of rich coloring; emphasis on representation of the living
world rather than on underlying philosophical and metaphysical concepts; emphasis
on rhythmical linear quality; detailed representation of costumes (drapery folds and
patterns) ; and preference fbr subjects of genre, popular legends in Chinese history and

literature, and religion (Buddhism and Taoism). Landscape, the main concern of
the literati painters, served for professional YUan painters merely as a setting for

figural compositions. It may be that such themes, style, and iconography reflecting
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the exuberance and the practical attitude and approach toward painting of the
professional Yttan painters, was what attracted the artists of these Istanbul Album

paintings. This is another good reason why the majority of Chinese originals and
local works with pronounced Chinese influence in the Istanbul Albums consists of
figural compositions with a narrative orientation.
The revival of the great T̀ang art in the YUan period, on the other hand, is above

all observed in figural compositions that had been favored in the T̀ang period.
For example, we can note the fbllowing characteristics: the large dimensions of
human figures, such as "The Two Kuan‑yin;" the empty background noticeable in
"A Couple Reading a Book on a Couch;" the compositions in which a single figure
or a couple of people are placed under or beside a tree or large plants, exemplified by

"Two Ladies Standing by a Tree;" the large dimension of flowering plants with
butterflies, such as in "Two Female Deities;" the characteristic standing posture of

leaning backward with the middle part of the body thrown slightly forward with
clasped hands concealed within the sleeves, such as a standing lady in "Procession

Scene I." Other traits include: the sense of superimposition of figures over
landscape setting as seen in "A Man Fighting with a Demon;" the iconographic type
of the Arhat (Lohan) such as in "Four Sleepers;" the patterning of drapery fblds
noticed in "The Two Kuan‑yin." The curvilinear style, the so‑called iron wire style

ewtwne in drapery folds and the blank background, however, has its source in
ancient Central Asia. One more example suggesting the close connection with the
T̀ang style is the equestrian posture of the lady on a sorrel in "Procession Scene II"

who is represented in nearly frontal view with her upper body twisted, and her head

turned slightly back. This posture is comparable with the reversed posture of
"A Mongol Archer," an example of the YUan paintings that reveal a broad mastery
of horse riding postures in the steppes of Central Asia. This particular posture,
however, is found in T̀ang attributed paintings, such as for instance, "Riders on
a Spring Outing" in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Thus, the Istanbul painter
of "Procession Scene II" was presumably inspired by a Chinese painting in the
T̀ang style reworked during the YUan dynasty.

Along with the Chinese style in the Istanbul Album paintings in question,
Central Asian, particularly Turkic, features are identified with extraordinary realism,

as was pointed out in the discussion of the physiognomy, physical type and the
costume of the figures. Upon considering the Turkicized historical ambience of the
area during the fifteenth century, it would seem that these representations of the
Turks must have been based on actual observation, and, in all probability, not upon
original Chinese paintings.
In the process of copying paintings from different cultural milieus, as for instance,

in the case of "Procession Scene II," some of the key iconography, such as the musical

instrument in the Wang Chao‑chUn painting and the children in the parting scene of
the Wen‑chi cycle, are not found in our Procession Scenes; minor elements like the
hors,e brand and the tree fbrms, on the other hand, remain almost intact with minor
modifications. The major ideas with religious, literary and historical associations,
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which are crucial for the painters of Chinese original paintings but almost meaningless

for the local (Persian or Central Asian) painters who were inspired by Chinese
paintings and copied them, tend to be either discarded or replaced by other ideas or

transfbrmed by the local painters. The secondary and minor elements in original
Chinese paintings, which are at times also understandable to the local painters who
borrowed them, however, tend to be retained without significant modification in the
works copied by the local painters. The generalization of the specific literary‑
historical theme, on the whole, is enhanced by the elimination of alien and hetero‑
geneous e!ements from the models in accordance with the taste, artistic mode of
expression, and aesthetic of the local painters who were inspired by certain procession

scenes in Chinese paintings. This explains one of the reasons why both Procession

Scenes have the appearance of a more general wedding procession.
Finally, the intercultural contacts of the Persian world with China yielded
various significant offspring historically, as we have continually pointed out. How‑
ever, with regard to the Istanbul paintings, which seem to have been mostly studies,

or pictures from sketchbooks or pattern books, they would seem to suggest that the
Istanbul painters received less from YUan China than did the Persian potters. The

Chinese elements taken by the Istanbul painters, however, appear to have been
integrated over the course of time into the long stream of the native tradition. This

conclusion seems justified since we are unable to trace any further development of

the hybrid style predominant in the Istanbul Album leaves. We do not come across
any extant visual evidence deriving from this hybrid style in the later pictorial works

of Persia and Central Asia. This suggests that the Chinese impact which reached
West Asia in the fifteenth century, however fascinating, was short‑lived.
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INDEx OF NAMES AND‑ SUBJECTS

NOTE:

Numbers in lightface type refer to page numbers.
as 50ns refer to page 50, footnote number 8.

Entries such

̀Abbasid dynasty, the (750‑1258), 3, 9.

Amadai‑Kannon KEifutee, 3iifwieweeg,

̀Abd al‑Razzaq ibn Istaq Samarqandi

27n32･
amal‑e ̀work of,' see kar‑e.

(1413‑83), Persian chronicler, author of

Ma.tlà‑i Sàdoyn wa‑Mojmà‑i Bahrayn,

Amir Seid Aljmed Tarkhan, 13.
Amir Khusrau Dihlavi (1253‑1325), Indo‑
Persian poet and author of Khamsa, 94,

12, 13.

Abe collection, see Osaka.
AbdUCtiOn, 59nlsl, 94ns3, 102, 113, 124, 126,

111, 112.

Amitabha, see Buddha Amitabha

129‑131.

Abhayandana, see Bodhisattva Abhayan‑

amulet, 31, 33.

Amur River (Hei Lung Chiang), 117.

dana.

AbÙ1 Fath Bahram Mirza (d. 1549150),
Safavid poet‑prince, and son of Shah

Anahit, Goddess of the waters and fertility,

26.
Anatolia, 134.

IsmàTl, 5.

Abyssinians, 93.
Ada Small Moore collection, 28.
Afrasiab (Transoxiana), 77, 93.
Afrasiyab, King of Turan, 54ni36･

Andekan (Andljan), town in Ferghana, 12.

Africa, 4, 93 ; African Negroes, 93.

An‑shan ewLL, in Liaoning Province,

Ahl al‑Kahf, the People of the Cave, 62ni63･

China, 116.
Anthology, of Iskandar, Shiraz, 1410111
(Fundagao Calouste Gulbenkian Museu,
L.A. 161), 64ni76; of Iskandar, Shiraz,
1410/11 (British Library Add. 27 261)
80nis, 95, 95ngo; Shiraz, 1441 (Topkapi

angel, see also peri and genie, 42ngi, 57ni46,

80, 85, 85n43･

annunciation 100.

'

Ahl al‑Kitab, People of the Book or
possessors of the Scripture, 63.

Abmad b. Uways (1382‑1410), last Jalàirid
sultan, 41ngo.

AhrTman, the power of evil and of darkness

Sarayi MUzesi R.1976), 57ni46, 112ni2o･

in Zoroastrianism 26.
'
̀Aiàib al‑Makhttiqa‑t wa‑Ghara‑̀ib al‑
Mawfu‑da‑t (or The Wonders of Creation

Apsus, see Ephesus.

Aq‑qoyunlU (or White Sheep), Turkmen
dynasty (1378‑‑1508), 5nn, 134.

and their Singularities), cosmography of

Arab, 93; Arabs, 8.

al‑QazvTni, 57ni46, 62, 67.

arabesque, 5nn, 70, 71, 74, 87, 108.

̀AIT b. Abi Talib (ca. 600‑61), cousin,
son‑in‑law of Muhammad and the fourth

Arabian Sea, 11,
Arhat Bhadra eeM:me, 47.

Caliph (reigned 651‑61), 17.
̀Ali Shir Navài, Mir, see Navài.

Arhats, disciples of historical Buddha; 46,

47, 49, 138; see also Lohans.

Allah, 7.

Arnold, Thomas, 26.

Altai Ranges, 32.
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Ars Orientalis, 53.

black(s), 85; attendants, 100; figures, 92‑

AsadT, AbU Nasr ̀Ali b. Alpmad of TUs
(11th century), Persian poet and author

134; see also ̀dark‑skinned'.
Black Sheep, see Qara‑qoyunlU,

of Garsha‑sp‑na'meh, 112ni2o･

blUe‑and‑white porcelain, 35, 39nso, 99, 108,

Asbab al‑Kahf (or Companions of the
Cave), name given jn eur̀a‑n, 61, 62ni62;

109, 119ni3g, 121, 122, 127, 131‑33.

blue‑green‑landscape, 103.

see ̀Seven Sleepers of Ephesus.'
Asia, East, 14, 83; Northern, 114.
Asian, continent, 4; influence, 2; tribes,
114.
Aslanapa, Oktay, 134.

Bodhidharma, Dharma or Ta‑mo mept,

A‑ tha'‑r ageBa‑qiyah, al‑, (or Vestiges of the

Muikaajizai.
Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara, see Kuan‑yin.
Bodhisattva Samantabhadra, see P̀u‑hsien.
body signs and body language, see gesture.

Past) of al‑BirUni, 17, 26, 67.

̀Attar, Farid al‑Din (ca. 1119‑ca. 1190),
Persian mystig poet and author of Man.tiq
aP71ayr, 48, 95ns7･
AvalokjteSvara, Bodhisattva, 26, 37, 78ng.

founder of Ch̀an Buddhism in China,
46nlo7, 50n123; tOY, 58･

Bodhisattvas, 20, 26, 30, 37, 38, 56, 69, 71.

Bodhisattva Abhayandana, 27; see also

Book ofAntidotes, see Kitiib al‑Dirya‑g.
Book ofAscension, see Mìrdy'‑na'‑meh.

Book of thstern Lands, see Khavar(an)‑
Bahram GUr (420‑38), Sasanian monarch,
92n71, 94ns4, 106･

Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, 97ng4･
banner, 39, 40, 81, 81.27, 82, 102, 105, 119,
129; horsetail, 82, 98; yaktail, 81n27, 82,
98.

Baysunghur Ghiyath al‑DTn Mirza (d.
1433), son of ShEh Rukh and crown
prince of Timurids, 5, 33n6o, 41nsg, 88ns3･
Bazaklik, near Murtuq, 32, 34, 76, 77, 78ng･

Berenson collection, in Settignano near
Florence, 34, 128.

Berlin, Museum fUr Islamische Kunst,

na‑meh.
Book of Kings, see Sha'‑h‑na'‑meh.

Book of eabtis, see ea‑btis‑na'meh.
Book of Timtir, see fimtir‑na'‑meh.
Book oje J7ictory, see Znjbr‑na'meh.

boots, 39, 68, 69, 73, 74, 76‑78, 78ns, 82,

106, 119.
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 24, 26, 30,
31, 31n4s, 33, 34n67, 35, 44, 53, 53n134,
91n6g, 102, 112n121, 116, 121n143, 123n146,

124, 125n14s･

Boucher, Guillaume (active ca, 1200s),

Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kultur‑

French goldsmith, 10.
Brahman, 93, 94.

besitz, Berlin‑Dahlem, 5.

brand, branded mark on horse, 90, 127;

Bestiary, see Manafi al‑Hayawan by Ibn
BakhtTshU,
Bibliotheque Nationale, see Paris.

Bidpai, author of Kblilah and Dimnah, 9.
Bihzad, Kamal al‑Din (bet. 1450 and 60‑
1536137), one of most celebrated Persian
pajnters, 36, 93, 95ns7･
Biography of the Prophet, see Siya‑'r al‑IVabi.

birdcage, 73, 96.

horse brand, 91, 125.i4s; see also
72imgha.

Brundage collection, de Young Memorial
Museum, see San Francisco.
Buddha, 29, 46, 48nlls, 104nio7･

Buddha Amitabha, see also Ta‑shih‑chih,
20, 21, 26.

Buddha Sakyamuni, 21 ; see p̀u‑hsien and

Wen‑shu.

BTrUni, al‑, abÙ1‑Rayhan Mubammad b.
Ahmad (973‑1048), Central Asian his‑

Buddhism, 17, 20, 20.2, 21, 48, 58, 60,

torian and author of a‑A tha'r al‑Ba'‑qiyah

Buddhist, 64, 65, 67; art, 27, 33, 44;

(or Vestiges of the Past), 17, 26, 67.
̀biting a finger,' 100; see also gestures.

Blacas ewer, 89ns7･

134, 137.
element, 38; figure, 82n2g; iconography,
20, 21, 29, 37, 52, 53; image (imagery),
28, 50, 66, 78; monk, 50.i23, 58, 61, 94;
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scriptures, 51; subjects (themes), 17, 67;
SUtra, 22, 78nn; texts, 22.
buffalo (water buffalo), 40, 40ns7.

Bukhara, Uzbekistan 9; Mausoleum of
Ismàil the Samanid 108nn6･

Buraq, al‑, sacred beast that carried
Mubammad through the seven heavens,
84, 85.

yUan, 31n46.
Chekiang province, China, tlfiZ[, 51.
Ch̀en Ch̀eng waait (ca. 1370‑1455), Ming

oMcial and author of travel records,
HSi‑ydi hsing‑ch̀eng chi and jEisi‑ydi fan‑

kuo chin, 12.

Ch̀en ChU‑chung wtJl}mp (13th century),
Sung painter, 116, 122ni46, 123ni46･

Btista'n (or Garden), an ethical MasnavT
poem written in 1257 by Sàdi, 17, 78.

Cheng Ho emiFu (1371‑ca.1434), Muslim

Cairo, National Library, 78.
Calcutta, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 81,
82n2s, 133.

Ch̀eng‑hua ESit4tM (r. 1465‑1488), Chu
Chien‑shen A<.NllR, ninth emperor of

Cambodia, 93.
Cambridge, Mass., Fogg Museum of Art,
Harvard University, 101, 101nioo.
captivity, see ̀abduction.'

caricatured animal 42.

,

Carpini, John of Plano de (1182‑1252),
Franciscan friar, 10.
Caspian littoral, 134.

ceramics, 125, 133; see also pottery and
porcelain.

Ch̀an ev, a school of Buddhism (Zen in
Japanese), 18, 20, 24, 40ns7, 46nio7, 47,
55, 56, 60, 60nis7, 63; Buddhist 56; monks
(priests), 51, 56, 65, 137; themes, 56.

Ch̀ang‑an ftZEI (Ching‑chao ･M)ts), an‑
cient capital of China, 9n23.

Ch̀ang‑ch̀un Chenjen ftgEA (1148‑
1227), Chinese traveller (Taoist monk),
1O.

Chang Tse‑tuan gllec"M (12th century),
sung painter, 130, 130nisg･

Chang Wu ltms (active ca. 1360), Ydan
painter, 25n22; see Ch̀U YUan.
Ch̀an YU wr F, nomad chieftain of Hsiung‑
nu, 117.
Ch̀an‑yUeh maA , title of Kuan‑hsiu.

Chao‑chUn ch̀u‑sai‑t̀u vaZdigew,
118n135'

Chao Meng‑fu reGiitw (1254‑1322), YUan
pajnter, 14, 20, 23, 24, 123ni46･

Chao yUan hsien chang t̀u chuan ut‑mu
Isl ewig (Handscroll of the Celestial
Rulers of Taoism and thejr Attendants
in a Long Procession) by Wu Tsung‑

admiral who Ied Yung‑lo's expeditions,
11.

Ming dynasty, 58.
Chia‑ching stSti¥di (r.1522‑1567), twelfth
emperor of Ming dynasty, 58. '
Chiang Lien rvfi (active ca. 1796‑1850),
Ch̀ing painter, 124ni46･
chiaroscuro, 34, 61.
Chieh‑tztz‑ydian hua‑ch̀uan l?riiiosgdlll,

Mustard Seed Gardeti Manual of
Painting, compiled by Wang Kai and
others, 40ns4.

Ch̀ien Htin‑shu rt,trncas, Annals of the
Early Han dynasty, 116, 116ni32･
Ch̀ien Hstian eeue'(Shun‑chU pt#ee) (ca.
1235‑1300), YUan painter, 118ni37･
Ch̀ien Lung ilEwa'M (r. 1735‑95), sixth
emperor of Ch̀ing dynasty, 89nss･

Chih‑kung t̀u‑chtian wartmag, Tribute
oMce scroll, 96ng2･
Chih‑p̀an AL.ag (Sung period), compiler of
,Pb‑tsu‑t̀ung‑chi, 21ns.

Ch̀ih‑ch̀eng iiKg"t (or Red Wall) in Cheki‑

ang province, 51.
Chi‑lin E!rJM<, China, Chi‑lin provincial
Museum, 118n137, 119n13s･
ch̀i‑lin or ki‑lin pten, Chinese mythical
creature, 7, 39, 39nso, 42‑44, 44nioo, 44nioi,

135n165'

Chin fSr (1115‑1234), dynasty founded by

Jurchen nomadic tribes, 10, 119; see
Jurchen.
Chin, China, 110.
Ching‑hsing‑chi 8$!fir:e, historical records

by Tu Huan, 9.
Ching‑te Chen mza tw ee , 1 1 9ni3g･

Ching‑te"‑ch̀uan‑te"ng‑lu m"tw41geseq, 51,
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51n127･

Ch̀ing‑ming Festivai at K̀ai‑feng, 130.

Chin‑kang‑ching fSrww1{ll Vajracchedika,
Diamond SUtra, 22.
chinoiserie, 2, 15, 50.

Chin‑sha SriZl> in Shen‑yu biZi, Shensi
province Esigi2!i, 22.

Chin‑shu M#, Chin dynasty chronicle,
completed in 648 A.D., 114.

Ch̀i 72zn Ch̀uan ee‑re part of Chiu
T̀ang‑shu, 114ni26･
Chiu liu hun ydan t̀u SLtrtii(E2jiiiew, picture

complementary figures, 57, 97, 100, 113.
composition, 57, 68, 71, 74, 83; circular
(round), 45, 46, 52, 56, 57, 57ni46, 58‑
60, 60ni6i, 61, 63, 105; closed, 57, 105;
concentric and centrifugal, 105 ; diagonal,

radiating and symmetrical, 105; horizon‑
tal, 67, 103‑‑6, 105nno, 106nni, 112, 113,
120, 129; iong, 106; open, 105.
Confucian, 65niso; moral, 101; sage, 58.

Confucianism, 17, 60.
Crawford collection, see New York.
Cream qf Histories, see Zubclat al‑ 7bwa‑r tkh.

of Nine Schools and Primordial World,
58.

Chiu T̀ang‑shu esEllX, Old History of
T̀ang dynasty, 200 vols., 114, 114ni26･
Ch̀iu Ying tlL;(! (ca. 1510‑‑1552), Ming
painter, 23ng, 35n7o, 53, 123ni46.

Chou Fang neEIEi (active ca. 780‑810),
T̀ang court painter, 34n66, 120.
Chou Wen‑chti reJS< 5Ii, figure painter of

Five Dynasties, 102nio2･

Christian, emperor, 62; legend, 61; mon‑
astery, 64; persecution, 62; subject, 17.
Christianity, 17, 134.

Chu chien‑shen X.FILme, see Ch̀eng‑hua.

Chung K̀uei eema, deity of Chinese
scholars and usually represented as weird

dwarf, 112.
Ch̀u‑tz̀uV hou‑ydi feewecge., 6 vols.; col‑
lected by Chu tzU SkEF, 115.
Ch̀ti Ytian ms1!R (4th‑3rd century B.c.),

one of authors of Ch̀u‑tz̀tt feee,
Chiu‑ko‑t̀u Jh,{ekwa (Picture of Nine
Songs), 25n22.
Cintamarpi, precious pearl, 4, 20.

Clavljo, Ruy Gonzalez de (d. 1412), envoy
of Henry II of Castille to Timur's court,
11, 83.

Cleveland, Cleveland Museum of Art,
25n22, 112n122･

cloud collar, see YUn‑ch̀ien.

Colloquy on Art and Archaeology in Asia,
3n7, 135n17o･

Dakyanus, see Decius.
dance and dancer, 75, 77, 78ns, 79, 83n3i,
86, 97, 99, 107; of Kutcha, 128; swirling

dance, 74; whirling dance, 128; see also

Hu‑hsUan.
dancing, 77, 81n2s, 128, 128nis4, 129,
128niss, 135ni67; girls, 34, 74, 80, 83, 97,

99; Mongolian, 90.
Dara, 78.

DarTr, Mus!afa b. YUsuf b. ̀Omar al‑
Maulavi al‑Arzan al‑RUmT (14th cen‑
tury), Turkish author of Siya"r al‑Albbi,

17.

dark‑skinned, 76, 93‑5, 94n7g, 96, 99;
groom, 94.s4; see also ̀black'.

Decius, G. M. Q. T. (r. 249‑51), Roman
emperor, 62.
Del Drago collection, see New York.
Dervish, 49, 49nllg, 50, 50n123, 50n124, 64,
78, 128, 135n16s･

Dharma, Good law of the Buddha; see
Bodhidharma.
dhoti, 19, 24, 28, 31, 36, 37.

Diva"n (collection of poems), of KhvajU
KirmanT (British Library, Add. 18113),
34, 35n6s, 80n2o 84n4o, 95nss, 108nns; Of

KhvajU KirmanT (Musee des Arts Deco‑
ratifs, no. 3727), 84n4o; of Sultan ahmad,
41ngo･
Divdn Lirgha‑t al‑7'Z7rk, Dictionary of the

Language of the Turks by MahmUd

coloring, 47, 107.

KashgharT, 90n62･
dragon, symbolizing Son of Heaven, 7, 10,

Companions of the Cave, see Ashab al‑
Kahf.

drapery folds, 19, 33, 34, 37, 41, 53, 54, 57,

color scheme, 35‑37, 103, 106, 108, 133ff.

･41, 43, 43.gs, 44, 87, 88, 133; head, 48.
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61, 108, 137, 138.
Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, 86, 94ns6,
111nl19'

Flowers and Birds, 6‑8, 67, 121ni43･
folk art, 1, 47nii3; painting, 49.
Fontein, Jan, 60.

̀ducks‑in‑water', 41, 42ngs, 43, 72, 75.

format, 106; horizontal, 112.

dye‑marking, see Hinna.

R)‑tsu‑t̀ung‑chi M}iftgMre, Comprehensive

Record of the Lineage of Buddha and
Edill[),ing Z2zles of the Prophet, see Cis.a‑s.
al‑anbiya"'̀.

Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Library,
26, 62, 81, 81n27, 85n41, 101ngg･

Eight Paradises, see Hasht Behisht.

Eighteen Songs of a Nbmad I71ute, see

the Patriarchs, 54 vols. completed in
1258‑69 by Chih‑p̀an ,=Df'ag, 21ns･
Four Sleepers, SsU Shui IZIIme, 18, 47, 50,

52‑65.

Freer Gallery of Art, see Washington,
D.C.

Hu‑chia shih pa p̀ai.
emotional expression, 100‑2, 126.
Ephesus, 61, 62.
Elburz Mountains, Iran, 104nio6･
Erh Hsien =im, twin deities or immortals,

fungus (Fomes Lucidus or Fomes

59.
Er,hshih‑ssU‑hsiao =+U!ljl;E, Twenty‑fgur

gadroon, lotus‑petal panels, 113.
Ganesa, son of Sive, ‑;iE, 29n4i･

Acts of Filial Piety, 59, 59niss･

E‑shih wsEE, queen, see Ning Hu.
Esin, Emel, 134, 135.

Ettinghausen, Richard, 3, 78, 134, 135,
135n171'

Japonicus) as symbol of longevity and
immortality, 25, 38‑40, 40ns3, 41.

Fustat, old Cairo, Egypt, 92.

Garden, see Btista'‑n.

Garsha‑sp‑na‑meh, heroic epic by Asadi ,Abti

Nasr ̀AIT b. Aljmad, 112ni2o.

Geiami Shingei (1431‑85) ajKilrmeEpt,
painter of Muromachi period, 55ni4o･

Genghis Khan or Cinghiz Khan (1167‑
facial expression, 100‑2.

1227), founder of Mongol empire, 10,

Fa‑hua‑chin Zilesss (the Lotus SUtra;

81n27･

Saddharma‑pupdarika SUtra), 22.
Fan‑shu ectsR, Chinese painter worked in
KUfah, 9n23; see Ching‑hsing‑chi.

Fan‑Yeh 7Eme (398‑445), compiler of Hou
Hbn‑shu, 114ni27･
Far East, 3, 134.

Fatih Album or Conqueror's aibum, in
Topkapi Sarayi, 5nio.
Fei‑Hsin eeiE., (Ming period), author of
Hlsing‑ch̀a SheAng‑lan, 12.
fei‑t̀ien ffiiEi, flying devatas, 42ng2.

feng‑huang mawt, phoenix, 7, 10, 25, 41,
43, 44.

Feng‑kan g F, Ch̀an monk (Ch̀an‑shih
meeM), 47‑57.
figure grouping, 99, 100.
FirdausT of TUs (933‑ca. 1025), Persian poet

and author of Shdh‑na‑meh, 43ngs, 54ni36,
67, 84, 92.7i, 95, 109, 110.

Five Dynasties, (906‑960), 22ns, 31, 35.
Five Poems, see IWiamsa.

genie (J'inn), 43, 80, 81, 84, 85, 85n43; see

also angel and peri.
gestures, 31, 57, 98‑102, 108, 113, 120, 126,

127; for astonishment 100; for sorrow,
101, 102; for veneration 100; of griefi
120; of shyness and perplexity, 100, 120;
ofpointing a finger, 99; see also ̀biting
a finger.'

Ghazna, Afghanistan, 94.

Ghaznavids (977/8‑1186), dYnasty of
Turkic origin, 90.

Ghiyath al‑Din b, Abmad (Naqqash),
Persian painter who accompanied envoy
of Shah Rukh to China (1419‑22), 12.
ghulam, trained slave, 94.
Gray, Basil, 3, 134.

Greco‑Buddhist art, 2.
griMn, 44.
Greek, 61.
Grube, Ernst, 134.
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Hafi4‑i AbrU (d. 1430), Persian historian of

Herat, 8, 11, 12, 48, 134; school, 42ngs, 86,
92n7i, 96, 105nio, 107, 134.

time of Shah Rukh; author of Zubclat
al‑71awa‑rikh and Mojmà al‑7bwa‑rikh,

Hickman, Money, 60.

13, 13n3s, 105nllo･

high collar, 79, 80nig, 82.

Hai‑chou tsdNN, 21.
halo, 38,

Haydar Talebeh, 15th century Persian
writer, 43, 43ng6･

Ha‑mi Perlgl} (Kumul), Sinkiang Uighur,
Autonomous Region, 12, 14.
Han dynasty, (206 B.cr221 A.D.), 1, 17,
22ns, 114; emperor, 117; princess, 117.
handscroll, 68, 98, 103‑6, 112, 113, 116;
see also scroll painting.

han‑gan 6PEve, drooping eyes in Japanese,
30n44･

Hang‑chou )EiZ{NH, capital of Southern Sung

Hinayana, ̀Lesser Vehicle,' Buddhist doc‑
trine, 46, 65.

Hindu(s), the, 47, 93, 94.
Hinna‑̀, 84.

Ho‑ho iFui￡t (or Harmony and Union), 59,
60.
Honan province ?Eiriili, 56.
horror vacui, 104.

horse brand, 91,125, 138; see also tamgha.
horsetail, see banner.

Hbu Hk7n‑shu ftec=, Annals of the Later
Han, 114.
Hsiang nang jlS X, perfume sachets, 32n4g;

Han Kan glE!glP (active 742‑756), T̀ang

see also pouch.
Hsiao Yi fige or Liang YUan‑ti l;ll5[Jk

horse painter, 11.
Han Hsi‑tsai's Night Revels fiE!l?,!l,.eeINff

HSi‑ching tsa‑chi ilSrt5!IE a, records of the

by Ku Hung‑chung, 35n7o.
Han Ktzng Ch̀iu ecglY<, ̀Autumn in the

Early Han, 116ni32･
Hsien Tsung X..S< (805‑20), T̀ang emper‑

Han palace' by Ma Chih‑yUan, 118,

or, 22.
Hsing‑ch̀a She"ng‑lan geefi28ee (or Overall

dynasty, 51.

119ni3g; see also Wang Chao‑chUn.
Han‑shan getu, Ch̀an monk, 51‑60, 98.
Harada collection, ex‑, 118ni37･

Hariri, al‑, AbU Mubammad al‑Qasim
(1054‑1122), Iraqi grammarian, poet and
author of Maqa‑ma't, 93.
HaritT, Indian protectress of children, 25,
25n24･
Haskins, John, 130nis7･
Hasht Behisht (or Eight Paradises), part of

(r. 552‑554), 76ns･

Survey of the Star Raft), compiled
around 1436 by Fei‑hsin, 11.
Hsing‑hua‑ssti Temple ew.lti{F in Chi‑shan
eeth, Shansi province, 25n2i.
Hsiung‑nu, 59to(, 102, 113, 114, 116, 117,
119, 120, 125.i4s, 126, 127, 129, 130;
Southern Hsiung‑nu, 114; Ch̀uan, 6<il15<
iig, 116n132'
Hsi‑yti i!!iiSe, Western Regions, 12, 53.

five Ma$navT poems (Khamsa) of AmTr

Hisi‑ydifan‑kuoehih iZgjlletsue,=.f=, travel re‑

Khusrau DihlavT, 94ns3, 111.
Hatifi, ̀Abd Allah (d. 1520/21), Persian

HSi‑ydi hsing‑ch̀eng chi iZglskfi iEil:a, travel

poet, author of TTmtir‑nadmeh, 49nng.

Hbyrat al‑Abra‑r (or Travellers jn
Confusion), written in 1483 by Mir ̀Ali
Shir Navài, 100.
Hazine Kitabligi, Treasury Library in the
Topkapi Sarayi, Istanbul, 5.
Hei Lung Chiang River ;l,(l.gEZ] , 117.

cord by Ch̀en Ch̀eng, 12.

record by Ch̀en Ch̀eng, 12.
Histian‑ho hua:p̀u ‑th.lgnSpt., 20‑volume

catalogues of paintings in Emperor
Hui‑tsung's court collection, completed
in 1120, 67.
Hstian‑tsang i!lllE (600‑664), Chinese pil‑

grim monk, 78.

henna, see Hinna'̀.

HsUan‑te E. jllS ee? (r. 1425‑35), fifth emperor

herdboy, 40, 40ns7･
Henry the Navigator (1394‑1460), prince of

of Ming dynasty, 11, 132, 133.
HsU‑shan HCilth, in Hai‑chou, 21.
Huatien JiEen, 28; see also ̀urqa'.

Portugal, 11.
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Htz‑chia shih pa phi IIiETEi+AtA (or

and Brahmans.

Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute), 87,
91, 91n6g, 102, 113, 115, 116, 119n13s,

Inner Asia, 80, 87, 90, 91, 135.

123n146, 124, 130.

Irgene Kun, 112ni2o･
iron‑wire style (or T̀ieh hsien miao) eeSS}

Hu‑han‑hsieh Ch̀an‑yU [EFeeffBma ]=, Hsi‑
ungnu ruler, 116.
Hu Huai (Hu Kuei) iltiiee (active during
Posterior T̀ang dynasty), Khitan painter,
91, 91n67, 130･
Hu‑hstian WIiiCi, whirling dance of Persia
or Central Asia, 128.
Hui‑tsung figk:ill (r. 1100‑25), Sung em‑

peror, painter of birds and fiowers,
36n134･

fiE, convention of Chinese figure

painting, 138. :

Isfahan, Iran, 86n4s･

Isfandiyar, son of legendary King Gushtasp
of Persia, 112, 112ni2i･

Isbaq ibn IbrahTm al‑NishapUri (11th
century), author of eis.a‑"s. al‑Anbiya‑̀,
63n16s･

Iskandar, Alexander the Great, 54ni36,

Hu‑kuo EEav, Persia or Turkjstan, 76.

HtilagU (r. 1258‑65), founder of Il‑
khanate of Persia 10, 82, 82n2s･

Humay, prince of Zamrn‑i Khavar, 35n6s,
80n2o, 107, 108nlls･
Htzma'‑y

Iran, 134; East, 110.

and Htzma‑ytin, Masnavi poem on

romance of Humay and HumayUn by
KhvajU Kirmani 35n6s, 84n4o, 108niis･

Humaytin, daughter of Khaqan of Chin,
80n2o, 84n4o, 107, 107nl13, 108nns･

Hung Mai tkme (1123‑1202), Chinese
writer, author of I‑chien chih, 21.

Hung wu #lsrtiti, Chu Ytian‑chang fkit

64n176, 95, 101nlol･

Iskandar Sultan (1384‑1414), 64ni76･
Islamic, painting, 8, 17, 57, 59, 63; textiles,

27; tiles, 27; world, 26, 43, 84n3s, 105,

135.

IsmàTli, a group of Shìis recognizing
Ismàil as their Messiah, 82n2s･
Ismàil the Samanid, see Bukhara.

Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi, 5ff; Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Art, 44.

I‑t̀uan ho‑ch̀i ‑gniFnk, friendly talk
among a Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist,
58, 60.

pa (r. 1368‑98), first Ming emperor, l2.

Hurmuzd (d. 590 A.D.), Sasanian king,
Khusrau's father, 86, 86n4s･
Ibn BakhtishÙ Jibràil, Christian physician

at ̀Abbasid court, 104, 105, 112.

Ibn Husam or Muhammad b. Husain
(d. 1470), author of K7)dvar(an)‑na‑meh,

17.
I‑chien chih lillegA.., compiled by Hung
Mai, 21, 21ns･
iconographic convention, 109.
Idemitsu Museum of Art, see Tokyo.
Il‑khanid period (1256‑1353), Mongol reign
in Persia, 88.

Imam, 17.
Imperial Chinese court, 88.
Impressionists, 2.
India, 25, 34n6s, 78,

Jalàrid period (1336‑1432), one of
successQr‑dynasties of Il‑khanate, 80n2o.

Jamì al‑TawarTkh (or PVbrld History) of
Rashid al‑DTn, 10, 17, 62, 67, 68, 81,
81n27, 82n2s, 85n41, 90n62, 92n71, 100,
104, 104nio7, 112, 133.
Japanese painting, 106.

Jen Jen‑fa ffemp (1254‑1327), Ytian
painter, 14.

Jen K̀ang‑min HIEER, Ytian painter, 64.
Jen Po‑wen EEISza (active 14th century),
YUan painter, 93.
Ju‑lai aNsi(, Tathagata, 20.

Junayd Naqqash (14th century), painter of
Baghdad, 41, 41ngo･
Jurchen or Juchen S( E, nomadic tribes of

Northern China and Central Asia, 10,
see also Chin.

Indian, 46, 46nio7, 78nio, 93; features, 65;

Ocean, 9; sage, 46nio7; see also Hindu

Kàbah, most venerated sanctuary of Islam
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at Mecca, 85n4i.

K̀ai‑feng cabl, capital of Northern Sung
period, 130.

Kablah wa Dimnah, Book of Fables of
Bidpai, 9, 10, 34; of Gulistan Library,
35n6g･

Kansas City, William Rockhill Nelson
Gallery of Arts, 32, 34n66, 105niio･

K̀ang T̀ao genv (active ca, 1726‑‑55),
Ch̀ing painter, 118ni37･
Kan6 Tan‑yii ?Pi:IEi;}41ag (1602‑74), painter

of early Edo period, 55ni4o･
Kan6 Yukinobu ?Pfi:EEi;2tS, painter of late

Muromachi period, 55ni4o.
Kao Tsu iEErtEI (r. 202‑195 B.c.), founder
of Han dynasty, 114.
Kara Khoto, ancient city now in Sinkiang

Uighur Autonomous Region, 31n46,
59nlso･

Karamagarali, Bayhan, 134.
Kar‑e, ̀work of' in Persian, 135.
Kay KLàtts jbn Iskandar (r. 1049‑ca. 1090),

ruler of SelijUq dynasty of Persia and
author of ea‑bijs‑na‑meh, 94.

Kay Khusrau, 54ni36･

Khamsa (Five MsnavT poems) of Amir
Khusrau Dihlavi, 94, 111, 112; of
KhvajU KirmanT, 43; of NizamT, 17, 67,

Index
ca. 1349), Persian poet, 34, 43, 80n2o,
84p4o, 95nss, 107, 108nns.
Kichlj6ten ilijitlf;J< (SrTmahadevT), 25, 25n24.

Kipling, Rudyard (1865‑1936), English poet
and novelist and author of Barrack‑room
Ballacls composed in 1892, 1.
Kilin, China, see Chi‑lin.

Kishimojin ra IILNwh Goddess‑mother of
demons, 25, 25n24･
Kisra, Sasanian King, see NushTrwan,
Kita'b al‑Dirya‑q (or Book of Antidotes) of
Pseudo Galen, 43ngs, 57ni46･
knicknack peddler, 64, 65, 65niso･

Kobe, ex‑Kawasaki collection, 54ni3s,
55n14o･

Koslov Mission, archaeological mission in

1907 and 1908 led by Pyotr Kuz'mich
(1863‑1935), 59niso･

kuan ma qar), 132.
kuan‑hsiu esbl< (832‑912), painter of Five
Dynasties, 47, 47nios, 83,

Kuan Tao‑shen ggn (1262‑1319), YUan
painter, 23.

Kuan‑yin enIl7 (Bodhisattva AvalokiteS‑
vara), 18, 20, 20n2, 21, 23‑65; with a
willow spray, 25, 26, 28, 31; with one‑

thousand‑arms, 31; see also YU‑lan

84n37, 85n41, 86, 94, 96ngl, 101nlol, 109,

Kuan‑yin.
Ktzan‑yin kan‑ying chuan engptrere, 22.

133.

Kubera, Hindu God of Wealth *Zeq¥,

khan (khaqan), title for Mongolian and
Turkic chieftain, (or for emperor of
China), 44, 110.
Khanbaligh (Khanbalioj, Peking, 12.
IVidvar(a‑n)‑na'‑meh, Epic of Eastern Lands,

composed in 1426127 by Ibn Husam to
celebrate exploits of ̀AIT and his
companions, 17.

Khitan, the eeN, nomadic tribes of
Northern China and Mongolia, 10, 76,
80, 91, 129, 130; painter, 91n67; tomb,
116; see Liao.
Khotan, 89; Khotanese painter, 34, 128.
Khurdak, Persian (?) painter of the 15th
century, 135.
Khusrau II (Parviz, 590‑628 A.D.), Sasa‑
nianking, 80nis, 86n4s, 94･

KhvajU Kirmani, MalymUdibn Ali (1281‑

64ni74; see Vaigravana.

Kubilay Khan or Khubilai Khan ii±jfig
(1215‑1294), grandson of Genghis Khan,
first emperor of Ytian dynasty, 82, 93.
Ktifah, first Abbasid capital, 9.

KUhnel, Ernst, 134.

Ku Hung‑chung wtas4i, Southern T̀ang
painter, 35n7o.
Ktzlliya't, collected literary works, 106.

Kung K̀ai eeee (active late 13th century),
yuan painter, 123ni46･

K̀un‑lun nu Eesto(, 93.
K̀un‑mo E];:!, king of Wu‑sun, 114.
Kung Sujan g*￡& (active 12th century),
102nlos, 118, 118n137, 119.

Kuo‑ch̀ing SsU monastery pa?ili{5i, T̀ien‑
t̀ai shan in Chekiang, 51.

Kuo Jo‑hsU iKilSee (Northern Sung), au‑
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thor of T̀ud･hua chien‑we"n chih, 31n4'7.

Kuo Mao‑ch̀ien iKBEffl (second half 11th
century), compiler of Yi7ehVLt Shth‑chi,
115.
Kuo Mojo S3ZikilS, 119ni3s･

Li Ling 4wa (?‑72B.c.), general of early
Han dynasty, 102.
Li Lin‑ts̀an 4!!xeec, 53.

Ling‑chih cloud geE=, spiritual fungus,
38, 40, 41.

Kuo Tzti･‑i, 77n7.

Li Pa‑ko collection, 118ni37, 123ni46･

Kurai Steppe, in Altai Ranges, 32.

Li Po 24}E:] (T̀ai‑po Jtce ca. 701‑62),
T̀ang poet, 117.

Kutcha, K̀u‑ch̀e JiEdi, oasis city in
Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region,
China, 34, 76, 128.

Lisbon, Fundagao Calouste Gulbenkian

Kyoto, Daigoji Sanb6‑in Temple stewEIF
=‑ fiEE, 25n24; J6ruriji Temple Mmpeg

Museu, 64ni76･
Li Shih‑ta $ ltre (active in Wan‑liperiod),
123n146'

i:IF, 25n24; Kaizuka Shigeki RtyllE

Li Sung E4}ms‑ (ca. 1190‑1230), painter of

tw collection, 124ni46; Nakayama

Southern Sung Academy, 64.
Li T̀ang 4EN (1050's‑after 1130), Sung

Zeaji Iit‑Llee3< collection, 129niss;

National Museum (Ueno col‑

landscapist, 113ni24, 122ni46･

lection) JEF( as tw jZ ‑IEIi ikig fili, 34n66,

Li T̀ieh‑kuai 4}ewEIS, Taoist immortal,

123ni46; RyUk6‑in Temple gg)k]tsiZ,
55ni4i, 56, 57.･

literati painter and painting, 20, 56, 65, 67,

64n17s･

137.
Lalita, posture of relaxation, 37.

Lane, Arthur, 10.

Lang Shih‑ning fiB'li±g or Giuseppe
Castiglione (1688‑1766), Ch̀ing painter
of Italian origin, 14.

Language of the Birds, see Mantiq al‑Tayr.
Lao‑TzU :litEF (fl. ca. 6th century B.c., first

philosopher of Chinese Taoism, 40.

Liu Hai‑hsien $gtsua, Taoist immortal,
64n17s･

Liu Hsti :gHig (887‑‑946), Chinese histo‑
rian; compiler of Chiu T̀ang‑shu, 114ni26･

Liu Kuan‑tao esgesme (active ca. 1270‑
1300), Ytian painter, 82, 82n2g, 93･

Liu Shang ;gilfi, T̀ang poet; compiler of
Htz‑chia shih pap̀ai, 115.

Layla, heroine of Persian romance, Layla‑ u

Liu Sung‑nien NthGli (ca. 1150‑after

Mojntin by Nizami, 101nioi.
Ieafibrimmed head covering, 42, 74, 80, 81,

1225), Sung painter, 47.
Liu Ta‑chieh, 119ni3s･

82, 85, 86, 134.

Leningrad, Hermitage Museum, 26, 100ngs;
Public Library, 85n4i･

Liao ta (907‑1125), dynasty founded by
nomadic Khitan tribes, 10, 116, 129,
130; see also Khitan.
Li Ch̀eng 4EptZ (919‑967), Chinese land‑

Liu‑tz̀u ;UnH , Chinese painter worked in
KUfah, 9n23; see Ching‑hsing‑chi.
Loehr, Max, 8, 27, 47nn3, 121ni43, 132ni63･

Lohan wagr, 46‑50, 56, 58, 61, 63, 65, 83;
see also Arhats.
Lokapala JEiEE, 29n4i･

Li Chungjun E4}igma, 32.
Li Hsien 4}g (Prince Chang‑huai llliSR
Jt<EF), second son of T̀ang emperor
Kao‑tsung, 32.

London, British Library, 35n6s, 54ni36,
80nls, 80n2o, 84n37, 94ns2, 94nss, 95,
95nss, 95ngo, 101nlol, 108nns, 112n12o;
British Museum, 89ns7, 91n66, 112ni2o,
118ni37, 119, 127; Percival David Foun‑
dation, 3, 3n7; Royal Asiatic Society,

Li Hsien E4}E (1376‑1445), Chinese oMcial

95nsg, 101nioo, 102, 104nio7; Victoria and

escorted envoys back to court of Shah
Rukh, 12.
Li Kung‑lin asthwt (ca. 1049‑1106), Sung

Luqman b. Sayyid Huseyn al‑̀AshUri of

scapist, 122n146･

painter, 14, 47, 50, 77n7･

Albert Museum, 81, 89nss･
Urmia (1569‑after 1601), Turkish court

historiographer and author of Zubdot
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ab71awa‑rikh, 17.

Ma Chih‑yUan ,eeikpt (active ca. 1251),
author of Hbn Ktzng Ch̀iu, 118.
Maeda, Robert, 28.

Mahan, character in Nizami's Khamsa,
96ngl･

Rising‑place of Two Lucky Constella‑
tions and Meeting‑place of Two Seas),
history of Timurids from 1304!5‑‑‑1470
written by ̀Abd al‑Razzaq ibn Isbaq

SamarqandT, 13. .

Matsumoto Sh6ken‑an collection' , 55ni4o.
Maulana, our master, 135ni7i･

MaharajalTla, posture of ̀royal ease,' 37.

Ma YUan rept (active late 12th & early

Mahayana, ̀Greater Vehicle,' Buddhist

13th cent.), academy landscapist, 56.
Mediterranean World, 1, 34n6s･
Mehmet II Fatih ̀the Conqueror' (r. 1451‑
81), seventh Ottoman sultan, 5nio.

doctrine, 20, 65.

Mahasthamaprapta, see Ta‑shih‑chih.
MaheSvara ma whes wa iEl ( Jit fi Jfil ;E) , one
of Siva's titles, 29n4i.

MabmUd Kashghari (ca. 11th century),
Turkish lexicographer; author of Diva'‑n
Ltrgha‑t al‑7)7rk, 90n62･

MalymUd of Ghazna (r. 998‑1030), sultan
of Ghaznavids, 94.
Ma Huan ,eetw (15th century), author of
Wng‑yai She"ng‑lan, 12.

Maitreya tw#gff, 49ni2i･
Mojmà al‑7bwa'rtkh (or Collections of
Histories) by Hafi4‑i Abrfi, 105nno.

Makhzan al‑Asra‑r (or Treasury of
Mysteries), one of five romantic MasnavT

Meiji, the, 1, 2.

mendicant stuff, 46, 48, 49.

Mesha, first man in Zoroastrianism, 26.
Meshyana, first woman in Zoroastrianism,
26.
Mesopotamian ceramics, 3.

Metropolitan Museum of Art, see New
York.

Miao‑shan legend, Chinese legend of
selfsacrificing princess, 20n2.

Middle East, 3‑131.
Mihran Sitad, chief of Persian cavaliers
depicted in Sha‑h‑na'meh, 34n67. 110.

poems written in 1176 by Nizami, 112;

Mikami Tsugio =‑J kS, 2･

of Haydar Talebeh, 43ng6; see also
Khamsa.

Ming dynasty (1368‑1644), 11ff; embassies,

Ma‑lang‑fu Kuan‑yin ,eeftgaften E5, Avalo‑
kitegvara as lady of Ma Family, 22.
Malaya, 93.
Malik Shah ibn Arslan (r. 1072‑92), SeljUq
sultan, 95nss.

Manof al‑Hbyawa'‑n (or Usefulness of
Animals), Bestiary of Ibn BakhtishU,
104, 105, 112.
mandarin square, see p̀u tzti ?"i{F.

Manchester, John Rylands Library, 92n72.
MafljuSrT, Bodhisattva, see Wen‑shu.

12.

Ming‑fei waad, see Wang Chao‑chUn.
Ming‑fei Ch̀U [YlaEEIta, 118.
Ming‑fei Ch̀u‑sai‑t̀u ng ae th gm ma, see Wang

Chao‑chUn.

Ming‑huang wri or HsUan‑tsung EglX
(r. 712‑56), sixth emperor of T̀ang
Dynasty, 67, 122.
Ming Shih wr!R, History of Ming Dynasty
completed in 1735; 336 vols., 12.
Ming Sh ih‑lu op fi eq or JJX< wr fi en ,

Veritable Records of the Ming Dynasty;

Mantig al‑71qyr (or Language of･the Birds),
epic written by ̀Attar, 48, 95ns7･

2909 vols., historical records of thirteen

Mao Yen‑shou Sli5[l!X, court painter who

Mir Haydar, poet and author of Mìraj‑
nameh, 17, 80.

painted portrait of Wang Chao‑chUn
116.
Maqa‑ma‑t (or Assemblies), Arabic prose
written by al‑HarirT, 93.

Massignon, Louis, 62.
Matlà‑i Sàdoyn wa Mojmà‑i Bahrayn (or

emperors, 12.

MTr (K)halil, 128nis4, 135.

Mìraj, ascension (night journey of the
Prophet), 64.
7vàroj‑na'meh (or Book of Ascension) of
Mir Haydar, 17, 64.i7o, 80, 84, 85･
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Mirkhvand (1433‑97/98), Persian historian,

protege of Mir ̀Ali Shir Navài and

mushrooms, 39, 41 ; see also fungus.
mysticism, 47, 134.

author of Raw4tzt al‑Sojb̀, 17.
Mirror for Princes, see ea‑btis‑na‑meh.

Nagoya, Tachibana Zuich6 collection,

Mokuan Reien WIJa}wt2#H (d. ca. 1345),
Ch̀an monk‑painter of late Kamakura‑
Nanbokucho period, 56ni44.

nail‑coloring, 121; see einna‑̀.

Mongol(s), 10, 33, 43, 76, 78, 78nio, 88,
104, 109, 112, 112ni2o, 129, 130; archer,
81, 89, 89nss, 138; empire, 82; invasion,
43, 44; period 49, 81, 87, 105.
Mongolia, 87, 90, 90.sg, 91, 102, 113, 127,

135.
Mongolian, 90, 108; boots, 78; chieftain,
82, 87; physiognomy, 30.
Mongoloids, 46nio6, 76･

Monte Corvino, John of (ca. 1293‑1328),
Franciscan friar, 10.

Montreal, McGill University Library,
92n71･
Moon‑goddess, painting of, 31n46･
Mosul, Iraq, 89ns7･

Mou I te6 (1178‑after 1242), Sung
painter, 120, 120ni4i, 121.

movement, 98; direction of, 100; lateral,
104; play, 42.
Mu‑ch̀i igas (13th century), Ch̀an painter,

56.

mudra, symbolic gestures of hands and

53n133･

̀nail‑head‑rat‑tail' orrkecrzttEZk, conven‑

tion of drapery in Chinese figure
painting, 53.

Nakayama Zeaji collection, see Kyoto.

Nanking, 76ns; Nanking Museum, 76ns,
123n146'

Nara, Yamato Bunka‑kan Museum JkiFn
]stCiffifi, 116, 118n137, 123ni46･

Nasr ibn Aliimad (r. 91342), Samanid ruler,

9.
Navài, Mir ̀Ali Shir (1441‑1501), vizier to

Husayn Bayqara and author of Sab̀ayi
Sayya'rah, SZidd‑i iskanciar and Hayrat
al‑Abra‑r, 54ni36, 94ns4, 100, 106.

negro and negroid, see ̀dark‑skinned'.

New Delhi, National Museum, 76n4, 78ng･
New York, John M, Crawford, Jr. collec‑
tion, 79nis; ex‑Del Drago collection,
123ni46; Kraus collection, 50; Metropol‑
itan Museum of Art, 29n42, 49, 49ni2o,
50, 91n6g, 95ns7, 104, 112n121, 116, 121n143,

123ni46, 124, 125, 127, 129nis6; Pierpont
Morgan Library, 104.ios; Spencer collec‑

fingers in Buddhist iconography, 28, 30,

tion, New York Public Library, 42, 43,

31, 37, 38.

43ng6･

Mughal dynasty (1526‑1754), 92.

nien‑hua ff;vai;i:, year‑painting, 59.

Mubammad, the Prophet (ca. 570‑6321

nightjourney of Mubammad, 64, 84; see

A.H. 9), founder of Islam, 17, 34, 35n6g,

Mìraj and Mìrdy'‑na‑meh.
Ning Hu E‑shih ljilillwafi, title given to

64, 84, 100.g7･

Muhammadi, 49nng･
Muhammad ibn Husain al‑DTn, see Ibn

Husam.

Muhammad ibn Khavand Shah ibn
MabmUd, see Mirkhvand.
Mubammad Siyab Qalam, painter of some
Istanbul Album paintings, 5.io, 135.

Muikanjizai figReneJAI, Bodhisattva
Abhayandana, 27n32･
multiple belts, 69, 74, 75, 77, 79, 80, 80nig,

81, 82, 107, 133.
muraqqà, album's, 5.

Murtuq, near Turfan, 32.

A‑

Wang Chao‑chUn by Hsiung‑nu, 116.
NishapUr, Tepe Madrasa, Iran, 26.
NishapUri, Isljaq (12th century), author of
eis. as al‑anbiya‑̀, 63ni6s･

Ni4am al‑Mulk (ca. 1018‑92,) Persian
statesman, vizier to SeljUq sultan, Malik
Shah and author of Siya'‑sat‑na‑meh, 94.

Nizami, Ni4am al‑Din Ilyas of Gaajeh
(1141143‑1209), Persian poet and author
of IVlramsa, 17, 67, 84n37, 85n4i, 86, 94,

96ngi, 101nlol, 109, 112, 133.

nomad(s), 114, 127, 131; camp, 109, 114,
115, 126; tribes, 114, 130.
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NUshirwan ̀the Just' (Khusrau I, known
also as Kisra: r. 531‑78), Sasanian king,
34n67, 110, 111; see also Kisra.

Oderic of Pordenone (ca. 1265‑l331),
Franciscan friar, 10.

Oghuz Turks, see Turks.
ordu or ordo, tent of Turkic and Mongolian
chieftain, 108, 126, 127.

Osaka, Municipal Museum of Art (Abe

Index
painting, 29, 34; texts, 106.
perspective, roving, 104.

phoenix, see feng‑huang.
Po Chti‑i E:]rea (772‑846), T̀ang poet,
117n134'
Polos, the, 10.
pomegranate, 19, 25, 25n24, 26, 30, 31, 41.
porcelain, 23, 27, 69, 92, 109, 127, 131, 132.
posture, 30, 38, 98‑101, 108, 113, 120, 126,

138; cross‑legged, 37.

collection), 23ni6, 102, 118, 119, 119ni3s,

pottery, potter, 9, 10, 139; see also ceramics

125, 127, 128; K. Agata collection,

and porcelains.
pouch, 29, 31, 32, 32ns6, 33, 70‑73, 81,

124n146'

Oxford, Bodleian Library, 42ng4, 54ni36,
57n146, 62, 79n13, 94ns4, 95nsg, 100ng7,
101nioo･

96ng3･

procession, 68‑138.
professional painter of China, 56, 65.

P̀u‑hsien {gN, Bodhisattva Samanta‑
Pai‑t̀i Kuo tseeN, 76.
Pai‑miao tailE (ink‑drawing), 49, 55, 58,
125.
Palace Museum, see Peking and Taipei.
P̀an nang agfa, pouch for'jade and seals,
32n4g; see also pouch.
pao, 108; see also yurt, ordu and tent.
papercut, 5nii.

bhadra, 20, 51.

P̀u‑men‑pin SliFgnMn, in Saddharmapup‑
darika SUtra, 22; see Fa‑hua‑chin ?l:ee
lgs.

P̀u‑tai JAiR (?‑917), Chinese monk of the
T̀ang‑Five Dynasties, 49.
P̀u tzU ra] iF, mandarin square, 14n44, 73,
87, 88.

Paradise, 85n43.

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, 43ngs, 49nng,

63, 80, 81, 81n24, 81n27, 84, 85, 92nn,

106nm, 133; ex‑Vever collection, 43;
Louvre, 49nng, 89ns7; Musee des Arts
Decoratifs, 35n6s, 84n4o, 107.

parrot tpsittaciformes), 27, 28, 28n3s, 36･
Pax 7brtarica, 10.
Pei ch̀i chiao‑shu t̀u‑chUan titi8gtEESff #,

handscroll of Scholars of Northern Ch̀i
Collating Classic Texts, 31n4s･

Peking, 12; ex‑HsU collection, 31n46;
Palace Museum, 32, 35n7o, 58, 60, 65niso,
130nlsg･
pendant, 29, 31;jewelled, 31, 33, 37, 96ng3･

Pendzikent, capital of Sogdiana (6th‑8th
centuries), now in Uzbekistan, 32.

People of the Book, see Ahl al‑Kitab.

People of the Cave, see Ahl al‑Kahf and
Ashab al‑Kahf.

peri;good genius or fairy, 41, 42, 42ng2, 43,

96ngi; see also angel and genie.

Persian, ceramics, 3; GulL 9; manuscript

ea"btis‑na"meh, Mirror for Princes of Kay
KàUs b. Iskandar, 94.

Qara‑qoyunlU (or Black Sheep), Turkmen
dynasty (1380‑1468), 134.
qayan, Mongolian chieftain, 15, 87, 90.
QazvTn, school, 49nng, 91n66･

QazvTnT, al‑, Zakariyya ibn Muljammad
ibn Mabmud (ca. 1203‑83), Persian ge‑
ographer, cosmographer, and author of
̀Aij̀ib al‑Makhltiqa"t wa‑Ghara‑̀ib al‑
Mawfnda‑t, 57ni46, 62, 67.
eis.a‑'s. al‑Anbiya'̀ (Edifying Tales of the

(Prophets) of Isljaq ibn IbrahTm NTsha‑
pUri, 63ni6s･

QitmTr, name of dog, 62; see Seven
Sleepers of Ephesus.
Quatremere, Etienne, 13.
eur̀a'n, al‑, Holy Scripture of Muslims,
62, 62n162, 62n163, 128･

Rashid al‑Din Fadl Allah (1247/8‑‑1318),
statesman, historian, author of ･lamì
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aL7bwa‑rikh, 10, 17, 62, 67, 68, 81, 81n27,
82n2s, 90, 90n62, 92n71, 100, 104, 112.

Rawdot al‑Soj12‑̀ (or Realm of Purity),
History of Timurids by Mirkhvand,17.

San‑yin =‑ wa, Three Hermits, 54.
Sari drapery, 94.
Sasanian, (226‑642), 2, 3, 26, 132; Silver
bottle, 26; silver plate, 100ngs; king, 86.

Raw4tzt at‑Anwa‑r, 95nss･

sash, 19, 31, 35, 37, 41, 42, 45, 54, 73, 81, 86.

Realm ofPurity, see Rawdot al‑Sofa‑̀.

scarf, 19, 35, 68‑‑85; long scarf, 34, 34n6s,

reed pen, qalam, 5, 49.
religious painting, in Islam, 65; in China,

66.
repoussoir, 96, 98.

Revue cles Etudes islamiques, 62, 62ni63,
62n167･

Rice, Talbot, 134.
Riddell, Sheila, 27.

Roman Orient, 26.
Rowland, Benjamin, 2.
Rubruck, William of (ca. 122CFca. 1293),
Franciscan friar, 10.

35n6s, 69, 97, 128.

Schafer, Edward, 28, 28n3s･
Schiltberger, Johannes or Hans, 11.
scroll painting, 74; see also handscroll.
Sebuktegin, Mahmud ibn (r. 977‑97), first
Ghaznavid sultan, 81n27･
SeljUqs, (in Iraq and Persia: 1038‑‑1194),
10, 43.gs, 90, 95.

Senmurv, Persian mythical creature, 43,
43ngg; see STmurgh.
Seven Planets, see Sabàyi Sa"7drah,
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, 60nisg, 61‑63;

see also Ashab al‑Kahf.

Rtim, Constantinople or Byzantium (i.e.
Asia Minor), 62.

Shah, title of Persian king, 110.

Rustam, hero of Sha‑h‑na‑meh, 43ngg, 80n2i,

Sha‑h‑na'‑meh (o.r Book of Kings), epic by

95, 101, 112, 112n121･

Rytik6‑in Temple. see Kyoto.

FirdausT, 43ngg, 44, 54n136, 67, 84, 88ns3,

92n7i, 95, 101, 109‑112; Demotte, 10,
34, 84n37, 85n4i, 112; Cambridge, Mass.,

in 1485 by MTr ̀AIT ShTr NavàT 94ns4.

Fogg Museum of Art, 101, 101nioo;
Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Museum,

Saddharma‑purpdarTka Stitra, Buddhist

104nio6; Leningrad, Public Library, 85n4i;

SabaVi Sayya‑rah (or Seven Planets), written

work; see Fa‑hua‑chin.
SZzdtl‑i tskandur (or Bastion of Alexander),

written in 1485 by MTr ̀AIT ShTr NavàT,
54n136･

SàdT (ca. 1208‑92), Persian poet and
author of Btista‑n, 17, 78.
$afavid(s), (1502‑1732), 7, 63, 92, 107.

Saint Louis, Art Museum, 27, 28, 44, 53.

Sakyamuni, see Buddha Sakyamuni.
Samanid dynasty, (819‑1005), 9.
Samantabhadra, see P̀u‑hsien.
Samarqand, 6nis, 11, 12, 134.
San‑chao =‑ ty, Three Ways or Systems of
Doctrines, 58, 60.

London, Royal Asiatic Society, 95nsg,
102; Montreal, McGill University, 92n7i;
Oxford, Bodleian Library, 101; Tehran,
Gulistan Palace, 33, 33n6o, 41nsg, 88,
88ns3; Washington, D.C., Freer Gallery
of Art, 101nioi･
Shah Quli (mid‑sixteenth century), Persian
painter, 42ngi, 85n43･

Shah Rukh (r. 140947), son of TimUr,
third ruler of TTmtirids, 12, 13, 15.

Shamanism, 64, 134.
Shanhsi province rkiZgi, 114; wall paintings
of, 25, 25n21, 31n46, 38n77･

Shan Ts̀ai Li TzU eeRzfg{F, Sudhana,

San Francisco, M. N. de Young Memorial
Museum, 93n7s･

Shao‑lin SsU ll)Mci{i}, 23ni3, 56, 58.

Saojar (r. 1117‑57), SeljUq ruler in eastern

Sharaf al‑Din ̀Ali Yazdi (d. ca. 1446),

Persia, 94, 95, 112.
San‑Sheng =‑ ag, Three Saints, 54.

64n174･

Persian poet, historjan, author of lojbr‑
nadmeh, 97ng4･

San‑tao =‑ me, Three Paths, 21. '

Shaykh Mahneh, 48.

San‑tsun hsing‑shih =‑ igiffiZil:, triad, 37.

ShaykhT Naqqash, Persian painter, 121ni42,
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135.

Shen Chou ixre (1427‑1509), Ming
painter, 40nss, 60.
Shenhsi province tssaji!lj, 22, 32.

Index
Shth‑chi, 114.
SsU Shui UIIme, see Four Sleepers.
SsU‑wu‑yang chia collection, 124ni46･
standard, see banner.

ShT̀a sect, 17.

Stein, Sir Aurel, 59niso･

Shih‑chi sll:e (or Historical ･Records) of
Ssti‑ma Ch̀ien, 114.

streamer, 81n26, 81n27･
Suan tai esflg2, pouch for knife, flint, etc.,

Shih Chung suj±L (HsU Tuan‑pen taSlftiJ2X:
1437‑‑ca. 1517), Ming painter, 40nss･

32n4g; see also pouch.
Sudhana, see Shan Ts̀ai Li TzU.
$ufT orders, mystical or ascetic orders in

Shih‑te tees, Ch̀an monk, 51‑60, 98.
Shiraz, Iran, 8, 11, 12; school, 96, 105nno;

Turkmen school of, 86.
Sh‑ir‑m, heroine of Khusrau u ShTrin written

in 1177‑81 by Ni4amT, 80nis, 94.

Sh6kado Shoj6 thJtEkag* (15841639),
Buddhist monk of Momoyama‑‑early
Edo period, 55ni4o･

Sh6s6in treasures EkMfitz, 2.
Shou $, Longevity, 89.
signatures, 135.
silk, 37, 107, 134; painting, 121, 121ni43･

Silk Road (Route), 1, 10.

Srmurgh, mythical bird of Persian legend;
43, 43ngg, 104nio6; see also Mantiq al‑
7izyr; see also Senmurv.
Siren, Osvald, 2.
sirens, 64ni76.

Siyab Qalam (or Black Pen), see Mu‑
bammad Siyab Qalam.

Islam, 50ni24; poetry, 48.
Su Liu‑p̀eng M }F.Eg (ca. 1821‑51), painter

of Ch̀ing dynasty, 124ni46.

Sultan Alpmed Jalàir (1382‑1410), last
Jalàirid sul!an, 41ngo･

Sultan Mubammad (early 16th century),
Persian painter, 106niii.

Sung (960‑1279), 10ff; fiower painting,
120; porcelain, 10; wall painting, 38.
Sung hstieh‑shih ch̀tian‑chipu‑i SXge l kff

1ptime, Supplement to Complete Works
by Sung Scholars by Sung Lien, 21‑22.
Sung‑kao‑se"ng‑chuan ;JRfi'(E9I$, Biogra‑
phies of eminent priests of T̀ang and
Five Dynasties, 30 vols., 51, 51ni2s.

Sung Lien iRva (1310‑81), author of Sung
hsdieh‑shih ch̀uan‑chi, 22.

Siya'r al‑Multik, see Siya'‑sat‑na‑meh.

Sung‑shu Ski'g, Sung dynasty chronicle
completed in 488 A.D.; 100 vols., by
Shen YUeh ptiv (441‑513), 114.

Siya'r al‑Nbbl, biography of the Prophet

superimposition, 138.

written in 1388 by Mustafa b. YUsuf
al‑RUmi DarTr, 17.
Siya‑sat‑na‑meh (or Book of Government) of
Ni4am al‑Mulk, 94.
S6ami Shins6 as wrmsEas (?‑1525), Muro‑

Su Wu esrt (140?‑60 B.c.), general of
Early Han, 102.
swastika, 88, 89 ; connected and interlocked,
88, 89, 89ns7, 129･

Syriac, 61.

machi painter, 55ni4o･

So‑ku p̀u‑sa sufiEl!ima, Bodhisattva of
collarbone, 22.

Tabriz, Iran, 8, 92n7i, 134･

TahmTnah, wifie of Rustam, daughter of

Solomon, 85n43.
Son of Heaven, 88; see also dragon.
South Asia, 11,

Samangan, 80n2i, 95, 101, 101nioo.
Ta‑hsiung‑pao‑tien J]l<va#IWre, Pavilion of
Shao‑lin Ssti, 58.

Southeast Asia, 11, 28, 93.
South Sea, 93.
Spencer collection, see New York.
Srimahadevi, see Kichlj6ten.

Taipei, National Palace Museum, 20, 23,

SsU‑ma Ch̀ien fiI,eepe (135?‑93? B.c.),
chronicler of Early Han and author of

30, 33, 40ns3, 47, 64, 77n7, 82n2g, 91n67,
93n76, 96ng2, 102, 104, 112n12o, 116, 120n141,

122n146, 130nlss, 138･
T̀aip̀ing kuang chi JitZPeeSZ, collection of

novels from Han to Five Dynasties,
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100 vols. (977‑983 A.D.)., 22.
Talas, battle at, 8.

tamgha, 88, 90, 91, 91n66, 125ni4s, see also

̀brand' and ̀branded mark'.
T̀ang dynasty, (618‑906), 3ff; emperor,

court, 130; court ladies, 83; eihpire, 8,
11; painter(s), 93, 105; painting(s), 96,
97, 105, 107nii4; style, 134.
Timtir‑na'‑meh, epic by ̀Abd Ailah HatifT,

known also as lojbr‑na'meh, 49niig･

22; figurines, 47, 128; painting, 29n42;

tipet, see ̀cloud collar.'

physical type, 30; poet, 40; style, 24, 27,

Togan, Validi, 134.

53; tombs, 32; wares, 9.

Tokyo, Hashimoto collection, 123ni46;

T̀ang hui yao JiijgE, Selections of

Idemitsu Museum of Art, 1 19ni3g; Maeda

Political Principles of T̀ang Dynasty;

Ikutoku‑kai Foundation, 56ni44; Na‑
tional Museum (Kokuritsu Hakubutsu‑

100 vols., 90n6i.

Tanmdi, Zeren Akalay, 135, 135ni7o･
Taoism, 17, 20.2, 38, 40, 41, 60, 134, 137.

kan), 34n62, 51ni3o, 55, 60ni6i; TokyO
University of Arts, 25n24, 47nno･

Taoist, 38, 47, 65niso, 67; figures, 64, 65niso,

Topkapi Sarayi Museum, Sha‑h‑na'meh

82n2g; iMmOrtal, 36n73, 40, 64, 64n176, 65,

(H.1511, 1370A,D.), 54.i36; Shbllr‑na‑meh

135ni6s; monk, 58, 88; mysticism, 47;
painting, 64; paraphernalia, 65niso;

1441 A.D.), 57ni46, 112ni2o; Ja‑mì al‑

priest, 88; subject, 67.

T̀ao‑i t̀u eeizS(ma, picture of Beating
Clothes, 120ni4i･

Tao‑shih‑hua megeg, Taoist and Btiddhist
' painting, 18.

Tartar, 80, 98ngs, 111, 112ni2o; Khan,

118n137' '

Ta‑shih‑chih ltes!E(El!iff), Mahasthama‑
prapta, 20.

(H.2153), 104.io6; Anthology (R.1976,

72iwa‑rikh (H.1654, 1317 A.D.), 62;
Khamsa of Ni4amT (H.786, 1446/7 A.D.),

85n41, 96ngl･ '

Toprak Kale, site of ancient palace of
Khwarizm in Uzbekistan, 93.
Torii, RyUz6 ,agEl}eets, 116.
Toyuq, Sinkiang province, China, 62ni63･
77easury of Mysteries, see Makhzan al‑
Asra‑r.

Tathagata, see Ju‑lai.
tattoo, 72, 84, 84n3s･

Tribute OMce Scroll, see Chih‑kung

Tehran, Iran, Gulistan Palace Musepm, 33,

Ts̀ai Yen gYE(g5℃tu), see Wen‑chi.
Ts̀ai Yung #g (132‑192 A.D.), Ts̀ai‑

35n6g, 41nsg, 44･

t̀u‑chttan.

Teng‑feng e!N (Honan province), 56.

yen's father and a well‑known scholar of

Tenri, Tenri Library, 78nii･
tent, 125‑127; black, 97, 98, 108, 109; see

literature and history, 114.

also pao and yurt.
Tepe Madrasa, see NTshapUr.
Theodosius the Younger (r. 408‑50 A.D.),

Roman emperor, 62.
Three (Ch̀an) Eccentrics, 49‑65; see also
San‑sheng and San‑yin.
Three Hermits (Saints), see San‑sheng and

San‑yin.

Ts̀ao Ts̀ao gee (155‑220 A.D.), founder

of Wei Kingdom, 114.

Tso Hsien Wang ZEgll, Chinese com‑
mander‑in‑chief, 114.

TUbingen, Stiftung des Preussischen
Kulturbesitz, 5.
T̀u‑chtieh l5{!jwt, eastern Turkic tribes
settled in Mongolia (4th‑10th centuries,

114.

thumb guard, 72, 73, 92, 92n72.

tuft(s), 81, 81n2s, 81n26, 82･

tiara, 25, 25n2i･

Tu Fu )Hill (712‑770), T̀ang poet, 40,

T̀ien‑t̀ai Shan (Mountain) i]<aLli, in
Chekiang, 51.

T̀u‑hua chien‑we"n chih ffdinee* (or

TTmtir (r. 1370‑1405), founder of Timurid
dynasty, 12, 13, 97ng4･
Timurid(s), (1369‑1500), 11, 14, 87, 107;

117n134'
Experiences in Painting) of Kuo Jo‑hstt,
31n47･

Tu Huan JH ee (mid‑T̀ang period), author
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of Ching‑hsing‑chi, 9.

Tung Ch̀i‑ch̀ang g;(3S (1555‑1636),
Ming painter, 123ni46･

Tung Ssti ginE, Ts̀ao Ts̀aòs military
oMcer, 115.

Tun‑huang sunc, Kansu province, 28,
34n6s, 38, 59nlso, 87, 87nsl, 128･

Index
writer, 118.

Wang Chao‑chUn Eeert, 59nisi, 67, 87,
90nsg, 102, 113‑117, 118n13s, 118n137, 119,

119ni3s, 125, 127‑131, 135, 138.

Wang Chen‑p̀ehg ]ltE2Mes (early 14th
century), YUan painter, 65niso.

Wang Ch̀iang Ine, see Wang Chao‑chtin.

Turfan ql igts, ancient city of Kao‑ch̀ang

Wang Kai EEiEE, one of compilers of

ifi'gew, now in the Sinkiang Uighur
Autonomous Region, China, 14, 53, 87.

Wang P̀u iEva (922‑82), compiler of

Turkic, 11, 32, 40, 76, 79, 97, 111, 114, 130,

134, 138; burials, 32; physiognomies, 63.
Turkicization, 11, 111, 134, 138.

Turkish, 76, 106nn2; texts, 106; ghulams,
94.
Turkistan, Eastern, 89; Soviet, 5ng, 134･
Turkmen, 79, 134; school, 86; style, 134.
Turks, 10, 11, 32, 61, 76, 81n27, 90, 94, 96,

99, 109, 138; Oghuz, 90.
tzti EF, offSpring, 26.

Chieh‑tzti‑ytian hua‑chuan, 40ns4･

Wang Ytian Eau (active ca. 1310‑1350),
YUan painter, 40ns7.
Washington, D.C., Freer Gallery of Art,
24nlg, 27, 28, 33, 35n7o, 41ngo, 42ngl, 44,

78nlo, 85n43, 94ns3, 98ngs, 100, 101nlol,
111, 112n123, 121n143, 122n146, 123n146, 129･

Wei‑ch̀ih I‑seng (the Lesser Wei‑ch̀ih:
active ca. 680‑710) liSmeZ([lr, Khota‑
nese painter, 34n6i, 128.

TzU‑kuei Z}lieema, in Hu‑pei province, 117.

Wei Chung‑tao dit*ma, Ts̀ai Wen‑chi's

Uighurs, 76, 77n7; script, 80.
ukiyoe ?IEtlttw, 2, 35, 44.

spouse, 114.
Wei Kingdom pt (=‑ ee, 220‑265), founded
by Ts̀ao Ts̀ao, 115.
Weitzmann, Kurt, 65.

Upsala, Royal University Library, 133.
Urpa, 58; see also Hua tien.
Uisefbeiness of Animals, see Maǹiij7 al‑

Wei‑yang msCP{k, one of five Chinese

Hbyawa'n.
UspTsa, cranial protrusion of Buddha, 48,

Wenjen ]S℃A, see literatj.
Wen‑chi, Ts̀ai gjS( ts, 59.isi, 67, 87, 91,

48nlls･

Ustad, master, 135, 135ni7i･

Uzbekistan, 33; Uzbeks, 134.

Vaigravala, Chief of Four Deva Kings;
Guardian of North; Pi‑sha‑men‑t̀ien
eeil)FeiK;see also Kubera and Loka‑
pala, 25, 64ni74･

Vajracchedika, see Chin‑Kang‑Ching (Di‑
amond Sutra).
Vasco de Gama (1460‑‑1524), Portuguese
navigator, 9.
Vi2stiges of the Past, see al‑Biriini.

Victoria and Albert Museum, see London.
Vienna, 6sterreichische Nationalbibliothek,
57n146･

void background, 36.

s

T̀ang hui yao, 90n6i.

Ch̀an sects and seven schools, 60, 60nis7･

91n6g, 102‑104, 113‑'116, 119ni3s, 122,
122n146, 123n146, 124‑‑130, 130nls7, 131,
135, 138; see Htz‑chia shih pap̀ai.

Wen‑shu ]S℃3i}k, Bodhisattva Maajugri;
Sakyamuni Buddha, 20, 37, 38, 51.
Welch, Stuart Cary, 134.
West Asia, 14, 105, 139.
Western Regions, see Hsi‑yU.
White Sheep, see Aq‑qoyunlti.
"7bnders of Creation and their Signularities,

see al‑QazvTnT.
valorld H)rstory, see ulamì al‑ 72zwa'rrkh.

wood‑block (woodcut) print, 17, 23, 54, 58,
59, 59nlss, 60, 90, 129nlss･

Worcester, Worcester Art Museum, 122.
Wu‑sun rees, nomadic tribes in Central
Asia (2nd B.c.‑‑‑5th century A.D.), 114.

Wu Tao‑tzU II(lmeEF‑ (active c. 710‑760),

Wan An‑shih (1021‑86) ErJE, Sung

T̀ang figure painter, 24.
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Wu‑ti itdi (r. 140‑187 A.D.), seventh
emperor of Early Han, 114.

Yu Ch̀iu tieel< (active ca. 1570‑90), Ming
painter, 118ni37･

Wu Tsung‑yUan rtztfpt'J‑Ju (d. 1050), Sung

YiZeh･fii Shih Chi esneE{Ffi, Anthology

painter, 31n46.

Wu Wei fire (1459‑1508), Ming painter,
40ns3･

of Songs used by Dynasty's OMces of
Music, compiled by Kuo Mao‑ch̀ien,
115.

Yti‑lanKuan‑yin Ekeeerll7, Kuan‑yinwith
Yamada Chisabur6 ilJ EH ig=‑ RB, 2･
YamashiroSh6k6‑in LhlptZgi.)kZtsiZ, 55ni4o･

Yang Kuei‑fei afiZ consort of T̀ang
Emperor Ming‑huan, 67, 122.
Yàqtib Beg (r. 1479‑90), Turkmen ruler, 5.

Yeh‑1tt Ch̀u‑ts̀ai ]l3eefeM (1190‑1244),

Chinese statesman and oMcial of the
YUan dynasty, 10.
Yen Hui dema (active late 13th‑‑early 14th
century), Ytian painter, 51ni3o, 55ni4o,
112n122･

Yen Li‑pen maxZZsc (ca. 600‑674), T̀ang
painter, 96ng2.
Yin‑t̀o‑lo parvEme (active second half 14th

a Fish Creel (Basket), 22‑37.
YUn‑ch̀ien $E, cloud.collar, 15, 71, 72,
84, 86n46, 86n47, 87nsl, 88, 119･

Yung‑lo ikesdi (r. 1402‑24), third Ming
Emperor, 11, 12, 15, 133.

Yung‑lo Kung Palace j6(Mg, in Jui‑
ch̀eng i5Iitijitma, Shanhsi province, 25n2i.

YUn‑t̀ou‑hsUeh Sutcak, cloud boots, 78,
78ns･

Yurt, tent of Central Asian nomads; see
also pao, 108.
YU tai kll$, pouch for fish‑shaped jade,
gold or copper, 32n4g; see pouch.

century), Ch̀an monk, 54ni3s･
Yin‑yai She"ng‑lan wt2EEwaee (Overall Survey

Zojtzr‑na‑meh (or Book of Victory) of

of Ocean's Shores), compiled around
1416‑51 by Ma Huan, 12.
YUan dynasty, (1280‑1368), 10ff; drama,

Zal, father of Rustam, hero in Sha‑h‑

Sharaf al‑Din ̀AIT YazdT, 97ng4･
na'meh, 43ngg, 104nio6･

Zen art, 60; see also Ch̀an Buddhism.

119; figure painting, 28; painter, 23;

Ziyarids, the (927‑‑ca. 1090), 94.

painting,' 27, 112ni2o･

Zoroasrtian, 17, 26.
Zubdot al‑ 7hwa‑rikh (or Cream of Histories),

YiZan Shih jiZsEt (Qr YUan Dynasty Chron‑
icle), 210 vols., 78, 78ns･

YUan Ti 5iidi (r. 49‑33 B.c.), eighth
emperor of Early Han, 116, 117.

of Hafiz‑i AbrU, 13, 13.3s; of Luqman
al‑̀AshUrT, 17.

